
Pylades goes to the Faroes

Fergus Quinlan

M aY 25th 13.25. A watched tide rises slowly, Pylades looses
.its slouched position against Kinvara pier as it lifts to the

flood, and the heavy timber leg is unbolted and stored on the
quay. Crew and lines are on board. Doreen on the pier wall
plays ’The ships are sailing’ on the whistle and we are away.

It was Kay’s idea to go north, after many previous ventures
to the south she pinioned that we were getting soft and it was
time for more testing waters and colder climes. The venture had
other purposes too. Normally we, that is Kay and I cruise alone,
but next year my daughter Vera is getting married and is
planning to take Pylades on the honeymoon, a fifteen month
Atlantic circuit and Peter Owens the future husband has little
sailing experience, so this three week project was to be training
time. Deborah Connolly Brown of Kinvara was the fifth
member of crew; she too wished for the cooler waters of the
north and extend her offshore experience.

Despite forecasts of ideal winds F4/5 SW we motor sail all
day in winds that never get over F 2. We round Slyne Hd at
00.30 and push north through a slight and whispering sea and at
06.50 wind sufficient to square off the rig and silence the diesel
at the magnificent Achill Head. Wind and engine come and go
all day and the crew maintain smooth and uneventful watches.
Crossing Donegal Bay on the morn of the 26th, Malin Head
radio calls in to any ship in the area to partake in helicopter
exercises. We volunteer, but at the last minute they cry off and
we are left steaming all alone on course for the isle of Barra on
the Outer Hebrides. It had been our intention to maintain the
slightly shorter course to the west of the Hebrides, but a chain
of prowling low pressure systems away off to the west entice
the over wary skipper to take the inner route and sample the
fleshpots of the isles. Some where south of Barra Head in
freshening conditions a winch handle is thrown over board and
the engine key is broken. We are presently organising a tribunal
of enquiry which should report back in a few years. We
approach in very poor visibility thanks to a weak warm front.
At 20.10 on the 26th we pick up a mooring at Castle Bay,
Barra. The next morning while buying bits in the local shops
we attempt to engage with the locals by speaking in Irish as a
lot of Scots Gaelic has been spoken. We did not have a great
deal of success. At 1320 we exit out into the sea of the Hebrides
and our canvas finds a fresh 5 southwesterly to give us a
splendid day’s sailing. With clouds building and scudding on a
sky blue palate we average 6.9 knots and after 50 miles we
thunder into Lough Maddy and to cap it all a golden eagle
slides over our mast head. Pick up another mooring here, very
poor carry-on, all these moorings set in just the places one used
to anchor, just how is one supposed to train crew!

After another excellent dinner and wines on Pylades we
venture ashore for a pint and that’s just what we got, one pint.
Last orders, we were informed by the female bar Commandant
were 10.45. The 29th May a softer days sailing only covering
31 miles to the stunning entrance of Loch Seaforth and into the
anchorage of Loch Maaruig, and we do get a chance this time
to get the hook down. After dinner accompanied with much
wine, fiddles and box are assembled on the after deck and a

session is attempted. The inhabitants of the remote cottages
ashore are I’m sure, glad we are in transit. Early in the morn of
the 30th the dinghy is launched and the climbers Peter and Vera
are off up Toddum and return with reports of great views out to
the Isles of Shiant, Skye and over to the mainland. It was a fine
bright day with a light northerly making us motor sail all day in
the slightest of seas. A pod of pilot whales are encountered
feeding off the entrance to Loch Shell. After six hours under
engine we tie 12M Pylades to a 6M pontoon at Stornoway,
however a very friendly coastguard crew spot our dilemma and
move their launch to allow us tie in their position.

We have learned our lesson with regard to closing times in
Scotland so a more organised and disciplined approach is
adopted, we get stuck in earlier. A good night was had by all.
Next morn we shower in the public toilet block, cleaner and
better than most hotels. Vera and Peter engage with a free
internet in the library getting great weather information on
"theyr.net". It projects light wind from aft. Diesel is taken on
board and some more stores and at 1400 31st May we depart
this architecturally grim town of the friendly people and push
north. The forecast of light winds prove correct and with the
main sheeted hard to ease the motion in the slight swells
Pylades pushes out between the Butt of Lewis and Cape Wrath
and bears north.

1 st June and we are still under engine, somewhere during the
night the faint light of Sula Sgeir appears intermittently in the
now never darkening night. It appears as an unremitting sky
and sea of unrelenting grey. Cross swells run from the west and
northeast. At 00.45 on the 2nd we pick up the south light of
Suduroy on radar, a thick drizzle and fog envelope, the seas
grow lumpy with contrary tides. Setting a set of waypoints to
the entrance and with noses glued to the radar, we edge into the
port of Trongisvagur. After crawling into the dogleg bay
strange repetitive patterns appear on the radar screen, it turned
out as we thought, houses! The anchor is set at 05.00 and all
retire to bunks. A clear bright day follows, while discussing our
pleasant situation in the cockpit, a short eared owl being
harassed by gull’s lands on the pulpit. The belief that owls only
fly by night must come into question when there is no night. We
also realise to our horror that at lat 62° we are about 120 miles
north of the Kap Farvel in Greenland. Later in the morn we up
anchor, and tie at the dock in the town of Tveroyri. Most of the
evening was spent chatting with the very welcoming locals. We
were only the second yacht in this year and the first from the
Republic. They brought us to their boat club, a splendid timber
edifice being restored at the moment, in front of which future
visiting yachts will be welcome to tie up to and use all the
facilities. In the meantime the harbour master gave us a key to
his office and use of the showers and laundry within at no
charge. Vera and Peter have gone walking the ridges above the
town and report of spectacular cliff views out to Stora and Lille
Dimun on the north coast.

The evening calls for some pints and we are directed to a
very grotty entrance of a strange public bar which reflects the
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history and policy of the islands on the subject of drinking. But
we do end up having a great evening and even singing some.

’God save the Queen’ and ’Men of Harlech’ the precursors
of the BBC 4 Shipping Forecast have the crew tumbling out of
their bed in the morn and away to sea by 07.30. A westerly F1
awaits, so engine on again, but a very clear fine day to pass
amongst the islands and after a short 34 miles Pylades ties at
Thorshavn. A fine capital city of 14,000 inhabitants of Viking
stock, it was well worth exploring with its contrasts of new and
old.

Wealth in the Faroes is generated by its fishing industry and
its association with its motherland Denmark. It is dependant for
almost everything else on imports and for the three weeks
before we arrived and ongoing on our arrival was a national
strike which had closed down all imports. The supermarkets
and shops were all but bare, just a few tins left and Pylades had
more fresh produce on board than in the Faroes supermarkets.
Even fish were getting scarce as the fuel for the fishing boats
was being cut. But with all our motoring, we required diesel.
The Manager of the Tourist Information Office (outside whose
office we had tied up) could not have been more helpful. We
were warned not to walk about the town to garages with fuel
cans, but as foreigners, special arrangements would be made. A
van with darkened windows was to collect all our cans within
the hour and return later with them full. Cars came, stopped,
looked at us, drove away, a car stopped, a women jumped out
and ran over to us, " You must leave at once and motor to the
main ’Shell’ dock. Go to the main entrance with your cans, they
are expecting you." We did, they were. The picket lines sent
some workers to inspect our vessel and ensure we were
foreign; they could not have been more pleasant. Our cans
passed back through the lines and we were away. All this took
place over two hours in cold swirling fog worthy of any
Hitchcock movie.

Olavur Groth calls with his jeep and takes us on a tour of the
things that the Irish might like to see. Kirkjubour also known as
Brandersvik or Brendan’s Creek where St. Brendan landed on
his sojourn north from Kerry. Olavur informed us that they left
a small settlement in their wake there which did not last long.
"They forgot to bring woman, when the Vikings arrived they
were still some left but we killed them off as they had some
strange habits." After some remarks about the Battle of
Clontarf we continued our tour. Our tour of the Roykstovan a
timber framed and turf roofed house nearby occupied by the
same family for 17 generations and with so many historical
details was very worthwhile. Close by was the house of
Trondur Patterson the artist and adventurer who had travelled
with Tim Severin on the Brendan Voyage and many others.

The following days were spent visiting the maritime
museum and generally walking the town with visits to the very
sophisticated Caf6 Natur in the evenings for a few pints before
dinner on board. Vera and Peter had gone climbing on the
ridges; their adventures were however curtailed when the
weather closed down visibility to a few yards. They managed to
come up against a naval post, yes, in the mountains. They were
driven back down to the boat by a naval jeep who also offered
to bring us to their supply stores; however it turned out that
their cupboard was fairly bare as well. That evening we were
invited for some beers aboard the tall ship Norolysio by the
skipper. We listened to some CDs of the Faroese version of
’Westlife’ and looked at lots and lots of photos. However, the
night picked up when there erupted all over Thorshavn a
hooting of horns and much joyous shouting, the strike was over.

It had been our intention to sail much further north over the
top of the islands but time was now running down and the
forward wind projections were for a continuation of souther-
lies. So it was reluctantly decided to start back. 6th June 11.15
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Peter Owens - a summer visit to the cliffs at Hestur!

we were away, but first a few hours passing very close under
the cliffs of Hestur and Sandoy it was fantastic, millions of sea
birds nesting and feeding and a thick drizzle sweeping down
from the heights to a tide ripped sea to provide an evocative and
very wild spectacle. At 15.30 we finally face the music and turn
south. The wind is blowing precisely out of the gap between
Cape Wrath and Butt of Lewis. 7th June very cold wind now
increasing F5 occasionally 6 on the nose getting very lumpy the
tacking angle goes from bad to worse. We throw the engine into
the fray, it improves our angle, but the slamming is now
horrendous. Kay looks over the guard rail into the face of a
whale, minke we think. The wind and sea ease back in the
evening and the sun makes a brief appearance. A bird like a
sparrow but not, takes up residence in the cockpit. After another
day of pounding and slamming Cape Wrath finally hoves into
view and at 20.00 we slid into Kinlochbervie. This harbour our
pilot had indicated was unwelcoming to yachts, however, a
very warm greeting was given to us and it was explained that
the fishing industry was ’not the future’ and we were given
sketches of proposals to convert the existing fishing sheds to
’facilities’ for the cruising yachtsman.

Leaving the loch in the company of frolicking dolphins we
encounter a very pleasant calm day. It is spent motoring south
and naming off all the Monroe’s of Scotland that had been
traversed by various crew members in other expeditions. The
’Old Man of Stoer’ had to be examined at very close quarters
from the seaward side as the summit of this very fine rock
climb had been achieved the year before by Vera and Peter. It
looked very scary to the rest of us.
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Skipper, D.C. Brown and Peter Owens at session at sea.

Our welcome at the pier at Ullapool was not overwhelming.
Bad mistake by skipper, asked if we could tie up along side,
should have started conversation by enquiring about the merits
of the various hostelries that usually works much better. Tried
anchoring and dragged about to have another go and we are
hailed from the shore and directed to a mooring buoy. An angel
always turns up. Dinghy ashore for showers at the hostel and
pints and our only meal out during the trip an excellent ’fish
and chips’.

Next morn high winds scudded down the loch and we had a
bit of a lie in, food and fuel are replenished at mid day and at
16.00 we fly off on a fine short sail to Loch Ewe. To our
astonishment there is another yacht in the anchorage, only the
second we have seen in active service on our trip so far, we lay
in behind and to one side of it, very wise! Anchoring in what
looks like heavy kelp we get the young bucks to wrestle the
551b fisherman anchor to the bow and lay it off. It holds like a
dream. All sleep well for a while
after another excellent meal well
washed down with juice of grape.
Towards dawn sleep becomes
more fitful as gusts increase and
Pylades begins to shear about a
little, then a scratching sound on
our cables and skip. is in the
cockpit. Calling to the passing
yacht, whose skipper then bounds
into view and enquires as to why
we are coming up on him. I
suggest that it may be him that is
dragging back rather than us
dragging forward. Much smiling
and waving and re anchoring take
place and all is well.

At mid day we are away and
pinching into a F4 ssw but at least
find calmer waters in behind
Raasay and down to the Kyle of
Lochalsh and pick up the ever
increasing south going stream.
Away to the southwest the great
Cuillin Ridge dominates the sky

line and a major part of our plan
had been to spend a few days in
one of our most favoured anchor-
ages ’Loch Scavaig’ and have a
shot at traversing the ridge, how-
ever with all these head winds and
overnight stops this was now
looking less likely much to the
chagrin of all on board. Under the
Skye Bridge we fly and turn into
Kyle Rhea at 11 knots, one could
feel the boat travel downhill.

Improved diplomatic skills see
us tied up to a fishing boat at
Mallaig and ashore with us to the
usual Scottish pubs, background
music, jukebox, television, flash-
ing pinball and card machines an
electronic hell, why do we do it,
perhaps the alcohol!

Another mid day exit to suit the
south flowing tide and directly
into our old friend the south-
westerly, its very cold, very wet
and the wind which started at F4

keeps rising and the vis keeps falling. Kay reading from
Boswell’s "Tour of the Hebrides" sums up our state with the
quote "we are at the disposal of the winds and the winds are ill
disposed’. We tuck in behind the north coast of Ardnamurchan
and with wind at F6 approach the point with trepidation. Our
timing must be good, tide has gone slack and seas not as bad as
expected but lively enough and dump much in the cockpit,
before we free off at the point and get hull speed to Tobermory
where all the yachts have been hiding, lots of them. Wine tastes
extra sweet, the satisfaction of arrival is directly proportional to
the pain of its achievement. With the rain still coming down in
buckets and the wind a blowin and the stove lighting the better
option appeared to be to abandon shore leave.

A pleasant sail down the Sound of Mull leads us into a much
more unpleasant Firth of Lorne; thoughts come back of the
most pleasant landfalls here in June of ’92 on our way to climb
Ben Nevis, a balmy sunny idyllic day with fair winds. Today

Deborah Connolly Brown, Kay Cronin, Fergus Quinlan, Peter Owens, Vera Quinlan at Tveroyri.
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we tack down the entire way to
Colonsay. The day improves for
our landing and some go for a run
and some for walks and all
rendezvous back at the most
pleasant inn. 4th of June we leave
at 08.00 and at last the wind goes
SE and a fine ’full and by’ for five
hours and the wind disappears,
back to the trusty diesel. Malin
Head radio informs vessels to look
out for flotsam from a yacht which
had struck the west reef in the
Tory sound.

The yacht, of which, when we
arrived in very welcome new
harbour in Tory, only a few planks
remained, had been called Cabin
Fever was apparently involved in
some TV thing. Needless to say it
was the talk of the town when we
arrived. But as Patsy Dan ( the
King of Tory) told us " it was a
terrible shame that such a fine ship
should fall into such poor hands,

Downhill at Kyle Rhea.

but it was not a bad accident for no man was drowned, but now
it brought a lot of rude people to the island" Me thinks he was
referring to reporters.

Next morn the wind is moderate on the nose and we motor
sail through the day and a most wonderful night sail, lit by the
moon and cheered on by dolphin visits we continue to cut our
wake south. We enter Frenchport just before dawn, tricky
enough entrance in dark even with radar and all the goodies.
We had come into Frenchport to let Debbie off to get back to
work as it was now Monday, and with mister wind still fixed
firmly on the nose it was going to be another few days. Declan,
her husband, had driven up from Kinvara to pick her up; she
was missed for her humour and fiddle playing. While here,
some of us had a few jumps into the sea, still fairly cold one
would not hang about. At 14.00 out to sea and a desperate five
hours of pounding and slamming, and every so often a wave
with no back, poor Pylades, one hates doing that to the boat,
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until we rounded Achill Head when the seas calmed and we
dined in a little more relaxed weather than we were now used
to. At 00.00 we anchored in Inisbofin. Up at 08.00 for dinghy
ashore and walk about Cromwelrs fort and a swim at our
favourite west coast pool. The gulls and oystercatchers did not
greatly approve. Away to south at 11.00 and after close
inspections of landing sites at High Island we motor on to
Slyne. For a change, only slight turbulence at Slyne then at last
a free wind, a fine day and all the bad days are forgotten. At
18.00 we pick a mooring at Kilronan and head for Tig Joe Macs
until 02.00 when all is said and done its just great to be back in
a decent Irish Pub.

18th June a fine sail with a following wind and the pole
strapped out with the full genny to starboard and the main out
on a preventer to port and we flying it. The skipper is resting in
bed when there is much to-do in the cockpit, we have an
unmarked net around the skeg. To much shouting from the half

decker we tie two 2 pound diving
weights together and on to a light
line, ease off the sails drop the
weights on either side of the net
and the whole shebang slides
slowly down the skeg and we are
away. No damage done. At 19.00
we tie at Kinvara, fit the leg, wash
down our great ship Pylades who
has brought us on a great
adventure of 1489 miles. In
retrospect we would not go so far
north again in such a short period,
such a trip deserves at least two
months to see the Faroes decently
and to carry out all the climbing
we had planned, but most of all to
have the time to await fair winds
and weather. The day after we
arrived the winds turned to the
north and stayed there for a week.

Pylades at Thorshavn.
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Beagling with boats

W.M.Nixon

’"~k/Tother ship." Who could resist? It warms the heart,
1¥1 .cockles and all. We were asked in the Autumn of 2002

if we might consider being a mother ship for the Howth
Seventeens when they made their first visit to the Glandore
Classics Regatta in July 2003. It was no contest, although
having a son, daughter and son-in-law anticipating active
involvement with the little gaff sloops off the coast of West
Cork was possibly an element in the decision. But in any case,
the Howth Seventeens (vintage 1898) are inter-twined with
ICC history.

Billy Mooney - one of the main movers in bringing the Club
into being - owned one, and raced her with great success. Our
Honorary Treasurer for the club’s first 19 years, Billy
MacBride, was also a Seventeen owner. There have been many
others since, including two who - like Billy Mooney - became
Commodores. And by being in Glandore, the Seventeens would
for the first time ever be sailing in the same event as the
reviving Cork Harbour ODs - class of 1896. Just about
everybody in Cork who had anything to do with the ICC in its
early days seems to have been involved with the Cork Harbour
ODs at one time or another. Yet the two classes had never
before sailed together. So mother shipping we would go.

Crewing arrangements took shape. Davy McBride ICC and
Pat Kerley were soon on the strength. At planning meetings in
the little green room in Howth YC, Davy said that it would be
like beagling with boats. The shrewd beagler, he told us, works
out the circular route the hare is taking, and minimises the
ground personally covered by staying in a much smaller inner
circle. My own experiences of beagling with Terence Grainger
and his pack through the hedges and ditches of north Down
were rather different, but then I was a nafve young lad.
However, we would be highly experienced beaglers in West
Cork. Having assumed that the Howth Seventeens would go no
further west than Castlehaven during their time based in
Glandore, we anticipated lazy days of mackerel fishing on
Witchcraft, and gently sociable nights ashore.

Quite. Nobody seems to have mentioned the F-word. It was
only as 2003 was well upon us that we realised several of the
more determined Howth Seventeen crews were hellbent on
sailing round the Fastnet. Lazy days, forsooth. It put a
completely different complexion on our week in West Cork.
This could be serious stuff. Too late, we realised that you’re
called the mother ship because the mother is always the last to
know.

Logistics loomed large. Things were to start early in
Glandore for the Seventeens, on Saturday July 5th, even though
the main regatta didn’t start until the evening of Tuesday July
8th. Happily, boat partner Ed Wheeler obligingly offered to
deliver Witchcraft of Howth to Kinsale in time to address the
West Cork schedule. To get there, he travell’d much in the
realms of gold, round many western islands. But the realms of
gold were fierce bumpy, and when the old red boat came into
Kinsale from the sou’west on the morning of Monday June
30th out of five days of continuous rain and other
unpleasantness, she was battle scarred. However, George

THE FORTNIGHT CUP

FOR THE BEST CRUISE UNDERTAKEN

IN A MAXIMUM OF 16 DAYS

Kingston and his team at the boatyard worked wonders, and by
early afternoon on Friday July 4th she was launched again,
neatly topped and tailed, and all systems back in working order.

Back home, meanwhile, the enormity of the Seventeens’
project had emerged as an ICC conspiracy. For it was as a result
of staying with his sister Barbara McGonagle ICC in Glandore
that Donald ’Dinger’ Massey had first come up with the crazy
idea of taking the class to West Cork. The class’s main contact
with the Classic Boat people in Glandore was Donal Lynch
ICC. And as the numbers upped, until 15 of the entire class of
17 Seventeens had commited to going, the prospect of
transferring their legendary World Championship to Glandore
became reality, so the Sage of Crosshaven, Donal McClement
ICC no less, came aboard as Race Officer to oversee two days
of racing outside Glandore Harbour with four races back-to-
back each day, for these old girls take their racing seriously. But
before this championship on July 10th and 1 lth, they wanted to
head west.

Although two Seventeens have recently cruised from Howth
to Dingle southabout (see Nick Massey’s account in the 1999
Annual), the plan for 2003 was for a major trucking operation,
for the thinking was that the class should not be away from
Howth for more than ten days. They secured the sponsorship of
road transport providers who preferred to do their good work
by stealth. Which was just as well, for the tight timescale meant
that it was necessary for eight flatbed trailers to be hidden away
in Glandore for the duration of the regatta. Had they been
allowed back into the general system, the boats would have
been stuck in West Cork for weeks.

It gives some idea of the sense of community in the class
that all the boats were lifted together, put on the trucks, and
away on time. We meanwhile were aspiring to a broader sense
of community in our own assembling. Patrick and Davy arrived
in fragile condition in Kinsale, having travelled from Howth
via the Sally Gap and Bunclody and a night of riotous assembly
with Maxie Nicholson ICC in Dunmore East. Friday July 4th
being my birthday, Georgina and I and Nellie the dog had
contrived to link up with Aidan Tyrrell ICC, and birthdays and
suchlike were efficiently cleared from the agenda. Somehow
we found time to store and water the boat, and by lunchtime
Saturday were nicely on track, heading west past the Old Head
on a calm summer’s day under power.

Being under power became a theme of this venture. In fact,
if you’re ever asked to be a mother ship for a bunch of nutters
in little old sailing boats, get yourself a Grand Banks 42 or
something similar. Being an accompanying sailing boat is just
too awkward. Witchcraft is no motorboat. But some years ago,
we sold a superfluous oil painting in order to replace the
folding two-blade racing propellor (it was a stranger to astern)
with a Brunton self-feathering three blade. We also got the
great Joe Kirwan of Terryglass to re-align the engine. Even
though it is only a 28hp Yanmar, the result is a beautifully
aligned, smooth-running and economical setup in which the
cutless bearing in the P-bracket has not yet shown any signs of
wear, while the performance is adequate for mother shipping.
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Mr Brunton was still at his work as we entered Glandore in
late afternoon. That summer place was looking its best, and the
Seventeens were already taking up their moorings - they’d
launched and rigged at Union Hall, having rolled away from
Howth harbour around 0600hrs. A remarkable achievement.
The suave and manicured setting emphasised their rugged
character and style - the amateur designer Walter Herbert Boyd
may have created only five designs in all, but his Howth
Seventeens of October 1897 are gems, gallant little boats with a
fine double curve to the sheer, and a surprisingly good tum of
speed.

Like it or not, it’s the racing which keeps them together.
They have more than sixty races every year, from April to
October, with keen sport. And several members of the ICC are
in or about the class. Of the half dozen mother-ships which had
been recruited for this jaunt, three were ICC - Peter Courtney’s
Sigma 41 Jabberwok, Francis Ennis’s First 32.5 Joker’s Wild,
and Witchcraft.

Having six mother ships for 15 boats was a good idea,
because it’s in the nature of the Seventeens that they don’t
always think together in matters of strategy, even if they act as
one in times of difficulty. When the going is good, though,
keeping them together is like herding mice at a crossroads.
Next day (Sunday July 6th) brought a fresh sou’sou’west
breeze with a front forecast, so the consensus was to stay in
Glandore and make the passage west to Sherkin in Monday’s
gentler forecast. But as they sailed about the harbour on Sunday
morning, two of the boats decided conditions were perfectly
sailable, so they zapped round to Baltimore with Joker’s Wild in
attendance.
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Witchcraft of Howth. Photo: Kevin Dwyer

Not all had intended in any case to head for Baltimore and
Sherkin - some were taking the two day Worlds seriously, and
didn’t want to damage sails or gear. But a foggy Monday
morning saw seven more boats heading west. We were in
bumbling attendance, and a miserable day day it was too -
drizzle, thickening fog, and a veering westerly wind which was
often fresh, and headed at every point. In that same belt of fog,
but further up the coast, a big modern trawler managed to go
aground in the entrance to Dingle despite radar and all the bells
and whistles. By the time we’d got to Kedge Island, it was thick
as champ, and neither boats nor cliffs were visible. On VHF,
Peter Courtney reported from Jabberwok that his radar was
showing the land, but the Seventeens didn’t register on the
screen at all. Not to worry. Until then, they’d more or less been
racing. But now in the densest fog they came together within
feet of each other, gathering like ducklings, and those with GPS
savvy helped the others along, until they all appeared like
ghosts out of the fogbank at the entrance to Baltimore Harbour,
and swept in style up to the handy pontoon on Sherkin as
though they did this sort of thing every day.

The overnight at Sherkin was bliss. Pat Kerley had brought
along some wonderful potatoes from family lands in Louth,
Davy McBride was on top form in the galley, and when the
Seventeen people had taken the ferry to Baltimore for bussing
back to their digs in Glandore (believe me, the logistics were
mega), we’d a very pleasant evening ashore with Peter
Courtney and his crewman Reggie Reville ICC, quietly putting
the world to rights over a couple of pints.

It was back to work next morning (Tuesday July 8th), for
this was F-day. Some boats were utterly determined for the
Fastnet. The two which had gone on ahead on Sunday had
brailled their way on the inside routes to Schull with Joker’s
Wild, so they were nicely placed. But the boats at Sherkin were
facing a long beat in a fading wind and lumpy sea. It was a
reminder of that warning about Ireland’s Atlantic coast which
used to appear in the Sailing Directions in the days before
reliable auxiliary engines - when good weather follows bad,
the leftover sea and a lack of wind will make progress
extremely difficult, and nearness to major headlands can be a
hazardous business.

It was a mighty fine day, with sunshine burning off the mist,
but the wind was dying. Outside Baltimore, even with tops’Is
set the Seventeens were going nowhere. Messrs Yanmar and
Brunton came into play, and while most of the fleet opted for
gentle progress back eastward towards Castlehaven with the
occasional pluck from mother ships, Witchcraft plunged south-
west under power with three Seventeens under tow. The sun
was out, the sea was rolling blue, and Sherkin and Cape Clear
were looking good. But progress wasn’t. So two of the boats
elected to peel off and head slowly eastward under spinnaker.
However, Class Captain Roddy Cooper and his crew on Leila
were F-obsessed, so we banged on at better speed in the bright
sunshine with just one on tow, and the Fastnet growing higher
on the horizon.

With the ICC burgee at the masthead, we really had no
choice. Of all the Howth Seventeens, Leila is most closely
inter-woven with the history of the Club. When the ICC was
founded in 1929, our first Honorary Treasurer was Billy
MacBride, who owned Leila, or maybe it was the other way
round. Unusually for a Treasurer perhaps, he was a creative
type, being a stained glass artist who worked in the famous
Harry Clarke studios. He was a dab hand with the pen-and-ink
sketching too, and many of his drawings illustrated the early
ICC Annuals. When he finally retired from sailing and from
being ICC Honorary Treasurer in 1948, he sold the boat to the
great Norman Wilkinson, a longtime ICC member.

Leila was one of the first Seventeens, built by Hilditch of
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The summer place. Howth Seventeens in Glandore.

Carrickfergus in 1898, and she won the class’s first race that
year. In 1998, when Norman won the class’s Centenary Race
six months before his death, he was asked what he remembered
of buying such an historic boat half a century earlier. He said
that all he could remember was thinking that £120 was an awful
lot of money to be paying for such an old boat, but that was
what he had to pay to get into the best racing in Howth.

Norman Wilkinson was the very personification of level-
headedness, but level headedness was not in evidence around
the Fastnet Rock on the afternoon of Tuesday July 8th. Joker’s
Wild and the two Seventeens coming from Schull had already
been round by the time we got there, so we had it all to
ourselves. After the rain and fog, everything seemed artificially
radiant in the blinding sunshine, so much so that the photos
look to have been computer enhanced. They aren’t. But it really
was luminously surreal, or hyper-
real - nobody was too sure which.

When the founding fathers
took the Fastnet Rock as our
club’s symbol, they chose well. It
has a recognition factor which
international brand managers
would kill for. But I find it a
spooky place. Even after racing
round it many times, until this
special occasion I’d felt no
inclination to go anywhere near it
other than as a mark of some
course. It may have been a
summer’s day, yet the sea was
sucking and seething at the rock in
remorseless style. It seemed
unforgiving. But then the Fastnet
obliged. From Cape Clear on-
wards, there hadn’t been a breath
of wind. Now a zephyr arrived.
Leila spread her sails, and made
her circuit before the little breeze
evaporated once more. With few
words said, we then took her in
tow again under a long warp, and
headed east along that fine sunlit

Photo: David Branigan

coastline, until evening found us
in Castlehaven with the flock
reassembled,    and    everyone
slightly off their heads after too
much sun and too much emotion,
up in Mary Ann’s for a party and a
seafood feast.

The weather cycle re-asserted
itself with rain and fog in the
morning, and a fresh southerly. In
the Castlehaven anchorage, boats
fretted at their moorings, and a
cruiser dragged. We heard on the
VHF that because of the fog
there’d be no racing outside the
harbour, and settled down for a
gentle morning with the heater
going and the boat comfortable.
Suddenly, there was bustle around
the Seventeens. Yet again, the
mother ship was the last to know.
The radio announcement had been
from Glandore Classics. But the
Seventeens were still on their own
agenda. They were going to start

from anchors down in Castlehaven, and race for a sweepstake
of £500 back to Glandore, the winner being the boat to have the
first crewman down a pint in Casey’s, the old pub up Glandore
hill.

The breeze had eased, and the fog had thinned. It would
have been reasonable, had the course been inside High Island.
But these people don’t make things easy for themselves. For the
course was outside High Island. It was Marlboro country on the
day that was in it, with a pig of a sea breaking heavily on the
Copper Rock and its offiier, the breeze freshening again, and
the fog returning. But they got round, and then came tearing
into Glandore with spinnakers set, grabbing them in as they
swung into the little cove below the fog-enshrouded pub, with
the shore runners diving over the side. Until now, in his heart of
hearts, Davy had thought the old boats were only good for the

The ducklings gathered at Sherkin - Jabberwok ICC and Witchcraft middle right. Photo: W.M.Nixon
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Hallowe’en bonfire, but he could contain his enthusiasm no
longer. "My God" he exulted, "these are mighty men,
MIGHTY MEN d’you hear?" We heard. The winner of the
sweepstake was Ian Malcolm’s Aura, one of the two boats
which had headed west to Schull. Their runner was Darren
MacMahon. He was well puffed but cheerful, though some of
the older runners took all night to recover.

But at least they and their boats were all safely back in
Glandore. Our mothering was over. Life became civilised. Our
handy mooring just off the pier was still free, and though we’d
quite a bit of Georgina’s business to do ashore around West
Cork for two or three days, between times we could enjoy the
classics, and leave the Seventeens to interact with Donal
McClement in their own separate two day championship,
which was won by Peter Courtney, who is both a third
generation Seventeen owner, and a second generation ICC
member.

There were many others around - Len Sheil was there with
Gay Gannet ICC, celebrating the boat’s 40th birthday, and his
ownership of her for 25 years, "yet people still call her Jack
Wolfe’s boat...". Hal Sisk was there with two boats, Cotton
Blossom and Colleen Bawn, his fascinating re-creation of the
Dublin Bay Colleen Class of 1897. And Clayton Love was
there with Jap, a Cork Harbour OD so beautifully restored that
you’d be nervous of putting her in the sea, yet he races her with
success and style and his usual determination, and he won at
this regatta.

Glandore was beautifully civilised, but as all our shore
business was completed by Saturday midnight, it was time to
go. As it happens, I lack the social skills to cope with the
crowds which inevitably arrive with Sunday’s Parade of Sail,
while the crew had an element of liver fatigue. So we slipped
away on Sunday morning, and went up to Kinsale, where
Cuilaun had just arrived in from Maine, with Brian Smullen
and Bill Riordan and their crew in the Wharf Tavern, and all
looking very well on it. If you want a boat that’s central to
contemporary ICC history, you need go no further - Cuilaun
has been an adornment of our club since 1970.

Pat’s time had run out, so Davy and I brought the boat home
from Kinsale. It was a windless couple of days, with heavy
thunderstorms about. In Kilmore
Quay, the deputy harbour master
arrived aboard as we were in the
middle of a fine supper, and
chattily mentioned that it must be
difficult to fit a holding tank in a
boat of Witchcraft’s age. "I am the
holding tank" announced Davy. At
Camsore Point next morning, we
were mesmerised by the new wind
farm, which was starting to turn as
the gathering thunderclouds began                    3
to suck breeze out of the sultry
calm which still lay on the sea.
The huge wings rotated very
slowly, all at slightly different
speeds. Hypnotic. The thunder
was upon Wexford, where we saw
the massive flash which took out
the power in the town, yet stayed
clear of the worst of it. We’d
thought to take things easy and
stop in Arklow or Wicklow, but
the purple-black rain was always
snapping at our heels, so we’d a
bit of sport dodging on northward
around the foul tide in eddies, and

Your highly trained gourmet team engaged in research outside Hayes"
Bar, Glandore, are Pat Kerley (left) and Davy McBride.

Photo: W.M.Nixon

came in round Howth Head at last into clear air, into the
harbour towards 2100hrs on Tuesday July 15th. And there were
the Seventeens, up on the pier on their flatbeds. The mighty
men were home. So too were the beaglers, and knackered with
it.’Twas ever thus.

Luminous day - the 105-year-old Howth Seventeen Leila (Roddy Cooper) sails round the Fastnet
Rock a week after the Centenary of the lighthouse.                            Photo: WM.Nixon
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A passion for Cowes

Dianne Andrews
THE GULL SALVER

FOR THE HIGHEST PLACED IRISH

YACHT IN THE FASTNET RACE

During last winter we started to plan with the crew of
Amethyst for the summer of 2003. Although we enjoy

cruising, we have a very enthusiastic young racing crew, who
once again persuaded us to take them to Cowes Week. This of
course entails a five hundred mile trip to the Isle of Wight and
back again which depends upon getting some fairly settled
weather. There is plenty to organise in advance not least where
are eleven crew going to stay during Cowes Week. We were
lucky to be able to rent a house within walking distance of the
marina. There was plenty of advance information available on
the Cowes Week Website and one of our crew spotted a
competition to win a place on the ’Skandia Squad’.

This Squad would consist of five boats sponsored by
SKANDIA LIFE, the main Cowes Week sponsors. To enter the
competition you had to write an essay explaining why you
wanted to compete in Cowes Week. The essay had to bring in
the five Skandia key words. Passion, Commitment, Creativity,
Contribution and Courage. The winners would have their entry
and marina fees paid, be given a new Cowes Week spinnaker
and have all their crew kitted out in Henry Lloyd clothing and
Timberland shoes. The best part of the prize package was that
the two Olympic gold medallists Ian Percy and Steve Mitchell
were to coach the squad each morning before racing and sail
one or two races with each of the five boats. I checked the
website and got down to writing my entry, which emphasised,
the ’Passion’ which Tom and I have had for sailing since we
were very young children. We explained how we had first
enjoyed sailing on the Solent in Flying Fifteen Championships
and that this was to be our fifth Cowes Week. We pointed out
that Cowes has such a historical background in setting the
foundations for yacht racing and there is something quite
magical about starting and finishing at the Royal Yacht
Squadron line. My entry went off and we thought nothing more
about it, until about two weeks before we were due to set off for
our cruise to the Solent, when we received a phone call telling
us we had won a place on the squad and that we were to be
called ’SKANDIA PASSION’ for Cowes Week. The crew were
absolutely thrilled and could hardly believe the news!

Thursday 24th July. Bangor to Ardglass. 35 NM. Due to the
incomplete new pontoon construction at Ringhaddy we kept
Amethyst in Bangor after Bangor Week, so that we could load
up easily for our cruise. Three of us departed from Bangor at
11.30 hours under engine in a light westerly force 2. We hoisted
the mainsail but guess what, by the time we got through the
Copeland sound, the wind was dead on the nose and had
increased to force 5. Although there was some pleasant sun-
shine, the seas were very lumpy making the passage past the
South Rock lightship and St Patricks’ rock very slow. At 17.50
we arrived into Ardglass marina, where a friendly Frenchman
off an adjacent pontoon caught our ropes. We were glad that the
tide was suitable because with Amethyst’s deep draft, we
cannot get into Ardglass at low water. We had a good meal in
Aldo’s and then a nightcap on board Decalion with John Weir
who was helping their skipper to get to Arklow before joining
us in Cowes.

Ardglass to Dun Laoghaire. 56NM. A lovely, calm, sunny
morning when we departed at 0620 hours but by 08.00, there
was a southwesterly force 4 and no sign of the forecasted
westerly! The sea had become very lumpy and I was quite
seasick. What a way to spend your birthday! I kept wishing that
I had been more abstemious the night before because it is
unusual for me to have mal de mer. However Tom and Brian
also succumbed, so the sea state must have been pretty awful.
About 9 miles from Rockabill the sea had settled down and we
were able to hoist the mainsail and make 6 knots close hauled.
At 17.00 hours we tied up in Dun Laoghaire marina in pleasant
sunshine. The forecast was looking promising for the trip round
Lands End the next day. We re-fuelled and got some fresh food
and then went to the Dart station to meet our fourth crew
member Thomas Parker. An early night was in order to prepare
us for the long overnight trip next day.

Dun Laoghaire to Falmouth. 211 NM. We departed in calm
cloudy conditions at 0630 hours, nearly taking the pontoon
with us, as a nameless crew member forgot to untie one of the
bow ropes! By 0830 the Moulditch buoy was abeam, it was
sunny but there was no wind and we hoisted the main. At 1245
we were south of Arklow and the wind was on the nose as usual
but with the favourable tide we were making 7.8 knots. About
1600hours when the Tuskar was abeam we had a wonderful
display of about 8 dolphins playing around our bow for ten to
fifteen minutes. They had white bellies and really enjoyed
darting under and across the bow. Around 20.30 we hoisted the
number 4 headsail, stopped the engine and were making 6.2
knots. There was lovely sunshine and we all enjoyed a bowl of
stew. At 2100 hours the Small Isles were abeam and the
dolphins all decided to come back to play and escort us. They
played around the boat for a long time and at times there was
more than a dozen of them. It was wonderful to watch them!
During the night around 0340hours we had a close encounter
with a fishing boat. We took avoiding action when suddenly it
started to move full throttle forward at us. We quickly altered
course and wondered if it had ever seen us! Again
demonstrating the importance of keeping a watch and not
relying on radar reflectors. At 1000 hours we were enjoying a
wnw force 4, sailing about 13 miles from Lands End. By
midday, the Seven Stones lighthouse at Lands End was abeam
but there was 2 knots of tide against us. At 18.15 hours we
arrived at Port Pendennis Marina Falmouth. We found a very
nice new Bistro to have a meal over near the Chain Locker pub.

Falmouth to Plymouth. 40nm. We left at 10.30 hours in a
changing weather situation. It was raining and the forecast was
SW force 4-5. With reefed mainsail we were making 6.5 knots.
By 15.15 hours we were skooshing along in a large swell
making 7 knots. At 16.45 hours we arrived into Queen Anne’s
Battery marina in driving rain and a 30 knot s/westerly wind.
Thank goodness we had booked ahead because due to the
weather no boats had ventured out and the marina was jam
packed. We found an Italian restaurant, which reminded us of
’Faulty Towers’ and enjoyed a meal sheltered from the
elements.
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Plymouth to Dartmouth. 39nm. We managed to get
ourselves out from inside a Beneteau with no one aboard and
left at 09.45 hours under engine, on a grey drizzly morning. The
wind picked up to force 7 with a huge following sea. At 14.00
hours we were surfing down the waves making 12.5 knots at
times. We had a number 4 headsail and a reefed main. The seas
increased in size as we rounded Start Point and it reminded me
of my Atlantic crossing. It was pretty scary conditions and I
don’t think the rest of the crew enjoyed it at all. We decided to
go about instead of gybing to make the course for Dartmouth,
where we arrived at 15.45 hours. There was rain and drizzle all
evening. We went across in the Hauley ferry to the town centre
and found our favourite Cherub Inn where we met the owners
and had a fabulous meal in the upstairs restaurant. To round off
the evening we had a nightcap in the Royal Dartmouth Yacht
Club.

Dartmouth to Poole. 74nm. We left at 07.45hours in a
southwesterly force 3 with greatly improved visibility and we
were able to see the beauty of the entrance to Dartmouth. By
14.30 we were making 4.5 knots off Portland Bill against a two
knot tide. It was sunny at last and we were able to get some wet
clothes dried, as we ran before the wind with a preventer rigged
trying to keep clear of the Shambles. Sometime after passing
Portland Bill we heard a PAN PAN over the radio calling out
the Weymouth Lifeboat to rescue a 41 ft yacht which had got a
lobster pot caught round its propeller. Lobster pots are a real
problem and it is essential to keep a watch out for them.
Luckily the Lifeboat was able to cut them free and tow them
into safety before they were pulled under by the strong tide. At
19.45 we were approaching Old Harry at the entrance to Poole
and by 20.45 we were tied up in Dolphin Marina.

Poole to Cowes. 29nm. We made an early start to go and buy
some provisions in readiness for friends and family who we
coming on board for lunch. After a most enjoyable lunch party,
we left Poole at 14.45 hours. The tide was against us so we
headed for Christchurch Ledge, then to North Head and round
by Hurst Castle, sailing under mainsail only. Around 20.00
hours we passed the Royal Yacht Squadron and all our happy
memories flooded back. At 20.15 we arrived into Cowes Yacht
Haven marina. The weather was still continuous drizzle and
low cloud, so we hoped for better for the week ahead.

Friday 1st - Saturday 9th August. Cowes Week. The sun
was shining when we awoke next morning and it never
stopped for the entire week ahead. The Solent was
transformed overnight into a Mediterranean climate. There
was such a buzz of anticipation with yachts arriving from all
parts of the world. The Skandia Squad co-ordinators soon
made themselves known to us and our boat was quickly
transformed to Skandia Passion with big logos on each side of
the topsides and on the mainsail. A lovely new spinnaker was
delivered to us and the whole crew were given their special
shirts, shorts and shoes. We really felt like royalty when we
were asked to tie the boat up right in front of the Skandia
hospitality area with the other four boats in the squad. Then
the squad members were all introduced to the Olympic Gold
Medallists Ian Percy and Steve Mitchell. Each morning after
we had all been treated to breakfast in the hospitality area, Ian
and Steve gave the Squad a short lecture on racing tactics
before we all went out to race. They also went out to race for a
day with each Squad boat. Ian Percy came out with us on
Tuesday and with his expertise and sail trimming advice, we
managed to get line honours at the Royal Yacht Squadron line.
Both Ian and Steve raced with us on the last Saturday and we
just missed line honours by half a boat length. The experience
was truly memorable and we could not believe how much we
learned from them, even though we had been racing for forty
years. It was also such a marvellous experience for the crew

and we were so pleased to have been able to take them to
Cowes. Cowes week attracts around a thousand entries but we
were the only one from Northern Ireland. Alter racing each
day we were entertained by Skandia and got to meet many
other yachting celebrities in their hospitality area. There were
37 boats in our class and we were pleased to finish 7th overall
at the end of the week.

Cowes to Dartmouth. 81nm. All the cruising gear was
loaded back on board and it was time to head for home whilst
many other competitors were preparing for the Fastnet race. At
0745 hours we left a very sunny Cowes under engine and by
10.20 we were just approaching the Needles when a S E force
3 picked up. The mainsail was hoisted and the speed went up
to 6 knots. At 14.45 just as we were rounding Portland Bill
with a favourable tide, the leading Fastnet boats started
catching up with us. Alpha Romeo and Zepherous then ran out
of wind at Portland Bill and we motored off and left them
becalmed. Eventually in the early evening we got some wind
and had a pleasant hours sail in the sunshine. We had to keep a
careful watch for lobster pots as there seemed to be plenty of
them.

We arrived into Dartmouth at 22.00 hours. It was dark and
there was a strong tide running at our allocated pontoon in the
Haven marina, which we hit with quite a thud but luckily no
damage was done

Dartmouth to Plymouth. 26 nm. We left Dartmouth 10.15
hours on another lovely sunny morning having refuelled at the
floating barge. At noon we were picking our way through the
lobster pots in a calm sea off Start Point. Very different from
the wild seas on the trip down. We tied up in Queen Anne’s
Battery Plymouth at 15.30 hours. The whole marina had been
cleared ready for the finishers of the Fastnet race. There were
tents and flags everywhere. However with the lack of wind they
were in for a long wait.

We all headed off for a cool beer and found a nice place to
sit in the shade outside the Piermaster restaurant. Suddenly
there was a huge row and a very drunk man started hurling beer
glasses against a wall. The Police started chasing him and we
decided to retreat inside for a meal. Luckily all was quiet when
we came out and we just made it across the footbridge before
they locked it for the night, otherwise we would have had to
walk miles to get back to the boat.

Plymouth to Falmouth. 35nm .Left at 09.25 hours in calm
cloudy conditions under engine. Peter and Tristan had been
looking forward to getting the spinnaker up on the trip home
but it was either too calm or wind on the nose. They taught
themselves to tie Turks Head knots and played solitaire on the
laptop computer. Ray unfortunately had a very bad cold and
slept a lot.

Long hours of motoring can be fairly boring so the boys got
out the tin whistles and I got out my fiddle and we got some
tunes going to keep us amused. At 11.45 hours it was still very
calm with a sea mist and visibility of about 2 miles. We still had
24 miles to go. The mist gradually lifted and we were greeted
by the wonderful sight of all the Falmouth one designs, with
their brightly coloured topsails, racing in the Bay. We tied up at
Pendennis marina at 15.40 hours. It was Falmouth Race week
and there was a tented area beside the marina with loud noisy
music which went on until after midnight. At the top of the road
above the marina there was a great shop where we were able to
provision the boat for the next few days. They even had some
delicious Cornish pasties! After a meal and a walk to explore
the surrounding area we decided to have an early night to
prepare for the long trip round Lands End.

Falmouth to Arklow. 181 nm. It was dull and calm when we
left at 06.00 hours under engine. As we passed the Lizard we
decided to hoist the mainsail but as usual the wind
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Some of the Skandia Passion crew.

immediately changed to directly on the nose! We passed some
yachts which had retired from the Fastnet race due to lack of
wind as well as some which were still trying to sail to the
finish at Plymouth. At 11.30 hours the Runnel Stone was
abeam and we passed Lands End shrouded in mist and drizzle
at 12.55 hours. The watch system worked well with four hour
stints. Tom and the boys kept one and Ray and I did the other.
We just finished our watch at
03.00 hours. There was a bright
full moon with a force 3 north-
easterly. We were making 5 knots
motorsailing into it. At least it was
nice and dry. However when we
came on watch again, waves were
breaking over the foredeck and
water was pouring in the fore
hatch, which had not been
properly secured. A sail bag had
also been partly washed over the
side of the bow, so once it had
been pulled back aboard, our
speed increased by a knot.

Later on Thursday we were
motorsailing past the Tuskar
making 7 knots. At 18.30 we
arrived into Arklow after a very
strong tide and 21 knot head-
winds. It was dead low water and
we could not get into the marina.
We tried several times but ground
to a halt in the mud at each
attempt, so we tied alongside a
large Red Wolf ship, which was Amethys in Cowes.

involved in building wind farms.
Amethyst needs 8 feet of water, so
we now know that if more than ten
steps of the ladder at the marina

I
entrance are showing, we won’t be

I able to get in. We were all ready
’ for a nice meal in Kitty’s that

evening.
Arklow to Whiterock in

Strangford. 96nm. It was a cool
but bright morning when we left
Arklow at 05.30 hours under
engine. By 11.50 hours we were
motoring into the usual headwind
past Lambay, making 6 knots.
There was great excitement at
around 15.15 hours just south of
Carlingford Lough when we
sighted a 30 foot whale breaking
the surface quite close to our
stern. It surfaced again a couple of
times not far away and we all got a
great view of it.

The sunset was spectacular as
we approached the Bar buoy at the
entrance to Strangford Lough
around 20.20 hours. The tide was
still ebbing but there was beautiful
flat water, so we decided to motor
on against the tide. However we
could only make 1.8 knots. After
sunset, the Lough was very dark
and the only navigation light is at
the Limestone so we headed for

that. Then we used the Tsunamis chart plotter to pick our way
through the islands and pladdies to our mooring at Whiterock,
which we picked up at 23.30 hours. We had been away for 23
days and covered 1090 nm. It had been a memorable experi-
ence for all the crew involved and certainly increased our
Passion for sailing and the historic atmosphere at Cowes.
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Dianne Andrews playing the fiddle en-route. Tom Andrews at the helm of Amethyst.

Distances and Ports of call

Bangor to Ardglass 35 nm 5.25 hours
Ardglass to Dun Laoghaire 56 nm 10.5 hours
Dun Laoghaire to Falmouth 211 nm 36 hours
Falmouth to Plymouth 40 nm 6.25 hours
Plymouth to Dartmouth 39 nm 6 hours
Dartmouth to Poole 74 nm 12 hours

Poole to Cowes 29 nm 5.5 hours
Racing on the Solent 184 nm many hours
Cowes to Dartmouth 81 nm 19.5 hours
Dartmouth to Plymouth 26 nm 5.25 hours
Plymouth to Falmouth 35 nm 6.25 hours
Falmouth to Arklow 181 nm 36 hours
Arklow to Whiterock 96 nm 18 hours.

Ron Cudmore writes ~kJ[Y cruising started this year
1¥1.with a trip from Cork to

of a varied year France. I joined my cousin,
Richard Cudmore (ICC), on
Toirse, a Sun Odyssey 37. Also

on board were ICC members Tom Kirby and Alan Rountree.
We had head winds as far south as the Raz de Sein. In
Camaret, the colourful pizzeria restaurant above the
waterfront served very good food at reasonable prices. In
Lorient, where I left the boat, we had a first class meal at the
restaurant (Caf6 Laffe) at the head of the marina in the centre
of the town. With headwinds, we had to sail about 475 miles
to get to Lorient.

Having left Toirse, I took a train across France to join my
wife, Anne (ICC), in Lyons. We then drove to Ancona, on the
east coast of Italy, and took a ferry to Split in Croatia to join
friends on Commitment H, a Jeanneau 52. Also on board was
my brother, Harold (ICC). We visited the islands of Kornat,
Zut and Zlarin, which are northwest of Trogir. We also went
to Skradin to visit Krka falls - well worth a visit, not just for
the fails but also for the sail up to Skradin. We had fabulous
sailing in calm seas, with a nice breeze every day. It was
unseasonably warm, I understand, (we were there the week of
9th June) but we took full advantage of the weather and swam
lots. On arrival in Trogir at the end of our mini-cruise, we met
up with Terry Johnson (ICC) and the crew of Nyabo.

While a week is a short time to make any informed

judgements, we felt that we did not get value for money in
restaurants or marinas in the area in which we were cruising.
This may be to do with the islands being fairly uninhabited,
as I understand that good value was available on the islands
south of Split. I would recommend having the boat well
stocked in advance, if sailing around the Kornati and adjacent
islands. Our best meal, for both value and quality, was on the
island of Zlarin at Restaurant Ivana.

On leaving Commitment H, we drove north towards
Slovenia. The Croatian countryside is very attractive, though
the half-abandoned villages and bullet marks on house walls
was a disconcerting reminder of the recent war. The national
park, Plitvicka Jezera, is well worth a visit. It consists of
forest, lakes and waterfalls. It is north of Zadar and is on the
UNESCO World Heritage list. Also worth visiting, if
interested in hiking, is the national park, Risnjak. It is not too
far from Rijeka, at the north end of Croatia. While we had
been warned about the roads, they were perfectly okay by
Irish standards!

In early August, Anne and I spent a week sailing Tom
Kirby’s Yami Yami, a Sadler 25, from Crosshaven to Schull.
We had a week of exceptionally good weather except for one
day of very heavy fog, when we got good coastal navigational
practice as we did not have a GPS and the log was not
working. At the end of the trip, we joined the ICC lunch on
Cape Clear on 9th August for a lovely day.
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Under seven bridges
Channel revisited

- and the English

John Clementson

Our cruising in 2003 was never going to have quite the thrill
of our 2002 Atlantic crossing but I did want to do

something that was at least a bit different if possible. It had
been many years since I sailed in the Solent where I used to
have a mooring and where I sailed so often in the yachts of the
Armed Services. I had a hankering to go down there and have a
look around again to see what had changed. I also have a
brother and a daughter and three grandchildren in the area as
well as many friends, and Ann’s son Christopher Bunting (ICC)
is in the area too. Also it would mostly new ground for Ann. So
that was our destination decided - and of course we could go on
to northern France as well. I hoped that a long held minor
ambition might be achieved on the way by sailing under the
Severn Bridges. An almost logical extension was a decision to
leave the boat in St Katharine’s Haven in London for this
winter. So that was the plan... Ha!

Faustina H is a Bowman 40 - and we love her. She’s sturdy,
comfortable, sea kindly and she sails pretty well to windward,
despite having only a 1.5m draught, and the lead Scheel keel
keeps her pretty stiff. She was well equipped for the round-
Atlantic trip and so probably rather over equipped for shorter
voyages in UK waters. For example we had little use for the
water maker this year but the bimini helped to keep not only the
sun off our heads (and we did get a lot of sun) but also the rain!
We have set her up for short handed sailing by geriatrics and
it’s all been very successful. We have three means of auto
piloting to ensure us maximum freedom from the tyranny of
steering. No, she is NOT for sale - yet! (Colin Chapman, is that
the sort of thing you had in mind?)

We were to leave on 19 May but that date soon went adrift.
We had the builders in at home! It was not until 29 June that
two harassed people finally boarded Faustina H at Portaferry
ready for the off. We had dinner at the Portaferry SC (highly
recommended) ready to leave next day. And leave we did, at
0645, into an ENE 5. It was very unpleasant out in the Irish Sea
and after a nasty hour or so we decided that if this was fun, it
wasn’t for us. We turned back and went to anchor in Audley’s
Road near Strangford. Much better, and another day for ’post-
builder’ relaxation.

We got off again next day. We had intended to visit the Isle
of Man to meet friends but the wind was kinder and the sea was
calmer and so we made straight for Puffin Island at the north
end of the Menai Straits, about 85 miles away. We arrived at
2100 and an hour or so later we anchored off Beaumaris. Next
day we launched Buttercup, our RIB, and went into Beaumaris
to get supplies and to explore but we had to get back to the boat
by 1200 in order to get through the Swellies at slack HW. The
Swellies are notoriously dangerous rocks with fast water
moving past them in narrow channels. They are crossed by two
bridges - Telford’s graceful Menai suspension bridge of 1826
and the Britannia rail/road arch bridge that replaced
Stephenson’s original tubular bridge after it was destroyed by
fire in 1970. At slack HW it’s easy enough and we passed safely
through, despite my total failure to see the leading marks under
the Britannia Bridge that Ann could see and was entreating me

to observe! Anyway, that was the first two of the seven bridges
done.

We anchored for lunch a mile or so away near a monument
to Admiral Nelson. Later we took Buttercup (with its 15hp
engine) back under the bridges while the tide was in full ebb
and saw just how fast the tidal stream is through there. After an
afternoon relaxing in the sun surrounded by the wonderful
pastoral scenery we motored down towards Caernarfon and
found a strong looking mooring for the night about a mile from
the town. TG we had the mooring - the tide flowed loudly past
us at such speed during the night that I doubt I would have
trusted the anchor.

At 0600 next day we used the last of the ebb to sail past
Caernarfon Castle and out of the Straits but we then anchored
until 1030 to await a sufficient rise of tide to get us over the bar.
We then set off for Abersoch on an indifferent day, passing
thro’ Bardsey Island Sound and inside St. Tudwal’s Islands. At
Abersoch we anchored but idleness allowed us to feel no
impulse to launch Buttercup and go ashore. Next morning we
were away at 0400 (ugh!) to use the tide and with all plain sail
and the engine turning over gently we made our way across
Cardigan Bay, outside the Bishops and Clerks (as the tide was
wrong for the inside passage), between Skomer and Skokholm
Islands and into Milford Haven to anchor in Dale Bay by 1700.
I like Dale - it’s easy to get to and well protected in any
weather and these days they even have a large pontoon
anchored offshore for visitors to moor alongside. Very civilised.

Next day we had a ’day off’ and confined our activities to a
very pleasant motor past the oil terminals of Milford Haven,
under the 1975 Neyland Road Bridge (bridge number 3) and on
up the River Cleddau for several miles until the water became a
bit too shallow for us. It’s a beautiful fiver with a mixture of
woods and meadows along the shore. Astonishingly we were
stopped en route by police in a launch who, having seen that we
came from Belfast, turned around to come after us, sent two
officers on board who did a cursory inspection and required us
to complete pink forms with our details. They claimed that anti-
terrorist laws allowed them to do this when ’a border within the
UK’ is crossed. I asked them how many cars crossing the
Severn Bridges between England and Wales were stopped for
this purpose! They were very pleasant -and, we guessed, bored
too. We returned to Dale for the night where we had to decide,
should we go up the Severn estuary to Gloucester (original
plan), or go straight to Devon.

The Severn won and so early next morning we set off to
Swansea and locked in to spend the night in the splendid new
marina there, doing our laundry and going to the cinema. Then
on up the Severn, now having to take note of the sand banks, to
the marina at Penarth (Cardiff) - again new, excellent and
entered via a huge lock into the barrage. Friends came with
their two children to visit and we took them for a sail for a mile
or so across the barrage water to Cardiff where we had a
Chinese dinner.

Next day, 8th July, we sailed up-river in moderate visibility
to pass under the Severn bridges, en route to the Sharpness
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canal and Gloucester. This was a high activity day. We
contacted the Sharpness canal people who advised that arriving
an hour before HW at the their lock would be ideal. Their HW
is an hour after HW at the bridges, and it takes about an hour to
travel from the bridges to the lock. I compromised and aimed to
reach the bridges at HW-11/2. I had been using a chart plotter
until now (what a Godsend and how lazy they make you!) but I
had no computer chart beyond the first bridge and I was back to
the paper chart with GPS, eyeball and HB compass. The first
bridge reached is properly called the Second Severn Crossing.
It opened in 1996 and carries the M4. The second is the Severn
Bridge - that one was opened 30 years earlier and carries the
M48. The tidal stream swept us along at great speed under both
the bridges. After the second one the channel does a sharp
dogleg to port quite close to the shore, near where the old
Severn ferry used to dock at Beachley, before it turns once
again to head upstream. I missed the turn as I didn’t go to port
hard enough and we went right over the sand bank. However it
didn’t matter, the water level was high and there was in fact
ample depth - probably right across the river’s width.
Nevertheless one tries to follow the proper route! It’s all
adequately buoyed and there are some transits but you do have
to look well ahead and be careful not to be swept off line. The
mud makes the water a thick chocolate colour. (That was 5
bridges done)

We reached the entrance to the Sharpness canal without
incident and the dock master gave us clear instructions. They
were locking a freighter out and we would then go in - and so it
happened. It was all very easy but the dock’s walls were
THICK with mud. We should have covered the fenders with
black bin bags as it later took me some time to clean the mud
off the fender socks. Once into the canal we paid the canal
dues, which for us were £40 for in and out of the lock that we
had come through and £23 for a week’s canal license - nothing
else to pay for moorings etc. Two men then went off to open the
huge swing railway bridge that crosses the canal about a mile
from the lock beyond Sharpness docks. They did this very
cheerfully, by hand, and after only a short delay we set off up
the canal. It is 16 miles long, has 16 bridges, and it takes about
3 hours to reach Gloucester. It’s a really pleasant and restful 3
hours. The bridge opening is very good; as you go through one,
the bridge master telephones the next one, so that generally
they are ready for you and the
bridge swings open as you arrive.
Open Sesame! Most of the traffic
is Narrow Boats. A 40 ft yacht is a
rarity and we attracted more than
the usual amount of interest and
greetings. We moored alongside in
Gloucester docks feeling very
pleased with ourselves for having
made it safely!

Apart from the cathedral,
where we spent a couple of hours
being shown round, there is not
too much to see in Gloucester but
it was of general interest to me as I
used to live not far away in my
youth. However after lunch the
next day we left and made our
way back along the canal. It is
very rural and pretty. You pass
villages with their churches (some
below canal level) and near to
Sharpness the canal passes
alongside the Severn, about a mile
away, but probably 30 feet or so

higher than it. In the late afternoon we moored by the canal
edge with the keel stuck in the mud about a metre from the
bank (no springs necessary) and had a pleasant evening with
some Narrow Boaters that we had met earlier. It was a very
quiet night. We watched grebes busy in the reeds and saw the
occasional owl flying by. Tranquil.

There are several places on the canal with a pub and a shop
and next morning we stopped at one in order to visit the WWT
Centre at Slimbridge. It’s only about a mile from the canal and
gave us an interesting diversion for three hours. It was not the
best time of the year to visit but there were enough birds of
different varieties to make it worthwhile. We reached Sharpness
by late lunchtime and were told that the lock would be opened
for us at 1515. Our Narrow Boat friends were coming through
too - they had booked a pilot to take them downstream to
Portishead, our destination that day. We all locked out but the
Narrow Boats didn’t leave, as the forecast wind of 20 kts
against the tide was deemed unsafe for them. We had an
uneventful trip downstream, although it was quite rough near
the bridges. We made good speed with the gathering ebb under
us and we reached and locked into the new marina at Portishead
at 1945.

Next day was my birthday (I seem to have one in every log I
write!) and several telephone messages came in. We found the
mobile phone endlessly useful and comforting and were very
rarely out of signal range. We also used the Internet facilities
found in all libraries (usually free), and we did so again here in
Portishead. There is an excellent Waitrose near the marina and
they agreed to deliver our supplies - a service that they hadn’t
properly started at that time but intended to provide soon. We
were happy to be a test case. We locked out after lunch with
four Narrow Boats, including our two friends who had arrived
in the early morning, and motored the two miles up the Severn
to the entrance of the River Avon. They had left the lock before
us but we overtook them quite soon and led the way up the
Avon towards Bristol. Here were our last two bridges; firstly
the 1974 motorway bridge carrying the M5, and then as we
approached Bristol, majestically and improbably, Brunel’s
stunning 1864 Clifton Suspension bridge crossing some 73
metres above us. Shortly after that we reached the Cumberland
basin with its lock into the Bristol ’Floating Dock’ and a swing
road bridge. (Incidentally there can be a rise of tide here of 9.4

Ann and the Britannia Road/Rail Bridge in the Menai Straits.
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metres!) We were quite quickly
locked in but, because it was rush
hour, they couldn’t open the swing
bridge and stop the traffic until
about 90 minutes later. The
Narrow Boats went on. Once
through we were lucky to get a
space in the secure Bristol marina.
Vandalism can be a problem
elsewhere in the docks - we saw a
small launch being jumped on and
its canvas work damaged by some
youths.

We spent the next day in
Bristol and met my sister who
lives fairly nearby. We visited
the lovely St Mary’s Church,
Redcliffe and inevitably went
shopping in the city. Then next
day, Sunday, we were up at 0500,
locked out and made our way
down to Avonmouth where we
arrived at 0730, which was also
HW. We carried the ebb down the
Severn and by the time we passed

Moored alongside the Sharpness canal.

between Flat Holm and Steep Holm islands we were travelling
at over 12 knots across the ground. The navigation was not
difficult (really at any stage) but it is really essential to know
always where you are as the sand banks do lurk on either side
and there is a tendency to get swept off one’s preferred line by
the swirling tidal stream. At 1100 there was enough wind from
the east to allow me to deploy the Cruising Chute and we held
that until 1300 when the wind went round and came in strongly
from the south. At 1630 we reached the Bideford FWB and
made our way gingerly in through the channel that leads into
Appledore where we took a spare RNLI mooring buoy. Again
TG, as the tide passes through the harbour at great speed and
we felt secure on the buoy in a way that would have been
impossible with an anchor. We didn’t launch Buttercup because
of the water’s speed and so, sadly, didn’t go ashore.

Next morning we moved SW along the coast to Padstow, but
we were there too early and so we anchored in a bay 2 miles to

A view across the Iles de Chausey at about half tide.

the north until 1700 when there was sufficient depth of tide to
allow us to cross the bar of the River Camel. The harbour was
crowded with yachts and fishing boats but we were found a slot
alongside two other yachts and had a good evening ashore. It’s
a pretty place but very touristy. We tried to get into Rick Stein’s
caf6 but there was NO chance!

We slipped at 0600 next moming and ran smack into a dense
wall of fog just outside the harbour entrance. A fisherman
coming in said not to worry, as it was clear a few hundred yards
on - and happily so it was. We crossed the bar and set off to the
SW for Land’s End. The tide began to help us and at 1100, in
murky visibility, we passed the Wra rock and around Land’s
End passing inside the Longships LH rocks. Once around and
heading east past the Runnel Stone the tide was against us, but
by the time we had reached the Lizard it had turned and we
made good progress past Black Head and then north past the
Manacles and into the Helford River, where we took a mooring

at 1840.
The forecast next day was for

heavy rain and W5-7. We decided
to stay for the day. After a quiet
morning on board we launched
Buttercup and she took us to some
NT gardens that Ann wanted to
see and then to Helford where we
had a short walk. We had oggies
(Cornish Pasties) for supper-
really good! Next morning we
went the few miles round to
Falmouth and moored in the town
visitors’ marina, which is not
expensive and is close to the town
and to the new National Maritime
Museum that we wanted to visit.
After doing our laundry next day
we went to the museum. We both
found it rather a disappointment.
It contains a number of well-
known small boats and dinghies
and some interesting displays but
overall it is a fine building with
not enough in it to make a visit
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John takes Chris Bunting (ICC), his wife Claire and Anna ashore.

really satisfying - we thought. In the marina we were delighted
to meet John and Rosie Clapham (ICC) cruising to the Scillies
in Buttercup.

We went on to Fowey next day and that evening met Derek
and Gilly McCleave (ICC) and some friends ashore in their
rented holiday house. Then next day (Sun 20 Jul) we went on to
Dartmouth with a brisk $6 pushing us along with two reefs in
the Main. We rounded Start Point and went close inshore where
we anchored for a short lunch break before passing along the
Bee Sands etc and entering Dartmouth. We were offered a berth
alongside a pontoon in midstream that did us very well. I had
previously convinced myself that mooring in Dartmouth was
expensive but I was wrong. The charges were modest and the
staff very helpful.

On the following day, having given the boat a good
cleaning, we took Buttercup up the River Dart to Totnes where
we had a good lunch in sunshine at the ’Steam Packet Inn’. It’s
a lovely run of about 5 or 6 miles
through varied scenery and our
RIB provided the ideal
conveyance. In fact we went on
beyond Totnes for a mile or more
until we came to a weir - and went
aground! That evening we met
Brian Smyth (brother of the late
Billy Smyth (ICC)) who brought a
pile of charts that we had agreed
to return to Arthur Orr (ICC) in
NI.

I will gloss over the next few
weeks. They were spent in and
around the Solent and Chichester
harbour. We met relations and
friends and I explored and re-
visited many old haunts such as
Beaulieu River, Newtown Creek,
Bembridge, Porchester Castle and
so on and so on. The weather was
good and we enjoyed it all. The
only down side is that the area is
coming down with boats. The
numbers are truly staggering to The Clifton suspension bridge.

those of us more used to Irish
waters. TG that they don’t all
come out of the marinas at the
same time - if they did one could
probably walk across the Solent
from deck to deck. Cowes Week
was on while we were there and
we went up the River Medina to
see where all the boats went at
night! When we needed a marina
we used the very good Haslar
Marina just inside Portsmouth
harbour entrance but whenever
possible, as is our usual prefer-
ence, we anchored¯ The marina
cost us £30 per night with power
but the anchoring can been done
for free in the lower Beaulieu and
in Chichester harbour.

Then on Thursday 7 August we
crossed the Channel to Cherbourg.
We had actually left Beaulieu for a
’doddle’ to Newtown Creek but en
route I decided that the weather
today was likely to be more

favourable for our crossing than tomorrow. So we stopped in
mid Solent, hauled Bunercup aboard and set off past Hurst
Castle and the Needles. The wind was WSW and quite light and
I set all plain sail, later adding a bit of engine to keep the speed
up. We soon ran into fog but the radar helped to keep out of
trouble. We reached Cherbourg in very poor vis at 2045 and
anchored just outside the marina (which one can do for free).
Having Bunercup we don’t really gain any advantage from a
marina provided we can anchor in good shelter. The harbour
foghorn continued all night.

Next day we did the usual stocking up of wine and other
essentials from the huge Carrefour hypermarket nearby. At
HW+3 hrs it is possible to take the RIB through the inner
harbour very close to the store, which helps greatly get the wine
boxes aboard. By chance we met my brother who was in a
yacht with friends and that led to a very good dinner at the Caf6
de Paris restaurant. We were surprised to find the locals coming
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to the end of their meals while we were just starting - and it
was only later than we realised that we had not altered our
clocks to local time.

Next morning we went into the marina to top up the water
tanks and then left Cherbourg harbour via the west entrance and
made our way in poor vis towards Cap de la Hague. We were
doing over 10 kts across the ground with the tide under us. We
entered Braye harbour in Alderney at 1300. Lots of mooring
buoys have been laid since I was last there and the whole bay is
useable. However they were all occupied and we anchored until
a buoy became vacant - for which we were charged an
outrageous £12! No water, no power and about 1/2 mile from the
landing jetty which itself was hard to get at because of the
numbers of inflatables around it. A Customs officer (he had no
uniform) gave us a form to complete as we had now left the
EU. Later we went ashore and walked up the hill to St Annes
and then along to the east to return to the jetty via the long
beach to the south of the harbour. It was a lovely sunny day and
it was a pretty and interesting walk. We ate on board.

Next day (Sun 10 Aug) we went to Sark. This involved
going through the Swinge, a much easier exercise with the
chart plotter than it was in the old days with a hand-bearing
compass. There was no wind and it was still rather misty. En
route I went off in Buttercup, leaving Ann on board, to take
some photos of the boat.

I remembered, fondly from 30 years ago, anchoring in
Dixcart Bay on the east coast of Sark in the company of two or
maybe three boats. We got there now to find more than 30 boats
anchored. The only available alternative was to anchor in the
neighbouring and rather more exposed Derrible Bay with only
a mere 10 boats for company. How things have changed. That
evening we went ashore via Dixcart Bay and found the island’s
interior largely unchanged - and as delightful as it ever was.

We spent the next day in St Peter Port marina (£16 incl.
power) and took on fuel and shopping and an evening meal
ashore. Next day we went to Herin and anchored off the famous
Shell Beach. We landed on that with Buttercup but there really
aren’t many shells left! The daily sweep by hordes of visitors
has taken them all. However later, when the tide had gone down
I went exploring around the newly exposed islets (which are
extensive in that area) and soon found small beaches that
abounded with shells of all sorts. I collected Ann who spent an
hour or more happily beachcombing for shells and she found
some real beauties. The rising tide forced us off in the end and
we returned to the boat. Incidentally this was yet another
occasion when we were grateful for the 15hp outboard - the
tide stream was so swift that I doubt that a 2hp OBM would
have enabled progress to have been made against it especially
when we were exploring a mile or more from the boat. We
spent the night back in Derrible Bay at anchor.

I had intended to go from there to Iles Chausey (of which
more later) but I realised that there was now a huge Spring tide
and without local knowledge this wasn’t the ideal time to visit.
Instead we decided that a spell in Jersey would be preferable,
leaving the visit to Iles Chausey for the Neap tides in a week’s
time. However we remained in Sark that day as the weather
was horrible and there seemed to no point is going. It became a
bit rolly, especially at HW, but it was a good decision.

So next day we went St Helier. It was a bumpy voyage and
the last stretch from the Courbibre LH to St Helier was a hard

slog against the tide. We got there at last and went straight into
the marina. We stayed there on the island for three complete
days, exploring by bus and walking at first and then hiring a car
for a day. There is a lot to do and see. Our visit coincided with
the Battle of Flowers but this seems to be a dwindling attraction
and the poor weather kept us away. The marina has a drying
grid and I used this to check our propeller. (We have a Brunton
Autoprop, which is really excellent, but we did have a big
problem earlier in the year that was very satisfactorily resolved
by the makers. Anyone who would like details should contact
me.)

Finally we set off to Iles de Chausey. It’s a group of one
inhabited island with lots of smaller islands nearby (that get to
be much bigger islands when the tide goes down!). It lies to the
east of the Plateau de Minquiers (the Minkies). The rise and fall
of the tides are huge and so deciding where to anchor is
important. It’s takes a leap of imagination to realise that even if
you anchor in 10 metres at HW you may dry out at LW. There is
a Sound through the islands where some trots have been laid
and we gratefully moored alongside a similar sized boat. It was
ok at Neap tides but it would not have done at Springs. We went
ashore on Grande lie (which is pretty small!) to explore and to
exercise. There are about 50 inhabitants, but they are joined
every day by several hundred trippers that arrive at about 1100
and leave in the evening. Some of the old houses appear to be
sort of Youth Hostels - very basic accommodation. Next day
we were forced to move as a very large motor cruiser came
alongside us and completely blocked our view. I took the
opportunity to pass gingerly through the northern passage from
the Sound (not feasible around LW) and then swing around to
the west to anchor for the night in a small bay on the south of
the island.

From lies Chausey we returned to Cherbourg via the
Alderney race, and then on past the immensely tall Barfleur LH
to St Vaast la Hougue. We again anchored off but used
Buttercup to explore the town and the nearby coastal fort on Ile
de Tatihou. Then it was back across the Channel again to the
Solent where we cruised around exploring for a few days. At the
end of the month Ann had to return home to look after the house
and cat, leaving me to sail alone for a month, at the end of which
I was to go to London and leave Faustina H for the winter. In
practice this didn’t happen. I couldn’t decide what to do but,
because I like an aim, I felt I had to GO somewhere. However I
first had a weekend with my daughter and her family.

It happened then that fresh easterlies set in and so I sailed off
to the west and after a couple of days realised that I was on my
way back home to NI. The Met office kept threatening big
winds several days ahead and so I resolved to get on quickly
before they arrived. My main ’legs’ were an overnighter from
Dartmouth to the Dale in Milford Haven (with a two-hour stop-
off in Plymouth to have lunch with friends) and then, after a
long night’s sleep, another overnighter from Milford Haven to
Portaferry. I had intended to stop at Arklow but the wind
warnings were becoming dire so I went on to Wicklow. But by
then the tide was with me and so I went on to Dun Laoghaire
and then straight on to Portaferry. I arrived back on Sun 7 Sep
and the winds never became very strong after all. Inevitably the
plan to winter in London has been shelved - but I’m pleased to
have Faustina H near home so that I can ’play’ with her over
the winter months!
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Reiver in Scotland, Orkney and Shetland

David and Peter Williams and John Hughes

David and Peter Williams decided to explore new territory
this year in Reiver. Orkney and Shetland were the ultimate

destination.
First Leg. Peter, Sheila Pim and John Hughes had kindly

delivered Reiver to Ballycastle on the previous weekend in
preparation for our departure which was a super ’leg up’ the
coast for us. With David, Terry Needham and George Wylie on
board we left Ballycastle early on Thursday 10 July having
driven there the previous evening. There was a fresh
southwesterly which made it fairly bumpy off the east side of
Rathlin. Progress was so good with a fast reach that Islay and
Gigha slipped by easily, so we pressed on to Eilean M6r in the
Mac Cormaig Isles. By that time the wind was whistling over
the island and the tide was rushing past the entrance but we
were comfortably sheltered in the little inlet.

Next morning the crew rather enthusiastically raised the
anchor before the engine had been started and we drifted
rapidly towards the two rocks in the narrow gut. Composure
was regained and we set off on an even faster reach up the
Sound of Jura. Going west side of Mull wasn’t an option with
the wind conditions so we pressed on up the Sound of Mull and
dropped anchor in Drumbuie. Shortly after we had arrived
Robin Hogg’s Gift Horse appeared (Reiver had met Gift Horse
last year on passage off the southwest of Ireland), he muttered
"are you following us?" We thought better of getting together
as the crew of Gift Horse appeared every five minutes with a
bucket of water from their bilges and also we were tired after a
heavy sail.

We chatted for a while with the Hoggs before setting off
towards Ardnamurchan on a much
more settled morning, 12 July. We
went west of Muck and Eigg
towards Skye and entered at
nearly high water over the bar into
Soay Harbour at 18.00 hours. We
had made very good progress in
three days and had reached our
main goal for this cruise so we
decided to spend the next day
exploring Soay. We were right
beside the remains of Gavin
Maxwell’s factory, which we had
read about in ’Harpoon at a
Venture’, where he tried to
process basking sharks in the late
40’s, it is all much smaller than
imagined. We set foot on Scottish
soil for the first time this trip and
walked to Camas nan Gall on the
south side of the island, visiting
the world’s first wind/solar
powered phone box and Tex
Geddes’s (one of the shark
hunters) house. As we had passed
Ardnamurchan, Reiver was Reiver in Fair Isle with Peter, July 2003

entitled to wear a sprig of heather on her bow, George insisted
on uprooting and attaching a Soay heather tree, unpruned. The
herons on the northern cliff made lots of noise fight into the
night.

After two nights in Soay we set off early to make it over the
bar and headed round the Point of Sleat to Mallaig for stores
and ice. We pressed on as quickly as possible to take the tide
through the Kyles which ended up an unpleasant motor in the
rain to crowded Plockton. George thought that an island north
of Skye looked like a submarine, he changed his mind when it
turned round and headed southwards! Sleat Marine had about
four boats full of noisy kids rafted on one mooring. It was the
chef’s night off so we had our first meal ashore and met a
Scottish cruising couple who had bought a boat from Brian
Law (hasn’t everyone?).

From Plockton we drifted through the Sound of Rona and
returned to an old favourite Acairseid Mhor in Rona. We had a
peaceful night despite more herons that didn’t sleep and Sleat
Marine again! Next morning a launch arrived towing a landing
pontoon which was attached to the bottom of the renovated
jetty. Wee Terry was able to serenade us with his penny whistle
as his ’fingers had warmed up’.

We had a leisurely start at 11.15 hours, after the skipper had
dismantled a leaking heads pump and removed a number of
large lumps! We drifted across to Torridon in blazing sunshine
accompanied by some minke whales and porpoises and
anchored in Shieldaig. Wee Terry disappeared under his
Legionnaire’s headgear to hide from the sun. It was still light at
midnight even in mid July! Next morning, after a blustery
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night, the skipper stumbled into the cockpit just as an otter
swam by, about six feet from Reiver. I don’t know who was the
more surprised!

We left Torridan on a run with no jib and two slabs in the
main, then three slabs, then bare poles and still doing over five
knots. Either the wind would die or we were going to
Stornoway or Iceland! The wind did abate as we got away from
the mountains and we went to Poolewe to view the extensive
gardens. After an unpleasant wet and windy night we headed to
Ullapool to prepare the boat for the relief crew. Diesel is
difficult to obtain when you can’t take fuel at a hundred litres a
minute but ice was easier as George got his arms ’shot blasted’
at the ice house chute. The natives were friendly and we were
given a huge turbot from the fishing boat that we lay outside of.
George upturned the frying pan over the turbot and cut off the
bits that stuck out to make it fit. We should have given the
offcuts to the fat harbour seal that was swimming through the
oily water. That evening we toured the town to find some
decent beer, after visiting every pub and hotel we decided that
you don’t go to Ullapool for the beer!

Second Leg. Peter and Anne, Robert Perceval-Price and John
Hughes joined the yacht at Ullapool on 20 July after a very
pleasant drive on excellent roads from Stranraer. The two
crews dined out in the local bistro and the first crew left early
the following morning for Stranraer, making such good time
that they were able to catch an earlier ferry for Belfast.

After a leisurely breakfast in the cockpit, Peter and Anne
went shopping while Robert went in search of ice for the
icebox. We set off late morning in glorious sunshine, pausing
for lunch at anchor in a sandy bay on the north side of Tanera
M6r in the Summer Isles, and rounded Stoer Head in mid-
afternoon. Our destination was Kinlochbervie, a convenient
port for rounding Cape Wrath. We tied up alongside a fishing
boat and were charged over £16 for the privilege - a little bay,
unfortunately called Camus Blair, on the south side of Loch
Inchard, would have been a cheaper option.

The wind came up next day from the southwest. We put up
the main with two reefs, poled out the jib and romped along the
north coast of Scotland all the way to Hoy Sound. The sun
shone, the sea sparkled and dolphins played.

We reached Stromness in late afternoon, expecting to berth
in the new marina, but found that it does not yet exist, so we
tied up alongside a fishing boat. A welcome discovery was that
the charge of £12 covered our stay in all the harbours on the
Orkneys for four days. Berthed opposite to us was the Jean de
la Lune, a brigantine on charter.

We hired a car next day for sightseeing and headed for the
’must see’ Skara Brae, the 5,000 year old stone village built
before the pyramids or Stonehenge. A splendid heritage centre
tells the story of how the village was uncovered in 1850
following a fierce storm and how it, together with Maes Howe,
Ring of Brogar and the stones of Stenness form the Neolithic
Orkney World Heritage Site. Beside Skara Brae is Skaill
House, where Peter was able to identify family connections
with its owner.

Pressing on, we visited the impressive St. Magnus Cathedral
in Kirkwall and tasted a dram of the precious spirit at the
Highland Park distillery before going south to the Churchill
Barriers east of Scapa Flow. Then on to admire the ornate
Italian Chapel, built from two Nissen huts by Italian prisoners
of war. Orkney is full of interesting places for the tourist.

Next day we set off in murky weather with a grey sky and
wind southwest force 4-5. We experienced a bumpy passage
down Hoy Sound, caused by wind over a 2-knot tide. Once out
of the Sound, we set course due north for Burgh Head. Sea
conditions round Burgh Head were rough and after the gybe we

Wee Terry on the tin whistle.

took in a reef and rolled in the foresail. As we had come to
expect on every day during that week, the sun came out after
lunch and the sea became more settled.

After the gybe to round Noup Head, we headed for
Pierowall via Papa Sound. The navigators did not appreciate
the strength of the tide and we shot past the headland, heading
for Mull Head. The error resulted in a long passage under
engine against wind and tide as we made our way back to Papa
Sound.

We tied up to another yacht in Pierowall, where there is now
a pontoon (and a shower for visitors!). Of particular interest
was a fleet of 12-foot double-ended skiffs in the style of
miniature yachts with deep keels, raced by crews of two. We
bought two lobsters for £15 from the fishermen’s co-operative
on the quay. Lobster cooked in seawater is very delicious, if
hard work to prise from its shell.

The morning’s passage began with a text book departure on
the stern spring to get off into a strong southeast wind, which
was favourable for our passage to Fair Isle. We passed North
Ronaldsay at 13.00 hours. As usual that week the wind
moderated in the afternoon and the sun came out. By the time
we reached North Haven and tied up at the pier the sky had
clouded over.

In harbour that evening was a Norwegian yacht Villvind. We
had a drink with the owner and his son in the bird observatory,
a square blockhouse overlooking the harbour. Lerwick and
Bergen are only 200 miles apart, so many Norwegian boats
cruise here. We also saw Swedish and Polish boats.

Saturday 26 July started with a walk as far as the airstrip.
There we watched a small twin engine plane come in and land
on the gravel airstrip. Prior to its arrival the island’s fire engine
arrived and, much to our mirth, sounded its siren to chase away
the sheep!
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We departed at midday to take advantage of tide to
Sumburgh Head. The 4-hour crossing was made in glorious
sunshine, sailing free. There was scarcely a ripple on the
normally swirling tides in the Sumburgh roost. We crossed the
60th parallel at 18.07 hours. As the wind fell away, we rolled in
the foresail and motored to Lerwick, arriving at 20.00 hours in
the small boat harbour. Lying opposite to us was the Swan, the
beautifully restored ’Fifie’ herring drifter built in 1900 and now
used for sail training and cruises around Shetland.

Sunday morning was spent cleaning the yacht and topping
up the water. Peter went off to collect Anne’s cousin Chris
Schwindack from the Aberdeen ferry. We arranged a taxi for an
afternoon’s sightseeing, having had a quick look at the
impressive Fort Charlotte with its cannons overlooking Bressay
Sound.

Again we were spoilt for choice about where to go and what
to see in the time available. In the end we spent most of the
time looking at the 2,000 year old Iron Age excavations at Old
Scatness, almost on the edge of the runway at Sumburgh
airport. Our well-informed and entertaining driver also took us
to see some of the other tourist sights, including the smugglers’
lodberries in Lerwick (where the houses were built overlooking
the sea so that the boats could sail right up to them to unload).
Also seeing the Viking village at Jarlshof, the picturesque
sandy tombolo beach joining St Ninian’s Isle to the mainland
and the soapstone quarry at Catpund. The tour ended with a
short visit to Scalloway, the ancient capital of Shetland and the
base where Free Norwegian forces operated fishing boats to
occupied Norway, landing radios and undercover agents, from
1941-1945. This traffic became known as the ’Shetland Bus’.
We would have very much liked to have stayed longer and seen
more of the Shetland Islands but it was time to turn for home.

Planning for the return passage suggested an afternoon
departure to take advantage of tidal patterns over the next few
days. We therefore set off at 16.35 hours in bright sunny
weather. With the wind on the nose, we were forced to motor
sail. Passing through Mousa Sound, we saw the splendidly
preserved Mousa Broch, a Pictish defensive tower. We decided
to spend our final night in the Shetlands in Grutness Bay, which
is right at Sumburgh airport. As we approached, the fog came
down, reducing visibility to 100 metres. So it was over to the
GPS to let us creep into the pier where we tied up for the night.
This turns out to be the pier where the Fair Isle ferry berths and,
like most piers in both Orkney and Shetland islands, has been
fitted with new heavy duty D rubber fenders.

Peter Williams, Anne Williams, Luis, Robert Perceval Price

We had on board the excellent new CCC Sailing Directions
for north and northeast coast of Scotland and Orkney Islands
(Part 5) and Shetland Islands (Part 6), which we used for
pilotage.

On a windless Monday morning we rounded Sumburgh
Head under engine, on passage to Fair Isle. A westerly wind
force 4 came up mid-morning and we put up the sails for an
enjoyable passage back to North Haven. We tied up in front of
the Grutness Voe ferry, the Good Shepherd IV. The harbour is
well sheltered, the water between the large rock at the entrance
and the shore having been filled in to provide a breakwater,
financed by money from Brussels/Scottish parliament/Scottish
taxpayers.

A walk to the island’s shop enabled John to buy a postcard,
which the postmistress stamped with the Fair Isle frank. Not
trusting the postal service, he addressed the card to himself and
brought it home! A brief encounter with the retired Non-
Subscribing Presbyterian Minister at the harbour led Robert
and John to visit his art exhibition in the Kirk. And not to show
any religious bias, they also visited the Methodist chapel! They
resisted the temptation to buy one of the brightly coloured Fair
Isle sweaters. A present of six freshly caught saithe made a very
delicious meal.

Tuesday saw a 07.00 hours departure in murky weather and
poor visibility to take advantage of tides. The wind blew from
the southeast, force 4 all day. The sun came out mid-morning
and Peter cheered us up with bacon hurries. We got into
Stronsay early afternoon and tied up on the east pier. A visit to
the Stronsay Hotel for 70 shilling ale and pickled eggs helped
us to forget the earlier discomforts. Showers were taken in the
former fish mart, now a hostel.

We cast off on Wednesday in showery murky weather. With
a force 4 northwest wind, we sailed under foresail only. We
rounded up and anchored in shingle and sand in the bay on the
south side of Copinsay. After lunch in the cockpit, we blew up
the dinghy (first time since Ullapool) and went ashore. The
island is owned by the RSPB and is a bird sanctuary. We were
interested to learn about an experiment to attract the corncrake
back by providing a natural habitat in the form of a 7-year crop
rotation system to provide food and cover for birds returning
from Africa to breed.

As we departed, we sailed past Black Holm (linked by a
causeway at low water) to have a look at the colony of grey
seals, which were singing very loudly. On passage to Holm
Sound, we saw a minke whale and Chris caught a mackerel!

Cooked in foil and served on
freshly baked bread with just the
tiniest smidgeon of mustard, this
was a most delicious starter. We
dropped anchor into sand in East
Weddell Sound, by the Churchill
barrier. This was the first time we
had anchored in Orkney or
Shetland. Tidal rise and fall is not
great in the islands, with the tide
rushing past rather than stopping.
Everywhere we went in Orkney
and Shetland it was evident that
huge sums of money had been
spent on piers and ferries and ro-
ro terminals, all of the very best
and most expensive.

The following day we were to
cross the Pentland Firth, which we
approached with a lot of caution.
We motor-sailed to the Old Head
with a south flowing tide and took
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advantage of the eddy to sweep
round it. At the edge of the Liddel
Eddy we hit the southeast going
tide, sweeping us to within half a
mile of the Skerries. We bore
away 40 degrees to counteract the
tide. By now we were encounter-
ing sea surface overflows, swirl-
ing and angry. However, we were
soon across and out of the main
tide. The Firth is only six miles
across.

Once off the mainland we
unexpectedly caught an eddy by
going too close to the shore when
we should have been further out to
benefit from the high Spring south
going tide. We appear in retro-
spect to have misread the tide
times for high water at Duncansby
Head and Wick. The mistake
delayed our arrival in Wick by two
hours. Wick is rather a sad, run-
down place but enlivened by a
branch of Wetherspoon’s where

David Williams, George Wylie

they sell a ’pitcher’ of alcohol, containing six shots of the spirit
of your choice!

A 6-hour passage on Friday under engine in a southwest
wind brought us to Helmsdale. The unsettled sea conditions
made identification of the harbour entrance difficult, coupled
with fears about the one metre of water at low tide. We
reckoned there would be enough depth of water at the time of
arrival, and went in cautiously to find a nice little harbour with
a pontoon where we just stayed afloat at low water. It is a
charming little town. Graham Harron joined us that evening by
train from Inverness.

Saturday was a day of unrelieved strong wind and lumpy
sea. We set out at 06.00 under engine into a southwest force 5,
gusting force 7, with two reefs in the main. With wind over tide
for most of the time, the passage was inevitably slow and
uncomfortable. We were glad to make Inverness after 12 hours.
We headed for the sea lock at the entrance to the Caledonian
Canal, only to arrive after closing time. So we went to the
visitors’ pontoon in Inverness Town Marina.

John Fisher joined us by bus from Belfast (for £25). Karin,

at Soay Harbour

Memorial to Shetland Bus in Scalloway, Shetland July 2003

Chris’s wife had driven from Edinburgh to collect him, but
before they departed we all had a meal in an Italian restaurant
in Inverness.

Next morning, John Hughes also left for Belfast and the rest
of us set about getting to Clacknaharry. The lockkeeper
promised that the gates would be open for us this time, but only
for the following twenty minutes or so as the tide was going out
very quickly. So we motored flat out round to the sea lock,
scraping over the tail of a sandbank on the way there. As we
were raised up in the lock, we looked back over the estuary we
had just raced over and were horrified to see how low the tide
had fallen in such a short time - very scary!

It was, at first, nice to get into warmth and comfort after the
discomforts and dangers of the Moray Firth and we spent the
day relaxing and re-supplying the ship at Seaport Marina,
Muirtown. The next day we negotiated the swing bridge, and
warped the boat through the 3 Muirtown locks to the
amusement of the bystanders and, passing through the lock at
Craigdarroch, were at last in Loch Ness. But there was to be no
sailing and no stopping to explore; with the wind still on the

nose we had to motor for Fort
Augustus to get into the lock
before they closed for the night.
By now, it had become very warm
and we had drinks in the cockpit
before a pleasant meal ashore.
Next day we motored on to arrive
at the top of Neptune’s Staircase at
3.00 pm. This is a flight of eight
locks and we thought we had
plenty of time to clear through
them all before closing time at
5.30. But no, the Lord of the Glen,
a sort of cruise liner, took up all
the space in the lock like a ghastly
caravan and was due to go down
the locks in the morning. By the
time the returning boats came up,
we would be lucky to get away
before midday. It was by now very
hot and tempers were getting short
when suddenly, there was a
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change of heart and we were to be allowed to continue first
thing next morning.

First thing next morning (6 August) was very hot. Peter and
Robert, who were up early, went over to talk to the crew of a
motor launch which was also transiting the canal and were
regaled with a glass of champagne at 8 am - a lovely way of
starting the day! They arrived back on board in high spirits to
find the rest of the crew gingerly sipping their first cups of tea.
Then we began to go down the Staircase. You move into the
lock and, having put lines ashore and switched off the engine,
slowly sink into what seems like an oven, as the water departs.
Just as you think you can’t bear the heat any longer, the lock
gates open and you glide into the next lock. With lines ashore,
we walked the boat from lock to lock. Our companions didn’t.
With their engines running the whole time, the fumes were
really sick-making and it was a great relief for us finally to
unlock at Banavie. From where we motored in bright sunshine
all the way to Puilladobhrain.

Thick fog the next morning and we motored in a flat calm
through all the various rocks to the Sound of Jura, with a man
on the foredeck as lookout at all times and the occasional sight
of a ghostly rock or another vessel. Not a pleasant experience.
Visibility cleared to half a mile in the Sound and we motored all
the way to Gigha. Not a breath of wind. We enjoyed dinner that
night in the Gigha Hotel (highly recommended!). Next morning
it was still foggy and we motored all the way to Bangor, where
Robert and Anne departed.

Final day: round to Whiterock, thick fog, little wind and a
total whiteout at the Bar. We crept round the Bar Pladdy buoy
within yards of it and never saw it at all.

The Whiterock to Whiterock log reading was 1,111 miles.

Logged mileages Distance Total
Whiterock 0
Ballycastle 75 75
Mac Cormaig Isles 51
Drumbuie 50
Soay Harbour 40
Plockton 49
Acairseid Mhor, Rona 20
Shieldaig, Torridon 19
Poolewe 34
Ullapool 27 290
Kinlochbervie 48
Stromness 74
Pierowall, Westray 44
Fair Isle 54
Lerwick 47
Grutness 21
Fair Isle 26
Papa Sound, Stronsay 42
East Weddell Sound 29
Wick 36
Helmsdale 28
Inverness 54 503
Caledonian Canal: Banavie 42
Puilladobhrain 50
Gigha 42
Bangor 61
Whiterock 48 243
Total 1,111

James Nixon writes "1~ ]1 ost of us will have read and
1¥1 probably re-read "The

0f ncc ’Riddle of the Riddle of the Sands" published in

Sands’ Centenary 1903. What is less well known is

Meet that Erskine Childers was a
member of the Royal Cruising

Club and in the 1890’s had reported on his cruises off the
Dutch, German and Danish Coasts in the Journal of the Royal
Cruising Club (later renamed ’Roving Commissions’). The
Royal Cruising Club celebrated the Centenary of the
Publication with a Meet centred on Norderney, the Island at
which much of the action in the book takes place. I think I was
the sole member of the Irish Cruising Club in attendance at
this memorable event.

I joined David (Vice Commodore RCC) and Judy Lomax
on board Cloud Walker at Den Helder on Friday 13th June. At
this stage the high-pressure system was well established over
northwest Europe. They had sailed from the Solent and into
Holland using the Noord Hollandsche Kanaal. The first
evening we sailed across to Texel and had our first experience
of the range and strength of tides in this area. We stayed
overnight surrounded by wind generators which are
ubiquitous on this coastline. The next day we then experienced
the joys of crossing huge expanses of shallow water being
guided by withies. Those with their branches pointing
upwards are to be left to port (with the flood). Occasional
withies have the branches tethered to the main stem pointing
downwards and those are starboard hand marks! Evidently the
withies are replaced every Spring after ice-melt, though in
recent years there has not been a full freeze-up of the
Waddenzee, no doubt due to global wanning. It was an
extraordinary sensation to be aground at the watershed on the
Waddenzee with no land in sight and only about 4 ft of water.

We anchored briefly (in the channel) waiting for the flood to
lift us. Later that evening we berthed at Vlieland in a
delightful harbour that was virtually chock-a-block with a
huge array of traditional Dutch trading vessels as well as many
modern cruising boats. On Sunday 15th June we cycled round
Vlieland which is a lovely Island, the sun continuing to shine.
That evening we set off on a night passage outside the Friesian
Islands, some more pronounceable than others and crossed
into German waters, identifying the lights on Borkum and
Juist. There is a very helpful chain of cardinal buoys that
keeps one a safe distance off this very nasty shallow coastline.

We sailed into Norderney Channel and round into the yacht
harbour that has been created in the old harbour mentioned
extensively in Childers’ novel, and there joined about 15 other
yachts from the Royal Cruising Club.

The Meet consisted of a series of parties and receptions,
and we travelled by bicycle and tandem to many. One was
aboard a shoal-draught tourist boat which was able to bring us
to Memmert to view the area to which Davies rowed in thick
fog from the Dulcibella (and then returned safely) and was
able to eavesdrop a vital conversation. Some of the senior
members of the RCC had brought Childers and ’Riddle of the
Sands’ memorabilia. It was fascinating to see those and the
setting of the novel. The Childers family was there and at least
one of his several biographers. I felt that Erskine Childers was
being rehabilitated from exile.

The hot weather broke a little as we had a sparkling sail out
of Norderney and across to Norddeich on the mainland, which
again features in the novel.

I was able to return home on Friday 20th June by car and
train through Germany and north Holland to Schipol -
somewhat more quickly than Davies travelled in the novel.
The Lomaxes continued northwards to Norway.
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Misty cruise to the Morbihan

Trevor Wood

On the last day of May, Mis~ set off for the Scillies to get
the tide just right for Wicklow Head. A southerly wind,

which had been blowing for some days, increased
unexpectedly to S Force 7. The sea off Wicklow Head was such
with wind against tide that there was no difficulty in deciding
to do a 120° turn and take pleasure in a lovely sail back to Dun
Laoghaire.

The following weekend, wind still from the south but only
Force 3, we motor sailed to Arklow. We enjoyed an excellent
meal in the "Riverwalk Restaurant" (Tel 0402 31657). Next
morning we went through the Rusk Channel for Kilmore Quay
Marina to shelter from yet more inconsiderate winds on the
nose SSE Force 5/6.

After 3 days it eased to a SW Force 3, we set off in comfort
to the Scillies under engine and main, picking up a mooring at
Hughtown in just under 23 hours.

The Scillies in sunshine were lovelier than ever. Our
onboard gardeners had their way and the pleasure of visiting
the wonderful Tresco Gardens. We also took Mis~. over to the
Island of St Agnes, where an aggressive ferry skipper did his
best to make us unwelcome when we were anchoring, but after
an interesting walk and an excellent crab lunch at the Turks
Head, he was forgotten.

On the 14th of July at 22.00 hrs having refuelled and
watered, (note - the Duchy of Cornwall now charges for
water), we set off for Camaret under engine; the wind filled in
at 01.40 hrs to a lovely NNE Force 5. At 07.20 hrs we got our
first wake up bang from the Concorde followed by a reminder
at 08.01 hrs. Now wide awake we sailed through the separation
zones with confidence and later enjoyed the scenery of "Chanel

\

The canal leading to Vanne (Morbihan).

Misty on these Morbihan tides! Michael Knatchbull.

de la Helle" on navigator Michael’s well judged tide to arrive in
Camaret after a lovely days sailing (21 hours from the Scillies)
and with our new Tricolour flying. We had been warned that
French Authorities do not recognise defaced Ensigns.

An overnight in Camaret only and away to get the tide
through the Raz, to Audierne, where we had to await high water
to motor up to the Port du Plaisance. Next day we sailed on to

Concarneau, but a little way
outside the harbour our keel was
thumped some 17 times by some
sort of shark who maybe fancied it
or objected to it’s presence.
However we alTived safely, tying
up immediately astern of Aven
and Bobby Barr. Later we did
enjoy an excellent repast at one of
Bobby’s     well-recommended
hostelries "Chez Armande".
Having explored the town and
tidied up, we had a terrific sail to
Port de Crouesty, which is one
huge marina at the entrance to the
Gulfe de Morbihan, and a
convenient place to refuel,
overnight or await the tide.

The Morbihan is like an Inland
Sea and is a particularly lovely

-~k area for sailing as we observed by
¯ its popularity, boats and more

boats, beautiful scenery and
exciting tides. Vanne the local
capital lies at the head of a short
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Cycling Scillies. Last of the Summer Wine. Dennis O’Neill, Trevor Wood, Michael Knatchbull and
Mike Barrett.

tidal canal with pontoons for visitors conveniently almost in the
middle of town.

Our crew change was arranged for Vanne. Dennis O’Neill,
John Fisher (ICC) and Mike Barrett joined us by car. Fred and
Val Hanna and Ed Taylor to return with it and bottled stock to
Ireland.

June 21st, having replenished very essential boat supplies
and ballast conveniently in Vanne, we arranged a final get
together with another excellent dinner at Hotel de L’Ile at Aux
Moines, tying up on a pontoon just out side with a good water
taxi service. Indeed one of the nicest places we visited.

Have said our goodbyes we returned to Crouesty to refuel
and sailed for Belle Isle where we picked up a fore-aft mooring
in Le Palais Harbour. We had dinner at the Hotel de Bretagne
with fork lightning thunderstorm to entertain. Next morning a
ramble round the Citadel was well worth while before we
started our return journey to Ile de
Groix (Port Tudy). WNW Force 4
gave us a good beat. We felt we
had earned a super dinner at the
well-known Auberge de Pecheur
where we met some sailors from
Cork.

June 24th. 09.00 hrs saw us on
our way to Benodet and what
excitement, we flew the spinnaker,
(alas only for an hour) tying up at
the marina at 15.10 hrs. Next we
relaxed by taking the vedette
(launch) up the Odet River to
Quimper, indeed a lovely city with
good shopping.

The following day we departed
for Audierne, but made such good
progress in a flat calm sea that we
decided to push through the Raz to
Morgat. Next day we realised our
luck as NW Force 5/6 saw us
beating to Camaret.

The plotter went on the blink
and would not power up, we

phoned the UK support who
advised us to clear the memory
thus losing all the way points, log
readings etc.

June 28th at 10.35 hrs we set
sail for the Scillies. Motoring until
21.50 hrs when a SE Force 4
allowed us to set sails. By 01.00
hrs increasing wind strength made
reefing necessary for comfort, but
we had made such good progress
by 03.00 hrs and making landfall
we took off all sail to await
daybreak, picking up moorings at
06.15 hrs. During our approach
we were baffled by two very
strong red lights, one above the
other. It transpired that these were
very powerful lights to guide
planes into St Mary’s Airport.

In the Scillies the wind once
again was not in our favour, the
forecast was for NNW Force 4/5,
so the best alternative was to wait
and enjoy the many delights of the
islands. In particular mention

must be made of the excellent fish cuisine at the Galley
Restaurant in Hughtown.

Our visits to the islands of St Martins’, St Agnes, and Tresco
again were enjoyed particularly because of the abundant and
varied flora and bird life. But on the island of St Mary’s we
hired excellent bicycles with lots of gears which enabled us to
do quite an extensive tour, which exposed quite a varied degree
of fitness but a unified thirst.

The plotter having been rebooted again and the forecast
reduced to NW Force 3, we slipped our mooring on the 4th July
at 06.05 hrs, motor sailing all the way to Dun Laoghaire
arriving 36 hrs later.

Despite adverse wind both ways in the Irish Sea, it was a
most enjoyable cruise, with plenty of interest, good cuisine and
excellent company.

Total Mileage 1011 nautical miles.

Val Hanna, Trevor Wood, Michael Knatchbull and Ed. Taylor.
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North again for Ann Again: Scandinavia

Eleanor Cudmore THE STRANGFORD CUP

FOR AN ALTERNATIVE BEST CRUISE

On Friday 9th May at 17.30 we set off from Cork with a
light southwesterly wind, a clear sky and a full moon. We

operated a watch system at night only from 22.00, 4hrs on, 8hrs
off which ensured everyone got a good night’s sleep. Having
rounded Carnsore Point we had a great sail up the Irish Sea in
S.W.Force 5. At 22.00 on Sunday we were battling a 6kn tide in
the Sound of Islay so furled sails and motored into Port Askaig
for a nap and to wait for a north going tide. At 05.00 Mon 12th
we left Islay and had a super sail up the Firth of Lorne and Loch
Linne in cold showery conditions to Fort William where we
locked into the canal basin at 17.00. We spent the night over-
looked by a snow-topped Ben Nevis and were very glad to have
heating on board! The Caledonian Canal is 60 miles long, 38
miles of natural loch, 22 miles of cut canal with 29 locks, which
are all manned. Operating hrs 08.30-17.30. Cost £254. Next
morning we started at 08.30 with a climb up Neptune’s
Staircase - a spectacular flight of 8 locks, then through two
miles of canal to Loch Lochy and into Loch Oich which is the
summit of the canal system at 106ft (32m) above sea level. This
was a beautiful passage through the Scottish Highlands with
mountains on either side, which were covered with snow. We
stayed the night at Fort Augustus at the entrance to Loch Ness,
with 2 big barges, 4 yachts, a few motor cruisers and 15
traditional yawls on a rally, all waiting to lock down, and 2
trawlers who had just locked up. One trawler gave us some fish
so "Cod in an herb crust" was dinner that night, in the cockpit
under a sky that was still bright at 23.00. Pure magic.

Next morning the barges got preference so we had to wait
for the 2nd locking down. It was fascinating watching the
barges tied together, manoeuvre into the lock with just inches to
spare on either side. The skipper
of the larger one, which controlled
the manoeuvre, was a young lady.
With them gone, all the rest of us
squeezed into the lock and then
went down four locks into Loch
Ness. It was very cold but sunny
as we motored the 24 miles of the
beautiful Loch Ness with densely
wooded hills all round. Unfortun-
ately we didn’t see the monster!
At the end the Loch we went into
a canal with 4 more locks, which
brought us down to Inverness, just
before they closed for the night,
where we refuelled, laundered and
prepared to go out into the open
sea again. We were ready for the
first opening of the sea lock at
8.30, but the gates jammed and we
didn’t get out into the Moray Firth
until 12.30 missing the east going
tide. We had planned to go to
Fraserburgh but with the delayed
start, and a hard slog in an easterly

Force 6 with short steep seas making progress very slow, we
were lucky to make Lossiemouth for the night, a pretty old
fishing town, with lovely granite houses. It is no longer a
recognised landing port for the fishing fleet and they are now
turning to the leisure industry and have a nice marina there.
Next we stopped in Buckie, which we found wasn’t very yacht
friendly. Saturday 17th saw a great change in weather and we
left Buckie in S. Force 3 and had a lovely fetch along the coast
deciding to skip Fraserburgh and go around the notorious
Kinnairds Head while conditions were so good, to the marina at
Peterport where we could top up with fuel and water for the hop
across the North Sea. With the decline in the fishing landings
and loss of industry we found the whole area from Inverness
east to be very depressed, in particular Peterhead. We walked
around the town and found every second building was for sale.
The only redeeming feature of Peterhead is its lovely new
marina. Though two miles from the town and shops, it makes a
good hopping off point for the south of Norway.

Sunday 18th May. As it was blowing S.W. Force 7 we called
the Met. Office for a three day forecast and were told that the
wind would drop later in the day, stay southwesterly for the
next three days and lighten. At 12.00 we set off with a well
reefed main and unfurled the genoa to the size of a no.3 and had
great sailing in large cross seas and sunshine for about 10hrs,
then the wind got lighter as forecast and eventually we ended
up motoring into Norway 51hrs later. On our first night we
passed less than a mile from the Forties Oil Field, which looked
spectacular lit up in the dark, the rest of the passage was
wonderfully uneventful. We arrived in Mandal in foggy
conditions having averaged 6.0kn for the 300 mile crossing.

/

Ann Again tied to cliffs Gluppo
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Mandal is a lovely little town, the most southerly in Norway,
where you can tie up to the town quay wall and we spent two
days here getting acclimatised to the Norwegian way of life.
We found the Norwegian people very friendly and helpful. In a
bar on the night of our arrival, some people hearing we had
arrived in fog insisted on driving us around next morning, to
see the lovely coastline we had missed on the way in. The
highlight of this was the Lindesnes Lighthouse (the Mizen
Head of Norway), heavily fortified by the Germans in World
War 2 and now turned into a heritage center. We went to report
to immigration to get our passports stamped, in case Anthony
who was flying out from Oslo in a few days had problems at the
airport, but they had no interest in us, so for the rest of the trip
we didn’t bother with formalities and had no problems.

We left Mandal on Thursday 22nd May and sailed under
genoa only, through very narrow passages to the island of Ny
Hellesund. The Norwegians are very flag conscious and all
houses have flagpoles in their gardens, from which they fly
their national flag or pennant when in residence. This we used

to our advantage and did spend an odd night tied up to a private
jetty in front of houses where there was no flag flying. In times
gone by, Ny Hellesund was used as a pilot station as it was only
five miles from the mainland ports and with a crossroads of
water between four islands, the pilot boats could row out in any
wind direction to meet an incoming sailing ship. While walking
on the island its only year round inhabitant invited us into his
400 year old timber house for a drink and a chat, and being a
retired merchant seaman he was thrilled to talk to us. Early next
morning he brought us in his dinghy through the shallow waters
to show us where the pilots would have rowed out to meet the
ships. We left him at 11.00 in foggy miserable conditions for
Kristiansand arriving three hours later in heavy rain, which
didn’t stop for two days. Anthony left us here feeling a little
sorry for us - but really mad envious. He got a bus to Thorp
airport to catch a Ryanair flight to Stanstead.

Sunday 25th May still raining and no wind we motored as
far as Gamel Hellsund at the western end of the Blindleia where
we spent the night. The Blindleia is a beautiful narrow scenic
passage inside hundreds of islands. A busy stretch of water in
the holiday period but we had it all to ourselves, except for one
workboat. At the eastern end there is a bridge joining Justoya to
the mainland with 19m clearance. Ann Again has an air draught

/
/

/
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Brian and Eleanor leaving Crosshaven, 9th May 2003.

of 18.5m plus aerials so we left the island to port and sailed in
open sea to Lillesand. Next day we went via the Humblesund to
Grimstad another nice touristy town - a bit big for us so we left
again after lunch through the Smorsund to the quieter
anchorage on Kavloy. It is very exciting and sometimes nerve
racking sailing through these rocky passages but they are very
well marked with perches, vardes and little light houses with
red conical roofs. A varde, peculiar to Norway, is a stone tower,
painted black, some with a white stripe, with a topmark
pointing to the side on which the varde should be passed. It was
very fresh when we arrived at Kavloy and a fisherman invited
us to tie alongside him, which was more sheltered than
anchoring. After a very windy night we woke to a calm sunny
day and went past Arendal and sailed in a S.W.Force 3,
northeast via the Tromoysund anchoring on Flostaoya for lunch
and on through the narrow Lyngorfjord to the very pretty island
of Lyngor which was recently voted the best preserved coastal
community in Europe. We had a lovely sail through the narrow
entrance to a berth outside the sail loft, tying up behind two
Norwegians from Stavern on an early cruise in a Hallberg
Rassy. Lying between four islands this harbour is very well
protected in all weathers. Norwegians joined us for drinks and
advised us of nice places to go. The owner of the boat, Herlof, a
doctor, who lives in Stavern invited us to dinner in his house
when we reached there. Next day Friday 30th May, we sailed
through rocks and skerries to Risor easily recognisable by its
large white marble rock overlooking the town - a landmark for
northbound sailing ships when approaching the Norwegian
coast. Everything was closed here, it was a "Red Day" their
term for a Bank Holiday so we continued north to Portor for the
night. There was a remarkable difference in the rocks here, they
were smooth and round and barren. The Glacier, which carved
out the Oslofjord, had reached here. In the morning we woke to
hot sunshine and sailed to Jomfruland. It was a fiat island four
miles long and ~/2 mile wide with fields and beaches, so
different from the rocky terrain we had experienced up until
now. It must have had the only sandy beaches in Norway!!
Uninteresting for us, we headed off into deeper waters and had
a smashing sail in a warm southwesterly wind to Stavern

We left the boat here and took a 90min train journey to Oslo
where we visited the Viking and Fram museums and took a
tram to the park famous for its huge granite sculptures by

Viegland. It was a sunny day and
Oslo harbour was white with sails
of all types from tall ships to
dinghies intermingled with
commercial traffic. There is a
good marina in the town centre
and a huge boardwalk along the
waterfront and being another Red
Day, there was lots of
entertainment. A buzzing city!

The next evening Herlof,
whom we met in Lyngor, collected
us from the boat and brought us to
his house for dinner and with his
wife Liz we dined in their garden
in front of an open fire, after
which they showed us around
their lovely timber house typical
of Norway.

On Monday 2nd June we left
Stavern to cross the Oslofjord to
the Koster islands in Sweden but
called into Tisler for afternoon tea.
Summer had come and we had a
lovely 31 mile sail in beautiful hot
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sunny conditions. In Tisler we got led astray by a motor cruiser
full of Norwegians who insisted when they saw our Irish flag
that we raft up and join their party. Alcohol is so much cheaper
in Sweden and they were on their way home from a buying trip.
At 21.00 they left for Oslo leaving us alone watching a
stunning sunset with just Eider ducks for company.

You get a great sense of achievement lowering one country’s
courtesy flag and hoisting another which we did just two miles
from Tisler when we crossed the well marked Norway /
Sweden border and sailed on to Stromstad. Here there was a big
harbour with very good facilities for yachts on two large
marinas. Being only five miles from the border this is where the
Norwegians come by boat to buy their alcohol. It was quiet
here at this time of the year but we were told that in July and
August you could walk across the harbour on boats. The next
day after lunch at a kiosk on the quayside we headed south and
up a little creek between the island of Rasso and Rundo for the
night. In the morning we were going to go to an offshore island
but it was blowing Force 7 so we went to Havenstensund for
lunch, where we went for a walk to the top of a hill to view the
archipelago. "Are we really going through there?" was our
reaction, as there were thousands of rocky islands and skerries
stretching out as far as the eye could see. Havenstensund was a
busy thoroughfare so we went up the quiet Sannasfjiord for the
night and in the morning we unfurled the genoa and had a
beautiful reach south in fresh conditions through the flat barren
islands. Sweden’s archipelago is all bare red granite rock
devoid of any vegetation except for patches of low growing
wild flowers. The melting glacier smoothened the rocks and the
wind does not allow growth - such a contrast to the lushness of
Norway. Navigational aids here are unusual, a metal man
pointing the way and square bull’s eyes painted on the rock
faces. We overnighted in Grebbestad, a small town nestling at
the feet of a 300m high granite cliff. Enough of civilisation we
headed out to the off lying islands of Gluppo and moored side
on to the rock face and launched the dinghy to explore. We got
the biggest and most succulent mussels we had ever seen and
after dinner of Moules Marnier we climbed ashore to walk the
island and added our stone to the cairn on top. In search of fresh
bread the following day we went to Fjaallbaka another town on
the mainland at the toes of a granite cliff and famous for being
the birthplace of Ingrid Bergman. Preferring deserted islands

and armed with fresh bread we
motored out to sea again to the
shelter between Hamn and
Skutholmens where in the days
of old, sailing ships used to wait
for a favourable wind. There are
carvings on the rock face done
by the bored sailors dating back
to 1673. To our dismay there
was a small yacht here already
and we tied to the cliff astern of
him. The lone sailor, a retired
schoolteacher, came on board
after dinner for cheese and wine
and he was very interesting
about the history of this coast-
line. We clambered ashore for a
walk at 23.30 in amazing bright-
ness. At this latitude 58.33’N it
gets dark for only about three
hours at this time of year. We
woke the next day to brilliant
sunshine and after a picnic
brunch on the rocks we sailed
inland again to go south through

the Humbersund.
You can cruise this part of the Swedish coastline in any

weather conditions. You have a choice of going outside all the
islands into the open Skagerrak or a sheltered route, well
marked inside the islands and rocks, through beautiful
picturesque sounds. We took the inside route and we fetched
every day in Force 5-6 southwesterly winds under genoa only
doing 6-7kn. We shot through the 3mile Humbersund and out
into the sea again. Islands with bulls eyes, rocks with or without
marks, red and green spars all flew past us on this hair-raising
sail to Bovallstrand. With the wind freshening and rain
forecasted we decided on the marina in this small town with the
most impressive granite cliff we had seen to date and we
climbed to the top to see the sunset and the magnificent views.

On Wednesday l lth June we went through the Sotekanel,
which had on its banks lush farms and green fields, which were
a surprise to us. When out to sea again, we had a wonderful sail
down to Smogen, a very sheltered old fishing port. The fishing
industry having moved to a more convenient man made
harbour, Smogen is now a very pretty holiday town. We were
lucky to be there in the quiet of early June as in July and August
it is full of blaring discos and wall to wall with boats.

Next we overnighted on the marina on the island of Malmon
before going on to Lilla Korna - the smaller of the two Korea
islands, which has lovely houses, some built precariously on
pillars of stones in the water and connected to one another by
boardwalks. The mode of transport for luggage here is the
wheelbarrow. All these sparsely inhabited rugged islands,
which we visited, have a field in the middle, which they divide
up into allotments, and the ones here had a mouth-watering
array of vegetables. After lunch we sailed to Lysekil, which was
a large town with shops along the quayside, where we bought
the local delicacy of shrimp, freshly caught in the Skagarrak.

On Saturday 14th June we went to Gullholmen, which is
reputed to be the oldest fishing community in Sweden, and
beautifully preserved. The museum here is well worth a visit. It
was such a pretty island we hated leaving it but excitement was
in the air because we heading up the Ellosfjord to Kungsviken
on the island of Ourst to celebrate the launch of ICC member
Andrew Curtain’s new Malo 39. The maiden voyage, on a truly
magnificent evening fitting for such an occasion, was to
Gullholmen for dinner. Sailing back up the fjord, after dinner,
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with the setting sun astern was just
magic, a good omen for Pilgrim
Soul 2. Ourst is where Hallberg
Rassy, Malo, Najad and Farr
yachts are built. As we were
meeting two of our daughters in
Gottenburg in three days, we were
anxious to get moving again so we
left the Curtains and went to
Karingon for the night and on to
Marstrand the next day.

Known as the Cowes of
Sweden, Marstrand has a big
leisure harbour, sheltered by the
three islands of Koon, Marstrand,
and Klaveron, and is famous for
match racing. We went to the
marina on the west side on
Marstrand and walked up to the
Carlsten fortress, our landmark
crossing the Marstrand fjord, to
look at the seas building up in the
oncoming storm. When back on
board we watched some exciting
match racing, which was taking

Varde, Norway

place off the marina. In the 1800’s the King of Sweden, a keen
sailor, was tired of the sometimes hazardous journey in the
open sea to Marstrand, had a canal dredged to 3.5m through the
shallow waters between Koon and Klaveron to shorten the
journey from Gothenburg to this sailing ground. At midday on
19th June, in Force 7 westerlies we unfurled the genoa and
went though the Albrektsund canal and doing a steady 7.5 kn
we had an exciting sail south down this narrow passage inside
the islands to Gothenburg to the marina at Lille Bommen in the
city centre. This is an ideal marina for crew changes as it is next
to the train and bus station, with good connections to the
airport, and has a huge shopping complex just across the road.
Sally and Wendy our daughters joined us here on June 20th the
day Sweden celebrates midsummer.

On Saturday June 21st we sailed down the river Goto and
out to Sweden’s most easterly island of Vinga. We wanted to
give the girls a taste of the beautiful cruising we had done and
they were not disappointed. Vinga had it all, barren rock,
intricate navigation to get there and a beautiful sunset.

The following morning we got up at 05.00 leaving the
exhausted girls asleep and set sail across the Skagerrak to
Skagen in Denmark. Skagen is the most northern point in
Denmark around which all big shipping for the Baltic Sea has
to go. At one stage we counted 22 big ships around us. When
we got in there were at least 6 large trawlers from Killybegs in
the harbour. The three girls hired bicycles and cycled to the
point where the two seas, the Skagerrak and the Kattegat meet.

Midsummer in Denmark is the 23rd June and in lashing rain
we went to a re-enactment of the first navigation mark on the
peninsula - a fire in a basket high up on a gantry out on the
point. In the morning with fresh westerlies we headed south to
the island of Laeso in the Kattegat. The terrain of Denmark is
very different to its neighbours, it is very flat and the highest
point on Laeso is 30m and the waters are shoal with just a
narrow passage into the tiny harbour where we tied onto a blue
fishing boat. All the boats in the Danish fishing fleet are painted
the same blue and are kept in immaculate condition, very clean
and not a sign of rust.

On 25th June the wind had swung around to the northwest
and under full main and genoa we had a relaxed 50mile sail to
Anholt, another flat island with miles of sandy beaches. A nice
touch in Denmark, each little harbour has a communal BBQ

where you bring your own food and cook it alongside other
peoples and sit at tables with other yachties. A Danish couple
played the guitar and sang until the red sun sank into the
Kattegat - a memorable evening.

Up at 06.00 the next morning and with very light winds we
motored all 56 miles to Helsingor to visit Hamlet’s castle and
had more of the same the next day to Copenhagen passing close
to the famous Mermaid before we berthed in Christianhaven
Canal. In Copenhagen you can hire "free" bikes by putting 20
kroner into a slot like a supermarket trolley and taking the bike.
This is the best way to see the city. That evening we dined
ashore and walked around to the very lively Nyhaven canal
where you can also berth. We were glad that we hadn’t berthed
there as it was teeming with revellers and very noisy but great
to watch. By day it was very busy with tourist boats, which
created a big wash.

The following day at 06.45 a taxi came to bring Sally and
Wendy to the bus which would take them via the Oresund
tunnel and bridge, (opened in 2000), across the Swedish Sound
to catch their flight from Malmo. We found Ryanair’s one-way
ticket system very useful as we could continue our travels and
not backtrack for visitors. Alone again we launched the dinghy
and toured the canals where, when visiting the Mermaid we
met the Irish Naval vessel the LE Eithne on their way home
from a trip to Russia.

After three days we left Copenhagen and went down the
Swedish sound into the Baltic Sea to the island of Mon, passing
the chalk cliff’s of Mon Klint rich with the smell of damp chalk.
It was raining heavily now with thunder and lightning
overhead. You have to choose your route through the Danish
islands very carefully, as nearly all are linked by bridges and
clearance has to be noted. Also the waters here are very shallow
so a keen eye on the sounder and cardinal marks is essential.
You do not want to go aground as there is no tide in the Baltic
to lift you off as we are used to. It makes for very interesting
and fun pilotage. As we made our way very carefully east
across the Smalands to the island of Omo, we found the
soundings on the chart not very accurate as we gently touched
bottom a couple of times. Omo was another typical Danish
island, very flat with rich lush farmland and lovely thatched
houses. Next day we went around Langeland and picked our
way through the sandbanks across to Lundeburg on Fyn, where
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we had lunch, a pretty little fishing harbour where they are
building a huge new marina. It was now July and we were
meeting lots of yachts. On we went through the picturesque
Svendbourg Sund, known as the Danish Riviera, to Troense on
Tasinge island where the harbour master, delighted to welcome
his first ever Irish yacht, burst into "When Irish eyes are
smiling" much to our amazement. A Danish couple on a
Bavaria 42 similar to ours, and whom we had seen earlier on
Fyn, came on board for coffee and we had a lovely evening
exchanging notes. Next morning they lent us their bicycles and
we cycled around this very pretty island, with beautifully
preserved thatched houses with hollyhocks as tall as the roofs.
Here we saw our first windmill. After coffee on board our sister
ship we left to go to the island of Aero, across a narrow channel
in the shallow waters to the lovely village of Aeroskobing. By
far the most picturesque place we had visited in Denmark, it
had tiny brightly painted low roofed houses dating back to the
17th and 18th centuries, all its streets were cobbled, plenty of
museums, one dedicated to ships in bottles made by a Flask
Peters who built 1700 of them in his lifetime. 16,000 yachts
visit Aeroskobing a year. On entering the harbour a Danish
gentleman seeing our flag came over and asked if we were
Irish, saying he loved Ireland and that he had a little property in
Kerry. He invited us to drinks on board his boat, a 1920’s naval
cutter, which he had beautifully restored. His property in Kerry
turned out to be the Sheen Falls Hotel!

Next day in heavy drizzle and a Force 6 we set out for
Marstal, also on Aero, five miles as the crow flies but 15 miles
by sea through very narrow dredged channels, in the sand
banks. At one point, to our horror we saw braking waves where
there should not have been any and wondered where we had
gone wrong, until looking through the binoculars we saw
thousands of swans happily feeding in the shallows - such an
amazing sight. It was certainly unnerving also as we were
following a route, to see cormorants standing in the water
beside you drying their wings. It took 4hrs of careful navigation
to reach Marstal, which made our passage across the South
Baltic to Kiel in Germany shorter next day.

It was very busy crossing the Kieler Bucht. We passed many
German yachts going north, 6 three masted tall ships, numerous
cargo ships going east, German naval vessels on exercises and
as we came closer to the German coast, hundreds of Saturday

sailors. The 1936 and 1972 Olympics were sailed here in this
tideless bay. We tied up, bow on, stern to posts at the British
Kiel Yacht Club, pushing millions of jellyfish aside. The marina
at Holtenau at the entrance to the Nord-Ostee Kanal (Kiel
Canal) would be better as it is closer to all facilities.

The Kiel Canal, connecting the North Sea to the Baltic Sea,
was built in 1895 to save the long journey around the Jutland
peninsula for the German Navy. It is 100km long, 150m wide,
has a depth of 1 lm and has six bridges, all with a clearance of
40m. After a hundred years of growth its mature forested banks
gave it the appearance of a fjord and on its tow-paths were
many cyclists, fishermen and families picnicking. On our
passage, the canal was very busy with a variety of commercial
craft, including large cruise liners, going both directions and a
constant stream of pleasure craft going west into the Baltic to
start their summer cruise. It took us 9hrs to transverse the canal
under engine, (sailing without an engine is banned), and at the
western end there is a fine marina at Brunsbuttel, right next to
the lock, where we stayed for the night. There is a viewing
platform here and we spent a couple of interesting hours
watching the shipping locking into and out of the River Elbe.
The cost of going through the canal was �13.50 which
compared to the Caledonian Canal was very good value.

When leaving the canal to go out into the tidal North Sea it
is important to time your exit at Brunsbuttle, as the tide in the
River Elbe is very strong. We locked out on Monday 7th July
with the start of the ebb and motor sailed 15 miles north to
Cuxhaven, which we did in one and a half hours with a 3 kn
tide under us. Cuxhaven at the mouth if the Elbe has two
marinas, one in the town centre which is confined to bridge
opening times and one at the yacht club, which we chose.
Visitors to this marina can borrow club bicycles, which we did
and cycled to the supermarket. We were struck at how much
cheaper things are here than at home, but we found in this part
of Germany they are not credit card friendly. One place may
take Visa but not Mastercard, another vice versa. ATM
machines were even fussier, so go armed with all cards or cash.
We learnt the hard way. While in Cuxhaven we came across the
only bit of bureaucracy encountered on our entire trip, we were
visited by the German immigration police who asked to see our
passports. The North Atlantic Challenge, a yacht race from
Newport Rhode Island, around the north of Scotland, to

Hamburg had its finishing line off
the marina here and watching
them finish provided us with
additional entertainment.

As Ann Again draws 1.95 m it
was necessary to go outside the
Friesian Islands and only
Norderney and Borkum on the
German coast were accessible to
us at all tides. Next day we left
Cuxhaven at 11.00 with the ebb,
and motor sailed in light
headwinds the 70 miles to the
Norderney seegat, arriving at
22.00 and had a 3kn tide against
us going in the channel. An hour
later we entered the marina, which
was packed. We didn’t go ashore
as we had a 90mile trip next day
so an early start. In the morning
we refuelled before our departure,
which was very expensive as red
diesel is not available in Germany.
We had better winds and had a
lovely sail east to the DutchSally and Wendy changing courtesy flags.
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Friesian island of Vlieland, changing courtesy flags mid-way
across the delta of the River Ems. We passed 12 sail training
vessels looking majestic under full sail going west including
the Asgard whom we called up on the VHF and they told us
they were enroute to a Tall Ships regatta in Emden. She looked
proud sailing the North Sea.

We arrived at Vlieland zeegat at 22.30 and had a beautiful
sail through the narrow Vliestroom in dusk with twinkling red
and green lights everywhere, mirrored in the calm waters of the
Waddenzee. When we arrived at the marina we were lucky to
find a vacant spot. We rafted outside two large German motor
cruisers and when we remarked to our neighbour, how busy the
place was he replied with a shrug "Holland is on holiday" This
little harbour was groaning with boats, many 150ft sailing
barges, yachts and motorboats. At mid-day next we walked
over the dyke to look at the lovely beaches we had passed on
our way in. We got a shock to see that with the tide out the
Waddenzee was all sand, except for the channel, with lots of
large sailing barges sitting high and dry on the watersheds, with
their crews walking about on the sand. It was beautiful sight
and we had missed it coming in, in the dark. After a week of
long passages we decided to stay for the day. Brian went sun
bathing while the fair skinned Eleanor rented a bike and cycled
through the island’s pretty village, just one long tree shaded
street lined with interesting shops and markets, on out to the
miles of sand dunes and got back to the beach hot and tired
where we went for our first swim of the trip!

On our approach to Vlieland we experienced an overheating
problem with the engine, and noticed it wasn’t pumping enough
water. A local mechanic diagnosed it as a water pump problem
and directed us to the Volvo agent in Harlingen. After our day
of rest, at 20.00 we left on a rising tide for the Dutch mainland.
For anyone who has read The Riddle of the Sands they will
realise how tricky the passages are inside the Friesian Islands,
both Dutch and German, through the constantly moving
sandbanks. You will see many Friesian Island ferries about, but
note they have only 1.2m draught. It is recommended that
charts for this area be renewed every year as the buoys are
being frequently moved as the channels change. Unfortunately
our chart was two years old and this coupled with the
approaching darkness made our crossing of the Waddenzee all
the more exciting. We got into Harlingen after mid-night and
tied up to big sailing barge. A visit
from the Volvo agent in the
morning confirmed our problem
was the water pump, but he didn’t
have one to suit our engine in
stock. We phoned the agent in
Lemmer who ordered one and said
he would fit it the next day. The
tides were right for us to go to the
IJsselmeer so, after a quick walk
around this typical old Dutch town
with tall narrow, ornately gabled
buildings, we left at the start of the
ebb and sailed east along the
Boontjes channel to Koenwerder-
zand sluice, which is on the
eastern side of the Afsluitdijk
(built in 1932 to keep the North
Sea out), to lock into the IJssel- r--,-
meer. Timing is very important,
the ebb helps you going east but
you must be quick because parts
of the Boontjes dry. Once through
the lock we had a lovely sail south
to Lemmer. We were now in

familiar waters as we had bought Ann Again here in 2001. A
bustling yachting centre, Lemmer has a host of marinas to
choose from but the nicest thing to do would be to go into the
Zeijlrode canal (depth 2. lm) in the middle of town where you
will find plenty of restaurants and bars, or you could just sit in
the cockpit and watch people going by. As promised the Volvo
agent arrived at 10.30 next morning with the pump, and on
inspection he felt our problem was a hairline crack in the water
filter, which was letting air into the system. He fitted a new
filter and this solved our problem. Unfortunately as the pump
was ordered especially for us, we had to buy it! This whole
operation only took about an hour which left us plenty of time
for shopping before heading off on the 18mile hop across the
IJsslemeer to Enkhuizen, where the harbour master opened the
bridge for us to go into the inner harbour which is much quieter
and gets the last of the evening sun. We tied up under the
Drommedaris tower listening to its bells chime every quarter
hour. Enkhuizen is an old East India Company port, which is
beautifully preserved and its Zuiderzee Museum should not be
missed.

Sunday 13th was a lovely sunny day and we went back out
into the IJsslemeer for a look at the thousands of yachts of all
shapes and sizes sailing - everyone in Holland must own a
boat. We then went past Enkhuizen again to the Krabber-
gatsluizen to lock into the Markereer and had a nice lazy sail to
the Oranjeslizen at the entrance to the North Sea Canal, and
arriving to green lights we went strait into the lock. With very
little difference in water levels here we went through quickly
and were in Sixhaven marina in the heart of Amsterdam in no
time.

We were meeting our son Ronan and his friend Sam
Crowley here in Amsterdam. While this marina might not be
the most plush it is certainly most convenient. It is only two
minutes across the canal in a free ferry from the Central
Station, which is a fifteen minutes train ride from Schipol
Airport, making it a good place for a crew change. It has the
added attraction of being only a five-minute walk to the famous
Red Light district. The two 19-year-olds had a great time - not
to mind the Dad! We spent the next two days sightseeing in this
bustling and vibrant city.

In 2001 we went via the North Sea Canal out into the North
Sea and home, so this time we decided to go south through the

Gullholmen, oldest fishing community in Sweden.
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Barges dried out on sands of Waddenzee

inland waterways on the canals of the Stande-Mast Route and
out into the sea at Vlissingen. Because of heavy railway and
road traffic in Amsterdam, night convoys are arranged to bring
you through the city, where there are 14 opening bridges
including a major railway bridge at either end. The convoy
south starts around 02.00, but boats must gather well before
then. At 19.00 we left Sixhaven and crossed the canal to enter
the Nieuw Meer, paid the princely sum of £ 6.35, and joined
some already waiting yachts. There we had dinner after which
the boys disappeared, in the dinghy, off into the canals to do
some more sightseeing. At 02.00 the Nieuwmeersluis opened
and the north going boats poured out, and with the last of them
through we got the green light. Our convoy consisted of a
600ton dredger followed by 20 yachts of varying sizes and
nationalities.

This journey through old Amsterdam in the dark was good
fun and moved smoothly as each bridge opened as the convoy
approached. A strict schedule must be adhered to, as the convoy
has to be ready to pass through the railway bridge when it
opens at 05.00 for twenty minutes. Once past this bridge, things
get relaxed and at 07.30 we stopped for a sleep for two hours.
We passed Schiphol Airport and it is an unusual feeling to be up
high on a yacht looking down at the airport, which is 12 feet
below sea level. We passed lovely waterside towns, houses with
gardens on the canal with children swimming in the canal
water, shops where we stopped to buy fresh bread, and
windmills on the way. The way through the wide Lake Braasse-
mermeer is well buoyed, essential for the deeper draught
vessels. We could see lots of motorboats in pretty little nooks
and crannies, too shallow for us. On our own since we left the
convoy we meandered south until we were stopped at a bridge
eight miles from Gouda, our planned stop for the night. The
bridge was closed for repairs and would not open until 22.00.
We went back to a little village to tie up for the day and as we
turned around to go to the canal side we lost our steering.
Luckily we drifted close enough to lasso the stakes and when
secure Brian crawled under the steering column to look for the
problem. He couldn’t find one. In the meantime Ronan dived
down and felt something stuck in the rudder and with the aid of
Sam holding a length of hosepipe so he could breath, he pulled
out a huge branch from the overhanging willows, which had
jammed the rudder.

We were experiencing very hot weather since our arrival in

Holland, but it was now in the
high 30’s, with the sun bearing
down relentlessly on us. We did
not have a bimini, so every sheet
we had was hung from the boom
to the backstay to try to give some
shelter to the cockpit. We, in
desperation, had our second and
last swim of the holiday in the
canal! As the day wore on lots of
yachts and three big commercial
barges joined us in this wait.
Travelling in the inland water-
ways, there are always bridge
opening times to be kept in mind
and with this delay we weren’t
going to make Gouda for the
night. At 20.30, an hour and a half
earlier than predicted, the bridge
lifted again, but we had to make
the railway bridge just outside
Gouda by 21.43. With working
vessels getting preference the
barges moved forward, in the

order they had arrived and the yachts, also in arrival order
followed hurrying to make the deadline. The barges made the
bridge on time but the yachts didn’t. We were the first and
arrived as it was closing, just one minute late and had to tie to
the staging for the night, as it wouldn’t open again till 06.00.
We were disappointed, but there was a lot of comaraderie
amongst the boats and being on the outskirts of the town, a
McDonalds on the opposite bank to which the boys happily
after dinner, rowed across to get ice creams. We set the alarm
for 05.30 went through the railway bridge, turned to port off the
main canal, and went quietly, through two drawbridges and a
lock into the heart of Gouda and were back in bed quickly
again. Later in the morning the four of us wandered into the
town.

Leaving Gouda, we made our way down the Hollands IJssel,
turned starboard into the Nieuwe Maas, which has the world’s
heaviest sea-going and barge traffic, to Rotterdam where we
had to wait, until the Friday night rush hour was over, for the
bridge to open, allowing us go into the city centre to the
Veerhaven marina. This marina, on the Maas River has, in its
floating clubhouse, good shower and laundry facilities.
Rotterdam, extensively bombed in the War, has been substan-
tially rebuilt with some amazing modern architecture, bridges
and buildings. We visited the Euromast, where a lift rotates
externally up a 590ft mast to a viewing platform from where
there is a breathtaking view for miles into the Dutch
countryside. In the evening the elders sat and watched the
comings and goings on the busy river while the boys went
looking for action. We were told that the vintage no.10 tram
ride was a good way to see the city, which we did in the
morning before leaving.

Being Saturday, the bridge opens on demand with 2hrs prior
notice. We went through at 14.00 and hurried to make the
Alblasserdam, which opens only twice daily, and on to
Dordrecht. Here we went through a small drawbridge into a
very pretty little harbour, right in middle of town. Dordrecht, on
the Oude Maas is the oldest city in Zuid-Holland has a beautiful
waterfront, with the 17th century Groothoofdspoort gate
through which dignitaries arrived, a Gothic Church, cobbled
streets, old forts and many lovely gabled buildings defying
gravity on their marshy foundations.

Next day we left early, went down the canal out into the
wide Hollands Diep and being Sunday, there were sails
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everywhere. We sailed along this
scenic waterway avoiding the
many banks and some lovely
island nature reserves, teeming
with wild birds and turned into the
Volkeraksluisen. There is a fixed
bridge at the yacht lock, which
opens on demand, and has its
clearance displayed on an auto-
matic board and with 19m
displayed, we lowered our ICC
burgee, held our breath and
nervously went through, the VHF
aerial gently bumping on each
beam! Anxious moments, but it
was either that or wait another two
hours for the ship lock to open,
and we were under pressure time
wise as we had another lock and a
bridge to get through before
19.30. We motored quickly the
five miles to Krammersluisen,
which was open and following the
other craft in we locked up into

Waddinxveen lift bridge on

the salty tidal Oosterschelde. A delightful narrow passage
which when you round a bend opens up into a wide inland sea,
levels being controlled by storm-surge barriers 20 miles out at
the North Sea. There ahead of us stood the wonderful
Zeelandbrug, a bridge almost three miles long spanning the
Oosterschelde. It has 52 pillars and each span has a clearence of
ll.5m at the sides rising to 15.1m in the middle with an
opening span between 39 and 40 on the northern end The
bridge keeper seeing us coming, running slightly late for the
17.30 opening, was kind enough to delay the opening for us,
and when through we saw the conspicuous landmark, the huge
square belfry of Sint Levens Monstertoren, which guided us
into Zierikee.

Mon 21 July we went back through the Zeelandbruge and
another lock into fresh water again, the Veerse Meet and to the
Canal door Walcheren, which leads to Vlissingen seven miles
away, stopping at Middelburg, the capital of Zeeland,
overnight. Well fortified, for the 15th century, with a canal zig-
zagging in a circle around the town, a turret on each point,
Middelburg was badly bombed during the War but has been
restored with replicas of its old buildings. The town hall is a
magnicifent Gothic building in a huge square and next to it a
beautiful abbey with a very ornate pretty minaret spire. Next
day we continued three miles along the canal to Vlissingen,
(2hrs, four bridges) from where the boys were taking a train
back to Schiphol Airport in the morning, to the marina at the
sea lock, which is about two miles from the town but very close
to the railway station. Vlissingen is a seaside town, and has

Stande-Maste route.

another marina on the sea, the Westerschelde, which has locks
but is very noisy as is in the town center next to a fun fair.

Wednesday 23rd July. We saw Ronan and Sam off on the
11.30 train to Schiphol and we went through the sea lock at
13.00 and set sail for Nieuwpoort and overnighted at the Royal
Belgium Y.C. Next day we did a short hop of 20 miles to
Dunkirk where we stocked up on wine at the local supermarket,
which they delivered to the marina. From Dunkirk we had a
fetch in fresh southeasterlies to two miles east of buoy CA4
where we freed sheets and crossing the shipping lanes at right
angles sailed to Dover getting in before the imminent Force 8
gale experiencing big lumpy seas, just outside the harbour
walls. We walked along the pier watching the shipping
movements, which can number up to 200 on a busy day (one
every seven minutes).

The next six days along the south coast of England were the
most unpleasant of the trip, in strong southwesterly head winds
with rain and fog everyday. On the way we stopped at Brighton,
Cowes, Weymouth, Dartmouth, Fowey and Newlyn. We stayed
in Fowey for two nights to visit the Eden Project at St. Austell
six miles away, a well-recommended detour.

On Saturday 2nd August we left Newlyn for Crosshaven and
in contrast to the previous week, we had to engine the whole
way to Cork.

We were away for just short of three months, travelled 3,000
miles and visited nine countries. Apart from the minor problem
with the water filter our Bavaria 42 was faultless and proved to
be a wonderful boat for short handed cruising.
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Yerra g’wan, so- Witchcraft, Atlantic Islands

Ed Wheeler
THE ROCKABILL TROPHY

FOR A CRUISE WHICH INVOLVES AN
EXCEPTIONAL FEAT OF NAVIGATION
AND/OR SEAMANSHIP

The cruise plan was simply a circumnavigation of the Azores
High, sailing from Howth to NW Spain, Portugal, Madeira,

the Canaries, the Azores and home. Much too ambitious in the
8 weeks available, with no allowance for Murphy. It also failed
to allow for the possibility that the Azores High would once
again fail to materialise.

As usual, assembling a crew was the main problem. The
tripulaci6n (perfect Spanish word for crew) for the first part of
the cruise comprised: Aidan Tyrrell (ICC), Adrian McCullagh,
Jack Burke and Keith Gadd. Aidan is a shipmate of many years
standing, excellent cook, bon viveur and right seaman. He was
taking a lift with us to join Alys (David Park, ICC) in Lagos. As
well as several cases of wine from personally-inspected
vineyards in the Languedoc, Aidan brought with him the title
phrase of the cruise, reflecting his status as a Cork Man by
adoption: ("Another drink?" - "Oh, I dunno .... yerra, g’wan,
so". Adrian, a Co.Meath neighbour, sportsman and traditional
fiddler, had raced round the buoys but had little cruising
experience. Jack Burke had done a shore-based Yachmaster’s
Course and needed sea miles. Keith is my 18-year old nephew
and this was his introduction to offshore cruising. Keith had a
flight home from Faro on 18th May; Adrian and Jack had
incautiously arranged to fly home from Tenerife on 30th May.

The weekend of 3rd - 4th May was one of dismal weather,
with heavy rain and forecasts of strong to gale force southwest
winds. We postponed our departure for 12 hours, then left at
00.00 on Monday 5th May to make a little southing, on the
principle that even twenty-five miles from one’s home port
removes one from the scrutiny of the hurlers on the ditch in the
Club. With a very fresh SW wind and a forecast of an increase
to 7 or 8, veering NW later, we put into Wicklow at 05.00 and

Jack, Aidan and Keith rounding Finisterre

lay alongside the E pier, the inner harbour being choked with
sheltering fishing boats. The wind moderated and veered during
the morning and we departed at 13.10 for Camarifias.

By 19.00, we had the Tuskar abeam and nearly 600 miles of
unobstructed sea in front of us. That night, a WNW 6 under a
clear sky provided a sense of well-being that was only
enhanced by a substantial Fusilli Bolognaise au Tyrrell. The
phosphorescence was so bright that seas washing over the
perspex forehatch lit up the forecabin and dolphins playing
around us left tracks like shooting-stars. Witchcraft romped on,
well snugged-down with 3 reefs and part-rolled genoa, still
making 6 to 7 knots. "Yerra, g’wan, so" was frequently heard in
these conditions.

Over the next few days, the wind eased and came gradually
round to SW, with some calm intervals. We were compensated
for this inconvenience by an increase in temperature, it having
been passing parky before. Vestiges of mal de mer cleared up
and at the change of watch at 06.00 on Wednesday, Adrian was
sufficiently recovered to get out his fiddle and regale me in the
cockpit with a jig "Out of the Ocean" and "Chief O’Neill’s"
hornpipe", aided by a Mr. J. Power. We were punished for that
by having to beat for the rest of the day, but hove-to in honour
of a Coq au Vin at dinner. By Friday 9th May, we were in N 45°
40’ at 06.30 and were given an aerobatic display by a large pod
of dolphins. At this point, Jack emerged from his bunk
clutching a mouth-organ, which he played sitting cross-legged
on the foredeck, like a bearded homunculus. Jack had a theory
that whales and dolphins liked music and could be charmed
into approaching a yacht by playing to them. These dolphins
clearly had excellent musical taste, for they made themselves
scarce very quickly.

With still no sign of the
expected northerlies, we motored
for nearly 24 hours into a very
light southerly wind, finally
picking up a fair wind four hours
out from Camarifias, arriving at
14.30 on Saturday. There is a
small marina and Club Nautico,
where showers, diesel and water
may be had. The town itself is an
uneasy mix of old and new. As
was to be the pattern, it was
impossible to find a bar without a
dominant and noisy television.
The following day, the northerlies
had definitely set in and we sailed
off the pontoon at Camarifias, not
starting the engine until we
entered the marina at Portosin in
the Rfa de Muros, having unsuc-
cessfully attempted to find a berth
in crowded Muros itself. We had
an exhilarating downwind sail
round Cape Finisterre but the Rfa
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de Muros, like most places we saw on the Galician coast, is
now a welter of tower cranes and high rise development,
nowhere more so than Portosin, which resembles a large,
untidy building site. This is a recent change from accounts I had
read from others who have cruised this coast only a small
number of years ago. Obtrusive wind farms are also now
ubiquitous.

Next day, seeking peace and quiet, we coasted past the
mouths of Rfas Arosa and Pontevedra, with interesting pilotage
among the numerous offiying rocks and banks, and brought up
at Playa Arena das Rodas, Islas Cies. These islands are now
largely a nature reserve and unspoilt by development. At this
early season, there were few trippers but our enjoyment of the
island was marred by a dense drizzle. The previously unmarked
rock "Borr6n de Cies" is now shown by an unlit beacon, which
simplifies anchoring close-in to the beach. Bayona is only a
short sail away and we dropped in there for a few hours to
replenish stores and explore the lovely old town.

We departed from Bayona at 20.15, Tuesday 13th May in a
very fresh northerly, which kicked up an uneven sea and soon
forced us to reduce sail. After some internal debate, I decided
not to go up the Douro to Porto but to use the marina at
Leixres. The marina is in the main harbour at the entrance to
the commercial docks and is consequently not the cleanest.
However, it is convenient and there is a frequent and cheap bus
service into the centre of Porto. On exploring the city quays, we
found that we could in fact have found a berth at the Cais da
Estiva, fight opposite the port shippers’ warehouses. However,
a rope ladder would be indispensable here, as the walls are high
and sheer. We found Porto delightful, slightly shabby but none
the worse for that. "Yerra, g’wan, so" was much in use.

The northerlies whisked us down the Portuguese coast,
passing regretfully by places I would have loved to explore
(who said this coast is boring?), taking us into Cascais, the
town just to the north of the Tagus bar, which has a sparkling
marina. This marina, with all facilities, was also by far the most
expensive, costing over £30 for a night. Again, we forbore to go
up the river to the city of Lisbon. In this case, we made the fight
decision, as there is nothing as central here as the wharves in
Porto. There is a good train service into Lisbon. In Cascais, we
met John Duggan (ICC), capturing him for the leg down to
Lagos in the Algarve, and here we had to say goodbye to Keith,
as he had to take the bus to Faro from Lisbon. John had one of
the best passages so far on the cruise, passing Cape St.Vincent
at 14.00 on Sunday 18th May with a NNE 5 and brilliant
sunshine. Up the creek at Lagos, we were assigned a berth in

the marina two boats away from Alys (David Park, ICC), the
destination of Mr.Tyrrell. I had to stay in Lagos for a couple of
days to get the engine serviced and also to replace four loose
screws securing the top of the steering column/ binnacle
assembly. These had been tapped directly into cast aluminium,
a quite unbelievably bad idea in a boat. In fact, this was the
outward symptom of a much deeper malaise in the Whitlock
steering gear. We were lucky that it survived (just) to get us
home. The transfer of Mr. Tyrrell to Alys was celebrated by an
excellent dinner provided by Hilary Park and by an impromptu
concert lasting into the not-so-small hours, accompanied by
much yerra. Next morning, as Aidan and I were in the cockpit,
contemplating whether or not to risk coffee, Jack returned from
his daily early morning ramble. Wearing his kiss-me-quick
white sailor hat and attenuated shorts, he informed us that he
had forgotten last night to give us one of his Percy French
ballads. In a loud, harsh, grating voice, he proceeded to render
"Slattery’s Mounted Fut". Had he not stopped at the second
verse, it would have been touch and go whether Aidan or I
reached him first with homicidal intent.

On Wednesday, 21st May, three of us left Lagos, bound for
Porto Santo and Madeira. By now, having lost time at Lagos
and at the start of the trip, it was obvious that we could not
make the Canary Islands in the time available, so Adrian and
Jack very decently agreed to take their chances from Madeira,
rather than return from Faro. As it turned out, this was fortunate
for me, as during the 460 mile passage, the Autopilot stopped
working. We also had a major electrical failure, with no
instruments, navigation lights or electric bilge pumps. I
managed to track this down to a faulty connection but nothing
would resurrect the Autopilot. Apart from these problems, this
leg was very agreeable. The weather charts before leaving had
shown no wind at all between Portugal and Madeira and little
likelihood of any. Indeed, we met a single hander as we left
Lagos who had turned back for this reason. However, after an
initial calm of a few hours, we found light north to north-
easterly winds for a day, then gradually freshening breezes,
always in the north, until, by the time we reached Porto Santo
on late Saturday, we were well reefed-down. On this passage,
we saw large numbers of turtle, ranging from six inches to more
than two feet across the shell. They floundered about on the
surface, looking as if they were about to drown. They looked as
fluent in the water as beaky old ladies in a paddling pool. But if
we got within four or five feet of one, it suddenly came alive
and dived easily and gracefully out of sight. Landfall at Porto
Santo was dramatic: approaching at dusk, the dry hills were
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"Cape Saint Vincent to the northwest died away"

silhouetted against the western sky. We anchored in the outer
harbour and moved into the marina in the morning. The charge
of g8 is the same whether anchored or alongside. If anchoring,
the position shown on the sailing directions is wrong. This
space is now needed for ferries manoeuvring and one has to
anchor between the two lines of mooring buoys.

Jack left, having booked a flight out of Porto Santo. Adrian
decided to leave from Madeira. We got a local electrician to
look at the Autopilot but he admitted defeat and recommended
us to a colleague in Funchal. Exploring Porto Santo, we found
it very arid. It is a complete contrast to Madeira, having a very
long and beautiful beach, whereas Madeira has none. This is a
mixed blessing, for the whole centre of the island is being
landscaped and bulldozed for a huge golf complex. Porto Santo
is where Madeirans have holiday homes, so it has many villas
and developments. However, the old town is still charming.

The 32 miles to Quinta do Lorde on Madeira seemed so
short that one might have done it in the dinghy. Quinta do
Lorde is a new marina, opened in early 2003 and still almost
deserted. It is part of a proposed hotel development. The marina
is well equipped but rather unfin-
ished. The showers and heads are
in portable cabins. The hotel is run
by friendly and helpful staff but
bears no resemblance to the
artist’s impression, which is very
ambitious. It is located near
Canigal at the eastern end of the
island. This part is very dry com-
pared to the rest of Madeira. There
are limited buses to Funchal but
generally one has to take a taxi to
Canigal or Machico to connect up
with a better service. Over the
next few days, I had to do this
many times. Adrian found a good
flight connection to Dublin via
Lisbon for �225, which is worth
noting. I was very sorry to see him
go, with his fiddle. A Mr.
Gonsalves came out to look at the
Autopilot and found a fault on the
power board. This fixed, the thing
still didn’t work. The next Dusk landfall at Porto Santo

probable cause was the main
computer board and a replacement
was ordered from Lisbon, at
considerable cost. However,
Mr.Gonsalves’s daughter was

being married before this unit
arrived, which took him out of the
picture for four days. Meanwhile,
I took delivery of the new
computer board and installed it, to
no avail.

Fed up with commuting to
Funchal, I took Witchcraft there
and found a berth alongside an
English catamaran. Contrary to
what I had heard about over-
crowding and inconvenience, I
found the facilities at Funchal
perfectly adequate, although one
does have to raft up. However,
being in the centre of the lovely
city more than outweighs this.
Eventually, Mr. Gonsalves diag-

nosed the fault in the autopilot (by a process of elimination) as
the control unit. I had had no success in recruiting crew, so the
next leg had to be sailed single-handed. I had the bottom
scrubbed by a diver, stored up and set off for the Azores on
Wednesday, 4th June at 10.40. The synoptic charts predicted
light, mainly NW winds, possibly veering N later, with weak
frontal systems crossing the area.

For the first four hours, it was flat calm but once I had Punta
do Pargo, the western point of the Madeira, abeam, a NNE
quickly filled in and within half an hour, I had two reefs down
in the main and was storming along at over 7 knots, the
Autopilot thankfully working a treat. The next 24 hours were
wonderful sailing, the wind holding in the NNE but gradually
easing, the weather clear and warm. Wildlife included more
turtles and the main bird species was now Cory’s Shearwater,
one of the largest shearwaters, with an effortless, swooping
glide. I also sighted the first flying-fish. These were the large,
solitary kind, not the shoals of smaller fish common in the
tropics, and they are very impressive flyers, sometimes
covering half a cable or more in one flight. The wind now
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backed to N and eased to 3 or less.
I wondered if that had been the
western limit of the Portuguese
Trades and if all the sea between
me and Portugal was enjoying that
spanking north to northeast
breeze. I slept fitfully for the first
night, popping my head up every
hour or less for a look round. Not
having sighted a single ship for
two days, I became more confi-
dent and started taking a couple of
hours or more at a time.

On Friday, the weather became
overcast and what little wind there
was came out of the NW, so the
iron topsail came into use. During
the calms, I saw curious oily
slicks on the water, with what
looked like pieces of fish or squid
among it. Could this be the debris
left over from some aquatic
feeding frenzy.’? There was also a

Vila Nova, Corvo with Flores beyond.

contrary current of about half a knot, as expected. Overnight,
the weather started to deteriorate, with frequent squally
showers, abrupt windshifts, and a swell building from the
WNW. One squall took us aback while ! was turned in, which
led to a lot of capering about naked in the rain. The glass stayed
at over 1020, so I hoped that any weather should not be too
severe. At one stage, the wind came in from the north at up to
F7 but then dropped, falling away to a calm by Saturday
evening. During all this, I sighted a school of large whales. In
the calm patch, the sea was covered in tiny Portuguese men-of-
war, their sails still clear and transparent. I assume they take on
the blue colour in maturity. At 02.15, I came on deck sleepily,
expecting the usual empty seascape. However, I was rather
shocked to find a large fishing vessel close aboard to starboard,
lit up like Blackpool in September. From the chart, we were in
3,300m of water, so she was probably long-lining or squid-
jigging.

The wind then filled in from the SW and gradually
freshened, so that by 05.30 I had the third reef in and we were
still making 6.5 knots. A miserable day followed, as the wind

Angra Do Heroismo, Terceira

continued to freshen, the rain poured down and the visibility
deteriorated. Between banks of rain, I got a sighting of Santa
Maria, the southeasternmost island in the Azores and one which
I had particularly wanted to visit. However, the delay in
Madeira scuppered that plan and I had to stand on unwillingly
for Terceira, still 145 miles away. By now we were down to a
very small scrap of genoa and triple-reefed main, the wind was
SW 6-7 with gale gusts and the glass was dropping quickly. We
were banging along on port tack, which is the bad tack for leaks
through the mast-coat. At 16.30, I started the engine to charge
the batteries. Ten minutes later, it stopped and nothing would
restart it. This was serious, as the Autopilot needed a good
charge in the battery to work. Without it, I would have had to
hand-steer the whole time with no sleep, as Witchcraft, with her
fin keel and spade rudder, won’t self-steer for a minute. Any
sail changes or trimming would be extremely difficult. A glance
at the chart confirmed that Ponta Delgada in Silo Miguel was
just 15nm to leeward. I decided to drop down there for repairs.
The weather was so thick that I didn’t sight the island until we
were within 5 nm of it. With no sign of the breakwater at Ponta

Delgada, I held up to weather,
running down the coast until at
last it came into sight just two
miles away. Rounding the end of
the breakwater, we entered per-
fectly calm water, a great relief
after the high, confused swell
outside and I beat slowly up the
outer harbour under main towards
the anchorage shown in the
Sailing Directions.

Now followed a major exhibi-
tion. Just before the anchorage,
there is a S Cardinal buoy marking
a reef. Beyond that was a steel
hulk, moored bow and stern. To
the SW of the hulk was a large
American motor yacht with three
paid hands on deck. To the NW of
the hulk was a French ketch. Why
not impress these onlookers with
some classy manoeuvring under
sail’? As always, hubris was
quickly rewarded with disaster. I
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decided to use a tripping-line on the anchor and buoyed this
with a spare fender. Nonchalantly reaching under the stern of
the American yacht, I brought up in 10m of water, strolled
forward, anchored and dropped the main. Veering a safe scope
of chain, I realised that my stern was a bit close to the hulk. I
had better re-anchor in a better place. There was still quite a lot
of wind and as soon as the anchor came off the bottom, the boat
started making a fast sternboard. Quickly getting the anchor up,
I got some genoa on her, managing to back it and gybe round to
clear the hulk, passing under its stern and just fetching past the
S Cardinal. I had no time to haul in the tripping-line but could
see the fender bobbing along safely in my wake. Tacking back
across the harbour, I rolled up the genoa and dropped anchor
well to windward of the French ketch. Unfortunately, the
anchor wasn’t holding in spite of plenty of chain and we were
falling back onto the ketch. The penny then dropped: somehow,
the tripping-line had wound itself round something underwater,
probably the prop-shaft. It had tripped the anchor, which now
formed the apex of an inverted isosceles triangle, the base of
which was the hull and the two sides the anchor chain and
tripping-line respectively. The tip of the fender-buoy was just
under the stern. We rapidly approached the stem of the French
ketch. I could now see the owner standing in the hatch,

Minimalist wall painting, Horta.

watching this performance, the orchestra seats being occupied
by the crew of the American. I desperately wound in on the
electric capstan. The chain groaned over the stem-roller. The
chain was bar-taut but the anchor could just be seen under the
stem. Racing back to the cockpit, I set the genoa and just
cleared the Frenchman’s anchor cable, gybed again and sailed
past close astern of him. As I passed, he pointed at my stern and
called "M’sieur, eet ees ze booo-eeee! .... Thank you, I know it is
the *&$!-ing boooo-eeee", said I, sotto voce. Luckily, I was
able to get the tripping-line free of the anchor, although it was
tangled inextricably under the stern. Hoping that it hadn’t
jammed the rudder, I came back for a third and successful
attempt at anchoring.

Collapsing below in a lather of sweat, I found that my cell-
phone was working for the first time in five days. I phoned
home, hoping for wifely sympathy but I’d chosen a bad time. It
turned out that younger son James, on his way to join ship in
Terceira, had had his passport stolen in Lisbon and Jan had had
to spend most of the day on the telephone sorting things out.

She told me to open a tin of beans, go to bed and it would all
look much better in the morning. Excellent advice. And in the
morning, the engine problem turned out to be an airlock, caused
by the diesel surging up and down in the new coffin-shaped
fuel tank which had, inexplicably, no baffles. Half an hour’s
work on the little hand fuel pump had the engine going again
sweetly and half an hour in the dinghy with a face-mask and
head and shoulders in the water freed the tripping-line. I
motored into the marina for R and R and stores. Ponta Delgada
has an excellent marina with all facilities and the daily charge
for Witchcraft’s 35 feet was only £7. All three marinas which I
visited in the Azores had similarly low charges. I’d have liked
to explore more of S~o Miguel but time was pressing and most
of it was under low cloud in any case.

I had mixed weather for the overnight hop to Angra do
Heroismo in Terceira, ranging from calm to F6, from all parts,
with intervals of heavy rain. Avoiding the Jo~o de Castro bank,
which is the tip of a seamount rising from 700m up to 7m
depth, I ended up reaching into Angra Bay in a strong NE
breeze at 05.30, anchoring off the Club N~iutico. Depths have
increased here since the new marina was built, with over 12m
where there was formerly 6m or 7m, according to the chart. I
went into the marina later in the morning, to find my two sons
Sam and James and Sam’s friend Dave waiting. It was pleasant
to have company again after two weeks alone on the boat.
Angra was in festival mode, as the President of Portugal had
been there the day before I arrived. The British STA brig
Stavros S Niarchos was anchored off and the lovely Portuguese
3 masted barque Sagres was alongside. I watched her warping
off and using her lower fore-tops’l to back off into the outer
harbour. Obviously no nancy-boy side-thrusters on her.

Sam and Dave only had five days, so on Thursday we sailed
over to Graciosa, about 45nm to the NW. The anchorage at Vila
da Praia is rather exposed from SSE to ESE, which is where the
wind was, so we had rather a swell time there. The Stavros S
Niarchos had preceded us and was lying alongside the new
breakwater. One of her crew, Barry Martin, turned out to be a
former bo’sun on Asgard H. He recognised Witchcraft and
asked to be remembered to Winkie. The fine, traditional
double-ended fishing boats are dry-sailed in Vila de Praia,
being craned out after discharging their catch in a tiny little
gully. One supposes that there is good reason for this, in spite
of the large new breakwater. Graciosa is a lovely island, the
least mountainous of the Azores. Nevertheless, it has one of the
best caldeiras in the group, with a deep cavern which one can
access down innumerable steps. There is a lake at the bottom,
which the gloom and bubbling sulphur springs make rather
Styx-like, and an old punt tied to the bank could be for the use
of Charon. Graciosa seems to be less visited than other islands
but is worth a call for this very reason, as well as for its rural
landscape, pretty rather than spectacular, and its local wine
(definitely an acquired taste). Our taxi driver had lived in
Canada, so spoke good English and was most informative. He
was a great enthusiast for his beautiful island. We left with
difficulty, as the anchor chain had wound itself round a large
boulder. The water was clear enough to unwind ourselves
visually. Leaving, we saw our first and only Azorean flying
fish.

Back in Angra, we said goodbye to Sam and Dave. James
and I set off for Horta on the evening of Sunday 15th June
through the Pico Channel. This was James’s first overnight
passage and was a gentle introduction for him, with light
headwinds and under power most of the way. The reception
berth was a hectic mel6e of boats rafted up or waiting to come
alongside, which is apparently quite normal. In the middle of
all this, a dinghy hailed us and the occupant turned out to be
Peter Gray. Peter and Susan were anchored off in Waxwing on
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the final stage of their epic 8-year world cruise. We had a most
entertaining dinner ashore with them and their crew, Jack and
Aileen Craig. Eventually we got a berth and, after the ritual
visit to Peter Zee’s Caf6 Sport (the only television-free
watering hole I found on the entire cruise), executed the also-
ritual wall painting. In our case, we took a very minimalist
approach to this, our artistic skills being non-existent. We
victualled ship at the large supermarket on the hill (taxi
required), filled fuel and water tanks and stocked up on crushed
ice from the fish dock, Witchcraft having no refrigerator. Horta
is the best location in the Azores for stores and yacht services.

Having cleared our departure with the mandatory three
different officials, we set sail for Flores on Wednesday 18th
June with a fresh southerly and made such good time that we
had to reduce sail early on Thursday to slow down in order to
arrive in daylight. The weather was unsettled and wet, with a
lumpy swell. When we approached Lajes, I was astonished to
see a forest of masts. There were 21 yachts anchored there,
nearly all of them, it transpired, making their first landfall after
an Atlantic crossing. We wriggled through the anchored fleet
and found a spot not far from the root of the pier, sheltered by
the breakwater from the worst of the swell. From there, we
were able to look smugly back through the curtains of rain at
the outermost boats rolling their masts out. Our complacency
was dented when a little sloop from Rio de Janeiro dragged
down onto us, but no harm was done. When things quietened
down, we went ashore and took a taxi to Santa Cruz, where we
admired the intrepidity of those foolhardy enough in the past to
brave the little rock-strewn harbour, before the building of the
breakwater at Lajes. Flores was the prettiest island I saw in the
Azores, like a mountainous and warm version of the rural
Ireland of 50 years ago, before bungalows and chemical
farming. It is covered in wild flowers, especially hydrangeas.
Back at Lajes, we were invited to visit our nearest neighbour, a
single-hander just arrived from New Zealand on a very home-
built looking black-tarred steel cutter. He had managed to sail
all that way with no cork-screw, hardship indeed. His friend
Veejay, another single-hander and black-bearded Indian from
Hull, was also visiting from his smaller and even more home-
built steel yacht, in off-white with rust trim. I felt very
privileged to have such a well-found yacht as Witchcraft under
me.

We departed for home on Friday 20th June, but with an eye
on Corvo should conditions permit. Our rhumb-line was dead
to windward and we tacked close into the island, which looks
from a distance like a great big green Ailsa Craig with clouds
on top. The only possible anchorage is at Vila Nova and then
only in settled offshore winds. There is no real shelter at all,
except from the island itself. It has a little mole but surge would
make this untenable in all but the best conditions. We anchored
in the place indicated in the book but a bump under our keel
quickly made me move farther offshore. This must have been a
boulder, for the echo-sounder was still showing 5m when we
touched. After veering plenty of chain, we ventured ashore to
find an enchanting little town, very hilly, with narrow little
streets (called Canadas) and ancient motor-scooter trikes with
lorry bodies. In spite of its isolation, we still had to go through
the clearance procedure with the port/customs officer, a decent
but slow man in a Landrover who obviously hadn’t had a
visiting vessel to deal with for some considerable time. Sucking
his pencil frequently, he checked and double checked every
detail (fortunately, we were sitting at the caf6 with cold beers in
our hands while this was going on). After walking down the hill
to ensure that our deck colour was actually as stated, he gave us
our clearance and we celebrated with a meal at the Calderfio
Restaurant. Three courses for two, accompanied by a bottle of
excellent mainland wine, came to £20. The owner, feeling that

we hadn’t had good enough value, insisted on taking us in his
elderly Volkswagen Combi fight up to the top of the island, on a
road winding round precipitous declivities, to see the
eponymous Calder~o (cauldron). This is another volcanic
caldeira, very large but open to the air and with three lakes
which our host said contain good trout. Returning us to the
harbour, he refused all offers of reward, an example of the sort
of hospitality for which the more remote islands are famed.

Too soon we had to leave and at 06.40 the following
morning recovered our anchor and departed for Kinsale. For
the first 24 hours, we had mainly NW winds and headed
somewhat west of the rhumb line course to keep clear of Biscay
and probable N or NE winds farther east. This was succeeded
by a calm and then gradually freshening SW winds, with a
falling glass. Thickening altostratus and the onset of rain
indicated a warm front and by Monday noon, we were running
under triple-reefed main in a southerly 6-7. A day’s run of
145nm showed that things were going along all right. Not
having sailed Witchcraft in particularly bad weather before,
other than in a race with a full crew, I experimented with
heaving-to under close reefed main and a scrap of genoa. This
worked reasonably well, although she did tend to sheer about a
fair bit. I wasn’t sure how this would work out in gale
conditions. The wind eased later and we made good progress
with boomed-out genoa and single-reefed main. On Tuesday,
another front came across and by 03.00 Wednesday we had a
SSE gale with heavy rain. Running under bare poles, we were
still making 5 knots. Once again, we had an easing of
conditions and got a brief glimpse of the sun in the afternoon,
the first for three days. We were also half way to Kinsale.
Thursday forenoon brought a short spell of fair weather, with
NW 3, full sail and no rain. We saw our first ship for four days.
Friday brought signs of yet another warm front from the west.
Some stitching came adrJf~ ~,, the luff of the geno~ a~fl v’e ~.~d
to change it for the number 2, with great difficulty, as the luff
rope kept jamming in the groove. I was also extremely worried
about the steering gear. There was an enormous amount of play
on the wheel, it clunked and caught going over dead-centre and
the screws holding the binnacle assembly together which we
had replaced in Lagos kept working their way out, so that they
had to be tightened every watch. This didn’t happen when we
used the Autopilot, so we hand-steered as little as possible.

By now, the glass was dropping fast and the rain had started.
We got the first faint BBC R4 Shipping Forecast at 17.55 on
Friday, which offered S or SE 6-7, perhaps 8 later, for Shannon.
We were still well to the SW of Shannon but the forecast was
reassuring. However, by midnight we had the best part of a SSE
gale and hove-to under triple-reefed main only, using the
Autopilot to jill along and making a knot or so forwards and
two and a half knots of leeway. The wind continued to increase
through the night, accompanied by very heavy rain. By 08.00, I
estimated that we had a good F9, with violent gusts. The glass
had dropped over 20 mb in 24 hours. It was extremely noisy,
with a heavy breaking sea and ceaseless rain. None of this
seemed to worry James in the least, although he did compare
the seas to houses. "Bungalow or two-storey?", I asked him and
he said they were at least two-storey. To add to our woes, I had,
owing to some strange oversight, only one oilskin coat on
board, which meant the man coming on watch had to put on a
beastly wet garment. At least we had three pairs of trousers. I
thought of trying to put the trousers on upside down but
couldn’t get my head out through the fly and the legs were too
long. Running the Eberspacher at the changes of watch kept
things a little civilised.

All good things come to an end and the gale suddenly left us
at 13.00, leaving behind a big ignorant swell and still it rained.
Surveying the rig for damage, I found that the inner forestay
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Dave, Ed, Sam and James on Graciosa. Adrian is feeling much better.

had stranded badly at the top, with four long strands dangling
and waving around. This was the downside of keeping the
close-reefed main on her, which had evidently put a lot of stress
on the lower mast. On the other hand, that set-up had kept us
fairly comfortable in quite bad conditions. The gale we
encountered was unexpectedly severe and with hindsight, I
believe that this was because we were coming from a ridge of
high pressure into a depression, which was otherwise
surrounded by relatively low pressure. Our pressure gradient
was thus much steeper.

The rest of the passage was unmemorable and uncom-
fortable. The rain stayed with us and the wind fell light, from
right ahead. I was able to fill the diesel coffin to the brim by
syphoning from cans. This was important, for it had airlocked

while still over half full off Santa Maria. We motored for the
last 17 hours of the trip and docked at the town marina in
Kinsale at 08.00 on Monday, 30th June, a fraction over 9 days
out from Corvo. James had had a somewhat strenuous intro-
duction to offshore cruising, but didn’t turn a hair and even said
that he’d come again! George Kingston came through like a
trojan and had the stay replaced and a new steering unit in place
ready for Winkie to step aboard on the Friday. As a footnote,
our first drink ashore in Ireland, a pint of Murphy’s in Kinsale
YC, cost about £3.60. Our previous one, a bottle of beer in the
bar in Corvo, had cost just £0.75. We’ll be going back.

Cruise statistics Tottal mileage: 3,796 nm. Average speed:
5.5 knots. Hours at sea: 693. Engine hours: 129 (excluding
battery charging). Nights in port: 29, nights at sea: 27.

Depart Origin Destination Arrival Miles Start Finish Hours Total Bat Chg Odo Aver.
Date Date Eng Hrs Hrs Speed

5th May Howth Wicklow 5th May 25 0:00 5:00 5 1.0 4O8 5.0

5th May Wicklow Camarinas 10th May 646.8 13:10 14:35 121.5 31.3 5 1054 5.3

llth May Camarinas Portosin 11 th May 45 12:30 20:00 7.5 0.5 6.0

12th May Portosin Islas Cies 12th May 40 10:50 18:00 7.2 7.2 5.6

13th May Islas Cies Bayofla 13th May 6 11:40 12:50 1.2 1.2 5.0

13th May Bayona Leixoes 14th May 67 20:15 8:30 12.25 1.0 5.5

15th May Leixoes Cascais 16th May 165 9:00 12:30 27.5 2.0 0.5 6.0

17th May Cascais Lagos 18th May 130 19:00 16:30 21.5 4.5 6.0

21 st May Lagos Porto Santo 24th May 460 11:15 22:00 82.75 15.5 1 5.6

27th May Porto Santo Quinta do Lorde 27th May 32 7:00 12:15 5.25 1.5 6.1

I st June Porto Santo Funchal 1st June 14 8:30 1115 2.75 2.8 5.1

4th June Funchal Ponta Delgada 8th June 560 10:40 20:30 105.8 20.2 4.7 5.3

10th June Ponta Delgada Angra do Heroismo 1 l th June 95 11:20 5:30 18.2 8.4 5.2

12th June Angra Vila de Praia 12th June 44 7:10 14:45 7.6 3.0 5.8

14th June Vila de Praia Angra do Heroismo 14th June 44 7:30 17:00 9.5 1.5 4.6

15th June Angra Horta 16th June 69 20:20 10:10 13.8 11.8 5.0

18th June Horta La.jes de Flores 19th June 133 9:40 7:20 21.7 2.2 1 6.1

20th June Lajes de Flores Vila Nova 20th June 2O 9:40 15:30 5.8 2.6 3.4

21stJune Vila Nova Kinsale 30th June 1200 6:40 8:00 216.3 36.8 13.8 4238 5.5

TOTALS 3795 693 155.0 26 3830 5.5
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Sun-Wise Round Ireland

James Nixon

I first circumnavigated Ireland with Ninian Falkiner in the
Dublin Bay 24 Euphanzel in 1964. The cruise lasted 3 weeks,

we had some glorious weather, and I was introduced to the
arcane rites of navigation by Michael d’Alton. I am constantly
reminded of his meticulous technique when using the many
electronic aids we now depend on.

I repeated the trip twice thereafter: in Sea-Pie in 1993 and
again rather rapidly in Ardnagee in 1996. These voyages were
in somewhat unpleasant weather but great fun. Last year we
bought Scilla Verna, an Oyster 435 Ketch, and did a little
cruising and a lot of refurbishment with a view to some proper
cruising in 2003 and beyond. A further trip round Ireland
seemed appropriate and I gathered together a series of friends
and family to help.

The first part of the voyage was down the east coast, and
much as I like many of the watering holes there, it was the more
remote coastlines that attracted. We left Bangor on Friday 27th
June just after 1800 in a damp north-westerly. I was joined by
my son-in-law James Somerville, David Lindsay, and John
Witchell with his son Michael. The flood helped us southwards
and there appeared to be no advantage to passing inside the
South Rock. The red can buoy lying off the Rock has been
removed, so beware of the reef extending towards the light
vessel. In fitful conditions, we motor-sailed southwards and
enjoyed a spectacular dawn with the Mourne and Carlingford
mountains purple in the sunrise. We made such good progress
that we contacted brother William in Howth to cancel a
provisional booking there and continued past Dublin Bay and
along the lovely Wicklow shoreline as far as Wicklow Head.

We had a bit of a lumpy sail
thereafter to Arklow where we
berthed just after 1500. Initially
we lay alongside the pontoons in
the river, but it is prone to
freshets, as fishermen call them,
and we were advised by Brian
Dempsey to move into the new
marina on the north side of the
river. This was a somewhat tricky
exercise but we managed this and
left her there for 2 weeks in
Brian’s safe keeping. This had
been Michael’s first overnight
passage and he proved to be a
reliable and efficient shipmate.

Our next phase started on
Saturday 12th July 2003 and I was
joined by my wife and co-owner
Katherine, and David Lindsay
joined me again, with his wife
Judy. We drove to Arklow and
found Scilla Verna safe and well,
and departed catching the south-
going spring ebb, the ladies
proceeding by land fully equipped

with oil paints and bathing costumes. The sun had appeared and
was to play a major part in the rest of the voyage. Winds were
light and David and I came round Carnsore Point, now easily
identified by the wind farm, and pushed against the first of the
flood. We tried valiantly to sail on but eventually motored into
Kilmore Quay where we berthed at 1930 in balmy weather with
the local festival in full swing. We enjoyed an excellent dinner
in the Top Deck, a small restaurant above a fish shop.

Sunday 13th July delivered light hazy conditions as David
and I motor-sailed along the south coast avoiding multiple
fishing floats and nets, particularly between Dunmore East and
Youghal. The mizzen staysail enjoyed about an hour of activity
but much motoring was performed as we closed on
Ballycotton. The ladies ashore had negotiated a berth at the end
of the pier for us, which proved valuable as there was a swell
coming in to the anchorage in light easterly conditions, brought
about by a high over the German Bight. We saw many storm
petrel and gannet on this part of the voyage.

We had a mammoth dinner in the Bayview Hotel and next
morning the artists were up early to capture the scene, and
observe some splendid ladies fishing for mackerel off the pier
head. Judy bathed and we all had a thoroughly unhealthy
breakfast at the Hotel. Ballycotton in these conditions is
reminiscent of an Irish holiday resort in the ’50s and thankfully
relatively unspoilt.

Next day David and I, feeling perhaps a little liverish,
proceeded and the ladies continued by car. The sailing
conditions were poor, with very light winds and an oily swell,
and we motored past Cork Harbour towards Oyster Haven. We

ik

Reaching along the north Mayo coast. Maurice Butler and Patrick Knatchbull maintaining a good
look-out !
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encountered huge numbers of Manx Shearwater and the first of
four sun-fish (Mola mola) on this cruise. They are about the
size of a large dinner platter and swim slowly near or on the
surface with the dorsal fin showing. They usually swim off
quickly when they see the yacht. They are not usually eaten and
may contain the same toxin as porcupine and puffer fish. Also
named ocean sun-fish, they are used in Chinese medicine. The
internet informs me that they hold the Guinness Book of
Records title for the fish producing most eggs. We later
encountered two close together near Galley Head. Interestingly
basking shark are still called sun-fish on the west coast of
Scotland and Ireland.

I have not been into Oyster Haven before and we explored it
in attractive calm conditions. There were many salmon drift
nets off the Sovereigns but they were attended and we were
guided to safety by the fishermen. Ultimately we motored up
river and berthed at Kinsale Marina at 1500, always an
interesting exercise with a spring ebb running through the
pontoons. Kinsale has become very busy. There is lots of new
building going on, many tourists and somehow it has lost the
charm that I first experienced in 1964, but it is still a grand spot
with lots of boating and it’s wonderful to see so much sail
training for youngsters taking place.

We enjoyed visiting Conor and Marita Doyle’s marvellous
new house overlooking Oyster Haven and had an excellent
dinner in ’Crackpot’. The next day we left the car in Kinsale
and, after an early morning shopping expedition, we managed
to get some electrical work sorted. David is a marvellous
crewman, always fixing things mechanical and electrical. He
should be cloned. There is no longer a chandlery in Kinsale,
which is a great deficiency. We were able to fuel at the Trident
and had a brief visit to Cuilaun (ICC). Brian Smullen had just
completed a transatlantic trip but she looked as lovely as ever.

In very hot and calm conditions we motored gently round to
Sandy Cove where we anchored and bathed and lunched and
slept, and at one stage thunderclouds threatened but caused no
difficulties. RTE and BBC shipping forecasts were very
contradictory as we settled for the night playing a not too
acrimonious rubber of bridge.

Early the next morning Katherine was up early painting the
goats on Sandy Cove Island. Later we went ashore to meet
Michael and Brigid Garvin who were awaiting the arrival of
Peter and Susan Gray in Waxwing (ICC) at the end of their
circumnavigation. Unfortunately we had to move on. We read
in The Irish Times that the Grays arrived safely, and were
greeted in Dun Laoghaire by an armada of friends.

We motored out to the Old Head and enjoyed a fine damp
sail along the south coast and actually reefed a little for a
period. A shallow low over Fastnet was causing this period of
unsettled weather. Some salmon nets were again avoided, and
we did appear to foul the propeller briefly off Galley Head and
I thought that the rope cutter had dispersed it. We were to
discover later that some rope remained around the shaft. There
was a steady trickle of yachting traffic here including some
lovely classic boats returning eastwards from the Glandore
Festival, our proposed destination.

We anchored off Hayes’s Pub in heavy rain and went ashore
to find that there were no shops, but again lots of children
receiving sailing instruction. We crossed the harbour in the
dinghy, landed at the fishing quay and walked along to Union
Hall for victuals. Judy did not like the appearance of a lettuce
and changed it because its bottom was brown. The shopkeeper
retorted: "we all have one of those, pet"! Judy’s reply was
quick: "Speak for yourself’. West Cork repartee at its best.
Unfazed, Judy negotiated a lift in the back of a lorry to the
quay. This achieved a life’s ambition for me, standing in the
back holding onto a rail with our shopping at our feet.

The next day Thursday 17th July was much better with a dry
morning as a small ridge of high pressure moved in and the sky
and land appeared to have been washed. We were off early in
calm, catching mackerel and a fine pollack (returned) and
approaching high water springs we were able to pass inside
Rabbit Island and into Squince Harbour and then poked our
nose into Blind Harbour briefly. The exploration finished with a
careful passage inside Skiddy Island into Castlehaven where
we anchored off the quay at 0900. The day improved as the sun
came out and a south-westerly breeze funnelled along this
lovely haven. We had an excellent lunch in Mary Ann’s and a
cup of tea with Michael and Melissa Webb who have a house in
the village. Later that evening at High Water we brought Scilla
Verna alongside the quay and took on water. The Webbs and
others came aboard as their concert in the "Somerville and
Ross" church failed to take place. A French choir had lost its
way between Bantry and Castletownshend. I had to clear the
decks rapidly as the ebb started and the quay dries.

The next day was initially a calm, grey one and some water-
colour and oil painting took place as poached eggs were
prepared. Later we sailed out into a most unpleasant sea and a
brisk south- easterly. The crew mutinied when I suggested we
go into Barloge. They had been doing their homework.

There was lots of sailing activity going along this coast and
even more when we entered Baltimore Harbour and anchored
off the pier just north of the Sherkin Ferry fairway. In bleak
conditions we had an excellent pub lunch in Bushe’s and an
even better dinner at Chez Youen. That night the wind piped up
and became quite unpleasant with line squalls passing through
regularly. Despite our distance from the entrance we were still
aware of a swell, though it was not too uncomfortable.

Saturday 19th July was crew-change day, and we hired a
people-carrier to leave Judy and David to Cork where they
caught a train to Dublin and thence to Belfast. They had been
excellent shipmates. Katherine and I reclaimed her car at
Kinsale and we returned to Baltimore where it was now bright
and breezy with lots of yachting going on. We explored
Baltimore and enjoyed a lovely lunch in Rolf’s Hostel and then
back for tea with Sally and Tom Duggan, Sally being the
uncrowned Queen of Baltimore. Later that evening our
daughter Holly with husband James Somerville arrived with
our granddaughter Eliza. She was delighted with the boat and
found the port-light in the saloon just the right level for her to
look out.

That night was another dreadfully squally one with torrential
rain, and I was up several times in the night, especially wary as
we now had very precious cargo aboard. Later next day we
opted not to move on. We took the ferry to Sherkin where we
walked up to the ’Jolly Roger’ and enjoyed a pub meal with a
distant view of Scilla Verna at anchor off Baltimore. We
returned aboard that night for Holly’s steak and kidney pie with
Sally Duggan’s cabbage. At this stage the weather seemed to be
settling a little.

Monday 21st July was bright and sunny but a little cooler as
a front had moved through. We heard that there had been
flooding in Galway overnight. There certainly had been plenty
of rain in West Cork. James and I got underway having cleared
some very thick blue clay from the chain and anchor. We sailed
out through the north entrance into Long Island Bay and
onwards to Cape Clear Island. We were able to berth in the
North Harbour as the ferry was not due for some time and we
had a leisurely walk up to Cotter’s for a leisurely pint. It was
hot and sunny later as we reached across towards Goat Island
and ran down Long Island Sound and into Schull Harbour. The
Harbour Master was most helpful and allowed us to stay
overnight alongside the end of the recently extended pier. The
grandparents drove to Heron’s Cove at Goleen and had an
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excellent dinner watching the tide
flooding into the Cove with the
herons in attendance as expected.

The next day we were off at
midday in somewhat threatening
conditions, starting to rain and a
fresh southwesterly forecast. This
was Eliza’s first passage. She did
not enjoy wearing her life-jacket
nor the stretch across open water
from Goat Island to Crookhaven,
where we picked up a visitors’
mooring. It was somewhat
diffficult as it had no strop. I must
get a line-passing device which
many other cruising boats seem to
have to cope with this problem.
We were able to see Katherine
painting beside O’Sullivan’s Pub
while we had a late alfresco lunch,
with the cockpit well covered as
yet another front moved through.

Wednesday 23rd July was a
fresh one and we stayed put. The
solenoid switch on the gas pipe stopped working and I managed
to climb into the lazarette and dismantle it. James, Holly and
Eliza drove to Skibbereen and found an excellent hardware
shop which by luck had exactly the right fitting (despite it being
of American make). Fortunately I was able to reconnect the
system and it has been working perfectly since. Michael
d’Alton used to insist on us turning the gas off at the cylinder
on every occasion, but we have all become sloppy and the
solenoid switch may be the lazy man’s method. Later Katherine
and I had a fine walk at Barley Cove and could understand why
there has been so much controversy about the new building
there.

The fresh southwesterly eased overnight but it was a grey
morning with rain and not at all suitable for grandchildren
rounding Mizen Head. James and I took Scilla Verna out. At
this stage I realised that we were getting a very poor drive from
the engine. Kicking her into reverse eased the problem but I
thought that we probably had something on the propeller shaft
and that remained the case until we reached Donegal.

The conditions rounding Mizen Head and on past Sheep’s
Head were very unpleasant with a confused sea and cross-wind.
We saw huge flocks of Manx shearwater and some puffin. As
we approached Piper Sound a pair of fishing boats came out
into the seas and were showing a lot of keel as we passed into
the calm of the Berehaven and berthed in perfect shelter at
Lawrence Cove Marina. The artists arrived safely after great
adventures by car in awful weather.

Friday 25th July was bright and sunny and we explored Bere
Island. The views from the Martello Tower across the Haven to
Hungry Hill and beyond were spectacular. The replacement
schooner for RTE’s programme "Cabin Fever’ was at anchor off
the Cove and a film crew were at work pursuing the crew
ashore and afloat. We were to encounter further evidence of this
project on Tory Island.

We were awakened the next day by the squawking of herons
close to the boat in the marina and we made our farewells to
Phil Harrington. She is coping well after the tragic loss of her
husband two years ago. In light conditions James and I motored
out through Piper Sound and through Dursey Sound against the
first of the south-going flood. I had fitted a new rig on Scilla
Verna and was able to telephone Graham Todd in Irish Spars to
check the height above sea level before going under the cable
car. How on earth did we manage without mobile telephones?

New pier, Tory. Muckish, Errigal and Derryveagh Mountains visible afar.

We had a rapid reach across the Kenmare River and into
Derrynane. An English yacht under motor tried to overtake us
in the entrance (presumably to get to a visitors moorings first)
but thought better of it once he saw the dimensions of the
passage. Derrynane was in holiday mood with much motor
boating, sailing and bathing and Eliza thought it quite the best
place on the whole trip.

Sunday the 27th July was squally from the north-west and
one hit us as we motored out of the entrance. We tend to rely on
our motors enormously nowadays under such conditions (pace
Michael d’Alton). James and I had a fairly lumpy passage past
Puffin Island (seeing only one puffin) and the usual horrible sea
off Bray Head on Valentia. In the clear spells, we were able to
see all the outlying rocks and islands from the Bull, Cow and
Calf, past the Skelligs and Lemon Rock to the Blaskets.
Running into Dingle Bay, another filthy line squall enveloped
us. It was interesting to observe it on the radar where it
appeared even more sinister. We had to tack downwind and
eventually entered Dingle Harbour with Fungi in attendance, as
on earlier visits. At this stage a ridge had started to build and
was to remain over the west of Ireland for the next three weeks.

We tidied ship and Holly, James and Eliza departed. It had
been a new experience for us all, and I learnt not to be too
ambitious in sailing plans with a fifteen month old child
aboard. She was small enough to enjoy baths in the galley sink,
complete with plastic ducks. We were to join them a few days
later to help them move house. It has been a very active
summer for us all.

Katherine and I remained in Dingle to prepare the boat for
the passage up the west coast. The forward heads had a holding
tank for optional use and I removed this as it had been leaking.
I would not recommend black rubber holding tanks, but we will
probably be forced by European legislation to fit some sort of
device in the next few years.

After a romantic dinner in Doyle’s (as recommended by my
sister-in-law Georgina Campbell), Katherine and I drove to
Wicklow exploring Kerry and West Cork on the way.

For the final phase of the cruise, Patrick Knatchbull and
Maurice Butler (both ICC), and Chris Ferres joined me at
Dublin Airport on Friday 8th August for a flight to Farranfore,
Kerry’s International Airport, taking just less than an hour. A
further hour by people-carrier saw us back aboard Scilla Verna
in Dingle. Johnny at the Marina had looked after her well.
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Katherine Nixon - dawn at Lawrence’s Cove. Hungry Hill beyond.

The following morning, in warm calm conditions, we sailed
gently across to the Great Blasket where we anchored off the
White Strand. Even in such settled conditions, Blasket Sound is
threatening, accentuated perhaps by the knowledge of the awful
end of the Santa Maria de la Rosa in September 1588, with all
but one man perishing. Three other Armada ships sought shelter
there, and eventually reached Spain, including San Juan
Bautista, the flagship of Admiral Juan de Ricalde, who died just
as they reached home.

We landed at the tiny rocky inlet so well described by Tomas
O’Crohan in "The Islandman", essential reading for those
interested in the Blaskets. We had an invigorating walk ashore
with grand views across to Mount Brandon, south toward
Valentia and the Skelligs, with the Reeks visible inland. The
Blasket archipelago was clear close by. I don’t think one could
have had a better day for visiting the Blaskets. In Sue Reddick’s
teashop we discussed the possibility of moving northwards
through Beginish Sound which lay
below. The ICC Sailing Directions
warn how foul it is, and tell of the
great navigational feat of one of
the Armada ships negotiating it in
a storm. We took it on in calm
conditions under engine, and it
was pretty daunting even then.

That night we motored a lot
and sailed a little northwards
towards the Aran Islands. We
closed Gregory Sound in darkness
and came round into Kilronan
Bay, where we anchored near the
Lifeboat. At 0535 Kilronan is very
attractive and quiet, but later there
was a huge influx of fast ferries
from the mainland, delivering a
large number of tourists, Italian
and Spanish apparently. This did
not stop us from going ashore and
hiring bicycles and cycling up to
visit Dun Aengus. This is always
an impressive sight and has been
greatly developed since I was first

there climbing over dry stone
walls with Aidan Tyrrell to find
the Fort. The chough are still there
with their distinctive cry, and the
sun shone brilliantly on a wonder-
ful day, allowing us to see fight
along the Clare Coast to Loop
Head.

We cycled along a different
boreen back to Kilronan, and
discovered Maurice’s penchant for
down-hill speeding. We had a pub
lunch in Killeaney as Arsenal
played Man. United on the telly.
Patrick revealed his new interest
as his son-in-law is a keen Man.
United supporter.

Later that day we sailed out
across the Sound of Aran closing
on Golam Head in light condi-
tions. We anchored in Gorteen
Bay in a glorious sunset.

Monday llth August had an
equally glorious sunrise over the
Twelve Bens. We motor sailed

along the Connemara coast inside many of the horrible rocks
and approached Slyne Head. Conditions were good and we
were able to negotiate Joyce’s Sound (or Pass as some
directions indicate). The flood was against us in the Pass, which
ensured some steerage way. The depth dropped to 3 metres but
this may have been weed rather than rock. The ICC Directions
are excellent for this very useful shortcut. We continued sailing
through the Islands off Clifden Bay, taking the Aughros
Passage and, crossing Inishbofin Sound, we headed for
Inishshark. The anchorage there is poor and kelp-strewn, but
we seemed to get enough holding. The landing place had been
modified at some stage, and the cove is now littered with metal
and concrete, making landing quite difficult. We walked
through the derelict village, exploring the church and school
and found a large pile of recently shorn fleeces. Many years ago
my father was on holiday on Inishbofin and was brought to
Inishshark by the late Pat Concannon, a survivor of the Cleggan

James Nixon and Maurice Butler above Inishturk Harbour. Mweelrea and Killary in the distance.
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Disaster of 1927 in which over 20
local fishermen were drowned.
Pat had grazing rights on
Inishshark and he brought my
father there on the annual exercise
of "shearingsheepinshark". We
were inspected by some fine sheep
(possible descendants) as we went
back aboard.

We had a gentle sail down to
anchor in Bofin Harbour. Condi-
tions were perfect: the Twelve
Bens, the mountains of Mayo,
particularly Mweelrea, and the
striking entrance to Killary were
clearly visible. We had caught
glimpses of Achill to the north
during our walk on Shark. We
were by now taking this amazing
weather for granted.

Ashore we found that Day’s
Hotel had been demolished and is
being rebuilt. Margaret Day is in
fine fettle, now aged 83. We had a
grand chat about the first time I

Inisharklanding place.

had stayed there, on honeymoon with Katherine in 1967.
Whispered conversations could be heard through the thin walls
in the old hotel.

We walked across to East End and heard that, after a long
absence, the corncrake had returned this year to the Island. I
clearly remember hearing them on my first visit.

After dinner in the Dolphin, we were back on board late that
night in a flat calm, with a mad full moon and very low spring
ebb.

Next day was slightly overcast as we sailed to Inishturk,
with the spinnaker and mizzen staysail up at one stage. We
picked up a visitors mooring, and had a testing walk up the hill
to the Community Centre for sandwiches and pints. There was
the inevitable back-drop of Galway and Mayo Mountains with
Croagh Patrick and the Nephin Beg range. Knockmore on
Clare Island was closer. Turk was tempting, but we sailed on to
Clare Island, where we landed in the only rain shower we
suffered in Connaught. Beside Grainuaile O’Malley’s Castle a

sign indicated that a shop was 2 km away on the south shore of
the Island. On our walk we saw large collections of Gunnera,
presumably introduced by some keen Island gardener. Two
miles later we found the shop and got a lift back to the Bayview
Hotel where we had a pub meal.

Wednesday 13th August was a little fresher and obviously a
small front had gone through. We motored out of the anchorage
and up to Keem Bay on Achill where we enjoyed lunch off the
beach, which was busy with cars and "charabancs", to quote
Patrick.

We sailed round Achill Head and enjoying a reach east of
Black Rock, and we anchored off Inishkea South. We used the
anchorage just north of Rusheen, the little island off the old
pier. A heavy westerly swell through the narrow gut between
the Inishkeas might make it less comfortable than it was that
evening. The more obvious anchorage to the south of Rusheen
seemed less tranquil.

In the familiar sunny conditions, we enjoyed a walk up to
the beacon with stupendous views
across to the mountains of Achill.
The Mullet was clearly visible and
Eagle Island also seen to the
north. The village has been
deserted since 1930, a few years
after the same fishing tragedy
when 10 men were drowned.
There was understandably a rather
sombre atmosphere. There were
sandpiper galore and a few great
black-backed gulls. Back aboard,
dinner was washed down with an
equally memorable sunset.

The next day we again enjoyed
another glorious sunrise, and in
calm, motored northwards. The
sailing directions advise identifi-
cation of the "Ears" of Achill to
avoid Pluddanny Reel’, east of
Inishkea North. I still find it
difficult to identify them to get a
transit. They appear to be the two
peaks resembling the upright earsJames Nixon and bicycle, overlooking Kilronan Bay, Inishmore.
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Maurice Butler in determined mood on passage from Mulroy entrance.

of a cat towards the west end of that part of Achill. We went
into Frenchport which had a sad neglected treeless atmosphere
with a derelict ’big house’ ashore on the north shore and the
quay on the south side.

We motored on and inspected the anchorage at Inishglora
and then passed inside Eagle Island. The light, 210 feet up, was
smashed by huge seas in 1895. We could see the massive walls
that were then added.

We crossed Broad Haven in sunshine and close to the Stags,
and at this stage a nice northerly sea breeze filled in as we
reached along the north Mayo coast. Inland, Nephin reappeared
and seemed to move along the coast with us. We could identify
the glass pyramid at the Ceide Fields just west of Downpatrick
Head with its distinctive rock stac.

In bright sunshine the breeze increased, and we reefed and
tore along towards Inishmurray. The excellent visibility and the
backdrop of Knocknarea, Benbulben and the Dartry Mountains,
with the Ox Mountains further south in County Sligo, were
spectacular as the sun descended.

The seas off Inishmurray made it impossible to land.
Wallace Clark writes enticingly about it, and its extraordinary
regular stratified red sandstone appeared man-made in the
evening sun. We motored north to berth at Killybegs. There are
immense building works going on there, with a new quay being
erected on the west-side of the entrance. It was well marked,
and we were allowed to berth alongside a fishing boat where
we enjoyed an excellent late dinner, supplemented by potatoes
from Clare Island.

Friday 15th August was yet another calm, sunny morning
and we said farewell to Chris who took a bus to Enniskillen and
was back at work by midday in Belfast. It always leaves a gap
when a good mate (and cook) goes. I contacted a diver through
"Sinbad Marine Services" and the splendid Kevin descended
and found a large piece of Ulstron (appropriately) around the
propeller shaft, almost certainly picked up off Galley Head in
Munster.

We then motored out in bright sunshine and flat calm and
passed the most spectacular coastline near Slieve League. The
proportions of this immense sea wall can only be appreciated
by spying walkers on top of the cliff and the occasional small
fishing boat at its base.

Coming    inside    Rathlin
O’Beirne we were able to sail
intermittently northwards and
inspected Portnoo but there was a
little scend coming in, so we went
round to Church Pool and picked
up a visitors’ mooring. I have
always found this anchorage to be
surprisingly settled despite condi-
tions elsewhere on that coast.

Patrick, Maurice and I had all
enjoyed holidays in Portnoo in the
1950s and had not returned in
recent years. We proceeded ashore
in the dinghy and walked up for a
couple of pints in the Portnoo Inn.
The place has changed a lot, but
many features were recognisable.

Next day we were off early in a
fiery dawn with some mare’s tails.
The forecast was starting to
indicate unsettled weather moving
in. We negotiated the ever-
interesting Aran Sound on the last
of the flood, recording 2.9 m near
The Clutches, the scene of the

Arranmore Disaster in 1935 in which 19 islanders lost their
lives when returning from Burtonport. The leading marks are
difficult to pick out at a distance but they start to become more
logical as one closes on them (slowly). We continued on
through Owey Sound and then to the east of Gola and on
towards Tory. We encountered a small fleet of fishing boats in
Tory Sound. We heard afterwards it was a charity swim to the
mainland!

We came into the new pier at West Town, Tory where we lay
alongside a fishing boat. There are now leading marks at the
head of the Camusmore Bay just to the east of the new Hotel.
They are clearly visible but in some danger of being knocked
down by vigorous driving of some of the young men on the
Island. The weather forecast was starting to give small craft
warnings so the weather was definitely starting to break after a
wonderful period.

We walked over to Port Doon, and Maurice explored Balor’s
Fort while Patrick and I returned to the Hotel for refreshment.
For luck, according to island tradition, we chose to walk "sun-
wise", that is clockwise. A journey the other way, or turning to
the left could be used as a curse, to bring bad luck or shipwreck.

In settled weather the new pier affords good shelter but I
imagine a southerly swell would make it very uncomfortable.
There was a steady flow of visitors arriving on the ferry, many
drawn by the relics of the wrecked schooner used in the ’Cabin
Fever’ television programme, lost when steered too near Tory.
Her large mainmast was on display in front of the hotel. It may
be as big an attraction as Fungi in Dingle.

In spite of our walk, Sunday the 17th came in grey and
threatening. The forecast was for a south-easterly veering
southwest with considerable strength. We were off early and
enjoyed a fine beat past Horn Head and on to Melmore Head.
The new in-mast reefing system was put to the test and
provided a most efficient mainsail, aided by the interesting
vertical batten system of the Maxiroach sail. In a very fresh
south-easterly we motored through the First Narrows into
Mulroy Bay and we anchored off Billy Moore’s Point at the
entrance to Fanny’s Bay. As on earlier visits the leading marks
on the Point are difficult to identify, but are still there despite
bungalows that have appeared recently.

We put out lots of scope and waited for the blow which
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appeared later. We left the mizzen hoisted with two reefs and it
helped to stop Scilla Verna sheering excessively.

Maurice and Patrick went ashore to shop in Downings and I
stayed aboard while the breeze freshened steadily. That
evening it moderated a little and we enjoyed a sumptuous
dinner in the Rosapenna Hotel paid for by the remnant of the
"kitty" after Chris’s departure.

Monday the 18th August was a bright steely morning with
another very poor forecast. We walked up Ganamore, the hill
above Fanny’s Bay. Not quite up to Paddy Barry’s standard, but
very cool and breezy at the top with wonderful views north to
Malin Head, and over the tortuous waterways of Mulroy and
Sheep Haven. Fierce line squalls passed over frequently, and
we could see Scilla Verna safely at anchor below.

Back aboard, the forecast was somewhat more promising
and the glass was starting to rise. Fanny’s Bay is so sheltered it
is difficult to assess the conditions at sea.

We left early the next morning. There had been some very
strong gusts overnight, and the anchor had dug itself well into
the mud. We negotiated the First Narrows against the last of the
flood. However as we approached the open sea some very
strong gusts hit us and we discussed turning back. Under
deeply reefed mizzen and headsail we went out into a very
confused sea and had a generally unpleasant broad reach down
to Malin Head. Trewbeaga Bay is correctly stated to be
"subject to heavy ground swell" in the ICC Sailing Directions.

We gybed into Inishtrahull Sound as the sea started to settle,
and we managed to produce some cup-a-soup. Yet again the
inventor was awarded a Nobel prize in absentia.

The conditions improved as we approached the north
Antrim coast and Knocklayd just south of Ballycastle was
visible for most of the afternoon. I like the story of the practical
joke played on the good people of Dublin sometime in the 18th
Century by an announcement in the ’Gazette’ that Knocklayd
had become an active volcano. Evidently coach-loads of
Dubliners were tricked into travelling north to view the
phenomenon.

We continued on under increased sail, passing inside
Carrickmannanon and berthed at Ballycastle’s fine marina that
evening.

It had been a wonderful passage of great contrasts. During
the passage we saw the only Artic Skua seen on the whole
voyage.

Wednesday 20th August was a calm damp morning. We
motored off under Fair Head, into Murlough Bay and close to
Torr and Runabay Heads. The short passage was finished in
fine style in a full sail reach across Red Bay to Garron Point
and berthing alongside in the new marina at Glenarm. Here
Patrick’s wife Mary, daugher-in-law Jane and grandchildren
William and Alexander joined us for tea and replenished our
chocolate cake stores. We had a remarkably poor meal in a pub
in Glenarm that night and we hear that the trick is to telephone
the Londonderry Arms in Carnlough, and a car will be
dispatched to fetch hungry yachters. We returned aboard early
for coffee and our last game of "Boggle". Both Maurice and
Patrick are becoming very competitive after my early
advantage. It really is an excellent game and it has all the
advantages of Scrabble but with a strict time limit. A fast game
is a good game.

Our final passage was on Thursday 21st August in very
unsettled conditions. We motored and sailed down the Antrim
Coast close to Muck Island and very close in under the
Gobbins. It is a great pity the Victorian walkway cannot be
restored. It must have been a grand spectacle in its day.

We berthed in Bangor at 1350 after a splendid cruise in
which we had enjoyed more sunshine than I have ever seen on
the Irish coast. Our "sun-wise" or clockwise rounding had,

Eliza Somerville demonstrating an alternative use for the galley sink.

maybe, some part to play. Certainly it allowed lucky landings
and new passages,

In contrast, Mizen and Malin Heads provided appropriately
boisterous trips. The voyage length was 830 miles. Scilla Verna
had been away from port for 8 weeks, 4 of which had been
underway. We used the motor for 109 hours and had two nights
at sea. Arklow and Dingle were safe long-term berths.

As always, the most important aspect is the human one. I
had the best of crews for every section and it was one of
"sunniest" voyages I have ever enjoyed.

But where have all the ICC members gone? We met Pat and
Brenda Branigan on Maximizar in Kilmore Quay, Brian
Smullen on Cuilaun in Kinsale and Len Sheil on Gay Gannet in
Baltimore. I imagine that the rest of our members were chasing
the sun further south when we were finding it at home.

The sad news of Tom Duggan’s death has reached me as I
finish this log. He and Sally kept open house for sailors in
Baltimore and were a great help to us again on this trip.

Crew:

Bangor/Arklow: David Lindsay, James Somerville, John &
Michael Witchell.

Arklow/Baltimore: Katherine Nixon, David & Judy Lindsay.

Baltimore/Dingle: Katherine Nixon, James, Holly & Eliza
Somerville.

Dingle/Killybegs: Patrick Knatchbull, Maurice Butler, Chris
Ferres.

Killybegs/Bangor Patrick Knatchbull, Maurice Butler.

I was there for the whole trip.
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Back to the beginning: Rdalta in the Scottish
Isles

Adrian and Maeve Bell

-]
THE WYBRANT CUP

I:i

FOR THE BEST CRUISE IN

SCOTTISH WATERS

W ith hindsight, Saturday 19 July was not the day to have
chosen to start our fortnight s cruise to the west coast of

Scotland. Although we did not know it at the time it marked the
start of the only two weeks of indifferent weather of the entire
2003 high summer period. What was immediately clear
however was that a strong southerly against the spring ebb was
giving unsuitable conditions in which to leave Strangford.

On the other hand a day’s delay allowed various last minute
tasks to be completed and an overnight in the picturesque
setting of Audley’s Roads. Next day we put in a short hop to
Bangor to further aid the rest and recuperation of the owners on
the one hand and John and Joan Russell on the other. They had
packed in not only their son’s wedding in London a few days
earlier but their daughter’s wedding a bare two months before
that. Just like the buses - nothing for ages and then two come
along at once.

Taking full advantage of the flood tide meant a 05.00 start
on Monday morning in a light southerly and drizzle. Gradually
the day warmed up, the wind increased enough to allow a
mixture of sailing and motoring, and finally sunshine led to
shorts making an appearance before our arrival in Craighouse,
Jura. The uneventful passage was in marked contrast to
Adrian’s first ever cruise fifty years ago in 1953 (long, long
before radios and GPS) when the family cruiser Owen Roe lost

The Dorlinn Channel - the perches can be seen on the right

her mast off the Mull of Kintyre and drifted for more than
twelve hours before her flare was spotted by a warship which
towed her to Islay. Understandably his mother with two
children aged nine and eight on board never quite recovered her
appetite for cruising.

The next day’s sail to Tobermory was enlivened by a
spinnaker run up the Firth of Lorne in glorious sunshine
followed by a beat up the Sound of Mull in the drizzle. With
some difficulty we found just enough space close in to anchor
in 6m; laying a second anchor ensured we stayed safe in our
small slot when the wind backed and freshened giving
thoroughly unpleasant conditions the following day. So we
stayed put.

Conditions to round Ardnamurchan were rather more
inviting the following day and we spotted puffins, a grey seal
and several porpoises on our way to Arisaig, one of our
favourite anchorages. It combines a well marked but
challenging (especially at or near low water) entrance, ample
mooring buoys, facilities for diesel on the old pier at half tide
and above, an obliging Spar shop which stays open until eight,
a good restaurant and an hotel with showers.

Next morning we started to head up the Sound of Sleat but
the light southerly and sunshine persuaded us to peel off
towards Rum. Kinloch Castle, which featured in the BBC’s

The only downside to laying a second anchor is the effort of
recovering it - Adrian and John show how
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Adrian and Maeve in sunny Loch Melfort.

Restoration programme later in the summer, had been
previewed in a magazine which noted that tours were
conducted every day at 2pm. The information was almost right:
tours were every day except Friday and this was Friday!
However pleading our special case of having travelled
hundreds of miles under sail from Northern Ireland worked,
and a kind and knowledgeable member of the Scottish Nature
staff showed us around, stocking feet only to protect the
carpets.

Kinloch Castle must be one of the ultimate Victorian
extravagances. It was built in 1897 by Sir George Bulloch,
whose grandfather and father had made a fortune owning
spinning and weaving mills in Lancashire. Sir George set about
spending the fortune. The castle cost £250,000, £15million in
today’s terms, and the lifestyle was on the same scale. Lucinda
Lambton, the aficionado of all things Victorian, captures the
essence of the interior writing "...it shrieks the splendour of a
bygone age". Not only did it have the most amazing mod cons
for the 1890’s - central heating, Jacuzzi-style plumbing, its
own electricity, and an internal
telephone system - it genuinely
looked as if the family had just
left. Most charming of the rooms
was Lady Monica’s cream, peach
and pistachio drawing room. Her
portrait - very dashing, nude, on a
fur rug - hangs in one of the
corridors, and rumour has it that
she had been one of the mistresses
of the future King Edward VII.
Sadly, many of the sumptuous silk
wall coverings and other decora-
tions were quietly disintegrating
and rotting in the damp.

The contradiction of such an
extravagant building on such a
remote, mountainous and inhosp-
itable island is captured by the fate
of the exotic little humming birds
which inhabited the conservatory
until the central heating failed and
they all died. Stuffed, they can
now be seen in a glass case. And Kinloch Castle, Rhum: £15 million at today’s prices.

x~hat of the castle’s future? Who
knows: it did not even make the
final of the Restoration prog-
ramme. If you haven’t been, do
go.

A fine sunn\ sail to Canna
throuoh huo-e flocks of Manx
shearwaters and then spotting
buzzards, eider duck and sand-
pipers in the anchorage rounded
off an excellent day.

The wind remained firmly in
the south and the barometer
around the 1001 mark the fl~l-
lowing morning as we headed up
the Sound of Sleat to pick up the
north-going tide through the Kyles
from midday onwards. As Kyle of
Lochalsh had proved a handy
place to get diesel in the past, we
decided to call there on the way to
Plockton. This time it presented a
much greater problem as low
water meant scaling two subs/an-

tim fishing trawlers followed by a greasy ladder only to find the
harbour master absent despite looking in all the places he was
said to be. Finally a very kind fisherman got us fuel by inserting
his own identification card into the pump saying that as he used
over 5000 litres a week our 50 litres or so was insignificant.

Shopping and ice creams followed befl)re continuing to
Plockton. With its cordylines and little gardens along the sea
front the village gives the odd impression of a small bit of
Torquay transplanted to the bare rugged grandeur of the
Highlands. New developments since our last visit were a useful
starboard hand buoy to mark the sunken rock just as one turns
to enter the bay obviating the need for clearing lines and a
handy pontoon for dinghies towards the south end of the
village.

The Plockton Hotel scored full marks for showers - possibly
the only place on the west coast with not only a hair dryer but a
wide range of complimentary shampoos - and great food, the
oatmeal ice cream in particular gets a warm recommendation.
Over dinner, kindly hosted by John and Joan, we debated the
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next move as the first week was up and it was nearly time to
retrace our steps. It was not sensible to go further north;
Acarsaid Mrr on Rona, another favourite, would really only
work if the weather was settled enough to leave Skye to port or
possibly return via the Outer Hebrides and it clearly was not.
So it was decided to have one more day in the area
circumnavigating the long mountainous island of Raasay trying
to spot sea eagles.

This still seemed a good idea in the anchorage next day but
once round the corner we were almost close hauled and quickly
putting two reefs in the main and rolling at least half the genoa.
After an hour or two of lashing rain which showed no signs of
letting up, we abandoned our ornithological ambitions, turned
tail and raced back to Plockton consoling ourselves that any
self respecting sea eagle would in any event be staying in his
lair reading the Sunday papers.

The five day forecast was still giving southerlies with the
possibility of one day in the west or northwest but more
ominously it also talked about strong winds in the second half
of the week. With this in mind we decided to push south on a
grey damp Monday and get into more sheltered water which
could offer options. We retraced our route through the Kyles,
mostly under motor. Having been bounced around once before
in the overfalls where the south going stream from Kyle Rhea
meets the fresh southerly coming up the Sound of Sleat, we
were more prepared and crafty this time making a substantial
diversion towards the mainland shore to find smoother water.

A twelve hour day saw us complete the 65 mile trip to
Tobermory to be confronted by the usual packed anchorage.
After a lengthy and unsuccessful hunt we found a perfect spot
in a tiny bay in the Dorlinn Channel, which felt delightfully
remote although within sight of the town. In the morning
having read the pilot books which were very iffy about the
depth of water in the narrow channel which leads out to the
Sound of Mull, John and Maeve set off in the dinghy to take
soundings. There are two perches marking the narrowest part of
the channel. Somewhat to our surprise we found a least depth
of two metres when the top of the concrete base was showing
one metre above the water. This means that, if there is no base
showing beneath either perch, there should be at least three
metres of water in the channel, ample for an exciting short cut.
[The barometer was 1006.]

On our way back to the main anchorage to buy gas and top
up the groceries we stopped to admire Wenda. Built in 1898 and
beautifully cared for she looked like a Morecambe Bay prawner
but her owner said that underwater she was more like a modern
quarter tonner and had formerly been owned by Victor Fusco
and Peter Bunting in Strangford Lough.

The forecast continued to depress, talking about fresh to
strong southerlies from Thursday to Saturday with heavy rain.
By way of practice drizzle, lighter and then heavier, continued
throughout the day as we motored in calm conditions down the
Sound of Mull, through Easdale in honour of Adrian’s dad who
loved rock hopping and then Cuan Sound before dropping the
hook in pretty, landlocked little Ardinamar.

What a joy when Wednesday dawned fine and sunny with
the wind in the west for the first time. We escaped over the
entrance bar after breakfast in the nick of time, belatedly
reminding each other that, with Rdalta drawing 1.8m, our
window was more like two hours either side of high water
rather than three.

The glorious sunshine was tailor made for garden visiting. A
short sail northwards brought us to within dinghying distance
of Ardmaddy Gardens tucked away on the little peninsula on

the mainland side of Clachan Bridge, opposite the
Puilldobhrain pub for those more interested in beverages than
horticulture. With its large walled garden combining
ornamental with a well tended kitchen garden and wilder
woodland walks, Joan and Maeve pronounced it well worth a
visit even given some nerve racking moments threading their
way through a herd of cattle which was suddenly found to
include a very large bull.

The rest of the day was spent happily yachting and
picnicking in Lough Melfort before heading for Ardfern in a
rising breeze, one of our rare visits to a marina. Heavy rain, the
wind whistling in the rigging and a forecast of S/SE 6-7 for the
next two days made the Sound of Jura an uninviting prospect
yet we needed to get home. Suddenly the Crinan Canal seemed
an attractive option. Nostalgia was also in its favour as Adrian
had not been through since the age of nine when he lost his
favourite toy overboard in a lock while Maeve had vivid, albeit
thirty year old, memories of being with his father in Owen Roe,
a boat full of character but without a reverse gear and thus no
way of getting stopped in a lock.

The wind was still very squally as we made the short hop
across to Crinan next evening shortly before the sea locks
closed. The passage through the canal is only 14 miles but takes
most of the day as the locks are not automated and, with a
couple of exceptions including the sea locks, you do all the
work yourselves. But it is a delightful pastoral experience as
you glide past flowery banks, lush meadows, and overhanging
woodland and the load is greatly lightened if you choose as we
were lucky to do a boat with four young fit crew to go through
with.

Exiting the sea loch at Ardrishaig, another hour and a half
took us to East Loch Tarbert where by coincidence we tied
alongside a large yacht whose owner told us that some thirty
years ago he had hired Kinloch Castle for a weekend party.

Saturday saw us punching into a fresh southerly down
Kilbrannan Sound motor sailing all the way. Well, nearly all the
way apart from a short interlude when the fan belt broke but
Adrian excelled himself and fitted a new one in fourteen
minutes flat. Just off the entrance to Campbeltown Loch we
were treated to the magnificent sight of a square rigger
approaching under full sail. Later we learned that Sea Cloud II
specialised in charters and had a party of Americans on board
on their way to play golf at Machrihanish.

Leaving before seven on Sunday morning by Patterson’s
Rock we found the wind was ahead but a relatively smooth sea.
This raised the possibility of making Strangford just before the
ebb would shut the door against us in the narrows. A few more
revs on the engine and the continuation of the quietest
conditions we had had for some days helped us make the 80
mile passage with about 10 minutes to spare.

A final memory was reading the Holiday Stress Scale
printed in The Times during the cruise. Set out from 0 to 10 as
per the Beaufort scale and entertainingly written for any type of
family holiday, it included the following definitions which
fellow members may recognise. 0 Calm - Smoke rises
vertically/ sweetness and light; 3 Gentle Breeze - Large
wavelets/ widespread muttering, some flouncing, sulks; 6
Strong Breeze - Whistling in rigging/ sweating continuous,
breakages, comparisons with mothers; and finally 10 Storm-
Structural damage/trial separations, estate agents called, travel
agents sued. So while Rgalta had 3 ’gale’ days out of 15, at
least the holiday stress level was firmly in the bottom half of
the scale with only one episode of muttering being reported.
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Gentle Spirit explores the Welsh coast

Harold Boyle

W ill this rain never stop? We spent the last week of May
2002 trying to get work done to the boat and loading up

between the showers. Is May usually as wet as this?
We were embarking on our annual summer cruise aboard

our 38ft Hallberg Rassy yacht called Gentle Spirit, and our
daughter Tracey and son-in-law Simon were joining us for the
first part of the journey. The overall plan was to head south,
calling in to Conwy in N. Wales and Falmouth in Cornwall to
meet up with other Hallbergs for a summer rally - on the way
visiting the Isles of Scilly, if the weather permitted. The first
night was a Birthday Celebration and a very special effort was
made for the dinner. We had a cake and candles - have to do
things in style, you know!

On Friday 31 st May 2002, we departed from Carrickfergus
Marina at 0700. With sails hoisted and the engine on, we made
our way out of Belfast Lough and into Donaghadee Sound. The
wind was west southwest 10 knots and once through the sound
we set course 156 degrees to the Chicken Rock on the Isle of
Man. Our luck was in as the sun shone, the sky was clear blue
and we were having a great morning.

At 1100 the wind direction became southwest, then soon it
went south becoming eighteen knots and we sailed on a close
reach, achieving 7.5k at times. We arrived at the Calf of Man at
1600 and motored between the Calf Sound and the Chicken
Rock as the south of the Isle of Man is noted for rough seas and
currents meeting to create disturbed waters in that area. The
tide was against us as we headed on 94 degrees for Derbyhaven
where, once into the bay we anchored to the east of the south
end of the breakwater. We had arrived at 1800 and at the end of
the day it was reckoned we had
had more sailing than motor-
sailing, having travelled 64 miles
in 11 hrs. Quite a day for the first
one!

Next day we were up at sunrise
to see a fine, calm morning with
the early mist licking over the
hills. We tried to up anchor at
0500 but the foot switch was
resisting and little wonder, for
when the anchor was raised, we
had a huge boulder caught in the
claw! We decided it was
"skipper’s work" to release that
one, and eventually got under way
at 0530. Our course was 155
degrees, wind south southwest 10
knots but there was a very strong
tide which was taking us to
starboard, so we had to motor-sail
and that continued for the rest of
the day until reaching the fairway
buoy at Conwy at 1500. The
red/white buoy is only visible at

to be paid when piloting to arrive at the entrance to the marina.
It was a lively place and with the sun shining: there was a lot of
buzz as people were relaxing and soaking up the atmosphere of
the afternoon. Simon’s brother and friend arrived later to spend
a few days with us and in the evening we enjoyed a meal at
Virigilion’s,an Italian restaurant in Conwy.

Next day, Sunday, we started a little late, and after an
appropriate tasty, cooked breakfast, the "young ones" left to
watch the England v Sweden world cup match, courtesy of our
local Hallberg friend who had organised the first part of the
rally¯ The forecast for the day was that it was to be showery
with thunder and lightning but due to clear in the afternoon.
Once we had lunch and were able to leave the marina, we sailed
out to meet Freya, a 36ft Hallberg, which had come from
Pwllheli, via the Menai Straits, with four of our friends on
board. When both yachts got into the marina, our berth had
been given to another yacht and it took a little time to get sorted
out !

Having settled into the new berth, the evening started with a
welcoming drinks party on board the local yacht Aurora.
Friendships were renewed, new members of the Association
were introduced and the proceedings got off to a lively start. In
due course, we walked the pontoon to the restaurant at the
marina and had a really enjoyable evening.

Monday was another poor morning and as our guests were
heading home it afforded us the opportunity to catch up with a
few chores. At the skippers’ meeting at 1400 it was decided that
we all should walk into Colwyn and take in a tour of the castle.
The walk along the shore was most picturesque and the town

one mile and close attention needs Gentle Spirit sailing through Bardsey Sound, Tracey at the Helm.
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Drinks on board Gentle Spirit in the Slate Quay, Port Dinorwic.

was charming. Conwy castle was the third of Edward I’s great
castles for which, in 1283,he used 1500 metro build on a rocky
site at the mouth of the river Conwy. Against a background of
wooded hills, it is an impressive fortress, with massive
battlemented walls and eight commanding drum towers. It is
reputed to be one of the best preserved of all Britain’s medieval
castles and well worth a visit. In the evening, after aperitifs on
board Gentle Spirit, we took a mini bus ride to the Groes Inn,
where we enjoyed an excellent meal. As the first licensed house
in Wales, the Inn has kept the spirit of hospitality alive for more
than four centuries!

Next morning we were up before 0700 as we had to exit the

marina by 0815. Three Hallbergs
were cruising in company,
heading for Puffin Island, to round
the point and then pilot our way
through the Menai Straits. At 1200
hrs we picked up a mooring in
Bangor Pool off the shore of
Anglesey, near the Menai Bridge,
to wait for four and a half hours
until the tide changed. All this
time we had experienced 20k of
wind. The timing for the
"Swellies" should be around slack
water, generally two hours before
HW Liverpool. At that time the
water is a millpond and you’ll
wonder what all the fuss was
about! Passing under the bridges
was a fantastic experience and the
swirling waters reminded us of the
Narrows in Strangford Lough.

The "Swellies" successfully
negotiated, we were fortunate to
be tied up at the slate quay in the
lock at Port Dinorwic by 1800.

Several of the group had a walk and then, after aperitifs on
board Gentle Spirit, we adjourned to the Pub Bistro in the
village for a very tasty evening meal.

The following morning, Wednesday 5th June,we locked out
of Port Dinorwic at 0715 and by 0900 we had cleared the
Caernarfon bar and were heading for Bardsey Sound. The wind
was west southwest 7 knots, so we had to motor-sail out of the
Menai Straits. It was a bright, sunny morning and soon the
wind was blowing from the northwest at 15 knots. At last, it
was favourable and we were having a great sail. We arrived at
Bardsey Sound at 1200, steered 190 degrees through choppy
seas and then on to 095 degrees to sail across the bay. By 1300

The happy group in the mini bus en route to the Groes Inn.
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the wind speed was 20 knots and we were ripping along doing
seven and a half knots, leading the other two new 36 ft HR
local boats, Aurora and Freya. By 1445 hrs we were
approaching the Marina at Pwllheli and moored safely at our
allocated berth by 1500 hrs, having had a fantastic sail. That
evening we enjoyed excellent Welsh hospitality at the home of
our friends who owned Freya.

Next morning, after attending to some boat maintenance, we
took a walk round the facilities of the Marina. There was a vast
area devoted to storage, technical services, chandlery etc. all of
which was very impressive and very well run. In the afternoon
we were driven to Portmadoc and then on to Castell Deudraeth
where we had a delicious lunch "al fresco". Following the
languid lunch we drove a short distance to visit the model
village of Portmerion. Clough Williams-Ellis began the village
in 1926 and completed it in 1976 when he was over ninety
years old! The buildings are now listed Grade 2 and the site is a
designated conservation area. We made our way back to the
Marina and after drinks on board Freya, we had our farewell
dinner at the Pwllheli Yacht Club.

We left Pwllheli Marina next morning, Friday 7th June at
0800 and set off for Fishguard. The wind was from the
northwest blowing 8 knots so we had to motorsail to maintain
an average of 6 knots. Later on the wind increased to 15 knots
and we were able to sail for a time, then it decreased-
TYPICAL. For the rest of the passage we motor-sailed, arriving
in Fishguard at 1845hrs after an uneventful day, anchoring in

5.6m between Castle Point and East Pier. After a delicious meal
on board we thoroughly enjoyed a noisy game of Monopoly.

Following a comfortable night, gently rocking at the
anchorage, we departed at 0845 heading towards Milford
Haven. The forecast was not too good with a depression
coming in to give F7 later on so we wanted to make haste. We
steered 280 degrees to Strumble Head then 235 degrees, the
wind coming from the south enabling us to achieve 7.6 knots
(motor-sailing). By 11.00 hrs we were abeam St. David’s Head,
entering Ramsey Sound. As we emerged the sun burst out of the
clouds to give us blue skies and glorious sunshine, which lasted
for the rest of the journey. We decided to leave Skomer Island
to port as the sea state was calm and we entered the Haven and
were tied up along side the pontoon at Dale Roads by 1400hrs.
After a very relaxing, languid lunch and a peaceful afternoon in
the warm Welsh sunshine, we eventually arrived into Milford
Haven Marina at 1650hrs during free flow, having travelled 42
miles. An evening meal at Martha’s Vineyard finished off a
very fine day.

The next day, being Sunday, it was time for Tracey and
Simon to make another journey, by train, back to London. We
were sorry to see them leave, but said our farewells. Clearly we
all had enjoyed our first trip along the Welsh coast and on
returning to the boat, spent the rest of the day catching up with
various tasks in preparation for the friends who were joining us
midweek for the next part of our cruise which, hopefully, would
take us south.

Brendan O’Callaghan
writes of Brandon
Rose- 2003

Brandon Rose (crewed by John
Godkin (ICC), Bill Sheane,

Charlie Ryan (fellow KYC
members) and myself) and
Abandon Office (Skippered by

Brian Merrick, with crew Frank Morgan and Liam Bohane
(ICC)) planned a one-week cruise-in company to Padstow, for
their annual May Day celebrations.

Putting our trust in the forecast from website
"weatheronline.com" we left Kinsale on the morning of
Saturday 26th April, in a fresh to strong SW wind. The
Internet forecast indicated we should have a "window" to
enable us reach Padstow, 150 nm to the SE, before more
serious winds set in. We listened to the match broadcast as
Munster were beaten by Toulouse by a single point in the
European Cup rugby semi-final, and hove-to for a hot evening
meal.

By midnight the wind had risen to SW 7, but we sailed
along sweetly with short sail and finally, in gentle breezes,
slid up the tidal estuary of the Camel River to lock into
Padstow’s cosy inner harbour before high water.

We enjoyed the wonderful hospitality of our Cornish
friends during the week. We had a few memorable outings,
notably to the Eden Project, which has to be seen to be
appreciated. The highlight of the week, of course, was May
Day itself, which Padstonians celebrate with their age-old
’"Obby ’Oss" festival, to mark the return of summer, fertility
etc! The day gets off to a flying start with a breakfast of rasher
sandwiches, Buck’s Fizz, and songs to beat the band. It’s easy
after that! All you have to do is keep going! Downhill! We just
about managed it.

All good things do, indeed, come to an end, and we left
Padstow for home early on Saturday 3rd May, with a forecast
of "$5 increasing to 618 for a time". It started off bright, fresh

and sunny. The wind stayed favourable for us in the south but
increased steadily during the evening while the sun
disappeared. One particularly bad sea broke across us in the
dark, rolled us fairly heavily well over onto our starboard side,
broke the dan-buoy, and half-filled the cockpit. The wind at
this stage was gusting well over 40 kts and we were carrying
only a triple-reefed mainsail. I was glad I had such a superb
crew aboard, and we go back to Kinsale without any further
excitement.

Between llth June and 12th July, Brandon Rose ("BR")
completed a circumnavigation of Ireland. This is described in
a separate log.

In late July, accompanied by my son Hugh, daughter
Blaithin and John Crabtree, "BR" made a lively passage to St.
Mary’s, Isles of Scilly in fresh, but favourable, wind. We spent
a week of broken weather in these normally heavenly islands,
and did a lot of walking in our oilskins! We had memorable
reunions with our friends - the Edwards and Ball families -
before welcoming Elixir (John Godkin, ICC) on her way
home from South Brittany. Both crews contributed
handsomely to a tip-roaring singsong in Tregarthen’s Hotel on
the Friday night, before we left the "Beloved Isles" early next
morning. We enjoyed a very pleasant light-weather passage to
Baltimore, including a spectacular sunset and the company of
the new moon. This was the start of the glorious spell of
weather. A crew change saw Hugh, Bla and John go back to
work: my elder son Eoghan, and his friends Niall Coughlan
and Neilly Caniffe joined me for a week of leisurely cruising
in West Cork. Eoghan’s wife Helen and Niall’s wife, Anna,
also joined us for a few day-sails, before we returned to
Kinsale at the end of the week.

In all "BR" logged over 1,700 miles during the season,
most of them pleasant, many of them memorable - for one
reason or another! "Go mbeirim/d beo ag an am seo arfs!"
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Three week family cruise to sunny Scotland

Paddy McGlade
THE PERRY GREER BOWL

FOR THE BEST FIRST [CC LOG

W hen you have two enthusiastic Mirror sailors in the
family it is hard to find a slot in the calendar to enjoy a

cruise of any decent length. However, this year we managed a
three week opportunity between regional events and the
National Championship so off we went to Scotland. My wife
wanted to go to France for the sun and heat but I persuaded here
that the scenery in Scotland would be worth the discomfort of
rain and cold. As things turned out we got both the sun and the
scenery

We began planning a family cruise to Scotland on our
Moody 44 Sabrone during the winter of 2002/2003. The plan
was to leave Cork on July 26th and return on or before Saturday
16th August. It was also our intent to maximise our time in
Scotland by employing delivery trip tactics on the Irish coastal
passages in both directions. For a change, in these latitudes, the
best laid plans actually turned to reality. We left as planned,
completed our itinerary as planned, crew changes were as
planned and our return was as planned. How boring can it get.

We, my two sons Philip and Richard, daughter Kathy, their
cousin Mark Uniacke, Frank Doogan and Jim Lyons left
Crosshaven in beautiful sunshine at 12:00 on Saturday 26th
July. We entered Howth in sunshine by 15:30hrs on the Sunday
afternoon having had a variety of wind and engine
combinations en route. On the way we diverted through Dalkey
Sound where the locals were celebrating something with lots of
activity on the water.

After a pleasant but short night in Howth and the first crew
change - alas Kathy had to leave to earn a living, we headed for
Bangor at 04:20hrs on Monday.
We began with no wind but it
filled in during the morning and
by Strangford we were under
reduced sail with lots of wind and
rain. The weather had cleared as
we entered Bangor at 17:00hrs.
Sammy the seal came to welcome
us at the harbour entrance, he was
on the look out for an easy fish
supper. Part of the reason for the
early start was to arrive in time to
accommodate crew change # 2.
Frank and Mark left and my wife
Olga joined us.

Having refuelled, we left
Bangor again at 10:30 on the
Tuesday with no wind on a dull
overcast morning. We saw little of
the Antrim coast in the very poor
visibility. By the time we reached
Sanda Island it was raining
heavily and we had a few reefs in.
We entered Campbeltown in
heavy rain at 18:00 hrs.

We had an enjoyable meal
ashore and we began our scientific

research into the vagaries of Scotch Single Malts. Aboard
things were less pleasant as due to the inadequacy of
Campbeltown’s sewage system, which discharged next to our
pontoon, we were a little afraid to strike a match. Next morning
we had to be up at 06:20 to allow the boat inside us to depart.
Thanks to Jim’s wisdom we departed at the same time and had
a lovely sail to Lamlash on the Isle of Arran arriving in the
sunshine at 10:45 where we took one of the many visitors’
moorings. We set sail again in lovely sunshine at 14:20 hrs
following a trip ashore and lunch aboard. The scenery was very
pleasant and we had a most enjoyable sail to Rothesay, on the
Isle of Bute.

We managed to get a convenient outside berth on the
pontoon in Rothesay Harbour, almost on the main street in this
little Victorian town. An excellent shower was available in the
recently restored public toilet at the pier. The town had a quaint
Victorian air to it. The architecture was impressive but the town
seems a little lifeless.

We were visited on Thursday morning by Capt. Charlie
Cameron-Lunny who spotted our ensign from his flat across the
road and came for a friendly chat. He is Principal in the BIM
School in Castletownbere. Our plan was to leave for the Kyle’s
of Bute on Thursday but with low cloud and poor visibility we
decided to wait. This also afforded an easy crew change as we
were beside the ferry. Deirdre Martin joined us on the Friday
morning and we were off again at 09:40 hrs but not until we
were presented with a haggis by the Capt. and his wife. We
sailed all the way up one Kyle and down the other and across

Olga on the bow preparing for the next lock. Deirdre taking it easy in the cockpit as Sabrone passes
through the Crinan Canal on the down slope.
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Loch Fyne to Tarbert in a lovely flesh breeze¯ We arrived there
at 14:30hrs in time for a walk around, a bit of leisurely
shopping before an evening meal of haggis aboard. We then
went ashore to continue our research on single malts -
important and rewarding work when you can get it.

On the Saturday morning we had a gentle sail up Loch Fyne
to Ardrishaig where we arrived at the sea lock at the 13:00
lunch break and had to wait until after lunch before beginning
our trip through the canal. Very civilised, life is not meant to be
rushed. It was fete day in Ardrishaig so we stayed on a lay-by
pontoon for the night and enjoyed some of the festivities
including the local pipe band.

The next rooming we continued with what was a most
interesting and pleasant canal transit. There was lots of hard
work but lots of helpful and friendly Sunday sightseers to help
and to chat. We stayed in the upper basin at Crinan on the
Sunday night and had an enjoyable meal in the hotel and of
course some single malts were analysed.

There a few interesting vessels lying in the lower basin at
Crinan. One is the Vital Spark which is an old "puffer" which
features in a book called "Para Handy" and is written by Neil
Munroe. It is a collection of amusing short stories about the
"puffer" and her crew and some of the happenings as she plied
her trade around Western Scotland.

We locked out of the canal at 11:30 just as Jim got his taxi,
to connect with bus and plane to London to do a few days work.
The transport system in Scotland appears to be excellent and
affordable¯ We were now reduced to five crew, so off we went
to Craobh Marina. We were again windless but with lots of
sunshine. The tidal flow through Dorus M6r was confused and
vigorous. The fact that there was no wind allowed one to see
just how vigorous it was. We stopped in a little bay just south of
Craobh, dropped the hook and had a leisurely lunch. The lads
planned on some snorkelling but were scared off by lots of
jellyfish, some of which were about half a meter in diameter
with considerable tentacles. We spent the night in Craobh
Marina and checked out the stock of single malts in the local¯

We set off on 5th Aug. again no wind and just a hint of sun.
We decided to try the Cuan Sound a few hours after peak flow,
which can be 6 knots at Springs. It was quite narrow and like

Jim Lyons at the helm of Sakrone having a cracking good sail down the West Kyle of Bute while Olga
keeps a weather eye out. 1st August 2003.
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trying to steer a boat in a Jacuzzi. We were going against the
flow of about 4 knots. Seeing it calm gave one a good insight
into what it could be like with wind against tide. You have got
to be able to trust your engine.

We had a lovely sail up the Firth of Lorne into the Sound of
Mull past Duart Castle and on to Craignure where we picked up
a visitors mooring.

Now two interesting coincidences here: One, a New Zealand
friend who has cruised with me on a number of occasions, who

has Scottish ancestry told me
when I came home that his folk
were originally from Duart Castle
but had to leave following a battle
(guess who lost). Coincidence
number two was when we visited
Torosay Castle across from Duart.
This was a pleasant trip from
Craignure on a miniature railway
along the coast and through the
woods. When I saw the castle I
remarked that it looked very like
Castle Leslie in Glaslough, Co.
Monaghan, my home village (you
remember Paul McCartney
recently used it for his wedding).
The lady behind the desk
overheard my remark and advised
that indeed there was indeed a
connection. A Guthrie from
Torosay married a Leslie. Inside I
found many references to Castle
Leslie and to the Leslie Family
including portraits and scrap book
cuttings, etc. of people that I knew
as a boy. Why did I choose this
castle to visit of all the castles in
Scotland? Amazing!
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While in Craignure, Mark joined us again thanks to
Scotland’s transport system. His train journey from Glasgow
up to Oban was worth the fare just for the scenery. We had sat
long enough in Craignure so at 17:00 hrs we left for Loch Aline
across the Sound of Mull. A lovely little loch surrounded by
high wooded sides and a couple of castles nestling in the woods
at the north end of the loch. We were too late for a visitors
mooring so we dropped a hook a few yards off the shore in 10
meters of water near the silica sand mine. Having dined well,
we set off ashore in search of single malts and found them is
the local social club where we were made welcome. The crew
from the TS Jean de la Lune were in session with bodhrfin,
fiddle, etc and music was in the air. We all had a most
enjoyable evening.

Next morning when the fog cleared we set sail for Oban. We
had a lovely sail down the Sound of Mull but ran out of wind
just south of Lismore Island as we went into a very dense fog
bank in which was lurking at least one very large ship. I had
just fired up the radar in time to throw a "hard to port and full
speed ahead" to avoid it, phew! I had heard it but could not
determine which way he was moving. A mile or so later we
sailed out of the fog, like going through a curtain, into bright
sunshine again. We decided on a visitors mooring in Oban
rather than the marina across the bay on Kerrera Island. Oban
was busy with tourists and traffic. Shopping and a meal ashore
were complete in time to welcome Jim as he arrived back on
the Glasgow bus.

On the Friday morning at 07:30 Olga and Deirdre had to
leave us. We fuelled and watered at the fisherman’s wharf and
headed in fog and sunshine up the Sound of Mull, just us boys
(5) at this stage. As we approached Tobermory the fleet of
yachts competing in the West Highland Yacht Week were
milling around waiting for wind to begin their race to Oban. We
passed and went hard to starboard and on into Loch Drum Buie
on the south side of the entrance to Loch Sunart. This was a
lovely little loch with nothing there but nature and a deserted
fish farm. The lads snorkelled and arrived back with a bag of
mussels, but alas they were returned to the water as we were
not brave enough to risk them and had no steriliser on board.
The sun really burned down and the gentle breeze was actually
hot. Who said "bring your wet gear and woolly jumpers if you

Mark, Richard and Philip in Tobermory.

The skipper with daughter Kathy and son Richard on south coast of
Cork. 23rd July 2003.

are going to Scotland"? This was definitely shorts, shades and
sun block territory.

In the late afternoon we headed for Tobermory before the
last visitors mooring was gone, I think we got the 3rd last one at
about 17:30 hrs. This is the first place in Scotland or Ireland
where I have seen the proper safe "Y" arrangement on the
visitors mooring with a proper pick up buoy, line and a chain
attached below the main buoy, with enough length in the chain
to bring up to a deck cleat.

I do wish the authorities in Ireland would do the same to the
many excellently positioned yellow visitors’ moorings around
the coast before we have, God forbid, a fatality. It is extremely
difficult to reach the eye on the top of these moorings from the
deck of many cruising yachts. I have taken to leading a
mooring line aft from the forward cleat and putting it through
the mooring buoy shackle from the aft bathing platform and
then dropping back and securing normally at the bow. Not ideal
in heavy weather but a little safer than attempting to reach it
from the bow. ICC would do well to bring this to the attention
of the authorities in Ireland in the interests of safety.

Tobermory is a very popular port of call for the sailing
fraternity and the village is very well geared for them. We met
another ICC boat from the north here and had a pleasant chat.

We had a very pleasant evening ashore. On Saturday
morning we had a shower ashore, some shopping and alas no
visit to the local distillery (it was closed on Saturday, bad
passage planning on my part but we will not make that mistake
again). We were off again, this time around the northwest side
of Mull heading for Iona with a plan to take a look at Staffa en
route. The day misted over, which was a pity as we were not
able to enjoy the scenery to its full. We could barely make out
the Trishnish Islands in the mist. We did get a peek into
Fingal’s Cave but as we did not have detailed charts for the
island and so did not venture ashore.

The wind was southerly so a night on the hook in Bull Hole
did not seem like the best idea. Plan B was invented and we
headed into Loch na Lathaich which provided us with a very
sheltered anchorage. We had a 10 minute walk from the pier to
Bunessan. In the Argyle Hotel when we enquired about which
whisky they recommended we were presented with a sizable
menu of single malts from which to make our choice. The food
being served also looked good but, unfortunately, we had
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This research is hard work. Paddy and Jim at "work" in Lagavulin.

already eaten. The hotel was very busy and full of life. The bar
was equipped with dominos, darts and other games and a PC
for intemet access.

After a peaceful night we were off again in full sunshine for
Iona where we had ploughed in the hook by 10:30 and went to
visit the Cathedral etc. We caught the tail end of an ecumenical
service, good planning for a Sunday morning. We ate a very
pleasant lunch in the Martyrs Restaurant near the ferry slip
before heading back to sea. We left the Sound of Iona and
headed south past the Torran Rocks before turning eastwards to
Colonsay. Seeing the Torran rocks and all the minor reefs south
of them on a calm sunny day was educational. Not a place to be
near on a stormy night.

We arrived in Scalasaig at 17:50 and tied up alongside the
ferry pier about half way along
where the pier has been boarded
out to facilitate yachts lying
alongside. Scalasaig is a ferry port
at a tee junction on the road with a
depot for the ferry and an art
gallery, post office and lots of
sheep. We sampled the hospitality
at the local hotel about 500 yards
from the pier.

The next morning we set off at
06:00 to take advantage of the
south going tide through the
Sound of Islay and continued on
to Gigha Island. We took a
mooring in Ardminish for lunch
and then had a trip ashore to have
a stroll. Some lovely clean
facilities available at the
boathouse just above the small
boat pier and a little shop about
200 yards up the road for minor
provisions.

We set sail (motored half of the
way as there was no wind) south

bound for Port Ellen on Islay where we were alongside on the
new pontoon by 18:20hrs. This was a nice little pontoon run by
the local port with showers available just 100 yards up the road
at a hostel. We decided to stay for a day in Po~l Ellen and check
out one or two of the local distilleries.

On the Tuesday morning we missed the bus and found a
very helpful lady in the local information office. She tried to
find us bicycles to hire but there were only two left on the
island, we needed five. She then very kindly phoned a taxi for
us. We took the taxi to Ardbeg Distillery. The lady taxi driver
told us to be sure to call to Lagavulin where her sister looked
after the visitor centre.

At Ardbeg we were treated to a very entertaining tour by the
manager and enjoyed an excellent lunch in the visitor’s centre
which is run by his wife. We strolled back towards Port Ellen
and called to Lagavulin which we could not tour as they were
in maintenance shutdown. We were made very welcome in the
visitor centre by the lady who was the taxi driver’s sister. We
were invited to sample the produce and discussed the Malt
Rally at length before getting the taxi back to Port Ellen.

Wednesday 13th was alas to be our last morning in Scotland
and we left Port Ellen at 06:20 and headed for home. We had a
lovely sail down the North Channel doing 9.5 knots over the
water under cruising chute and main in about 18 knots of wind
from the northwest.With the tide we were doing 12.5 knots
over the ground. Who ever said cruising yachts could not move
fast? Unfortunately the wind died as did our speed and by
Donaghadee Sound we were down to less than 3 knots over the
ground as we plugged an adverse tide and again no wind.

After a very pleasant uneventful passage we were tied up in
Howth at 03:20 on Thursday morning. We left Howth again at
14:20 for Crosshaven arriving after an enjoyable passage at
12:15 at Roche’s Point. The mackerel were breaking on the
Turbot Bank so we filled a bucket with fish before arriving
safely back on our marina berth at 14:00 hours.

The weather was very kind, the scenery was magnificent,
the company very agreeable. May we all be alive and well next
year and may the weather be as kind for another adventure
to...???

A sad relic of days of yore. The Puffer Vital Spark whose tale is told in Para Handy by Neil Munro. In
need of TLC, in the basin at Crinan.
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Brandon Rose: Ireland to port

Brendan O’Callaghan THE ROUND IRELAND
NAVIGATION CUP

FOR THE BEST CIRCUMNAVIGATION
WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON
NAVIGATIONAL AND PILOTAGE CONTENT

For ’years I had considered a round Ireland cruise, but
somehow never managed it. Time constraint, crew

availability and the lure of voyaging south to warmer latitudes
had all prevailed. For someone born in Castleisland,
(universally known in Co Kerry as "The Island"), on an island,
off an island, off the mainland of Europe, it was something that
had to be put right. Encouraged by positive vibes from key
crew, detailed planning started for what must surely be the
classic cruise. Charts were kindly lent by friends who’d "been
there, done that" for a month-long circumnavigation.

The decision as to "which way" evolved from the length of
time various crewmembers could devote to the cruise. John
Crabtree, an experienced sailor, together with George Ferguson
and Willie Redmond (both novices) could manage four or five
days. We four would try to reach Dublin in that time, and
change crew there and in Galway. I would be on board for the
entire trip.

On Wednesday 1 lth June, we left Kinsale at a very leisurely
hour. Better treat ’era right the first day anyway! It was a bright
and cheerful day with a couldn’t-be-better SSW wind: a
propitious start. Bar: 1015. By mid-afternoon, things had
improved even further, and in the heat of the persistent sun, it
felt like we were on our summer holidays. A VHF call brought
our tea-break (or whatever!) to such an abrupt halt, that in the
ensuing panic, I was unsure whether I had thrown the glass
overboard instead of the contents! Luckily we managed to
avoid the salmon net only a few boat-lengths ahead of us. At
19.00 hrs we anchored for the night in Ardmore, abreast of the
pier, rowed ashore for a stroll in the continuing evening

sunshine and a pleasant meal in the superbly located "Cliff
Hotel". On the return dinghy journey I told the novice
crewmembers that it doesn’t get any better than this. We spent a
peaceful night, a perfect end to our first day. We were the only
boat in the harbour.

An earlier start next morning saw us sailing briskly on a
sparkling sea, once again with free wind. Goose winged, the
chat in the cockpit was about the huge range of accents we
would meet around the coast. A VHF caller, with unmistakable
Waterford accent, big into the use of the uvular "R", gave
helpful advice on avoiding salmon nets on our course. We
closed Tramore’s triple-towered landmark fast in idyllic sunny
conditions. The novices told me I was wrong - that it had got
even better! We entered Waterford Harbour by Hook and by
Crook. This beautiful estuary narrows considerably above
Duncannon, and with a surprising amount of big shipping
around, we handed our sails and motored up the well-buoyed
river, past picturesque Cheekpoint, to Waterford. The currents
are swift in this big river. Although we arrived at about high
water, there was still a strong stream in the main channel and a
counter eddy when we came close by the marina to moor. Care
is essential and we needed a second approach. Although we
didn’t need any particular reason to justify a G ’n’ T in the sun,
Reginald’s Tower was 1,000 years old, and we celebrated that.
A superb Kinsale steak and trimmings on board and pints - we
avoided the local speciality of large bottles - in the "Munster"
and the "Three Shippes" ended another magical day. Bar: 1022.

The sun shone stronger than ever next morning, but lack of
wind meant we had to motor all day. We left Waterford with

enough ebb to carry us to Hook
Hd. The fiver water was even
muddier in the ebb and I could
hardly believe the stark contrast
between the dark brown of the
fresh and the deep blue of the
open sea at the Hook. Soon we
had the rare joy of seeing a
basking shark cruising steadily,
and later a few porpoises as we
approached the Saltee Sound. I
was surprised to see so little
seabird life. Passing close inshore,
we rounded our first corner of
Ireland, Carnsore Pt., and
observed the windmills turning
despite negligible wind. We later
saw several windmill blades
(sails?) on the quayside in
Rosslare. They were an amazing
55 yards each in length when we
paced them out. We tied up on the
west pier in Rosslare Hr in
continuing strong sun. Willie

Hugh O’Callaghan and Philip McAuliffe on Illawntannig with its 6th century monastic ruins.
"Basking in the mists of time".

contacted his brother who kindly
gave us a lift to "The Coopers",
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where we shared a convivial meal. Here we saw TV images of
the shipwreck on Tory Id of the "Cabin Fever" ship. Was it only
coincidence that it was Friday 13th?! Later, my daughter
Blaithin joined us, off the train from Dublin and we spent a
peaceful night undisturbed by adjacent ferry movements. Bar:
1023.

To make the most of the strong tides along this coast, the
skipper imposed the hardship of a 03.30 departure from
Rosslare. After calling the Harbour Office for clearance, we
were on our way northwards. As we listened to the 04.03
forecast of continuing fair weather and variable zephyrs, we
saw the moon setting. The sun came up around 05.30 and we
could clearly see the lines of the tide gliding over the unseen
contours of the Lucifer Bank on a crystal-clear sea as smooth as
silk. Passing outside the Blackwater and inside the Arklow
Banks, we motored all the way to Wicklow and tied up on the
east pier in sweltering heat. The busy fishing fleet was tying up
and unloading the morning catch at high water. We strolled
around this pleasant town, ate an enjoyable Chinese and
finished up in the well-situated and welcoming Sailing Club.

Sunday was another warm, windless day and we motored
past the spectacular scenery to Dun Laoghaire via Dalkey
Sound. We enjoyed an unplanned but most pleasant reunion
with my previous boat Midnight Marauder and her new
owners. Congenial crewmembers, John, George, Willie and
Blaithin left for home, after a pleasant first stage in Med-like
conditions. Later Walter O’Byme, Stephen Connolly and Don
Sinclair signed on for a two-week stint before Stephen’s wife,
Margaret, kindly hosted a memorable meal for us in their
nearby home.

On Monday 16th June, we left Dun Laoghaire in dense fog,
that the sun had burnt off before we passed The Baily. The
radar was useful as we crossed the shipping channel. As a
gloriously sunny day passed, the barometer slid to 1014, and
cloud began to build to the southwest. Light wind allowed us
sail about half the distance, past the spectacular Mournes, to
Ardglass. Getting ready the charts for next day, I realised I must
have sent home some charts in error at Dun Laoghaire.
Lamenting this inexplicable lapse on my part, Connla
Magennis (ICC) stopped by to say hello. He, Geraldine and
crew were on a brief shakedown cruise from Carlingford on
Starfire (ICC). I enquired of him if perhaps Bangor would be
my best chance of acquiring
replacements: he told me to hang-
on while he absented himself,
returning in minutes with the three
charts needed to get us to Fair
Head. I was speechless, but
managed (I hope) to thank him.
Dining on board, we enjoyed our
stay in this spotlessly clean town
and good marina.

We departed Ardglass next day
to the tune of the noon Angelus
bells, and motored on a calm,
glassy-still sea under a leaden sky
filled with huge, towering clouds.
Bar: 1012. With occasional
glimpses of Scotland, we shot
through Donaghadee Sound and
inside The Maidens, before tying-
up in the lovely marina in
Glenarm. Though the shoreside
facilities here are limited but
adequate, shelter is excellent. A
feature of the marina area are the ,’"
Black Guillemots, who

crevices in the marina walls and were relentless in their
comings and goings feeding their hungry young. We endured
the most forgettable meal of the cruise in Glenarm. Bar: 1012.

A lay day was decreed next morning when the forecast gave
southwest gales later decreasing to F6 but staying gusty. While
the crew frolicked ashore, the diligent skipper changed the
engine oil. In the evening, the skipper also joined in the
frolicking and we walked to Carnlough and back, enjoying the
beauty of a few of the Green Glens of Antrim and the famed
coast road. It was difficult to judge the wind strength but we
later heard it was gusting 40 kts at Malin Head. The sprayhood
was erected for the first time since Kinsale. Bar: 1014.

The BBC noon forecast on Thursday gave SW to W 6 or 7.
Taking the bull by the horns, we left Glenarm. The day was
mainly dry apart from a few showers. The tides at Ireland’s NE
comer are strong and account must be taken of them. We timed
our departure to pass through Rathlin Sound near slack water,
but probably encountered the start of the ebb. Luckily the tides
were neaping, and not at full flow. In the event we had the
promised wind strengths, and gusts of F8 but were sensibly
canvassed with double-reefed main and genoa rolled down to
No 2 jib. The wind over tide conditions created an impressive
sea and a skilled hand on the tiller was needed to guide us
through the endless onrushing waves rearing up at us like wild
horses in relentless succession. Some were mountainous with
ominous grey-green swollen bellies and others fringed with
white. We didn’t have much time for admiring the beauty of
Fair Head, for sure. One could call it an exhilarating sail, but I
was glad when we were safely tied-up in the marina in
Ballycastle. Great shelter and good onshore facilities are two
features of Ballycastle and it and Glenarm provide the small
boat sailor with superb bolt-holes on either side of Fair Head,
which, in these conditions, I could perhaps be forgiven for re-
naming Foul Head! We thawed out thanks to a memorable pasta
from Don, washed down in the convenient "Harbour Bar" and
the "Angler’s". Bar: 1017.

Friday was clear, cloudy and dry with good visibility and
wind W5. We beat west from Ballycastle marvelling at the
sheer magnificence of the coastline, especially when
illuminated by an occasional burst of sunlight. Benbane Head
was particularly impressive. It was almost 21.00 when we tied
up on the pontoon in Portrush. Shelter here is good but, in the

nest in John Crabtree, Blaithin O’Callaghan, George Ferguson and Willie Redmond on Wicklow’s East Pier.
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swell running at the time, not very comfortable. We dined well
in an adjacent pizzeria and savoured pints in the pleasant
atmosphere of the pole-positioned Yacht Club.

Next morning was 21 st June, the longest day. To catch the
tide past Malin Head, the skipper had the hard-pressed crew up
and about at an early hour and under way soon after 06.30. It
was pleasant, bright, dry and virtually calm. Fast progress was
recorded as we passed magnificent headlands, moving from the
Glens of Antrim, by the Sands of Magilligan to the Hills of
Donegal. Clearly visible to us was the contrast of the unbridled
ribbon/random development of Donegal compared with the
much more structured village-like development of Antrim.
Totally different from our struggle around Fair Head was our
passage through Inishtrahull Sound and a glassy sea heaving
gently in the last remnants of the dying swell. At noon, we
anchored in Pincher Bay, just inside Lough Swilly, close
southwest of Fanad Head lighthouse. Stephen and Walter, brave
men, swam and we enjoyed a cockpit lunch in sunshine in the
splendour of our wonderful surroundings. This was more like
proper cruising again after recent bruising hardships - a real
quality hour in the cruise. Malin Head was declared the
halfway point and all hands celebrated with a tot. In mid
afternoon we moved off, able to sail in the very gentle NE
breeze, which had set in. Carefully, we crept into Mulroy Bay,
diligently following the directions, which are excellent. We
anchored for the night in Fanny’s Bay. Although the night was
calm, this is undoubtedly a superb anchorage in most winds.
We had lots of company, as about 15 yachts from Fahan Y C in
Lough Swilly, on a weekend cruise-in-company, were
convivially rafted up together in this beautiful anchorage. If
Walter was the salad and lunch supremo, Don was now firmly
established as the ship’s chef de cuisine, and excelled himself
with yet another culinary piece de resistance. Operating on a
much lower plane, Stephen and the skipper were relegated to
duties such as slopping-out, washing up and the endless
hardship of uncorking wine bottles! Afterwards Walter and the
skipper found the energy to row ashore and walk the few miles
to Downings for loose pints. This was proper cruising: one of
the best days in the entire cruise.

After a peaceful night, we left
around 09.00. It was damp and dull
as we left the anchorage, but easily
alert mode. We proceeded, more
respectfully back down the sandy
estuary, easily recognising the two
Bar Rocks in the half flood. Soon
we were passing 2 NM north of
Horn Head, towering boldly. As
we approached Tory Id, we saw a
seal swallowing a large fish,
probably a salmon, before tying
up, 4th boat out, on the
magnificent newly-extended pier
in Camusmore Bay, the island’s
main harbour. Visiting the wreck
of the "Cabin Fever" ship, just to
the west, we picked up a few
souvenirs. We had a pleasant
alfresco lunch at the hotel in "pet
day" sunshine that belied the
plummeting (1006) barometer.
Members of Fahan Y C kindly
gave us a hatful of crab claws. I
heard a corncrake for the first time
for years. As we passed the Tau
Cross, heading back to our boat, it
occurred to us that we had seen no

the beauty of Mulroy Bay
early on. We gently touched
slipped off, a jolt to a more

trace of the King of Tory. Most likely, he was following the
fortunes of Donegal’s footballers on TV. We left Tory, after our
enjoyable interlude, in mid afternoon. As Walter cracked open
the crab claws, it clouded over, and grew distinctly colder. The
light headwind meant motoring past Bloody Foreland (our third
corner) before picking up a Co Co mooring in Aran Roads, with
much effort at 21.00. Tired, and with rain in the offing, we
elected to dine (on the crab claws) and wine (more hardship for
the uncorking staff!) on board. We had a restful night
untroubled by a rising wind, piping to a lively F6 by breakfast
time. Bar: 1003.

Low in supplies we decided to motor into Burtonport, just a
few miles to the east. Simple? Not simple. Looking at the chart
and the directions, I saw the north and south channels both
carried depths of 0.9m and opted for the shorter South Channel.
Wrong! Charted depths plus tidal rise should have been
adequate - in theory anyway. I backed off when we were about
to enter the shallowest part of the channel and was trying to
steel myself for a second attempt, when the ferry emerged from
the North Channel. After talking to the very helpful skipper
(James Bonner) we followed him when he went back in.
Passing within feet of some of the marks and rocks, we tied-up
safely on the outside of Burtonport pier. Thanking the skipper
on shore, he told me that nowadays it is the North Channel that
is always used. Since it was dredged and blasted it gives
minimum depths of 15 feet at LAT. We fuelled, watered
shopped and had a magnificent lunch at the "Lobster Pot".
Burtonport was definitely worth the effort of getting in there,
not least the friendliness and helpful mindset of all we met,
including the shopkeeper who drove us and supplies back to the
pier.

At 14.30 we left for Teelin. The wind was westerly 6 and
gusting. Departing by the (now familiar and very well marked)
North Channel, we left Aran to port and beat to a point where
we were able to fetch safely west of Rathlin O Birne. Sea state
was moderate and we made good progress. Unfortunately the
dull overcast sky did not allow us see much of this part of
Donegal’s beauty. We rounded this significant corner of the
county and headed east, under the towering cliffs of Slieve
League, its summit lost far above, shrouded in the low grey
cloud cover. Astern, the sky cleared low down on the western
horizon to allow us glimpse the sunset against the silhouette of

J

Stephen Connolly, Walter O’Byrne and skipper at Tory’s landmark Tau Cross
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Rathlin O Birne in a virtual setting for "The Twilight of the
Gods". At 23.00 we anchored securely in the excellent shelter
of Teelin Hr. Just beforehand, we had briefly mistaken a bonfire
for the red of Teelin’s harbour light. At anchor, we watched
three bonfires on all sides of us, as we relaxed with glass in
hand. It was St. John’s Eve. Bar: 1013.

Next morning, I cobbled together a No.2 batten for the
mainsail to replace the one we lost during the beat from Aran.
We left Teelin under engine around 08.30. It was bright sunny
and calm. By mid afternoon, we were once more a sailing
vessel, beating towards the Stags of Broadhaven, visible 20
miles ahead. The precipitous mountains of Donegal faded into a
blue haze astern, while the gentler hills of Mayo grew ahead.
As afternoon gradually wore on, the wind increased to F6 on
the nose, and the usual hardship was borne with equanimity and
a little fortification. A small tear appeared in the genoa leech,
after we powered through the Stags Sound and we motor-sailed
the last of the way into Broadhaven. Picking up a Co Co
mooring north of the lighthouse at Ballyglass, we had shelter
from the southerly "yachtsman’s gale". Taking a chance we lay
to the mooring for the night although it looked as if it had not
been maintained for years. The Co Co moorings generally
around the coast, which were and are such an excellent idea,
have this uneasy appearance now. Bar: 1017.

Wednesday was sunny. Stephen dived over the side and
swam once around the boat. I got in but was back out so fast
that I was back on board before Stephen finished his lap? It
must be age because the sea isn’t getting colder. With a
beautifully bracing breeze, S to SW 3 to 4, we tacked past Erris
Hd and through Eagle Id Sound. For company we had plentiful
seabirds, especially gannets plummeting gracefully into the
waves from far above, and storm petrels. We sped south past

the length of the Mullet peninsula, one long sandy dune and
beach. Having passed Inishglora -"’Brendan’s Id’" - we let go
in the beautiful isolated anchorage oft lnishkea south, north of
Rusheen Id in superb shelter. This was sheer magnificence. Sad
also, as Don recounted the tragic events which decimated the
population and ended habitation on the islands.

Our original plan envisaged going into Blacksod to anchor
in Elly Bay. The forecast gave S 4/6 and the risk of gales in the
outlook, as a high-pressure centre drifted farther away from us
and into the North Sea. We agreed it was time to be moving on
and finding better shelter farther south. Thus our reverie on the
Inishkeas was interrupted by a return to reality. Faced with an
overnight beat, we exchanged the big genoa, sporting the small
tear in the leech, for the smaller, high-clewed No 3 headsail. We
left the isolation and beauty of the Inishkeas around 19.30 on a
summer evening, and were soon slicing our way south to
windward. Bar: 1014. As the watches were changing at 22.30
we dined well on a reheated spag-bol. At midnight the good
progress was ongoing, but headwinds of F6 meant a bumpy sea.
Still we were well reefed with the No 3 genoa and two reefs in
the main. Well balanced, on the wind, Brandon Rose sails
herself with ease, the helm lashed a tad to weather. At 06.00 the
rising sun provided us with a vast Paul Henryesque silhouette
in deep blue of Mayo-Galway from the Achill mountains,
Croagh Patrick, and Mweelrea to the Twelve Bens - truly
spectacular. Visibility gradually diminished and reduced to
maybe a half-mile, and the wind freshened with the arrival of
rain, gusting robustly to F7 on the nose. By 11.00 on Thursday,
we had one or two miles visibility as we approached Clifden,
and could positively identify the Carrickarana Beacon, giving
us safe entry. Considering the location of the Co Co buoys and
the Yacht Club anchorage to be exposed with possible NW

~r

Splendid sailing to windward towards the Stags of Broadhaven.
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"Vivid contrast between the green of the island, the turquoise of the sea
white sands of the aptly named Tr~i Bh~in, The Great Blasket."

gales to come, we poked our way onward and anchored in
Ardbear Bay at the "top of the creek", carefully following the
clear directions.

I was very satisfied with this little achievement, as in years
gone by, having driven on the road from Clifden to
Ballyconneely, which adjoins this secluded anchorage, I had
hoped perhaps to anchor here some time. Stephen’s guardian
angel was the most alert aboard at 17.00, when he detected that
we had dragged, in the continuing strong wind. We re-laid the
hook, bang in the centre of the pool this time, without further
drama. Later we inflated the dinghy and went ashore south of
the road bridge. Our difficulties clambering ashore and
climbing over the barbed-wire fence onto the road were
miniscule compared with the return trip after a night on the
town - our first time getting shore leave for three days! In
between we strolled into Clifden and persuaded a B&B
proprietor to rent us a room with a shower for an hour. (Lord
knows what he thought!!). Feeling refreshed, we savoured
loose pints in a few pubs and had a superb seafood meal in
Derryclare’s Restaurant before getting a taxi back to the
barbed-wire fence! Bar : not recorded!

At low water next morning, Walter and I found a virtually
limitless supply of the finest mussels I have ever seen. We
collected enough for four main courses in minutes. The next
forecast disregarded all recent mention of gales so, at half
flood, about 13.00 we weighed. Sunshine returned as we left
Clifden. We close-reached on a sparkling sea, a little too lively,
I felt, for a maiden attempt at Joyce’s Pass. Sunshine brought
real heat, as we passed the black lighthouse at Slyne Head, and
for almost the first time since Co Antrim, we had free wind.
The heat built up as the wind decreased, and at 18.00, we
anchored off the strand in Gurteen Bay, the only boat there. We
survived a bracing plunge over the side, but revived ourselves
in the cockpit with a meal of Clifden mussels cooked a la
mariniere by Walter. Idyllic: another quality moment. Later we
moved on the last few miles into Roundstone and tied to the
north face of the south pier, an excellent berth.

Next day Stephen and Don got the bus to Galway and on to
Dublin and another world. Walter and I savoured Roundstone,
walked to Gurteen and Dog’s Bays, sampled the national
beverage in more than one pub and dined in Eldon’s (good) and
Dowd’s (very good). We had a very pleasant meeting with

in the anchorage and the

Brendan Travers (ICC), who was
sailing Seoidin his beloved
Cornish Crabber single-handed.
On Sunday, 29th June, Philip
McAuliffe (ICC) and my son
Hugh arrived by car from Cork,
and Walter drove the car back
home, a convenient arrangement.

Monday was a rotten start for
the two new crewmembers: dull,
raining, poor visibility and the
barometer down to a miserable
1000. However the NE4 breeze
served our purpose well and we
slipped out of Roundstone around
noon, bidding farewell to Brendan
Travers at ease on Seoidin at a
mooring, on our way out. I
declined the inner passage to
Cashla Bay, as the leading marks
were not visible. Instead, we went
outside the Namackan Rocks. As
the day wore on, the rain merci-
fully eased and finally stopped.
Visibility improved and we
enjoyed intermittent glimpses of

the Aran Ids through the dissipating gloom before turning north
into the well-marked Cashla Bay to pick up a Co Co mooring to
the west of Rossaveal in the perfect shelter off Srtlthan pier.
Phil took over the mantle of chef from Don and produced his
first of many superb meals for all hands including the tiring
skipper, who was reeling from the effects of the arrival of
successive new crew. A refreshed skipper and ready-for-
anything crew dinghied ashore and walked a mile or so into
Carraroe, where it was heart-warming to hear the locals chat
away at ease as Gaeilge. After our fill of pionntai dubha we
accepted a kind offer of a lift back to Sruthfin. Bar: 1002.

Tuesday 1st July dawned fresh and fair, despite the low
barometric pressure. We left Cashla Bay at our ease and made
an effortless goosewinged passage in light weather to Kilronan,
where we picked up a buoy with increasing skill, but the usual
difficulty. We found Inishmore very pleasant, a hive of tourist
activity, lots of cruising yachts (the first we’d seen since
Mulroy Bay apart from Brendan Travers), and generally a
healthy bustle of activity. We had a pleasant stay, hired bikes
and cycled to Dun Aonghus. We had an excellent meal in Pier
House. What a pity it is that the defaced monument to Chay
Blyth and John Ridgway, brave transatlantic rowers of a
generation ago, has not been made good. Hopefully it will
before long.

On our way before 08.00 next morning, we left by Gregory
Sound, and had superb beam reaching past Loop Head (where
we met two northbound yachts on their way home from Kinsale
YC’s Sovereign’s Cup Regatta), and into Kerry territorial
waters. Tying up in the excellent Fenit marina - our first marina
since Ballycastle - we visited Tralee SC’s clubhouse with its
panoramic views and had a good meal in the West End. Bar:
1014.

We replenished our water and diesel stocks, paid an overdue
visit to the washeteria, and strolled to Tralee Swimming Club’s
bathing and diving area, near the lighthouse, (with fond
memories for me of my boyhood, half a century ago!). We
motored the short distance to the Magharee Ids and moored in
the beautiful anchorage east of Illauntannig, so well described
in the directions. This is a well worthwhile stopover for anyone
cruising this area with a little time on hands, given suitable
weather. Going ashore, we saw the 6th century monastic ruins
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in very good condition, and
basked briefly in the mists of time.
Hugh was agile enough to
scamper through the souterrain.
The island was inhabited until
relatively recently, and it was
heartening to see the old dwelling
house refurbished and being used
by visitors. Later we anchored in
the nearby fishing harbour at
Scraggane Bay, at the northern tip
of the Magharee peninsula. We
were hosted at a BBQ ashore by
my two brothers, their wives and
families, who were holidaying in
the area. Mobile phones have
some good points! Bar: 1020.

The local fishing fleet of 14 or
so boats had all gone to work
before we arose next morning.
Where each fishing boat had lain
at her mooring the previous
evening, a black currach now
bobbed. We went alongside the
pier near high water to take my

°,-r

Sta~’re’s crew in Baltimore (L

brothers Tony and Paudie on board for the day. I had great
pleasure in welcoming on board, for a brief visit, the doyen of
local seamen, and Tralee Bay pilot, Bob Goodwin. A quiet-
spoken person, his lifelong association with the sea has
provided him with an unparalleled knowledge of his own area,
which he kindly shared with me over the past 25 years. It was
indeed a pleasure for me to meet him again in his own place.

We motor-sailed through some of the Magharee Ids. The
narrow sound between Illaunimmil and Inishtooskert is
particularly rewarding. Passing Brandon Point and continuing
westward, Tony regaled us with some of the history and the
hardships of adjacent Sfis Creek, and Fothar na Manach, a 7th
century hermitic site. Christy Moore’s biographical ballad of St
Brendan, the ultimate navigator himself, was sung to the
accompaniment of the ship’s accordion as we sailed past
Brandon Creek. According to Christy...

"A boat sailed out from Brandon in the year of five-o-one:
’Twas a damp and dirty morning, Brendan’s voyage had

begun..."

We hoped to glimpse Brandon Mountain, Ireland’s second
highest, but we would be disappointed as cloud cover stayed at
about 1,000 ft. during our time in its vicinity. This is a really
majestic coastline and the beauty of the cliffs, headlands and
islands is truly elementally awesome. As we rounded Sybil
Point and the off-lying Maher-aneig ("Mother of Death" in
English), the day improved and most of the Blasket Ids came
into view; even the distant Skelligs were clear. We anchored in
2m at low water off the south end of the Tr~i Bhfin on Great
Blasket. The water was clear. A walk ashore, a swim off the
pristine strand - Hy Breasil indeed. Clearly visible from the hill
above the village was the vivid contrast between the green of
the island, the turquoise of the sea in the anchorage and the
white sands of the aptly-named Tr~i Bh~in. It was impossible on
such a beautiful day to imagine the harsh life of the islanders,
especially during winter. The sun’s rays fail to shine on the
village in December and January, due to the steep slope to the
south and the northerly aspect of the village itself. The harsh
climate, together with the unequal struggle of the islanders
against the environment generally, led to the abandonment of
the Blaskets by the fifty remaining inhabitants in 1953. On this
reflective note, we left and headed for the fleshpots of Dingle

to R) Pat and Tish Cawley and Geraldine and Connla Magennis.

for the night where Paudie left us. Our arrival unfortunately
coincided with the finish of the Dun Laoghaire to Dingle race
and a crowded marina. We were rafted outside (thankfully not
inside) one of the finishers whose crew made loud noise late
into the not-so-early hours. Daylight revealed their red wine
slops and cigarette butts and burns on our decks: a crass ending
to an otherwise magical day. The "cut" of their own cockpit
beggared belief.

We were glad to leave this unfortunate scenario. We
motorsailed inside the visible (at the time) Crow Rock and into
Ventry Harbour to anchor off the strand near the church. We
went ashore for a stroll in the pleasant sunshine. The sun was
over the yardarm in Paidi O Shea’s pub, which must surely be a
contender for the ugliest building west of Dingle. While the
original section is bad, a function-room extension must be seen
to be believed. It reminded one member of our party of an
equestrian centre for humans, after the proprietor’s well-
publicised "animals" controversy earlier in the year. It
reminded me of the bad football match where the first half was
even and the second half was even worse! We enjoyed a gentle
sail across Dingle Bay. Brandon was still invisible, its summit
still aloof in the clouds. We tied up on Portmagee pier, outside
the Skellig ferry fleet, to a warm welcome from ex-
crewmember Walter. We enjoyed an excellent meal in "The
Fisherman" and saw my nephew, and former crew, Anton, do
his best for his club in a football league game against the local
Skellig Rangers. The locals prevailed! Portmagee is an
excellent stopover, with great shelter alongside (be mindful of
the busy fleet of Skellig ferry boats next morning), and is a
most attractive village with good facilities. Unless one wished
to establish a floating hermitic site, the moorings are
completely on the wrong side of the tracks! Bar: 1018.

In rain, drizzle and fog, Adrian Buckley joined us for the
remainder of the cruise. As we beat and then reached towards
Derrynane, the wind gradually eased and we were able to safely
enter the very narrow gap into one of my favourite harbours.
Adrian’s arrival was marked by a further example of McAuliffe
culinary cunning, refreshments in congenial Bridie Keating’s
pub ashore, and a concert of fiddle, accordion, spoons and
songs back on board. We were too far distant, and down-wind,
from the only other visiting boat in Derrynane to cause them
any loss of sleep! Bar: I forgot to look!
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Leaving Derrynane early next
morning, we poked our way
between Leacarrig and Two
Headed Ids in light breeze and
misty fog, motored up Kenmare
River and joined three other
visitor yachts in the exotic
anchorage off Oysterbed pier in
Sneem Hr. Walking the two miles
to Sneem - tide was unsuitable for
going by dinghy - we did a tour of
the Presidential monuments
before noon sustenance in "The
Blue Bull". On our return trip
from the pier to Brandon Rose a
GUBU incident occurred. The
wooden bracket for the outboard
motor broke free from the
dinghy .... with the    Seagull
outboard attached - its exposed
flywheel doing about 1,500 r.p.m.
at the time! Fortunately I held a
firm grip of the steering handle
and, feeling a bit like having a
tiger by the tail, managed to quell
the highly-mobile engine before it

Mackerel cleaning detail busy at work, Courtmacsherry. (L to R): Philip McAuliffe, Adrian Bucldey
and Hugh O’Callaghan.

climbed into the inflatable: another of the joys of cruising! I
wonder if a similar incident triggered the origin of the
expressions "flying off the handle", "get a grip", or "over the
top"!

Looking on the positive side, it meant that I endured no
further frustration trying to start the blessed thing!

It was still a "soft day" when we left Sneem for
Kilmackillogue at 17.00. This is also an enchantingly beautiful
place. We did a tour of the entire harbour, including the
extremely well sheltered Escadawer inlet. Although much of
the harbour is covered with blue-barrelled mussel lines, it is
quite safe to navigate between the lines of the barrels, keeping a
sharp lookout for possible trailing rope-ends. We anchored on
the leading line at Bunaw. The inner harbour is shallow, as we
discovered when we touched briefly while investigating going
alongside the pier. The directions speak of a possible berth, but
the entire pier has only one set of steps - usually crammed with
small local boats - with no other ladder or means of climbing
ashore at low water. As a result, the pier is of little use other
than at high tide and anchoring on the leading line is the
preferred option. An anchor light should be shown, as fishing
boats are prone to come or go at any hour. Phil beautifully
cooked the leg of lamb we bought in Bum’s butchery earlier in
Sneem. Had we eaten in Parknasilla, we would not have done
better!

Little did we realise what would greet us ashore! It was the
Pattern (Patron) Day of local Saint Killian, and the entire parish
seemed to have turned out for the Blessing of the Boats, and
attendant revelry. The harbour focal point is O’Sullivan’s pub
and so full does the bar become on this Great Day that the
adjacent shed becomes the dance hall and auxiliary pub. With a
super one-man band, we had a return to "The Ballroom of
Romance" days, and ’mighty craic. The fiddle and accordion
(ferried ashore for a few quiet tunes in the normally quiet pub)
became the relief band while the professional musician took his
break. Home late, exhausted! Bar: forgot to look again!

Still exhausted next morning, I rowed Tony ashore and he
left us to travel home. With the leading marks very indistinct in
the mist astern, we crept out from Bunaw. Light breezes
prevailed and the day slowly improved. Passing through
Dursey Sound, we met two British-flagged yachts going north.

As we approached Castletownbere Haven entrance, we saw
three French naval vessels at speed and in formation, close to
our south. We rafted up at the west end of this busy fishing
harbour to go ashore for supplies (two good supermarkets,
butchers, excellent fish shop etc), and the customary pint in
MacCarthy’s. After this pleasant interlude, we motored to
sheltered Laurence’s Cove marina, very quiet for once with
very few visitors. We finished off our leg of lamb (cold) before
heading to the pub in Rerrin for a memorable music session in
pleasant company. Bar: Oh!

Very much on the home run now, we left Berehaven in mid
morning. We met misty foggy conditions and light wind as we
passed The Pipers. We heard of a few lifeboat rescues on the
VHF during the cruise and today it was the turn of the
Baltimore lifeboat to go to the aid of the yacht Septimus,
disabled with its propellor fouled on lobster pot lines
somewhere between Toe and Galley Heads. As she was being
towed to the safety of Union Hall it provided a reminder to us
of the need for a good lookout at all times. Visibility improved
to about a half-mile as we rounded the Mizen Head - our last
corner - and we met three yachts going against us. Much
seabird activity was evident with gannets diving in numbers
and at pace, Manx shearwaters wheeling this way and that and
the fulmars keeping a beady eye on all. It seems to me that the
fulmar population is increasing all the time. We saw them each
day of the cruise. As Adrian had never seen the Fastnet at close
quarters, and as it is both the ICC’s symbol and celebrating its
centenary in its present format this year, we agreed to sail past
it. Thankfully the fog lifted as we approached and allowed us a
good look at Carraig Aon~r - "Lone Rock" as it is known in the
first principle language. We were delighted to hear Starfire
(ICC) call us on VHF and we agreed to meet in Baltimore next
day. Meanwhile we were bound for snug North Harbour on
Cape Clear, where we had a memorable night (musical and
otherwise) in Ciaran and Maire Danny Mike’s with Bill Walsh
(ICC), Liam Bohane (ICC) and the crew of Carrigdoun just in
from a cruise to the Azores and back. Both boats were able to
berth outside the two ferries by kind permission of Aod~in
O’Driscoll, ferry skipper, (with the proviso that we’d be off
before 09.00 next morning).

On a fresh, cool and bright morning we motored next day
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via the interesting North Entrance into Baltimore, where we
were able to tie alongside Starfire in a most pleasant reunion
with Connla and Geraldine Magennis and their crew Pat and
Tish Cawley. We returned the three charts so kindly lent to us
three weeks earlier in Ardglass. Later we continued homeward
under sail through the Kedges Sound, between Spain Point and
the most northerly of The Kedges group, for a quick look into
beautiful Barlogue, and on through Stags Sound to anchor with
eight other visitor yachts in the shelter of Castlehaven, another
fine meal afloat from Phil and a pleasant run ashore to end the
day. Bar: 1018.

On Friday 1 lth July, a month out from Kinsale, we left "The
Haven" and, fanned by moderate free wind, we looked into
Glandore, at the end of its Classic Yachts regatta. A fleet of
Howth O.D.s was milling around the starting line south of
Adam as we were leaving. Slipping between the Doolick Rock
and the Galley Head, we heard the Coastguard issue a Pan Pan
about an unknown vessel in an unknown location transmitting a
distress on DSC radio. Gybing across our course we had a
scintillating sail to Courtmacsherry, tying up on the excellent
small pontoon in the afternoon sun. The only unpleasant feature
of "Courtmac" is the vegetable (I hope) flotsam, which has
started coursing in and out on the tides. Care is needed to avoid
this substance as much as possible but, as there is so much of
the stuff drifting around, this is difficult. A regular check on
engine temperature and water inlet filters is recommended.
Entry and exit to this delightful - but often bypassed - harbour
is made very easy nowadays by sticking close to the three green
spar buoys marking the channel, using the second half of the
flood. A gift of five mackerel from a friend on the pontoon
provided our evening meal. We enjoyed the lovely walk to the
mouth of the harbour (known locally as the "Point of the
Wood"), followed by a pleasant evening ashore with old friends
and the final "concert" of the cruise in Pier House.

Next day, we left and rounded the Old Head on a glass-
smooth sea. Porpoises greeted us near Black Head and
numerous boats were out and about enjoying the summer.
Stalwart club member, Liam O’Riordan helped us into a
waiting berth on Kinsale YC’s extended marina, to end the
circumnavigation.

WHICH WAY? The inconclusive debate, of course, is
whether to tackle a "round Ireland" clockwise or anticlockwise.
For what it’s worth, on our anticlockwise cruise, we had mainly
fair (or no) wind from Kinsale to Fair Head, foul (or no) wind
from there to Roundstone, and fair (or no) wind from there
back to Kinsale. A lottery really: you pays your money and you
takes your chance!

HOW LONG? As has often been written and said, a month
is far too little for an in-detail circumnavigation. Allowing a
few days for bad weather, crew changes and remembering that
the whole cruise is likely to be in the order of 1,000 miles, it is
a simple calculation that about 35/40 miles per day need to be
logged. Of course a few longer/overnight passages could be
made, but this means, de facto, that even more harbours will be
bypassed. And so, it has to be down to the length of time
skipper and crew can devote, and this includes the possibility of
abandoning the boat for an interval, prior to returning to
continue. In our own 32-day cruise, we visited 41 harbours or
anchorages, being gale-bound for only one day. Our major
shopping and replenishing of water/diesel stocks was done at
the start in Kinsale, Dun Laoghaire, Burtonport and Fenit.

In addition to myself (on board for the entire trip). 12 others
helped sail Brandon Rose around Ireland. My thanks go to
these compatible people for their help - and forbearance at
times. Amazingly, or maybe not. nobody got seasick, and
drama was limited to the charts problem (rectified instantly by
Connla Magennis), touching the bottom briefly in Donegal and
Kerry, and the outboard motor farce in Sneem.

As usual, while it was great to get away, it was also great to
be back home. It had been a wonderful adventure, a dream
fulfilled.

Brandon Rose: 2003 Circumnavigation Summary

Date Ports/Anchorages N Hours Engine
June Miles* Hrs
11 Kinsale to Ardmore 37 7.5 1
12 Waterford 42 7 2
13 Rosslare 43 8 8
14 Wicklow 45 8.5 8.5
15 Dun Laoghaire 20 4 4
16 Ardglass 55 10.5 5
17 Glenarm 45 8.5 8.5
18 In Glenarm
19 Ballycastle 27 4.5 0.5
20 Portrush 26 5 0.5
21 Pincher Bay (Lough Swilly) 33 6.5 6.5

Fanny’s Bay (Mulroy Bay) 10 2.5 1
22 Tory Id 19 4.5 4.5

Aran Id 20 4 3
23 Burtonport 4 2 2

Teelin 45 8.5 1
24 Ballyglass 59 11.5 7.5
25 Inishkea South 25 5.5 4
25/26 Ardbear Bay (Clifden) 84 6 1
27 Gurteen Bay 22 5 3.5

Roundstone 4 1 I
28/29 In Roundstone
30 Sruth~n (Cashla Bay) 23 5 2
July
1 Kilronan 9 2 0.5
2 Fenit 47 9.5 3.5
3 Scragane Bay via Magharee Ids 8 2.5 2.5
4 Oilean M6r, Blasket Ids 23 5 3

Dingle 10 2 2
5 Ventry Hr 5 1 1

Portmagee 20 5 2
6 Derrynane 21 4.5 1
7 Sneem 12 2.5 2.5

Bunaw (Kilmackillogue Hr) 6 1.5 1.5
8 Castletowne Bere 30 6.5 5.5

Laurence Cove 4 1 1
9 North Hr (Cape Clear) 30 6.5 6.5
10 Baltimore 7 1.5 1.5

Castlehaven (Via Barlogue) 12 3 0.5
11 Courtmacsherry (Via Glandore) 24 6 0.5
12 Kinsale 15 3 3

Totals 971    202.5 113.0

*Distances shown are nautical miles sailed.
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The maiden voyage of Pilgrim Soul

John Keating

The Blindileia cruise in company with the Royal Cruising
Club - July 2003

On Saturday 20th of July at 19.00 hrs I arrived in the sleepy
hollow of Kunsviken on the island of Orust, near

Goteborg, to be greeted by the strains of what sounded like the
Dutch Swing College Band playing ’When the Saints Go
Marching In’ coming from the red barn adjoining the Malo
marina. The prospect of sailing on the maiden voyage of my
good friend Andrew Curtain’s Pilgrim Soul, a new Malo 39 in
Swedish and Norwegian waters, cruising in company with the
Royal Cruising Club, had the makings of one of the most
interesting trips both Andrew and myself have cruised on over
the last 8 years of sailing together.

We dined out that evening in the ’Kok and Fisk’ restaurant in
Ellos and returned early to the boat to prepare for our departure
on the following morning for Kristiansand in Norway to pick
up our wives and meet up with the Royal Cruising Club.

We departed the Malo marina in Kunsviken at 09.50 hrs,
we motorsailed down the Norra Uddevallaleden, passing
Handlesman Flink Hotel in Flato to starboard and the towns of
Ellos and Gullholmen to port, in the direction of the Hallen
lighthouses.

At 11.40 hrs sailing 262 degrees true, in 4 knots of wind
bound for the town of Kristiansand, we motor sailed out of the
Norra Uddevallaleden into the open sea. The sea conditions at

The day passed uneventfully with no ships or yachts to be
seen, which certainly surprised us, as we always believed the
Skagerrak - North Sea was one of the busiest areas for
shipping. We took turns ’cat napping’ and ’on watch’ over the
next six hours until the wind picked up to around 10 - 12 knots
at 17.50 hrs. We switched off the engine, unfurled the headsail
and the boat took off at around 5-6 knots in absolute perfect
sailing conditions. Although not tidal, we experienced the
Skagerrak current which sets around the Swedish and
Norwegian coasts from the Kattegat to the North Sea and
during the course of the next 7 hours we adjusted our course on
a number of occasions to allow for leeway and settled down to
a nice evening’s sail, taking turns on watch.

At 01.45 hrs on Monday morning I came off watch. The
course was set at 267 degrees true, with the weather and wind
holding up very well, although there were signs of a front
coming in on the horizon. Water coming in through the cockpit
porthole awakened me to find that Andrew had reefed the main
and headsail in 25 knots of wind and was sailing on a new
course of 258 degrees true, in torrential rain, with thunder and
lightning all around us. The boat was performing very well in a
confused sea and unpleasant conditions as I took my turn on
watch.

Over the next six hours we passed many lighthouses, some
near, some far away, to enter the harbour of Kristiansand at

the time were flat calm, under a blue sky with mare’s tails and 07.50 hrs and tie starboard-on to the marina located in the

on a beautiful sunny day, we hoisted the main and settled down centre of town. We cleaned up and set off to present ourselves

to a light breakfast, to our wives, Ann and Helen, in their hotel and sat down with
them to a well earned cooked

\

The cruise in company.

breakfast.
After a morning of sightseeing

we visited the local fish market,
which forms part of a new
complex of traditional buildings,
tastefully designed around an inlet
accessible from the inner harbour
to pleasure boats. We bought a
selection of shellfish and herring
for the lunch we were hosting on
Pilgrim Soul for our wives and for
Helen’s relations visiting from
America. That evening we met up
with a Norwegian friend of
Andrew’s and all of us dined out
in the restaurant overlooking the
marina on a traditional Norwegian
delicacy of Wolf fish, which
compeimented the lunch, on what
turned out to be an enjoyable first
day in Norway.

Tuesday morning we woke up
to a beautiful sunny cloudless sky
and a briefing from Harold and
Beth on the RCC cruise in com-
pany programme of events for the
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Narrow Norwegian waters.

next few days and a departure time for the cruise of 16.00 hrs.
As we were the only ICC boat on the cruise, the remainder of
the day was taken up with introductions to some of the other
Royal Cruising Club members, having the ’odd’ glass or two
and ’stocking up’ for the barbeque planned for that evening’s
anchorage. At 16.00 hrs, sharp, we departed Kristiansand
marina, in convoy, bound for the first leg of the Blindileia
Cruise.

The Blindileia is a series of back channels and narrow
passages behind the coastal islands off the southwest coast of
Norway. A very picturesque area of well maintained traditional
style holiday homes, with manicured gardens and private
pontoons, secluded anchorages and spectacular scenery.
Ricky, our tour guide and the Norwegian son-in-law of
one of the Cruising Club members, informed us that the
law in Norway forbids individual ownership of lands
adjoining the seashore, and confirmed that the
friendliness and hospitality of the residents does not
exist here and one is likely to encounter an aggressive
reaction if tempted to tie up to any of the many ’private’
pontoons.

Having spent a wonderful day sailing and motor
sailing down narrow passages, across wide ’lake like’
channels and through gaps not visible until you were
almost on top of them, we arrived at our anchorage of
Gammelsund for the evening barbeque. We always
prided ourselves on getting our menus fight for the
occasion, however, the seasoned RCC members made
us look like amateurs with their wonderful selection of
barbeque foods. We met so many interesting and
friendly fellow sailors that evening and exchanged
stories of places we had sailed to and things we had
done that one could be very tempted to give up this
interference to our lives called ’work’ and ’head off ’. To
round off a splendid evening Christopher, the
Commodore of the Royal Cruising Club plays a ’mean’
concertina and what was even more surprising to find
was, that the RCC has its own song book mostly filled
with Irish songs. We sang all 52 verses of Paddy

McGinty’s Goat into the dusk of a
most entertaining evening ashore,
in a typical Norwegian sunset and.
one felt, looking out at the anchor
light lit silhouetted boats on a
mirror like pond. totally at peace
with oneself.

On the following morning at
09.30 hrs, we set sail again on the
continuation of the Blindileia
cruise, following Ricky, our
Norwegian guide on his father-in-
law’s CR yacht. The cruise was
similar to the previous day, spec-
tacular scenery, narrow passages
and bridges that did not seem high
enough to sail under. Most of the
boats on the cruise were heading
for Grimstad that evening and a
visit to the Ibsen Museum, how-
ever, we continued on to Arendal
as Andrew’s wife Helen had a
prior engagement and was leaving
the cruise.

Leaving the Blindileia we set
sail for Arendal at 15.30 hrs in
winds of around 20 knots coming
from a south-westerly direction

and under full sail in a rough rolling sea we set course for the
town of Arendal. One cannot describe what a well balanced
boat Pilgrim Soul is under full sail as it took everything in its
stride and on a beam reach we passed between the two light
houses marking the entrance to Arendal Harbour. At 17.30 hrs
we came alongside the marina to be met by a Norwegian
gentleman who took our lines and welcomed us with ’how well
he knew Cob(h) in Cork’. On his recommendation we dined out
that evening in a restaurant called ’1711,’ which is located in
the centre of town.

On Thursday morning we met the Commodore of the Clyde
Cruising Club, as well as some of the Royal Cruising Clubs’

PILGRIM SOUL
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The Krabber at Arendal town centre.

Norwegian members on the marina and after making our
introductions we headed into town for a ’spot’ of shopping and
to buy presents. We slipped the marina and headed for Arendal
Sailing Club wonderfully located on an island at the mouth of
the harbour. Arendal S.C. is 105 years old this year and is the
oldest sailing club in Norway according to our guide Ricky. At
around 17.00 hrs we rafted up 3 deep on the sailing club’s
pontoon and spent the next hours into the night enjoying an
appetising barbecue and in full voice singing the ’Holy
Ground’ and ’Molly Malone’ with
the members of the Royal
Cruising Club to the accompan-
iment of Christopher’s swinging
concertina. The next morning we
’sluggishly’ made our farewells
and at 09.30 hours Ann, Andrew
and myself on Pilgrim Soul
departed the sailing club pontoon.
headed for the twin lighthouses at
the harbour entrance and set our
course for Sweden.

Most of Friday morning was
spent motor sailing in beautiful
weather, on a course 100 degrees
true, in 3 to 4 knots of wind and in
a slight swell bound for
Kunsviken. At 14.30 hrs the wind
began to pick up to around 11
knots, we cut engines, hoisted the
sails and adjusted our course to
115 degrees true. The afternoon
was sunny and in a gentle rolling
sea the boat speed increased to
around 5 to 6 knots, bound for our
final destination in Sweden. Apart
from a yacht heading possibly
towards Oslo and a container
ship on a heading towards

\

Eddie at the helm

Kristiansand, no other traffic was
seen on our voyage.

We made landfall at around
03.00 hrs on Saturday morning
and anchored in the lee of the
island L. Kyrkesk to catch a few
hours sleep before continuing on
our journey. We weighed anchor at
10.30 hours in rain and headed
for the picturesque town of
Gullholmen nearby, rafting up to a
Swedish boat, we set out to
explore the town. Later on that
morning feeling a bit ’peckish’ we
slipped away from Gullholmen
and headed for Handlesman Flink
for lunch. This area was made
famous in the music of Evert
Taubes, one of Sweden’s most
famous sons and after a nice lunch
served by a waitress who trained
in Ringsend in Dublin, we went to
pay homage to the Malo creek,
some 10 minutes walk from the
hotel.

On the final part of our cruise,
to the strains of Taubes
’Stockholmsmelodi’, we set sail in
light winds, through the narrow

passages and ’delta’ like lakes for our final destination on the
Malo marina in Kunsviken. We celebrated our last evening in
Sweden with a return visit to the ’Kok and Fisk’ restaurant and
preparing for our departure the following morning to the
Newcastle bound ferry in Gothenborg. We left Sweden with
wonderful memories of the people we met from the Royal
Cruising Club and the spectacular places we had visited and a
wish to return again soon.
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On Carrigdoun to the Azores and back

Bill Walsh

W hY the Azores? This question must have been asked a
hundred times since I first mentioned the idea of a longer

than usual cruise during 2003. I must admit that Liam Bohane
(ICC) was my mentor when, in about September 2002, he
mentioned he was retiring early in 2003 and would be all in
favour of a long sea voyage. The crew were quickly sorted
when I tentatively mentioned the idea to both Bernie Wiseman
and Sonny Dempsey. Both had cruised with me on several trips
to the Channel Islands, Spain and Portugal. I was thrilled when
both agreed to sign on for the Azores. "Why the Azores?" my
son Nick asked again for the umpteenth time. "If you are really
serious you must think of taking on a younger crew member".
To keep him quiet I agreed to think about it and ask around. I
can understand his unease, as the average age on board was 71.
After thinking about it and asking around I was secretly
relieved when no young lad offered to sign on.

Why the Azores? The idea was first put into my mind by
Dominic Mockler, away back in 1970 when we were sailing the
original Cork harbour One Designs. Dom always maintained
that the Querida was the strongest built of this fleet and quite
capable of sailing to the Azores and back. I would have loved to
have gone then but the opportunity did not arise, and Dom was
very disappointed with me. Then Frank O’Regan who had been
sailing a lot longer than myself and also sailed on many a long
trip in the Carrigdoun had visited the Azores on two separate
voyages. Frank regaled me with tales of these beautiful islands
and impressed on me to go there as soon as possible. Another
good friend of mine Larry Eager who had built his own boat in
the back garden, sailed her to the Caribbean and on to
Venezuela single-handed, then turned around and sailed back to
Ireland via the Azores.

He was so delighted with the
Azores that he spent two months
there.Then someone mentioned
Flor Long from Kinsale Yacht
Club, uncle of Eddie and Joe
English, R.C.Y.C., who had
cruised to Azores in 2001. I
phoned Flor sometime in
December and after about two
hours on the phone he fully
convinced me that the idea of
going to Azores was the wisest
decision I had made that year.

The preparations really started
in December 2002. We discussed
on a starting date and settled for
1st of June 2003. We made a list
of all the jobs to be done in the
coming months. The engine had to
be completely checked out, also
batteries, sails, rigging, lights etc.
Included in the list was an SSB
short wave radio. This would
enable us to keep in contact with Carrigdoun in Horta on Faial.

land and other vessels. A new backstay to act as an aerial was
required for this radio. The six man liferaft was sent away for
testing and re-fit. Carrigdoun had to be hauled and antifouled.
This was done in late April and at the end of May we were
ready to sail on our epic voyage.

The Azores consists of nine islands, about 800 miles west of
Portugal and are scattered over 58,000km2 of ocean and appear
as dots on the North Atlantic chart. We had planned to visit all
nine islands. They have a uniqueness and appeal all of their
own and out of all proportion to their size. Most yachtsmen
pass through the islands on their passage from and to the
Americas and stop at Horta, which is a popular large harbour on
the island of Faial, and assume that there is only the one
worthwhile harbour in the archipelago; nothing could be further
from the truth. The islands form a varied, unspoilt, uncrowded
cruising ground waiting for any yacht and crew with enough
time to visit and relax. The most attractive appeal to me was the
hospitality of the islanders.

The Azores are an autonomous region of metropolitan
Portugal and as such are part of the European Union where
Portuguese is spoken and the euro is the currency. The
economy had changed little over the last 500 years. There is
almost no industry; agriculture is still the mainstay, the most
important crops being grain, fruit, tea, tobacco and wine.
Stock raising of cattle, sheep, and pigs is important on all the
islands with butter and cheese exported in large quantities.
Fishing particularly for tuna is a fairly recent innovation and
several world records for tuna, swordfish, ocean bonito and
shark are held from Horta and Ponta Delgada. The whaling
industry, once the islands, second money earner is now a part
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of history and facilities to process the carcasses no longer
exist. However whales have not entirely disappeared from the
economy with whale and dolphin watching enterprises for
scientific research and to attract tourism are based on several
of the islands. A good number of the elegant double-ended
whaleboats have been carefully restored for use in inter-island
regattas.

Yes we did have one of the longest ever passages from Cork
to the Azores having taken fourteen days and some 1982 miles.
Having departed from Crosshaven at noon on the 31st May
2003, we had headwinds each day for the first six days. Then
came our first big problem. The auto-pilot packed up. We were
then some 220 miles from the Portuguese coast. As we relied
on the auto-pilot quite a lot, we decided to change course and
head for Viana de Costello. I knew Viana very well and four
years ago had got the auto-pilot on the old Carrigdoun fixed
there by a very good electronics engineer. We had lovely sail
back into Portugal and although we arrived there on Friday
evening, we were able to contact my old friend Mr. Pires, who
arrived on board at 17.00 hours and started work on the auto-
pilot. He dismantled the hydraulic ram and took it away to be
fixed. It looked as if the electronic clutch inside in the ram had
failed.

This was a blessing in disguise as we were in need of a rest
after six days on the wind. Mr. Pires arrived back and fitted the
repaired ram on Saturday afternoon. After a long delay waiting
for diesel (the marina had run out of fuel) we decided to sail at
first light on Sunday morning. We cast off at 04.30 hours and
faced an 800 mile trip to Ponta Delgada on the island of Sao
Miguel. This again was a tough trip as we had head winds all
the way. It is also a lonely part of the ocean and the rare
sighting of a ship or a fishing vessel was a welcome attraction.
We quickly fell into the routine of alternating watches and
although the wind was against us the weather became quite
warm. It was a daily occurrence to get a visit from those
beautiful creatures the dolphins.

There is one very important factor when planning a long sea
voyage, especially a 1,200-mile trip with nowhere in between
to pull into or change crew, you must have compatibility. We
were very lucky in this regard and most of the time off watch
was spent telling funny yarns and jokes, clean or otherwise.
Bernie took first prize in this department. He amazed us with
his memory and repertoire.

So this part of the trip was pleasant enough except for the
last 50 miles. The weather started to deteriorate and as we
approached Sao Miguel we had 25 knots of wind with rain
again on the nose. We did a lot of tacking that night and
eventually entered the harbour of Ponta Delgada at 09.00 hours
on Saturday, 14th June. It was not a very nice welcome to the
Azores but I was relived that we had arrived in time as my wife
Enda was due the following day. She had flown from Cork to
Heathrow to Lisbon and then to the Azores.

Ponta Delgada is the capital of Sao Miguel and the largest
naval and commercial harbour in the Azores. It is well
protected behind its high 1544 metre long breakwater and is
considered safe for yachts in all conditions. There is an
excellent marina here run by the Junta Antonoma do Porto with
good security and round the clock patrols. Also included in the
marina complex are two salt-water swimming pools plus a
children’s pool, several snack bars, restaurants and even a
nightclub.

After clearing customs, emigration and maritime police,
which took about an hour, we were glad to see that these
procedures were not as bad as we were led to believe. Liam had
left his passport in his car in Crosshaven and when I explained
to emigration officials that it would arrive the next day with my
wife who was flying in, they told me not to worry and it would

be time enough to present it when we were leaving the island.
Yachts must report out as well as in when visiting each island.

We spent the next four days sightseeing and exploring this
beautiful island, called after "Michael the Archangel". It gives
one an idea of the climate of the area when we learned that
oranges were the main export up to the year 1860 both to
America and England. During that year blight attacked the
orange groves and tobacco, tea and pineapples were introduced
which did very well in the mild climate and the rich volcanic
soil.

Our next port of call was Praia da Vitoria on the island of
Terceira. This was 94 miles to the northwest. It was a
wonderful trip under ideal conditions. We came across whales,
dolphins and turtles. It was a great thrill to see the turtles,
lovely creatures, paddling along on all fours on the surface of
the water going in a straight line and intent only in getting to
their destination, which seemed to be Terceira.

We were lucky to have chosen the marina at Praia de Vitoria,
which was very quiet and had only recently been completed.
The marina in the south of the island at Angra do Heroismo was
being extended and we learned from our neighbours, that it was
very noisy and dirty due to the excavations which were going
on. Terceira meaning "third" in Portuguese was the third island
to be discovered and is also the third in order of size, being
about 30km long and 18km wide. The U.S. have a large base
here and most of the islanders speak English with an American
accent. It seemed to be a very prosperous island as there are
very many shops and good restaurants. This is also a volcanic
island and the last eruption occurrence in 1980 when the capital
city "Angra do Heroismo" was badly hit. In 1581 the Spanish
forces wanted to take over the island but when they landed at
Praia they were driven into the sea by the locals with the help of
the wild cattle, which they drove down from the hills. We
witnessed the celebration of this battle, which takes place each
year. They assemble a large number of bulls, which are driven
onto the streets but they are kept in check with long ropes. The
local youths have great fun taunting and running from the bulls
when they get really mad. As a result serious injuries often
occur.

The beaches on both sides of the marina were first class and
we spent many hours swimming and sun bathing on these
uncluttered sands.

Our next island was Graciosa, 44 miles northwest of
Terceira. This is a small oval island, 13km long by 7km wide.
There is no marina here but a large harbour on the eastern side
called Vila da Praia.

We anchored off in the middle of the harbour, as the swell
against the quay wall was too severe. Santa Cruz is the capital
of the island, which also has a harbour, but it is more open to
the northeast and is not recommended for yachts. The main
industry here is agriculture, with crops of maize, wheat, barley
and growing vines on the biscuits (lavafields) and they produce
high quality wines and brandy for export. "Graciosa White" is
reckoned among the best wines produced in the Azores but we
failed to find any in the supermarkets. Until quite recently
Graciosa’s way of life was most obvious in the number of
horses, donkeys and occasionally even cows used for daily
transport. There are more water troughs than filling stations and
many doorways offered a ring or simply a hole in a projecting
stone to solve the parking problem. We did not stay for very
long on this island owing to the lack of a marina so we cast off
on 21st June for Sao Jorge.

This island is approx 20 miles south and we had a very
pleasant sail. It is said to resemble a sword blade being 54 km
long and only 7.5km wide. It has steep volcanic cliffs with low
tongues of lava extending out to sea in a few places. We headed
for Vila das Velas, which is a quarter way down its southern
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Liam Bohane, Bernie Wiseman, Bill and Enda Walsh, Sonny
Dempsey in Horta.

side. As we entered this harbour there was a great deal of
activity on the quayside marquees with music, and a very
festive mood. We soon learned the reason for this when we
attempted to tie up alongside the quay wall. We would be
allowed to tie up for 20 minutes only for diesel or water after
which we would have to go to one of the town moorings, which
were free of charge. There was a boats race due in from Pico,
an adjoining island, and a large number of spectator boats were
accompanying the fleet. The yachts were the old traditional
whaling yachts, with huge masts and sails, and about 35 feet
long without engines. After crossing the finishing line both the
mast and sail were dropped and the boats hauled up on the
slipway for the night.

This was done by hand as these yachts are very shallow
drafted and carried a crew of nine or ten young men.

Sao Jorge is famous for its cheese, which has a delicious
slightly sharp taste. We sampled this at dinner in a local
restaurant that night and all agreed that it was indeed of the
very best quality. It also keeps very well without chilling and
before we left we stocked up with enough to last us until we got
home.

There is a good deal of effort being put into the growing
tourist industry on this island and they have a small airport
serving inter-island flights. Vines grow on the gentle southern

slopes; also oranges, bananas and plums thrive. Fig trees
produce more fruit than can be harvested. There seems to be a
lot of building work going on throughout the island and we
were surprised to learn that the population has dropped by a
third during the last 35 years

After viewing the start of the return yacht race to Pico we
were ready to leave Vila das Velas (Town of Candles) which
was one of the most memorable islands visited.

Our next destination was Horta, that famous town on the
island of Faial and only 20 miles from Sao Jorge. Faial is the
most westerly of the central group of islands and is one of the
smaller in the Azores, being about 22km by 15km. Many of the
18,000 inhabitants still live by farming. On July 9th 1998 a
major earthquake left at least five people dead and nearly three
thousand people homeless, although the epicentre is estimated
to have been under the sea some nine miles northwest of Faial,
villages near the fault line, which dissects the island, were
badly hit. Yachtsman who were in their bunks in Horta marina
were awakened by violent shaking as though a sail was
flogging in the wind, but the town suffered little damage.

The marina is excellently run and can accommodate about
two hundred yachts and is probably the best place in the
archipelago to ride out a storm. Once ashore the long narrow
town is attractive and has reasonable shops. The local people
are friendly and helpful towards yachtsmen despite the vastly
increased numbers. Enda and I went shopping one day and
heard that the Hypermarket was situated up beyond the hill that
overlooked the town. We decided to investigate but got lost in
the residential part of town. Enda went into an office type of
building to enquire the whereabouts of the Hypermarket and
came out with this handsome young man who although he had
very little English indicated that we should get into his car and
he would show us the way to the market. He drove us to the
doors of the Hypermarket and after giving him our heart felt
thanks we went shopping. This was a huge store and we bought
quite a few bags full of supplies. As we headed to the
information desk to enquire for a taxi to deliver us back to
Carrigdoun our young driver appeared at my elbow. He had
waited and very willingly drove us back to the marina with our
load and would not even come aboard for a drink, explaining
that he was due to collect his wife in town. This is typical of the
hospitality we experienced in the Azores.

The walls of the marina and the breakwater here are covered
with paintings bearing the names of visiting yachts. The
tradition has grown from the belief that it is unlucky to leave
Horta without making one’s mark. We were prepared for this
and had brought our own artist who did an excellent job on the
pathway outside our berth, as there was no space free on any of
the surrounding walls. We had a nice comfortable berth on the
marina so we decided to visit Pico by ferry. This island is only a
half an hours journey from Horta and it does not have a marina.

It is quite a large island approx. 48km long by 15km wide
and is dominated by the Volcanic Mountain called Pico Alto
being 2351 metres high. This volcanic peak is very impressive
and is crowned by a crater 300 metre in diameter and 30
metres deep. The island is famous for its wine and we
discovered an excellent wine called "Terras de Lava", we were
amazed at the price, which was only £1.50 per bottle. Needless
to say we bought quite a few bottles. The lager on the islands
which is very good, cost only £1.30 per pint and a large gin
and tonic �2.

Madalena is the largest harbour here and has good quay
walls but it is very busy with ferries coming and going, it is not
a good place for yachts as it is rather unsheltered. The island
itself is very beautiful and fertile and is known as the orchard of
the Azores. It was well worth the visit and we had a lovely time
touring and swimming there. On June 25th we sailed from
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Horta bound for Terceira our
favourite island. We decided not
to go further west to the islands of
Flores and Corvo as the wind
always seemed to be blowing
from that direction and they were
approx. 140 miles away. We had a
beautiful sail to Praia da Vitoria,
70 miles away and arrived to find
it just as quite as when we left it.
On the marina we met "Waxwing"
owned by Susan and Peter Gray
(ICC). They had sailed out of Dun
Laoghaire in 1995, gone around
the world and were on their way
home after eight years. No visit to
Praia da Vitoria is complete with-
out a walk up the hill overlooking
the marina and the town. There are
excellent views of the island and
seas around it.

The time had come to leave
Terceira on the 28th June so we
set sail to Ponta Delgada on Sao
Miguel, which was 92 miles away.
Enda was due to fly out on her Madalena on Pico.
return journey on the 1 st July from
there. After leaving port at 11.30 hours we encountered large
seas but with a following wind and had a cracking sail that day.

We found on arrival in Ponta Delgada the next day a festival
in progress, the highlight of which was a hugh open-air concert
on the main street, which went on all night. The next couple of
days were spent touring and sightseeing, then when Enda left
we started preparation for our return journey home. The ninth
island called Santa Maria, 17km long by 8km wide, is one of
the smaller islands and has about six thousand inhabitants. It
was discovered by the Portuguese in 1427 and promptly settled
by them. In 1493 Columbus anchored off the coast when
returning from his first voyage, to enable his crew to attend
mass. Wisely he allowed only half his men ashore where they
were promptly imprisoned, either on suspicion of spying or in
the employ of the Spanish crown. There is a large airport on

this island, built by the British and U.S. forces in 1944 but it
does not have a marina. We decided not to visit Santa Maria
this year as it was 54 miles off our course for home. Also after
leaving Sao Miguel at 11.30 hours on the 2nd of July we
immediately availed of a 20knot wind in the fight direction. We
made good 154miles that day. The next day was much of the
same but on the third day the winds lightened and we were
down to a speed of 5 knots. We spotted a sail on the horizon
heading in our direction. This was such a rare occurrence that I
immediately contacted them on R.T. It was a large Hallberg
Rassy called "Future" out of Holland on a round the world trip
with its first stop the Azores. We had a nice chat on the radio
telephone and having advised them about marinas and services
in the Azores we wished each other bon voyage. The next thing
we knew was this big yacht was bearing down on us with its

jenniker flying. They had lashed a
plastic bucket to a long pole with a
nice bottle of red wine which we
successfully retrieved. It was a
lovely gesture.

July 7th and we are 400 miles
from Crosshaven but have very
little wind. By midnight the wind
is building up and at 6.00 hours it
had reached 30knots. We are
scorching along for home.

July 9th 2003 began as a black
dark night with very poor
visibility but the wind is falling
and we still have a very confused
sea. It was drizzling for the whole
day so it did not take much
persuasion to alter course slightly
and head for Cape Clear. We made
land fall on the Cape at 20.00
hours. So ended our most success-
ful cruise. We had logged 3275
miles.

Horta on Faial.
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From Adria to Roundstone

Paddy Barry

w rith trepidation I waited for the verdict. Those with me
were my ’technical’ friends. Would there be much

intaking of breath, shaking of heads or even a thumbs-down?
After all I had bought this boat within a half day of seeing her
the previous November. Now we, the Commissioning Party,
were out in the first week in March to crank her up and get
ready for sailing.

But to step back a little. I was devastated at the loss of Saint
Patrick in May of 2002, and occasionally still am. However life
goes on and the good news was that her insurance was in order
and that I had a cheque within weeks. I considered only briefly
the option of another Hooker.The years it would take to get
built, or buy and put into cruising commission, I had no
stomach for - been there! Besides that, the Hookers are very
physical, and my friends and myself too could do without the
heavy haul of Hooker throat and peak halyards.

So, in August I set about looking for a classic timber yacht,
about 40 foot, or maybe 45 ft., because there is nothing in their
very fine ends. Donal McClement showed me a couple, the
internet threw up a half dozen, big value for buck, shiny, big
outside, not so inside, fragile and promising endless
maintenance. I shied away.

In September I went for metal boats, budget still about
£100k. The Internet has dozens at any one time. Holland is
particularly good for well built steel boats. The UK is priced
out of the market, being about 30% higher cost to us than the
Continent. By September I had narrowed the field of enquiry to
aluminium. Our experience of this in Northabout had been very
good and similarly time on Jamie Young’s alloy ex IOR Killa~
Flyer had convinced me that
aluminium was for me.

Going aluminium certainly
narrowed the choice. At any one
time there might be only V2 dozen
boats of interest on the market,
mostly in France and also in
faraway places, cruises gone
wrong. I had no aversion to
buying from a widow, but was
reluctant to fly to Panama and
such. I did attend a nephew’s
wedding in the south of France,
which I might have missed had
there not been an interesting boat
nearby, on which I actually made a
good and indeed upwardly
flexible offer. Our cruise of 2003
would have taken a different
course had that concluded.

In the last week of October I
got email, one of those ’to all’
types, from a German broker with
whom I had been in touch. The
owner of a flash and entirely
unsuitable boat in Adria, was

willing to make a considerable reduction in price. I had
dismissed this boat when I saw the photos, an ex racer, all
winches and nowhere to sit, my friends smoke pipes and play
music. No, this was not for us. But! The price was now very
attractive. Adria, I was told (it being telephone talk now) was
the Adriatic and the boat was an hour from Trieste airport, and
Ryanair go there. On arrival at Aprilia Maritimma boatyard,
mega, the boat looked great, but a Hungarian seemed to have
had beaten me to it, an Italian surveyor was on his mobile to
presumably his principal, and another Italian was on his phone
to, presumably either his bank or his surveyor. They and the
Broker left me, alone.

Kratos, that was her name, was a 20-year-old German Frers
45 footer, built by Genari as a 2-tonner. Think Ferrari! She had
been converted for cruising, but you had to look hard to see
where, the Mercedes engine?, or perhaps the fridge or the
cushions. More importantly, the hull appeared sound, the spars
and engineering good and yes, there was some possible seating
in the cockpit. Though a snug cruising rig she had not, I bought
her that afternoon.

The commissioning party was myself (occasional guitar),
Jarlath Cunnane, Mike Brogan (fiddle), Liam Canavan, Louis
Purton (flute), Gear6id 0 Riain, Niall 0 hUadhaig and Tom
Moran (mandolin). These boys could also strip a gearbox while
you’d look at it or do the business with volts, amps, ohms or
whatever you’re having yourself. Happily they didn’t condemn
the boat, in fact the opposite. She was in the water now, had had
her standing rigging and some running rigging renewed, well
done, but not cheap at £9,500 and life raft serviced, £500. The

The "commissioning week" party - March 2002. Approaching Venice. Niall 0 hUadhaig, Louis
Purton, Tom Moran, Jarlath Cunnane (in front), Mike Brogan, Paddy B., Liam Canavan.
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box which I had sent out with dinghy, outboard, tools, bicycle,
galley gear, pillows, yes pillows, and so on had arrived. Peter,
the Broker, couldn’t have been more helpful, he even loaned us
his car. The Owner sent down a mechanic to do some fine-
tuning on the engine controls, without our even having to ask.
The deal had included provision that the engine and autopilot
would be working. We had collected the sails, all 14 of them.

In two days we were ready for sea.
The weather had been clear, chilly and windless. The snow

on the Alps, 60 miles to our north was clear to seen. However
all was not perfect. Liam had taken a stumble, Doctor Mike had
diagnosed trouble, and sure enough when they returned from
the hospital, Liam’s leg was in a cast. For the rest of the week
he hobbled, though quite effectively.

On Friday March 7th we motored round in the marina to
take on diesel, and went aground. Ar Seachrrn, (On the
Wander) was now her new name. We did know that her 2.25
draft (7 ft. 4 in.) might have to be watched, but were
unprepared for the unlikely drama arising in the shallows of
this 1,000 boat marina complex. This had been dredged out of a
muddy lagoon, with an entry canal of several miles, similarly
shallow. The tidal range was 1.2 metres at Springs, and it was
now approaching neaps, and so was getting worse. We did get
to the fuel berth and yes, we did get out of Aprilia into the deep
(er) water of Lignano, but only after much dragging of keel
through the mud, piloting by Peter the Broker and Vieri the
Rigger in the dark on the night tide and crew hanging out with
boom and all that on the low side to reduce draft. We sang the
Merry Ploughboy, later.

It is 40 miles from Lignano to Venice, which we covered
mostly under motor, but did get a selection of sails flying,
including both spinnakers. There are 3 entries into Venice, all
deep enough for shipping. We took the easternmost, passed
inward by the distinctive chequered lighthouse and in late
afternoon approached the famous skyline. Water traffic got
busy all around. The sailing directions, combined with poor-
mans plotter (pirated chart CD on office laptop, linked to GPS)
took us through the labyrinth and in no time at all we were only
a couple of boat lengths off St Marks Square. Gondolas punted
about, waterbuses tore around, garbage boats went wherever
garbage boats go around here and no one took a blind bit of

Transport for ’guests of the nation’ at Favignana, Italy.

notice of us. Louis and Neill identified the various towers and
cathedrals among the pigeons.

Our berth for the next couple of days was to be at the Venice
Boat Show, where Peter was showing, and hopefully selling,
some Hansa’s, for which his firm Schmidt, are agents. From
amidst all the glitz we sallied forth to the waterways and
medieval exotica. It was magnificent of course, but somehow it
was the smaller events that made the most impression. I
wandered into the second half of a Mass in a Church, the Italian
sounding so like the Latin of long ago.

We left Venice after dark on the evening that the Show
closed. Jarlath, Tom and Mike took one of Peters Hansas, not
jumping ship, just doing Peter a favour in getting all boats back
to Lignano.

The following day we sailed in light air and fog the 25 miles
eastward to Trieste. Now this seemed a better class of town
altogether. Its lights shone in the amphitheatre of its
surrounding hills. It had a sense of reality about it. Even the
guys in the private marina into which we had mistakenly gone
in the dark had a normalcy about them as they angrily bad us
good day. We moved, no bother, into the excellent municipal
marina next door. Trieste, former gateway from seaward to the
Austria-Hungarian empire, is a working city. There we got
organised with gas cylinders and such. There also we followed
the James Joyce trail, He is not unremembered, had we come to
pay his bill? some asked.

Tom, Mike and Jarlath had followed this trail to its very end,
figuratively speaking, and so were not in the best of shape for
our early morning departure back to Lignano. We motored
without incident, tied up, cleaned up and taxied to the airport.
Peter would bring the boat back into Aprilia a few days later
when the tides would be better.

For our May Week we had Danny Sheehy, Paul Cooper,
Paddy O’Brien and Peter Gargan, all well used to each other,
and to myself. In addition we had Maurice Wilson, Tony Reilly
and Pat Gilmore, all of whom knew how to make a boat go fast.

The evening we landed, Wednesday 14th was dull and
unpleasant, the wind blew cool, dark clouds scudded. The
evening tide was good for getting out, but none felt inclined to
go seaward in the dark. What great contrast the next morning,
the sun shone and we were fresh as away we went, the idea
being to make Syracuse, Sicily in the next eight days.

We nearly never got started,
again.

I knew the tides to leave little
to spare as, Y2 hour before high
water, we left. About a mile out in
the channel, or the ’canal’ as they
rightly call it, we got well and
truly stuck. We could go neither
forwards, or indeed backwards to
whence we had come. Motorboats
passed blithely unaware of our
predicament. Yachts solicitously,
and anxiously, enquired as to what
we drew. High water came and
went. A ’lots of horse-power-gin-
palace’, with Austrian flag hove
within hailing distance, and,
glory-be, took our headline. How
we laughed as we ploughed
through the mud, all the way out
and with what gratitude passed a
bottle of Jameson to our tug. Well
away! Main and Number 3 Jib.

It was about 420 miles direct to
the ’heel’ of Italy and then a
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couple of hundred or so to the east coast of Sicily. Our plan was
to get in mileage early on and then dawdle somewhat and see
whatever there might be in the way of sights. Because our time
would be so short I didn’t think it worthwhile the expense of
paying £200 or so for the annual cruise permit demanded by
Croatia. So we would be keeping to the Italian side of the
Adriatic. The course down the Adriatic is generally south-
eastward.

The afternoon was grand and the wind too as we ran 4 miles
off the Croatian coast, its hills and red-roofed houses to the east
of us. Our course that night took us away from the land.

Then it blew, but reefing was no bother. The saloon table
parted its mountings, the high side bunks spilled their
occupants, and the harbour-friendly forward cabin was both
bumpy and wet.

An oil, or gas, platform was passed 2 miles abeam the next
morning, but otherwise there was hardly any traffic. In calm
water we swam, the temperature being ’fresh’. Then the wind
blew fair and easy. With spinnaker up in 8 to 12 knots apparent,
we made 8 to 9 knots. Guilia Nova was now our goal.

17.50. ’Approaching. Sails down. Sunny & Hot’
18.30. ’Stern-to. Friendly welcome’. We had 200 miles

done.
This was a fine town, we eat for �10 a man and left at

midnight, calm and clear.
On Saturday morning, the sun blazed and we motored in flat

sea. In the early dawning Danny had been doing some writing.
We were going for the Tremiti Islands and by 14.30 had our
anchor down in the sand off St. Nicola. With swimming to the
beach, doing odd jobs and visiting the Monastery and Castle,
the afternoon passed pleasantly.

’Do ye want to hear this’? Said Danny

Saighdi(tir[ Farraige Sea Soldiers

Ni raibh acu deoir beoireach
N~i blaiseadh bfdh
na boladh ffona
ach a ngreim f~iscithe
ar th6ad miotail
tr~ithndna citiin i nGiulianova
Ach bhraitheadar san
Fuinneamh uaibhreach na

gr6ine
Ag 6irf san oirthear
I radharc na deirge
Leis an ngealach ar a gctil
Lena mb6al ar leathadh
Ar thaobh an bhfiid
Chun freastal ar ochtar fear
Ag taisteal 6 dheas
Ina suan Ar Seachrdn
Is gan ionnta san
Ach naoi bpionna 6adaigh,
Ag seasamh d/reach in airde
Curtha in ionad
Ag l~iimh duine
I l~r na farraige
Sa chi6nas san Muir Adriatic
F6 mar a bhdadh saighditlirf
Ag beanntl don ngile
Agus ag f6irithint orainne.

They didn’t have a tear of beer
nor a taste of food
nor a smell of wine
but their grip fastened
on a steel rope
a peaceful evening in

Giulianova
But they felt
the proud energy of the sun
rising in the east
in the line of redness
with the moon to their backs
with their mouths open wide
at the side of the boat
to attend to eight men
travelling southwards
asleep Ar Seachrdn
There is only in them
but nine clothes pegs
standing straight up
put in place
by the hand of man
in the middle of the ocean
in the quiet of the Adriatic Sea
As if they were soldiers
saluting the light
And attending to us.

As we eat our dinner in the evening sun that’s what he read to
us, what he had written that morning watch in Irish, the
translation came later, the sight of the clothes pegs on the rail
inspiring him.

21.0. ’Up anchor and away, under engine’.

At 02.30, now Sunday, we raised sail and thought to go for
Mola di Bari, now 64 miles distant and recommended by Brian
Hegarty.

It was cloudy, with a touch of rain as we approached about
mid-day. We stopped for a swim before going in and were
alongside at 14.00.

The place was so quiet, not a sinner in the town, not a noise
as we walked about. We were in Siesta country now, very South
Italy. By 16.00 the place was coming alive and an hour later
was jumping. We visited the cathedral La Chiesa Matrice a
Mola di Bail, where a most enthusiastic priest showered
friendliness on us.

We eat in a back-street cafr, wine, good food, whatever it
was, noisy and family-friendly, for about t~6 a man. We went to
sea at 22.30 in a calm sea and starry night, setting our waypoint
for Otranto.

How it changed, the wind blew from astern, no spinnaker
now as the speedo showed 10 knots and the GPS later showed a
12 knot figure, a surge I suppose, there were a few. Our arrival
into Otranto harbour wall was tricky. With a gusting beam wind
we dropped anchor and with little panache, but many revs. and
fenders, ’arsed’ irreverently between yachts already at the
harbour wall.

There is in this harbour a new block with fine showers. It
blew all day while we visited the cathedral, yet another. But this
one was a special. It has a mosaic floor within, spreading over a
huge area, depicting the Tree of Life, the story of Mankind, no
less. There we found the Saint Brendan mosaic, the man
himself in his boat, holding a sinner by the legs over the side,
while a shark-like fish swallows his head. There is little
compromise about this triumph of good over evil!

At 23.00 we were off. The wind had eased to E 3 or 4 and

Author and co-owner Mary in Syracuse.
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A crew fit for any Galway Hooker. Ruaidhri, Danny, Donncha, Sean, Raphael and Rory.

was from the north. At 03.30 we went round Capo S. Mafia di
Leuca, the ’heel’ of Italy, and lay off to the southwest, the wind
being westerly. We had headsail up and engine going. The
moon was in the south. At the 05.00 watch change, Venus was
gone, the sun rose red and we put up mainsail. Syracuse was
165 distant by 11.00 and we decided to go straight there. But
we didn’t. Later that day the wind rose, and we crossed, or
rather were forced into the ’Golfo di Squillance’. With 30
Knots apparent, from ahead we were getting nowhere, close
hauled. The boat would not go tightly to weather at all. The
combination of partly rolled headsail and poorly trimmed main
just would not drive her up-"nothing that £10,000 for new sails
won’t fix", said Paul, helpfully.

The wind went round to the northwest as forecast, on the
wonderful, but interminably slow, Italian computerised radio
forecast.

05.00 Wednesday. The moun-
tain ridge of Calabria is abeam,
Cape Spartivento is ahead, it’s 75
miles to go, wind is 15 knots and
all is lovely’.

That afternoon we broad-
reached, with porpoises at our
bow and with refineries off in the
distance to starboard. Tugs,
barges, shipping abounded, even
fighter planes; was the war in Iraq
spreading!

At 17.00 we entered the small
Porto Marmoreo in Syracuse and
were welcomed by Vito with
whom I had arranged, for t~550, to
leave the boat for the next month.

Next day some went to Mount
Etna, getting some fantastic
photographs of fiery red lava and
flames. I fell for it! The photos
were of postcards in the souvenir
shop. They had seen nothing.

On Friday most flew home,
direct from Catania to Dublin.

Danny was meeting his wife
M~ire and daughter Orla in
Toarmina. Mary B. and cousin
Kay Conway were joining me on
the boat for a stationary week.

In fact, we moved. That side of
Syracuse is a bit of a kip, so we
took the boat round to the more
salubrious surroundings of the
new marina in Grand Harbour for
the week. The standard of eating
ashore also went somewhat
upwards.

Three weeks on, Wednesday
June 25th, we flew to Rome via
Stansted. In a minimalist walking
tour of central Rome we managed
Cathedral Mater Maglia, The
Colusium, The Forum, Piazza
Victor Emmanuel and coffee at £3
a cup, before getting on the
overnight sleeper train for
Syracuse. There was Danny and
myself, with Sean Mullah,
Donncha 6 hl~allaithe, Raphael
McIlhone, Ruadhri 6 Tuairisg and

Rory Walsh, a crew fit to sail any Galway Hooker.
Danny and I had seen enough of the Classics; the Market

was far more interesting. Fruits and fish of all make and colours
were bought in plentiful quantity. At 22.00 we put to sea. The
Plan was to do the 1,100 miles to Malaga in the fortnight ahead.

The weather had changed from that a month earlier. Now it
was hot and windless. The engine had better work, and well.
The night was starry as we rounded Capo Passero, the
southeasternmost part of Sicily. There were many fishing boats
about. It was hot in the bunk. You would need a bottle of water
to hand and sip it slowly lest you would run out before your off-
watch was over. We were bound for Agrigento, 60 miles
westward. We motored at 6 knots. At 06.00, as the sun rose, it
was nice and cool. We motored all day, choose the smaller of
the two harbour options, San Leone, probably not the best
choice. At �64 for the night, the price didn’t matter too much

The ’facilities’ in Agrigento marina were ’au natural’.
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because we were all sharing, but we did expect better in the
way of facilities than to be told to go ’au natural’ in the stones
behind the harbour wall.

The Valley of the Temples is hugely impressive. It is a
World Heritage Site, with three great Grecian temples.
Although to some extent I find that the Classical Places are a
disappointment. They can never be as impressive as when,
many years ago Sean and I, after our Engineering final exams,
visited Greece, Baedeker in hand. Afternoon we bussed it to the
modern town of Agrigento on higher ground.

At 18.15 we left, motored through the night to bring up at
07.00 in the bay of Favignana, one of the Egadi Islands off
Sicily’s southwest. This place was gorgeous. We anchored
where directed, breakfasted and swam, then moved stern-to
into the wall a couple of hours later. Near us were the old black
timber tuna boats, big and strong for their bloody work. The
processing sheds, attractive arched brick built are on the far
side of the harbour. There is a tourist industry, but it doesn’t
overwhelm the locals as elsewhere. In fact the main industry is
probably the Penitentaria, conveniently located in the town and
whose guest collection vessel was tied nearby. The Arogonese
fort of Saint Catherine stood overlooking all on a hill of about
800 foot, enough of a walk to make a body break sweat in the
heat. Our boat tied to the wall, we slept well that night.

Our next leg was to Sardinia, the nearest point on its
southwest being 150 miles. We motored away at 08.45, to carry
a 2-knot tide round the north side of the island. Intermittently
we carried sail in light airs and stopped several times for
swimming, always a highlight. ’20.45. Sun on the horizon
ahead, swimming again in salty buoyant water, dolphins earlier
in the clearest blue that you ever did see. Dinner now.’ Through
the night it roughened up with wind 23 knots from ahead, but
by morning it had eased. We saw a pilot whale and sighted the
land of Capo Carbonara by 09.00. We decided, with some
misgivings, to keep going for Cagliari, capital of Sardinia. A
good choice it turned out when we tied alongside the clean city
quay wall with no one to bother us, much less look for euro.

As ever, Donncha and Ruadhri had dinner on the table as
soon as the lines were tied. There would have been competition
for this role, as Sean would, tightly, regard himself as no mean
hand at the ’chefing’ himself. However when it came to speed
off the mark the contrast in styles marked Donncha as the

May week down the Adriatic. Pat Gilmour, Danny Sheehy, Paddy O’Brien, Paul Cooper, Peter Gargan

Ar Seachrdn - "a snug rig she had not". Gear6id 6 Riain

definite front-runner. Rory Walsh, ever enthusiastic, would
allow none other at the wash-up. What could Raphael, Danny
and myself do except say ’Fair Enough’.

The evening was civilised, strolling with the locals, walking
up to the old fortifications, no devilment at all to be found. At
09.00 we left, bound first for Nora, 20 miles or so on, to see the
Roman ruins, partly underwater. The log says ’Disappointing
Ruins. Great swim’. We had anchored and snorkelled looking
for the underwater bits. Pretty nondescript, you’d see as much
in Connemara, unless it was that we were in the wrong spot.
This was unlikely as tour groups were there being led around
and lectured to in the usual way. Maybe we should have taken
the tour! It’s nearly always worthwhile.

We lifted anchor at Nora at 13.00 and set out for Calaforte,
60 miles on, motoring. The main
event was the apparent loss of oil
pressure, which started showing
on the gauge. So we rang Tom
Moran in Castlebar, AA Tom. He
told us what to do. Isn’t
the ’mobile’ something else’?
Calaforte is on the island of
San Pietro on the southwest of
Sardinia, the geographical equiv-
alent of the Egadi Islands off
Sicily. At 21.30 we were tied stern
to the quay wall, disapproving
Germans for neighbours. The
town was quite lovely.

In the morning I cycled out
through the farmlands. At 14.00
we left, bound for Menorca, 200
miles or so northwestward. All
day we motored into a light
headwind, until at 22.30 the wind
lifted to 15 knots and came round
on the starboard side. In the starry
night the sails filled taut and
pulled us in a fiat sea. Couldn’t be
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better. The sun rose at 06.15. Still doing 8 knots, with one reef
and some roll, and so it continued until 17.00. We motored the
last 3 hours. Now there were yachts all about. From having
seen none at all at sea anywhere so far, now it was like a
Sunday on Dublin Bay, not a Saturday though. One week of the
fortnight to Malaga was done.

My impression of Mahon had come from Patrick O’Brien’s
depiction of nineteenth century British Navy times there. On
our arrival, never in my life have I seen such useless work as
was being carried out by uniformed serfs, as the neurotic
washing of already clean big motor boats as was going on
there. I had seen this ridiculous performance once in Kilronan
in the rain. Now I know where they breed.

Our berth was �85, negotiated downward, for cash and no
power, to 50.

The back of the town was pleasant, once you got away from
the seafront strip. It’s a working harbour too. Big ferries do
their business at the upper end of the harbour. Next morning, at
06.15, I cycled, the benefit of a night well spent. A quarter mile
beyond you are in the country, lovely cycling, even on a folding
bike, the brakes now rusted solid. The farmyards smelt of
animals and manure, the green stuff in the fields, whatever it
was, crops anyway, appeared wholesome. The cool air had a
scented freshness. This was in great contrast to the business
below on the waterfront. Back uptown, working people
tradesmen and office-workers alike had their breakfast
standing, while I with time to spare drank coffee and watched.

We left about 10, heading south around Menorca and
deciding to go for the north side of Mallorca, probably to
anchor at one of the calas on the northeast coast. All day we
motored, and then an evening breeze gave us a lovely sail past
the magnificent sea cliffs of Mallorca. It was too nice to stop,
At 21.00 there were peregrine falcons, Rory said, above and
dolphins below. Many north/south going planes were to be
seen, resort traffic. The wind fell, dinner preparing; with engine
we entered Puerto de Soller at 01.00 and berthed alongside.

This north side of the island and the port itself was so
attractive and the ’passage schedule’ in such good shape that a
lay day was in order. The following day, Sunday, Donncha,
Raphael and Ruadhri took the old chug-a-lug train over to
Palma. The others of us walked the sea cliff route to Deja, hill
village, beautiful but rather ’twee’. The lads went searching for
Robert Graves grave, I hiked it down to the cala for a swim.
Going back, we took the higher-ground track, through

farmland, parched but well planted and maintained. The well-
got farmhouses could hardly have been supported by the
farming, methinks they get EU cheques in the post, too. In the
town of Soller, 2 miles inland, we ran into our Palma party. The
town of Soller had been built inland to protect it from coastal
marauders, of which the Mediterranean ever has had in
succession through the ages.

We left Soller under a starry sky at 05.00 on Monday, well
pleased with our stay and Rory already making plans for a
retum-walking holiday. The northwest, cliffs and woods with
only an occasional red roofed house was delightful, all in great
contrast to my preconceptions of Mallorca. Going inside Isla
Dragonera, we laid off to the southwest the 50 miles to San
Eulelia, Ibiza, occasionally under sail but mostly motor. We
were somewhat diffident about Ibiza, its reputation and all that,
but, in Soller, this place had been recommended.

It was awful, it pains me to write about it, and so I won’t.
And the more so when the following morning we saw where

we might have been. We left S.E. (I won’t even mention its
name again, ever) at five and motored for a couple of hours to
the west side of Formentera, where there was a choice of
anchorages, sandy and inviting. We swam, breakfasted and
sailed off the anchor. Why do we go to marinas? For diesel and
grub I suppose, and the same as with new cities, the first day or
two you are finding your way, expensively and uncertainly.
Although in truth the ratio of bad to good hadn’t been too bad at
all so far.

Next leg was to be an ovemighter, 150 miles to Cartagena or
somewhere on the Spanish mainland in a southwesterly
direction. At 15.00 the log notes that we had passed a turtle,
about 2-foot diameter, and that the wind was long gone. At
03.00 the lights of the coast were visible and there were plenty
fishing boats about. At 06.00 the dawn was breaking off
Cartagena. At 09.00 ’great swim, Cooler !, 60 miles to Cabo de
Gata. Options for to night, say about 50 miles on were Los
Frailes, 7 miles northeast of de Gata or Cierra de las Yuegas,
nearer at 13 miles northeast of the Cape. By 13.30 we were off
Carboneras with its prominent cement factory, the coast
otherwise barren, mountain range behind. The afternoon was
without breeze, hot, hot. And in fact we got almost to the de
Gato comer and went uncertainly into a small marina in San
Jose, where we got the last berth, near the entry where there
was sufficient depth for us. This was a pleasant town of Spanish
tourists only. With our schedule in good shape, it was decided
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to leave 8 hours after the last man would get back to the boat.
You couldn’t lie in the bunk on such a lovely morning. By

8.30 all were up and about, swimming and breakfasting. We left
about 9, tried to sail, but the breeze was altogether too light and
fickle. Salinas village looked like villages along this coast used
to long ago, and it was in this area, I believe, that many of the
’spaghetti westerns’ were made. However 4 tower cranes stand
ready to boogie at the back of the village. It won’t be the same
for long.

The sailing directions spoke of an east going current. We felt
no sign of it. Later that afternoon we passed white plastic
covered fields and drab concrete-block towns, but no sign of
resorts. The snow-peaked Sierra Nevada could be seen away
inland. At 20.30 we entered the big commercial, but unbusy
harbour of Puerto Motril. The small club marina in its
northwest corner was full, so we tied to the nearby commercial
quay.

This town was pure local, no tourists Spanish or otherwise.
We walked the streets and ate in a bar-restaurant where families
were still coming in at 11 o clock, all very friendly and great
crack. Our Spanish linguists, Sean and Rory, had a ball.

Next day, Friday July llth, we did the 50 miles to
Benalmadena under engine. Because we were having a crew
change, we didn’t take the chance of going into Malaga, where
we might not get a berth. The day was hazy and we could hear
the noise of Malaga airport.

Benalmadena wasn’t too bad at all as big marinas go. Harry
Connolly, my brother Fred and son Cathal joined. So did A1
Lennon, from Killyleagh. He is a friend of Raphael. Rory, Sean
and Donncha left. Danny left too, not planned, but he had a
family bereavement.

We taxied in to Malaga and had a grand all-together dinner
in one of those narrow streets off the main drag. The departing
crew stayed in town.

The plan for the next fortnight was to get to Roundstone, or
to Ireland at any rate. Fred and Cathal would be getting off a
week hence somewhere in northwest Spain.

We left at 05.00, on Saturday, the glorious 12th. A big moon
was going down. Gibraltar lay 50 miles westward. We motored
into an increasingly uncomfortable bouncy head sea, progress
being poor, even though the day was sunny. At 15.00 we were
still slogging into it, the wind blowing a constant 30 and
occasional 40 knots. The 2 knot
east going current into the Med.
filling the evaporation was no help,
on top of which the local tide also
had turned eastgoing at 11.00 At
16.00 Europa Point was rounded,
we rolled out headsail and bore
away inwards to the harbour. We
spent three and a half hours in
Gibraltar, which was about three
hours too many for me. At the
customs berth we briefly ran into
Ann Woulfe-Flanagan and Robert
Fowler, on Beowulf, going
eastwards. At the fuel berth the
attendant refused to let us lie for a
few hours. Fred had a quiet word
with him and advised us that ’his
reluctance had been overcome’, by
a tenner.

At 20.00 we left, through the
busy anchored vessels. The wind
was still blowing from the west at
up to 37 knots. We considered
whether it would ease by night

and could we get around Tarifa Point and then lay off. Up to
midnight still it blew over 30, but the sea was extraordinarily
flat, so progress was not too bad. Extensive wind farms were to
be seen on the hills. "I wonder why?" said A1. A full moon rose
over Tangier, Tarifa Light flashed, very helpfully, we passed the
nearby shoals and altered course for Faro, 117 miles, 300
degrees M. The GPS showed us as doing 8-9 knots! How so’?
Through the night and the next day we motored, into a
moderating head wind. We were off the entry to Faro at 18.00,
but considered the entry somewhat dodgy, it being a falling
tide. We carried on the 17 miles to Vilamoura, making it just in
time for a daylight entry at 21.30. Going alongside the
reception pontoon, a fender went swimming, followed,
reluctantly, by its handler. Cathal found the water not too
polluted at all!

There were no tattoos to be seen in this resort, strictly
upmarket, and totally artificial of course, but pleasantly
functional. Next morning, being Bastille Day, we sought out a
suitable breakfast and left at 11. The wind was westerly with
white tops. We set waypoint for Sagres, 40 miles, and motored,
to go in to anchor off its beach at 19.00, not another boat to
share the sandy bay with us, two cafes on the beach. We walked
through the village and out the promontory to Fortaleza de
Sagres, that hallowed ground where Henry the Navigator had
gathered the best of Mathematicians, Cartographers, Seamen,
Philosophers and Astronomers to this centre of learning on this
very edge of then European Civilised World. It wasn’t by
accident that Magellan, da Gama, Bartolemew Diaz and those
boys did their thing.

At midnight we rounded Cabo San Vincente, V2 mile off in
moonlit calm. Cascais was 103 miles to our north. I hadn’t at all
being looking forward to the west coast of Portugal and its
Nortada. I had wondered would we have to go by night only or
indeed tack off out to sea. In the event we had do neither. We
cruised up the coast in a conventional way, albeit with very
little of it under sail, and yes the wind was from the north.
Passing Lisbon the mighty Tagus Bridge was to be seen. I had
last been there in Saint Patrick in 1985. At that time Cascais
had no marina. Now it has, pleasant and organised. The ~50
deposit for power cable and shower block keys would be
returned next morning at five, by Security when we would be
leaving. Except their ’Security’ was nowhere to be found. In

’Twas great to be in home waters.’ 100 miles south of the Mizen.
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fairness, the lady, when we phoned back from at sea, was most
apologetic and the refund was waiting for me at home.

The sun rose at 6.45 over Cabo da Roca. Yesterday evening
I had noticed the change in the landscape from the sandy
parched look of the Algarve to the trees and greenery of the
west coast. Now it was long trousers! We sailed up the river
into Figueira da Foz as the daylight faded about 21.00, to a
very friendly reception [Yom the marina lads. You’d think they
knew us. And the berth was a sensible �25. Cathal cooked. A
band played in the city square. All tired, we were bunked by
midnight.

06.40 No bell. Decadent almost. We were away at seven,
with 5 other boats, also north going, as the sun burned off the
fog. We set for Leixoes, 60 miles on. All day we motored by
endless beach. My hat, that which had all summer long kept the
sun off my head, blew off. I was minded of a book we had at
home long ago, John D. Sheridan’s "My Hat Blew Off’’. In the
weeks past I had read Dervla Murphy’s’ autobiography, Wheels
within Wheels, somewhat self-centred. An Old Africa Hand
and McCarthy’s Bar were much easier reading. Mother
Tongue, the story of the English language, was more
informative; I don’t think I finished that. Did you know that the
word ’velleity’ means -’a mild desire, too slight to lead to
action’ ?

Leixoes was the friendliest place yet. Sherry for all! We
bussed into Porto and walked the ancient city down to the
banks of the River. We could in fact have gone up the Duoro
river and tied at some sort of berth at the north quayside. It
didn’t matter. We eat well and taxied back.

At seven we left, bound the 60 miles odd for Bayona, and
carried spinnaker for a few hours in the afternoon, before
reaching in fine fettle into the town. To the beach, bought wine
for home. There was rain that night.

The Saturday morning was crisp and clear as we went
through the rocky islets of Las Estellas on our way to anchor a
couple of hours later at the sandy beach of Isla de San Martin.
We left mid morning and pleasantly carried sail all day to reach
Portosin by early evening. There, Cathal and Fred would be
leaving, by taxi to Santiago de Compostella, bus to Corunna
and flying to Dublin via Madrid. I was more interested in the
weather coming up over Biscay. The dinner ashore was

On the way to Bayona. Raphael Mcllhone, Ruaidhri 0 Tuairisg, A1 Lennon, Cathal de Barra, Fred
Barry and Harry Connolly.

Donncha could not be beat for speed and quality.

chaotically delivered, but excellent and tops for friendliness, as
was the yacht club where we had nightcaps.

Away on Sunday at seven, we now were six, Ruadhri,
Raphael. Harry, A1, myself - and the Autopilot. We went by
Cape Finisterre at 10.30 and set waypoint for Dursey Head, 521
miles, 001 degrees M. At eleven we passed Alchemist of
Howth, going south. Sail went up at 11.20 and for the next three
days we flew. To a west northwesterly wind, close reaching, we
stood somewhat to westward of our course, which stood in

good stead later as we close
hauled to clear the Munster coast.
By the third day Ruadhri had
taken a fall and was not enjoying
himself very much, it’s hard to
with broken fibs. Indeed, none of
us were having too much fun as,
with two reefs and plenty roll, we
lay into a northwesterly force
seven. About 100 miles south of
the Mizen we began to see gannets
- "’twas great to be in home
waters". The sight of Dursey at
14.40 on Wednesday, through the
mist, gave us a further lift and by
17.30 we were crossing Dingle
Bay, drying, phoning and drinking
tea, all hardship soon to be
forgotten.

Danny rejoined, Ruadhri and
AI left, and in the following few
days, to Sunday July 27th, we
enjoyed pleasant sailing in good
weather to Blasket, Kilronan,
MacDara Island and Roundstone.
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DUNN’S DITTIES

John Bourke writes of l~very year, the CCA organises
l...ano less than three Cruises in

The British Virgin Company. Each one is a major
islands with the CCA undertaking, but somehow volun-

teers step up for each of them. The
first is called the Winter Cruise, and in 2003 it was scheduled
for BVI.

We have twice cruised with Nick and Diane Brown, so that
after a few exploratory emails, we decided to join forces and
charter in BVI. Furthermore, in the previous year we had
greatly enjoyed a New Zealand cruise in a chartered
Catamaran. Accordingly I persuaded Nick to try out twin hulls
for the first time.

We gathered in Roadtown, Tortola on 16th March, Nick and
Diane from Rhode Island, Margaret and myself from Dublin
and Chris and Liz Thomson from Yorkshire. Chris is a native of
Aberdeen while Liz hails from Belfast, so we had a Celtic
majority with only Nick as a true American, Diane still being
quite French despite her many years in the States.

At Roadtown, the company of some thirty boats gathered for
dinner before setting sail on the next day, being that of St.
Patrick. Many of the other boats outshone us with green
balloons, hats, bunting and flags. The 17th March really is a big
international event, often more so in other places than in
Ireland itself. The Celts had brought no shamrock or greenery
as usual, but celebrated well without it.

Our gleaming white cat was called Texas Two Step, quite
topical due to the possible imminence of an Iraqi invasion. She
was thirty eight feet long, seemed nearly as wide, had three
spacious double cabins and a big saloon cum galley which ran
across the boat, and opened through sliding doors to a wide
afterdeck. She was fully equipped below while above decks she
had a big fully battened main in lazy jacks and a roller foresail.
Two strong diesel engines could push her at 7.5 knots, but she
sailed fast and well which we did as much as the wind would
allow. Breezes were light to moderate, predictable in direction,
and warm. Drinks stayed on the table, even upwind in 15 knots
apparent. Gymnastics in the galley or heads were not required.
There were three showers, two internal and one for the stern
swimming platform. The ladies approved and the men enjoyed
the learning curve. Nick, who has won the Fastnet Race on
occasion, found many new ways to set the sails. The speed gain
was marginal but satisfactory.

On day one, we sailed to an island at the NW of the group
called Jost Van Dyke, all of 14 miles leaving the American
Virgins to port. We anchored close in, taking advantage of our
shallow draft. Gus and Carol Hancock and friends came on
board for drinks. They live on their 56 foot sloop and are
working up towards a circumnavigation. After dinner on board,
quite delicious as Nick is also a talented amateur chef, some of
us repaired in the punt through the gap in the reef to Foxy’s Bar
which is a large and apparently famous tent on the beach. It
was full of people and atmosphere, with rum punches in hand,
tropical sounds, palm trees all round, sand in toes and live steel
drum music. It was not St. Patrick’s very own environment, but
we toasted him in it all the same.

On day two we moved a short distance to White Bay for
swims and snorkeling before setting sail for Sopers Hole, five
miles away on Tortola. One of the remarkable things about
chartering from The Moorings in BVI, is that if anything
breaks or is missing you can phone up and they will come out
and fix or replace it. The short distances and climate make this
possible and it works, We could not find a medical kit on board,
and though not in need, we thought we should have one. It duly

arrived, and liking the village with its quaint waterside
walkways and multicoloured shops, we found a visitors"
mooring and stayed. Dinner was in a delightful balcony
restaurant with open sides, nautical artifacts and good seafood.
The cost was similar to home, but in US dollars being the
currency locally used.

Day three required a long passage, all of 25 miles going east
to the Bitter End Yacht Club on Virgin Gorda. This is in fact a
resort hotel inside a tropical lagoon, with chalets, pubs,
restaurants and all the usual toys. There the company
assembled for drinks beside the pool before the Commodore’s
dinner. In best Celtic fashion we were just a wee bit late for
both and had to fight for drink, chairs and food, all in the end
plentiful and good. In an American gathering it pays to be on
time. Conversely it was all over by ten, and we watched the
cabin lights of the fleet flicker out one by one as we addressed
Chris’s bottle of rare Scottish Malt on our spacious platform.
Chris and I discovered similar corporate backgrounds, and
stayed up late discussing the finer points of pension fund
accounting and what might had gone wrong with Enron and
wouldn’t have if we had been around. The others not
surprisingly, melted away to their books and bunks.

The next was a lay day, meaning that we stayed on our
moorings and used the many facilities available on land and
water. In the open sided resort theatre we watched a superb
video made by Roger Swanson of this attempt on the Northwest
Passage in his unmodified Bowman 57 in the early ’90s. Unlike
Paddy Barry he did not find a way through, but two hours of
hard ice crunching and polar bear dodging passed very quickly.
Roger then took questions from the floor, but did not persuade
many of his audience to prefer the higher latitudes. Roger has
completed two circumnavigations and is again contemplating
that daunting stretch of northern waters. Then the screen
switched back to CNN, where we were presented with the Iraqi
war live, which seemed to have started in our absence.

On the 21st we first visited The Baths on the southern end of
Virgin Gorda. This is a fascinating rock formation with special
features for swimming and snorkeling. All of the many
moorings were taken, but we easily anchored off. After lunch
we sailed on the 14 miles or so to Norman Island, best known
as the treasure island of Robert Louis Stevenson. The final
cruise dinner at the Pirates Pub saw us keep better time. An

Our cataraman Texas Two Step at The Moorings marina in Tortola.
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excellent buffet appeared from nowhere and we dined in style
by the edge of the beach with many new friends from the US
and Canada. Interestingly enough the Iraqi affair was hardly
mentioned. Such comments as were made were not wholly
positive, despite what I suspect would have been a strong
majority of Republican supporters present. We found no
treasure but parted with some.

We had taken a mooring very close to the beach, and the
next morning, with growing confidence in our multi-hull skills
we decided to sail off and down through the fleet. Having
accomplished this with the help of a gentle following breeze we
turned towards Peter Island to try out our upwind performance.
She went pretty fast through the water, the morning coffee
stayed on the table and anyone not steering could walk about,
admire the view, tweak the sails or sunbathe on the foredeck
webbing. I suspect, however, that the tacking angle was much
the same as for Long John Silver as he slipped away among the
bays and islands from another approaching Man O’ War. In
other words it was fairly wide, although it did gain ground on
most tacks. Going to windward really is a two engine job with
sails set for effect.

At the NE end of Peter Island is an anchorage called
Deadman’s Bay, which turned out to be our favourite. There
was every known colour of fish swimming through the coral by
the headland, while the curved white beach with its neat row of
palms was a picture postcard come to life. We discovered that it
all forms part of an upmarket Scandinavian resort. It may not
be possible to improve on nature, but they have made a good
fist of it.

After lunch on board and tearing ourselves away, we
motored the 5 miles back to Roadtown so that Chris and Liz
could catch their plane. The remainder went to drinks with Gus
and Carol. After so much space we were amazed at how tight
the cockpit of a 56 footer could be for eight or ten people. We
adjusted quickly, glass in hand. All then went down town for
dinner, with lots of choice of restaurants of all kinds and after a
last night on board in The Moorings Marina, we too left to
catch planes and to be subjected again to the war.

It was a short cruise, beautifully organized as always, and
probably quite long enough for the distances involved. Those
new to Cats were I believe, duly impressed. The BVI’s are
green, rolling and friendly with many white beaches, bays and
anchorages. There are lots of boats around, and there is room
for them all. For a short distance cruise in the sun with lots of
variety, it takes some beating.

Many of the participants said that they intend to come to our
own ICC Cruise in Company in 2004, some on their own
bottom. I look forward to joining in our welcome to them.

Neil Prendiville ~Dan-Pan, Pan-Pan, collision at
JL sea, position Bullman Buoy,

writes of Mary P2 Kinsale, assistance required’. The
and MP3 distress call every yacht skipper

and sailor dreads was made by Neil
Prendeville in April 2002 from the yacht ’Mary P 2’ during the
Kinsale Yacht Club cruiser league. Seconds earlier another
competitor in the league had lost control of his yacht and
rounded up to collide with the ’Mary P 2’ causing serious
damage to the port hand side.

The Kinsale Yacht Club rescue boat was on stand by and
immediately responded to the ’Mary P 2’ distress call. In order
to prevent the yacht sinking, the quick thinking rescue crew
skillfully manoeuvred their boat onto the starboard side of the
Mary P 2. Safely escorted by Rescue, the crew made their way
under engine to Kinsale Boat Yard where the disabled yacht
was craned from the water. Unfortunately the story was not a
happy one and sadly that was the end for the ’Mary P 2’. Thus

began the search for a new boat. However, this time Neil
decided that he had enough in 25 years of Cruiser racing and
decided to look for a more comfortable curising boat. After
much research and searching the ideal boat was found on the
internet and a Grant Soleil 42, was purchased in Port de Gulf
Juan, Antibes, near Nice in the south of France. Then Neil
decided to save the Euro8000 on the road/ship trailer option
and sail the boat to Ireland during annual holidays, a decision
that took a lot of logistics and planning for the different crews.
Thus skipper and crew then left Cork for France to undertake
the delivery of the Mary P 3, (affectionately known as MP3) to
her home base.

The homeward journey consisted of two phases. Phase 1,
July - November 2002 when the skipper took every
opportunity possible to fly from Ireland to France for extensive
cruising of the Riviera, visiting well known places such as
Cannes, St. Tropez, Antibes, Monaco, Ile de Porquerolles with
the final leg of phase 1 to Port Napoleon near Marseille to
’winter’ MP3.

Phase 2, February - June 2003: This phase began by sailing
from Port Napoleon to Barcelona, Almeria (Costa del Sol),
Gibraltar, Ceuta (North Africa), Vilamoura (Algarve), Lagos,
Lisbon, La Coruna, then across the Bay of Biscay to Les sable-
d’Olonne, on to Pornichet, Ile de Groix, Camaret (near Brest),
through the Raz de Seine and Chanel de Four, and finally on to
the Isles of Scilly at Land’s End and eventually home to
Kinsale on June 14th 2003, after almost twelve months of
extensive cruising.

Of course it was not all plain sailing. Many long nights were
spent on night watch, a few storms encountered along the way
as well as some severe thunder and lightning. A Portuguese
Man-o-War (giant jelly fish) getting caught in the propeller in
the Bay of Biscay and close encounters with a fighter jet from
the United States Air Force which crashed landed nearby in the
Golf de Cadiz. One crew member was hospitalized for a nasty
leg infection as a result of falling off a wall taking photographs
of the monkeys in Gibraltar; a crew that were very eager to

MP3 homeward bound.
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Entrance to St. Tropez.

taste Spanish wine after sailing 30 hours and did not wait for
the bridge in Barcelona to open and the top of the mast missed
the underneath of the bridge by inches, with the fright they
went drinking for five days before going home and if all that
was not enough, compulsory inflation of the gas cylinder in our
life jackets in order to get through airport security before
boarding flights.

This was a once in a lifetime experience for the crew of the
MP3. They experienced many marina’s (no tide; docking
"stern-to"; a passarelle to get on board; queue and fill out many
forms for marina; customs; immigration) the cuisine (including
moderate quantities of wine and beer!) and culture of at least
five countries and lifelong memories of sailing some of the
most spectacular coastline in the world.

Kevin Dwyerwrites Tife is a holiday, especially
£..Jwhen you consider the alter-

ofa cruise to the native. The fact that I became
lagoons of Venice unemployed in the mid 1980’s

turned into the reality that I was
unemployable and necessitated turning my hobby into my
profession.

The assignment was to photograph a charter boat on the
canals of Venice, difficult to apply the word work to what had
to be done. Models were required, or should the word have
been crew, experience was essential. The list of members of the
ICC together with spouses and spices was consulted.

On Saturday 17 May 2003, ICC members Kevin Dwyer,
Leonard Curtin and Brian Kenny accompanied respectively by
Fiona, Mary and Anne arrived at Porto Levante on the Po delta
to the south of the Venice lagoon. The cruiser to be
photographed for Connoisseur (.www.ConnoisseurAfloat.com)
was a Magnifique, and the boat was quite simply that. 4 double
cabins with air conditioning, 3 showers, 3 toilets and
washbasins, two fridges - one for wine, double steering
positions and a bow thruster.

Our first evening brought us west along Po Levante for
about 7nm where we moored to a pontoon for the night in
glorious weather. On Sunday 18 May, we headed north, two
canals and two sets of locks brought us across two fairly large
rivers and to the fishing town and port of Chioggia where we
moored for lunch having cruised 12nm. We had now entered
the lagoon of Venice; the rows of piled markers had a depth of 4
metres in the channel on one side and virtually nothing on the
other. We headed north past Pallestrina, and S. Piero in Volta,
we moored for the night alongside the quay wall at Malamocco

having cruised 8nm. The camera lens captured a beautiful
sunset over the lagoon and next to the island of Poveglia.

On Monday 19 May, with a degree of excitement from all
on board and a short distance of 4nm, we arrived in Canale di
San Marco. We were informed in the pre cruise brief that we
would be entering an area with 36,000 boats, a lot of them
seemed to be out that morning. We initially headed for
S. Helena marina on the eastern side of Venice, but were told
that the Magnifique (47’ x 13.6") was too large, we fortunately
were able to get a berth at the marina on San Giorgio Maggiore,
in pole position 3 minutes by ferry from Piazza San Marco.

A very contagious strain of port fever affected all of the
crew; with some of them showing symptoms of cultural
overload, this necessitated a three-day stopover in Venice. The
cure for our ailments included afternoon tea in Piazza San
Marco, a trip by Gondola and a good diet of Pasta washed
down with good Italian wine. An ICC burgee was spotted on
Capercaillie, we entertained and were entertained by John and
Joan Clow. The crew was put to work promenading the
Magnifique between the camera lens and appropriate Venetian
backdrops, this included a 5nm journey north to the island of
Murano, where we tied alongside a gorgeous restaurant for
lunch. The girls were just getting into their stride buying
Venetian glass when thunderclouds were seen approaching and
the skipper made the unpopular announcement that we were
heading back to San Giorgio Maggiore.

On Thursday 22 May we headed south to Chioggia which
was quite simply divine, we took great pleasure watching the
Italians promenading in the early evening. Friday morning was
spent exploring the town a bit more; we discovered the most
amazing fish market. Midday we started our journey back to
base, we arrived in Porto Levante in the early evening.

It was a fantastic cruise in the best of company, with kindly
weather and as for the ’work thing’ - the snaps turned out fine.

Raymond Fielding    Clothes maketh the man ...

writes of One Week in Tiving around Cork Harbour has
l...~its advantages. Thursday

December 2002 December 5th saw Mandalay - a
Nauticat 33 taking the young flood

towards Cork City quays. On arrival, eight warmly-clad heroes
ascended and made towards the hotel by the hostel. Following a
jocose round and in view of the lateness, they decided to forego
Christmas lunch in favour of soup and a selection of different
sandwiches. The first two orders were served. Then they were
politely told "no more service until a credit card is produced".

Leonard Curtin and Brian Kenny bringing the Magni/Tque alongside
at San Giorgio Maggiore.                     Photo: Kevin Dwyer
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One of their number immediately proffered cash, but to no
avail. Another enquired what time the neighbouring hostel
opened. The skipper produced his card amid shouts of "don’t
leave it out of your sight". It really seemed for a while as if
none of their, mostly club, members would be served and that
there was "no room for them at the Inn", notwithstanding the
approaching Christmas. Eventually, order was restored. In this
case I am afraid that the staff judged the book by the cover.
Eventually replete, they returned to their berth in Crosshaven,
against the last of the flood, in the gathering dusk. Should they
be better attired the next time that they decide to go up to Cork
by water to dine? Please note that this is not a plug for a certain
Cork City tailors establishment.

Famine ship replica towards Dublin

Friday 6th December. I joined Jeannie Johnston’s complement
while she was still dried out in Cork Dockyard and signed on as
a deckhand. Over the previous three days, she had had her
bottom cleaned and repainted and many anodes replaced. Later
having floated, she backed out into the fiver and went around to
Cobh to berth for a cold starry night, myriads of lights a twinkle
both afloat and ashore. Jeannie Johnston has a strongly built
narrow hull weighting in all around 500 tons. This relative
narrowness (likewise the QE2 is Panamax) was specified to get
her through tidal lock gates and up the brick lined canal to
Tralee town - "the best laid plans of mice and men"! ! She was
designed by Fred Walker of N.M. Museum in Greenwich who
also drew the Captain Cook replica, the recent in Cork
Endeavour. She is twin-screwed driven by two 290 h.p. Cats
and also has 3 Cat generators, bow thruster and capstan forrard
- another is needed aft to handle her after shore line. 14 sails
can be set on her three masts. She has a very full, almost
duplicated, electronics inventory. Forty crew in all will be
carried in single and double cabins. In many ways internally
she is like a scaled-up Asgard II. The galley is in a deck housing
as are the senior officers’ cabins and the navigation areas aft.
Apparent fathoms of hemp look alike, synthetic rope control
the spars and sails with not a winch in situ. Plenty of work there
for sail trainees. Her big wheel aft is 3 turns to hardover, but
power assisted steering is use for berthing.

Sat. 7th December. Jeannie Johnston departed Cobh under
power at 14.00hrs., down the harbour, past the buoys and then
to the Pollock Rock Buoy, whence we took our departure for
the Connigbeg 1.v. We steamed at 7 knots, with never a thump

Jeannie Johnston

forrard and dry decks into a n.e. wind force 5 to 6, cold and
occasionally raining. South of Waterford we had to alter to port
to avoid a wandering beam trawler, so ablaze with deck lights
that we could not see her navigation lights. Jeannie Johnston
has collision avoidance radar on which 3 targets can be set up,
each giving course, distance and beating and wakes. Up to 1.vl.,
at midnight, we passed then up inside the Tuskar Rock Light
not then helped by the foul s.going spring/ebb. When I came on
watch again at 08.00 hours on Sunday 8th December Carnsore
was well away on the port quarter and we were well north-east
of Rosslare. Four fore and aft sails were set and we got the
s.o.g, up to 10 knots. The Arklow lifeboat came out on exercise
to "welcome to Arklow"’ hail us and enquire from Captain Tom
McCarthy, as they pointed to the proud, tattered green and gold
flag still flying atop the main mast, as to what a bunch of Cork
men were doing on the Kerry boat. Inside the breaking Arklow
bank, well shown on radar, we successively passed Wicklow,
Bray Head and Dalkey sound. The most obvious thing, among
many, that I learned from the professionals, was that they
carefully log and lay off a latitude and longitude every hour,
unlike some plotter spoiled yachtsmen. We had intended to go
into Dun Laoire but the freshening n.e. 5 to 7 would have given
a lot of graunching on the pier there. The skipper, in
approaching darkness, decided to carry on into Dublin Port. We
passed through the green and red towers into the Liffey, 25
hours out from Cobh and then into Alexandra (God-forsaken)
Basin, unknown to the Dubs. It blew hard on Monday and
Tuesday but it enabled the crew to get some work done.

Wed. 1 lth December. Pilot aboard 10.30 hours. 11.00 hours
saw Jeannie Johnston pass through the toll bridge lifted
especially for her and secure to her pontoon berth just below
Dublin port marina. Noon saw the Dublin Lord Mayor aboard,
speeches, TV and radio interviews and cocktail party all
arranged by her principal sponsors for the new year only -
Kerry Foods.

J.J. will be certified and crew trained in early January, after
a two-week exhibition in famine mode down below, with wax
models and famine memorabilia on show. She plans to carry 11
crew and also trainees and some paying crew. After Dublin, she
goes to Belfast and Waterford and returns to Fenit. Then in Mid
February, she sails from Fenit towards the Canaries, Savannah,
Georgia, 6 months up the east coast of America to
Newfoundland and home the 1700 miles to Fenit. Then???

Ireland can have Jeannie Johnston on a plate if we want her.
We will never get such a chance again. She is a very fine vessel,
highly suitable for sail training. Forget the misconception of the
past. If, at the end of her round voyage - 3 years late, she is
sold, it will be but for a pittance. There was carved in teak in
the saloon of the Eric Hiscock’s yacht Wanderer III "Grab a
chance and you will not be sorry for a might-have-been".
Ireland - Go for it. He did.

God protect the Jeannie Johnston.
That was the week that was in December 2002.

Reggie Lee writes-
We sailed at 0500
hours

’A good ship is a happy ship’.

I was lucky to be one of
Findabars crew over many

years. Despite being elderly now,
this year’s yacht, Changeling

reckoned there was still sufficient ’wind in my sails’ to include
me on another happy voyage. Kieran, having inherited his
father’s seamanship and kindness, invited me for their day
cruising return from the Dingle Race to Howth. He asked me
last April reassuring me that, ’ We have a good staff aboard,
especially in the kitchen, Adrian Holden’ - don’t mind the wine
cellar.
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What he failed to say, was that the said Chef would act so
conscientiously as responsible guardian to the undersigned.
Little did our Chef know that having left behind his own nine
children he would face the unenviable task of caring for
someone in his second childhood - yours truly!

Thank you Kieran, Adrian, Staff and Andrew Healy.

IONIAN SEA

Betty Hegarty writes Well, the long awaited season
¯ ¯ is over and Oleander ofof grandparents Howth is on her way back to

cruising Sibari, while I am having a few
days exploring Lefkas before I

leave for Dublin. The island suffered an earthquake in July and
repairs are underway. The atmosphere is calm, however,
although one person was killed and ten injured. Quakes are not
unusual here and one restauranteur said to us that he has told
his wife not to wake him the next time there is a tremor? As
Autumn draws in, I am content as I contemplate some
marvellous cruising amongst the familiar Ionians, this time
with our grandchildren on board for the first time. It was a
resounding success.

Lysbeth, her partner Neil and their son Harry aged 5 months
at that time, came out for the first two weeks in June. We had
positioned ourselves in Fiscardo on Cephalonia as there was a
direct flight from Dublin to Argostoli on the island this year,
which was a great help to the travellers. We had decided these
delightful islands are the perfect place for babies. They are
close together, have lots of sheltered bays, attractive ports and
usually very little wind. So when the little family tumbled out
of their taxi with their buggy, parasol, lots luggage including a
large mosquito net, we were overjoyed to see them.

The saloon became a nursery area where the big bunk was
extended permanently and could be used for sleeping, resting
and playing. The mosquito net was securely tucked from a
handhold near the head of the saloon, and as we bobbed our
way from place to place in wonderful weather, it was all such
fun as well as lots of work. When Harry got too hot, we bathed
him in the cockpit in one of the ship’s buckets - salt water
during the day, and fresh water for his evening bath. When they
left us at Euphemia which is a little closer to the airport than
Fiscardo, the temperature had risen to the mid-thirties and they
were really ready to go home. Harry has been introduced to
sailing and we all cherish memories of his bright, intelligent
eyes, his sense of fun and his sturdy affectionate presence.

Oleander went on to have an excellent summer, going
through the Corinth Canal, up inside Evia to the Sporades and
then retuming to the Ionians for the 20th August when Robin,
Vaari his wife, Juno their daughter who is 2, and I joined him in
Cephalonia. Brian had rigged plastic netting all round the
decks, and it all looked so different from the racing yachts
Brian spent so many years enjoying, and yet so fight for this
time in our lives. We were all concerned about the restrictions
placed on Juno who is a great character, again full of fun and
intelligence, an amusing chatterbox with a will of steel?
Basically, frequent trips ashore were essential, and we chose
shady beaches with lots of space for running. Games on board
were invented, and by the end of two weeks she was moving
confidently and strongly round the boat. Of course, we all
decided she is a natural sailor, and it was wonderful to spend
lots of relaxed time with both families.

The places we visited were more or less the same on both
cruises. Fiscardo is picture postcard material, and from there
we went to Sivota on Lefkas Island. This is a sheltered bay,
with water and fuel available on the quay, plenty of shops and
some good tavemas. We went stem-to the quay at Spartakhori
on Megannisi and ate on the beach in a good taverna. Our next
stop was Port Leoni on Kalamos, commonly known as the
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Deserted Village as it was almost completely devastated in the
earthquake on 1956. The bay is well protected with water
which is crystal clear and goats who come fight down to the
shore and provide hours of amusement. Kalamos harbour is
hot, with good facilities, and the little island of Castos nearby
has developed in recent years and now has 2 tavernas but no
shop. Kiona on Ithika is another pretty bay with an excellent
Caf6 Bar, good shopping, eating, and shelter. Next to Vathi,
which is the capital and is good for water, fuel, stores, running
space and eating. Nidri is almost completely sheltered, a ferry
port with a holiday resort atmosphere. Juno found a ’Bouncy
Castle’ here which gave her hours of fun, and about half way
between Nidri and Lefkas is the most wonderful bay where
Harry enjoyed his Yellow Submarine Floater and the adults had
a magnificent swim. Lefkas itself is charming, a real lively
Greek town, with a shiny marble square where children play in
the evenings, and one can get everything one needs for boats.
All in all, it was one of our happiest summers since we started
cruising here in 1989.

Leonard Curtin writes LTaving parted company with
11 .Karena in July, 2002, the hunt

of a tripartite trip was on for her replacement and
with tremors after a number of fruitless forays

into the surreal world of yacht
broking, a likely craft was located

near Barcelona. Warm, well serviced by air from Ireland,
perfect? Life isn’t like that. By the time I got the details, the
owner had gone off on his final cruise in the boat and fetched
up in Corfu, Greece?

Negotiations continued - I was now trying to buy a boat in
Greece from a German owner through a Spanish broker using a
Greek surveyor, a sure recipe for trouble. Amazingly, all went
very well, so finally, I became the proud (nervous) owner of
Chain a Moody 376, fully kitted-out for Mediterranean
cruising.

July 7th 2003 saw myself and Cyril Kilgrew (ICC) arrive at
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Chain stern-to across from a well stocked taverna in Sivota on Levkas
island.                                     Photo: Kevin Dwyer

Gouvia marina, Corfu, for the inaugural cruise. After the usual
stocking and storing we sailed south to Paxos in light winds
meeting up with John and Joan Clow (ICC) in Capercaille.
Made all the usual mistakes when berthing Med-style, stern-to
(cross wind, failing to anticipate prop-walk, lack of
communication with the windless operator, etc.).

Had a great week’s cruise, great weather, light winds, lively
quaysides, secluded anchorages and a steep learning curve in
the handling characteristics of a new (to me) boat. Cyril flew
back to Ireland on 16th July, leaving me a day to clean ship for
its next test - the arrival of its co-owner. End of cruise Part 1 !

Mary joined ship next day, pronounced much satisfaction
with the boat and we celebrated in a local restaurant. In the
warm light of the next day, she pronounced that the ware left by
the previous owner had to go, along with some ’hideous’
cushion covers! After two days R&R personalising our ’new’
home, we set off south overnighting in Corfu town at anchor,
Gaios on Paxos, bow to the town quay and a great sail to
Lefkas, through the canal between the island and the mainland.
Leaving Lefkas town, we motored to Nidri, anchoring opposite
the town in the aptly named Tranquil Bay. Here, we remained
for a few days, astern of War Baby and meeting Mervyn Hall
(ICC) on Baily of Howth. On the evening of 26th July the peace
of Tranquility Bay was shattered by the music and fireworks of
a Greek waterborne wedding party mooring to the waterside
church nearby. A fascinating sight, we had ringside seats. It
soon became time to head north again, we retraced our track
but calling at other places and anchorages on our way. All too
soon, Mary’s holiday came to an end, and after a full crew
dinner in Gouvia, she returned to Cork. End of cruise Part 2!

Mary departed at 0600 on August 4th. I had by this time
realised that there is a Moody mafia in existence. Everywhere
you go Moody owners approach you, come on board, make
useful suggestions and usually return the hospitality. I spent the
time while waiting for my next crew visiting and yarning with
Stephen of Barra Mundi, Moody 376, Swiss flag. He proved
most helpful to a newcomer to the type like myself still coming
to terms with the geography of the boat.

Kevin Dwyer (ICC), loomed out of the morning mist next
day having taken the Red-Eye flight from Ireland overnight.
After a few hours sleep and a swim, he was ready for the off so
at noon we retraced our track south towards Paxos. Realising it

would be dark on arrival there, we altered course for the much
nearer Sivoto on the mainland. This was the first time we had
visited the mainland on our cruise, having a long-term love
affair with islands. Next day, we rethreaded our way down the
Lefkas canel, using the cruising chute for the first time. A night
in Tranquil Bay in company of Barra Mundi got Kevin into the
way of Greek Islands cruising. Visits to ’Jeff’s Yot Grot’, a
livaboard gear exchange Alladin’s Cave, moored to a tree on
Maganisi and stern-to across from a well-stocked tavema in
Sivoto, saw him hooked to this life-style!

Soon, too soon, it was time to head back the way we had
come. A night in Prevesa, on the mainland north of Lefkas,
resulted in the fright of my life. Having anchored stern-to in a
flat calm, the wind got up to force six in ten minutes. Our
anchor, a 20kg Bar anchor, came home and it was lucky we
were aboard. We held her off the quay using the engine for over
an hour, losing our kedge anchor in the process. We eventually
got clear and tied up in the commercial dock. Shortly after, the
wind vanished so we went ashore, joining in on the local
sardine and tomato festival.

Next day we checked out the hauling-out facilities and lay-
up charges in the local Cleopatra boatyard (www.cleopatra-
marina.gr). Time was moving on so north again to Paxos and
Corfu. Kevin caught the early morning flight home on 14th
August, vowing to return. Later that morning there was an earth
tremor, later reported to have registered 6.4 on the Richter
Scale, the worst since the devastating 1953 earthquake which
flattened much of Cephalonia further south. Boats ashore on
Lefkas were damaged due to props collapsing but apart from a
ripple on the water I felt nothing afloat. We had survived our
first earth tremor! I spent the next few days on routine
maintenance, stowing gear and sails, winterising the engine,
swimming in the pool and general loafing! I fitted an electric
bilge pump as an insurance policy against the unthinkable! On
18th August I cast a last sad eye on the boat, trussed up for the
winter, and climbed into the taxi, the airport and home. The end
of our three mini-cruises in the Ionian Sea.

Mike Balmforth ~"~ur planned cruise to the Baltic
%JStates, Helsinki and the

writes of Greellheart Finnish Archipelago had to be

in Scandinavia amended, as for family reasons we
could not set off as early as we had

wished. Instead, we followed the intended route as far as
Bornholm, and then returned to Scotland. Initially, our outward
route gave us the opportunity, accompanied by our Danish
friend Sikke Andersen, to explore the Great Belt and the
Sm~landsfarvand, (the sea surrounded by the large islands of
Sealand, MOn, Falster and Lolland). That was followed by a
passage eastward to Bornholm.

After Bornholm we cruised back west along the south coast
of Sweden, calling at K~seberga, where we visited Ales Stenas
- Sweden’s Stonehenge - and then the busy town of Ystad.
This was followed by a fine sail to Copenhagen, where we
enjoyed a few days as tourists.

We were then joined by nephew Brian Balmforth, and
cruised gently north to Sk~gen, visiting the islands of Ven,
Anholt and L~eso as well as a few mainland harbours and some
anchorages.

Brian left us at Sk~gen, and we crossed the Skagerrak to
Norway, arriving near Lillesand, from where we cruised gently
west and north to Stavanger, enjoying the consistently fine
weather. En route we were joined by Terry Ross from Wexford,
who was sailing with us until we reached home waters.

Finally, after a stormy few days in harbour at Stavanger, we
enjoyed a fine North Sea crossing to Inverness, where after an
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ChristiansO harbour and its historic fortifications make for an
interesting port of call.

unexpectedly pleasant 340 miles and 52 hours we locked into
the Caledonian Canal!

The most distant points, and highlights, of our cruise were
the outlying Danish islands of Bornholm and Christians�,
which lie between Sweden and Poland. Bornholm, unlike the
typically sandy and chalky coasts of the southern Baltic, is a
granite island more reminiscent of Brittany than Denmark. We
berthed at the island capital of Ronne, and rather than sail
around the island’s many small harbours, we explored by bus,
hopping on and off at places of interest to enjoy the ambience,
and the famous smoked herring - not to be missed!

The Ertholmene Islands just northeast of Bornholm had
been a long held objective, as well as our cruise turning point,
and we made the short passage there on a calm and dull
morning.

The main island is Christians�, which was fortified in 1684,
during the Dano-Swedish wars, as a Danish naval outpost - and
it is claimed to be the first ever purpose built naval base. Two
rocky islands, which form a natural harbour, were heavily
fortified with artillery batteries, including a central round
bastion which allowed 360° coverage. This is now the location
of the main lighthouse, which conveniently requires similar all
round visibility.

The fortress was closed in 1855, but instead of abandoning
the place, the defence authorities, who still administer it, kept a
small presence and then later allowed former soldiers to return
to the island to live in the houses and barracks and work as
fishermen. This was the beginning of the present civilian
community.

Now, around 100 people live permanently on the island
group, which is visited by an amazing 80,000 tourists each
year. The inhabitants are very busy in the summer - in the
winter, who knows what they do to pass the time!

The harbour is quite small, but about 50 yachts ranging from
25 to 80ft managed to cram into it. Everyone, including us,
soaking up the atmosphere of this unusual place.

This was typical of cruising in Scandinavia, which is a very
enjoyable experience. Everywhere is geared up for cruising
yachts, everyone you meet is friendly and helpful, and the
summer weather is seldom other than balmy. Berthing costs are
substantially below British prices, as is the cost of alcohol
(except in Norway), other costs are similar, and there are many
interesting places to visit.

The contrast with the rugged western seaboard of Scotland,
Ireland, France and Spain could not be more complete. As a
place to cruise with youngsters, or friends with less than
wholehearted enthusiasm for the rigours of traditional cruising,
it is hard to beat.

Brenda Kelliher 1" iving here in Annapolis.

writes of l..aMaryland, the extremes are
scorching weeks of 100 degree

Chesapeake Bay summer weather, and winter ice.

delights There are thousands of sailboats in
the area, but generally little wind,

negligible tide and currents, and tiny waves, except when
sudden cold fronts break through from the Ohio Valley, over the
Appalachians. Then watch out for violent gusts, thunderstorms,
and even waterspouts or tornados. The past years of local
cruising my S&S Rainbow (a local class) in the beautiful creeks
around Annapolis, have been interspersed with a number of
long-distance passages on larger boats, from Annapolis to
Florida - usually a good stretch of 1000 miles of salt water
sailing, around Hatteras and straight down to Lauderdale.

Early Fall is the sailing connoisseur’s cruising time, when
all the noisy power boats are up on the hard, and docking at the
crab and oyster houses is easy. The Fall US Sailboat Show is a
big highlight, with sailors from all over the world converging
on City Dock and the surrounding city of quaint brick-paved
streets, and early colonial buildings. We are delighted that Aer
Lingus is restarting the direct flight from Ireland to BWI
(Baltimore Washington Airport) - a great boost to tourism and
business in both directions.

Unique to the Chesapeake are the Log Canoes. They race at
Oxford, over on the Eastern Shore of Maryland. Originally
shaped from logs and planks hewn and pinned together, they
are without keel or centerboard - and the two masts and fantasy
rigs have to be balanced with planks and hefty crew sliding out
and quickly back in. The planks are shifted in the tack .... Other
key roles are bailer, for the boats leak at the seams, and take
water over the low coamings, and the mizzen trimmer who sits
way back on the bumpkin. She is usually a teenage girl, an
excellent sailor, who serves as after-figurehead. Canoe names
like Island Bird, Flying Cloud, Island Blossom date back up to
a hundred and forty years. The boats have mixed histories,
many having been used for early oyster tonging, converted to
diesel powered workboats, and restored, often so that no
original wood remains in the planking. The length, and rig, vary
considerably - for topsails, windsurfer sails may be used. More
information at www.logcanoes.com

The log canoes skim along, and have been clocked at 20
knots. The racing is very close, and the crew are very quiet and
focused, for error or massive gusts can lead to capsize, and the
end to the day’s sail. Pure sailing and pure poetry to watch.

Vaut la visite as in Michelin. Hope to see more ICC visitors
to the Chesapeake in 2004.

Brenda Kelliher
1527 Chester Town Circle, Annapolis MD 21401-5678
USA. 1 410 349 1822. bkelliher@comcast.net

Chesepeake delights - log canoes. Paul Rohrkemper
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List of Past Officers of the

Irish Cruising Club

Commodores

1929 H.M. Wright

1942 A.W. Mooney

1950 M.A. Sullivan

1953 J.B. Hollwey
1954 R.P. Campbell

1958 F. Cudmore

1960 H.W.S. Clark

1963 P.H. Greer

1966 R.L. Berridge
1969 J.D. Faulkner

1972 R.H. O’Hanlon
1975 D.N. Doyle

1978 J.H. Guinness
1981 P.J. Bunting

1984 C.J. FitzGerald

1987 J. Gore-Grimes

1990 H.P. Kennedy

1993 D. Nicholson

1996 L. McGonagle

1998 M. McKee

2000 D.H. Fitzgerald

2002 A.R. Baker

Vice-Commodores

1929 H. R E Donegan

1941 A.W. Mooney

1942 H.E. Donegan

1947 P. O’ Keelfe

1948 M.A. Sullivan

1950 J.B. Hollwey

1953 R.P. Campbell

1954 B.C. Maguire

1956 E Cudmore

1958 H.W.S. Clark

1960 P.H. Greer

1963 C. Riordan

1965 W.H.D. McCormick

1967 J.D. Faulkner

1969 D.N. Doyle

1971 R.H. O’Hanlon

1972 P.J. Bunting

1974 G.B. Leonard

1976 J.M. Wolfe

1977 A.D. Macllwaine

1978 P.J. Bunting

1980 G. Kenefick

1982 C.J. FitzGerald
1984 L. McGonagle

1986 J. Gore-Grimes

1987 H.P. Kennedy

1989 D.H.B. FitzGerald

1990 Arthur S. P. Orr

1993 Brian Hegarty
1996 Michael O’ Farrell

1997 Arthur Baker

1999 T.C. Johnson
2001 Donal Brazil
2002 Peter Ronaldson

Rear Commodores
1929 H.R. Wallace
1930 A.W. Mooney
194 1 H.E. Donegan
1942 D. Mellon
1947 H. Osterberg

1950 K. McFerran
1951 R.P. Campbell
1953 B.C. Maguire
1954 E Cudmore

1956 H.W.S. Clark

1958 P.H. Greer

1961 C. Riordan
1963 W.H.D. McCormick

1965 R.L. Berridge

1966 J.C. McConnell

1968 J.H. Guinness

1970 R.H. O’Hanlon
1971 R.J. Fielding

1973 H. Cudmore

1975 J.M. Wolte
1976 A.D. Macllwaine

1977 J.M. Wolte
1978 G. Kenefick

1980 M. McKee

1981 J. Gore-Grimes
1983 L. McGonagle

1984 M. McKee

1986 H.P. Kennedy
1987 M.R. Sullivan &

D. H. B. Fitzgerald

1988 B. Hassett & D. H. B
Fitzgerald

1989
1990

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997
1999
2000

2001
2002
2003

B. Hassett & A. S. E Orr

Clayton Love Jnr &
D. J. Ryan
Brian Hegarty &
David Nicholson
Michael O’Farrell & David
H.B. FitzGerald
Michael O’Farrell &
R Walsh

L. McGonagle & P. Walsh
Arthur Baker & Jarlath
Cunnane
J. Cunnane & R Ronaldson

R O’Sullivan & J.C. Bruen
J.C. Bruen & E Ronaldson
R Ronaldson & R Killen

T. Clarke & R Killen
T. Clarke & C. McHenry

Honorary Treasurers

1929 W. MacBride
1948 G.B. Moore
1964 N. Watson

1973 L. Sheil

1979 R. Shanks
1984 D. O’Boyle

1993 D. Brazil
2001 Arthur Baker
2002 B. McManus

Honorary Secretaries *
1929 H.B. Wright
1933 D. Keatinge
1935 R.P. Campbell
1937 K. McFerran
1941 D. Keatinge

1944 M. E Hally
1948 T.J. Hanan

1960 P.D. Morck
1965 A. Dunn

1977 P.J.D. Mullins
1981 B. Hegarty

1990 C.P. McHenry

2003 R. Cudmore

* NOTE: From time to time there were
acting Honorary Secretaries; the names
listed are where the incumbent has held
office for at least one year.
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List of Award Winners 2003

THE FAULKNER CUP

Winner Yacht

1931 Keatinge & McFerran Marie

1932 A.W. Mooney Nirvana

1933 D. Tidmarsh Foam

1934 Mrs Crimmins Nirvana

1935 H.D.E. Barton Dauntless

1936 A.W. Mooney Aideen

1937 D. Tidmarsh Foam

1938 H.P. Donegan Gull

1939 Miss D. French Embla

1947 A.W. Mooney Aideen

1949 L. McMullen Rainbow

1950 H. Osterberg Marama

1951 H.W.S. Clark Zamorin

1952 P. O’Keeffe Mavis

1953 H.W.S. Clark Caru

1954 B.C. Maguire Minx of Malham
1955 C. Love Galcador

1956 N. Falkiner Euphanzel

1957 R. O’Hanlon Harmony

1958 R.E Campbell Minx of Malham

1959 EH. Greer Ann Gail

1960 R.D. Heard Huff of Arklow

1961 N. Falkiner Euphanzel

1962 R.D. Heard Huff of Arklow

1963 R.H. Roche Neon Tetra

1964 R. O’Hanlon Tjaldur

1965 L. McMullen Rainbow

1966 R. O’Hanlon Tjaldur

1967 R.E Campbell Verve

1968 R. O’Hanlon Tjaldur

1969 J. Virden Sharavogue

1970 J. Virden Sharavogue

1971 R. Sewell Thalassa

1972 J. Virden Sharavogue

1973 A. Leonard Wishbone

1974 J. Gore-Grimes Shardana

1975 J. Eves Aeolus

1976 G. Leonard Wishbone

1977 B. Law Sai See

1978 J. Gore-Grimes Shardana

1979 M.E O’Flaherty Cuilaun of Kinsale

1980 J. Gore-Grimes Shardana

1981 J.F. Coffey Meg of Muglins

1982 E.EE. Byrne Beaver

1983 R. Cudmore Morgana

1984 O. Glaser Verna

1985 J. Gore-Grimes Shardana

1986 B. Bramwell Tor

1987 Paddy Barry Saint Patrick

1988 Terence Kennedy Icarus of Cuan

1989 Cormac McHenry Ring of Kerry

1990 Paddy Barry Saint Patrick

1991 Peter Bunting Gulkarna H

1992 Michael Coleman Stella Maris

1993 Paddy Barry Saint Patrick

1994 Michael Coleman Stella Maris

1995 Peter Killen Black Pepper

1996 Hugo du Plessis Samharcin an Lar

1997 Cormac McHenry Erquy

1998 John Waddell Heather of Mourne

1999 Brian Black Caelan

2000 John Gore-Grimes Arctic Fern

2001 Paddy Barry & Jarlath Cunnane Northabout

2002 John & Ann Clementson Faustina H

2003 John Gore-Grimes Arctic Fern

THE STRANGFORD CUP

Winner
1970 R. O’Hanlon

1971 M. Park
1972 R. Gomes

1973 J. Beckett

1974 J. Guinness
1975 G. Leonard

1976 W. Clark

1977 J. Guinness

1978 J. Villiers Stuart

1979 J. Gore-Grimes

1980 M. Villiers Stuart

1981 J. Guinness
D.J. Ryan

1982 W.A. Smyth

1983 J. Guinness
1984 J. Gore-Grimes

1985 A. Morton

1986 Paddy Barry

1987 Brian Dalton

1988 Hugo du Plessis

1989 David Nicholson

1990 Tommy O’Keeffe

1991 David Fitzgerald

1992 Cormac McHenry

1993 W.M. Nixon & E. Wheeler

1994 David Park

1995 Bernard Corbally

1996 David Park
1997 Brian Black

1998 David Park

1999 Peter Mullins

2000 Michael Balmforth

2001 Bernard Corbally

2002 David Fitzgerald

2003 Eleanor & Brian Cudmore

THE ATLANTIC TROPHY

Winner

1978 R. Cudmore

1979 A. Doherty

Yacht
Clarion

Kitugani
Ainmara

Dara
Sule Sker~

Wishbone
Wild Goose

Deerhound
Vinter
Shardana

Winifreda of Greenisland
Deerhound

Red Velvet
Velma

Deerhound
Shardana
Sung Foon

Saint Patrick

Boru
Samharcin an Lar

Black Shadow
Tir na nOg
Peigin Eile

Ring of Kerry

Witchcraft of Howth
Alys

Rionnag
Alys

Cuillin
Alys

Cuilaun
Greenheart

Lazy Day

White Heather
Ann Again

Yacht

Morgana

Bali Hai
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1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

1941
1951

1954
1955
1956
1957
1961
1963
1964
1965
1967
1968
1969
1871
1973
1974
1975
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997

David Nicholson
M.H. Snell
David Nicholson
J.F. Coffey
J.E Coffey
J.F. Coffey
Hugo du Plessis
James Cahill
Brian Smullen
Dermod Ryan
Jarlath Cunnane
Ronnie Slater
David McBride
Jarlath Cunnane
Jonathan Virden
Henry Bamwell
Cormac McHenry
Brendan Bradley
Adrian Spence
Bernard Corbally
Henry and Ivy Barnwell
Susan & Peter Gray
Not awarded
Susan & Peter Gray

Black Shadow
Golden Harvest
Black Shadow
Meg of Muglins
Meg of Muglins
Meg of Muglins
Samharcin an Lar
Ricjak
Cuilaun
Sceolaing
Lir
Tandara
Deerhound
Lir
Twayblade
Hylasia
Erquy
Shalini
Madcap
Rionnag
Hylasia
Waxwing

Waxwing

THE ROUND IRELAND NAVIGATION CUP

Winner Yacht
E.J. Odium
Brendan Maguire Minx of Malham

From 1954 the Navigation Cup awarded for the best cruise
around Ireland.

Wallace Clark Caru
Dr. R.N. O’Hanlon Ancora
R.C. Arnold Maid of York
R.E Campbell Minx of Malham
C. O’Ceallaigh Julia
W. & B. Smyth Wynalda
N. Falkiner Euphanzel

L. McMullen Rainbow
C.H. Green Helen

J.D. Beckett Dara

R. Mollard Osina

M. Tomlinson Pellegrina

J. Gore-Grimes Shardana

R.E Campbell Verve

J.B. Law Sai See

G. Leonard Wishbone

R.P. Campbell & J.R. Osborne Verve

J. Guinness Deerhound

E Gray Korsar

Ronan Beirne Rila

W.M. Nixon Turtle

A. Doherty Svegala
J. Guinness Deerhound

T. O’Keeffe Orion

B. Hegarty Freebird

Wallace Clark Wild Goose

W.M. Nixon Turtle

Tony Morton
Lamorna III

Bernard Corbally L’Exocet

Robert Barr Ar Men

No Award
G. Nairn & M. D. Whelan Lola

Donal Walsh Lady Kate

Cormac McHenry Erquy

Michael McKee Isobel

No Award

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

1958
1960
1961
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943/45
1946

Paddy Barry
Ed Wheeler
Harry Byrne
Donal Walsh
Sean McCormack
Brendan O’Callaghan

THE FORTNIGHT CUP

Winner
L. McMullen
R.I. Morrison
J.W.D. McCormick
W.M. Nixon
W.M. Nixon
W.M. Nixon
H.W.S. Clark
Miss E. Leonard
P. Dineen
R.C.A. Hall
N. St. J. Hennessy
J.R. Olver
C. Green
M. Tomlinson
J. Wolfe
J. Gore-Grimes
A. Morton
R. Dixon
B.J. Law
R. Paul Campbell
S. Orr
D.J. Ryan
C.E McHenry
B.H.C. Corbally
R. Barr
W.M. Nixon
Dermod Ryan
John Ryan
Brian Hegarty
Seamus Lantry
Brendan O’Callaghan
Clive Martin
Brendan O’Callaghan
Frank Larkin
Dick Lovegrove
Donal Walsh
Michael d’Alton
Jim Slevin
Jim Slevin
No Award
Gary Villiers-Stuart
Andy McCarter
W.M. Nixon

Saint Patrick
Witchcraft
Alphida of Howth
Lady Kate
Marie Claire H
Brandon Rose

Yacht
Rainbow
Vanja IV
Diane
Ainmara
Ainmara
Ainmara
WiM Goose
Lamita
Huntress
Roane
Aisling
Vandara
Helen
Pellegrina
Gay Gannet
Shardana
Sung Foon
Oberon
Sai See
Verve
Den Arent
Red Velvet
Ring of Kerry
Puffin
Joliba
Turtle
Sceolaing
Saki
Safari of Howth
William Tell of Uri
Midnight Marauder
Lindos
Midnight Marauder
Elusive
Hobo V
Lady Kate
Siamsa
Testa Rossa
Testa Rossa

Winefreda of Greenisland
Gwili 3
Witchcraft of Howth

THE WYBRANT CUP

Winner Yacht
J. B. Kearney Mavis
Dr. L.G. Gunn Albatross
J.B. Kearney Mavis
Leslie Chance Britannia
A.W. Mooney Aideen
Dr. O.P. Chance & R. Storey Saphire
J.B. Kearney Mavis
K.McFerran & Dr. O’Brien Hazure
D. Keating & R. O’Hanlon Evora
J.B. Cotterell & J.E McMullan Minx
No Award
J.B. Kearney Mavis
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1947 H. Osterberg Marama
1948 Dr. R.H. O’Hanlon Evora
1949 P. O’Keeffe John Dory
1950 A.W. Mooney Evora
1951 P. O’Keeffe John Dory
1952 H. Osterberg Marama
1953 No Award
1954 T. Crosby If
1955 R.P. Campbell Alata
1956 S.E Thompson Second Ethuriel
1957 Col. W.S. Knox-Gore Arandora
1958 D.N. Doyle Severn H
1959 G. Kimber Astrophel
1960 J.C. Butler Happy Morning
1961 S. O’Mara Fenestra
1962 D.N. Doyle Severn H
1963 Lt. Com. T. Sheppard Greylag of Arklow
1964 T.E Doyle Elsa
1965 S. O’Mara Oisin
1966 D.N. Doyle Moonduster
1967 P.H. Greer Helen of Howth
1968 D.N. Doyle Moonduster
1969 R.I. Morrison Querida
1970 Hugh Coveney Dalcassian
1971 J.A. McKeown Korsar
1972 J.C. Love Fionnuala
1973/77 No Award

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

From 1978 onwards the Wybrant Cup was awarded for the
best Scottish cruise.

Chris Green
D.J. Ryan
D.A. McMillan
W.M. Nixon
Ronan Beirne
M.M.A. d’Alton
R. Barr
B. Hegarty
M.M.A. d’Alton
Paul Butler
Paul Butler
Roddy Monson
Roddy Monson
Dermod Ryan
Bernard Corbally
Sean McCormack
James Cahill
Paul Butler
Brian Black
James Nixon
Peter & Evie Ronaldson
No Award
Adrian & Maeve Bell
Sean McCormack
Paget McCormack
Adrian & Maeve Bell

Norella
Red Velvet
Goosander
Turtle
Givusa Kuddle
Siamsa
Condor
Freebird
Siamsa
Arandora
Arandora
Mazara
Mazara
Sceolaing
L’Exocet
Marie Claire H
Ricjak
Red Velvet
Cuillin
Ardnagee
Scotch Mist

R~alta
Marie Claire H
Saki
R~alta

THE FINGAL CUP

Winner
Robert Barr
W. Walsh
J. Gore-Grimes
R.M. Slater
P. Barry
B. Corbally
Frank McCarthy

Yacht
Condor
Carrigdown
Shardana
Tandara
Saint Patrick
L’Exocet
Scilly Goose

1988 Robert Barr Joliba
1989 Bernard Corbally L’Exocet
1990 Michael d’Alton Siamsa
1991 W.M. Nixon Witchcraft of Howth
1992 David Park Airs
1993 Stephen Malone Symphonie
1994 Wallace Clark Wild Goose of Moyle
1995 W.M. Nixon Witchcraft
1996 Richard Lovegrove Shalini
1997 Alan Rountree Tallulah
1999 Peter Killen Black Pepper
1999 David Park Airs
2000 Tony Clarke Velella
2001 Michael Balmforth Greenheart
2002 Dianne Andrews Great Escape
2003 Grainne Fitzgerald Mountain Mist

THE GLENGARRIFF CUP

This Waterford Glass trophy which had not been presented since the
Jubilee Cruise in 1979 (see 1979 Annual) and is now awarded by the
adjudicator for the best cruise in Irish waters.

Year Recipient Yacht
1993 James Nixon Sea Pie
1994 Robert Barr Pen Men
1995 Bill Rea Elysium
1996 Maeve Bell R6alta
1997 Mfiire Breathnach Romist
1998 Brendan Travers Sea Maiden
1999 Mfiire Breathnach SeaDance
2000 Paddy Barry Saint Patrick
2001 No Award
2002 Brendan Travers Seodin
2003 No Award

ROCKABILL TROPHY

Winner Yacht
1959 P.H. Green Ann Gail
1960 R.I. Morrison Vanja IV
1961 R. O’Hanlon Harmony
1962/63 No Award
1964 J.D. Faulkner Angelique
1965 J.H. Guinness Sharavogue
1966 P.H. Greer Helen of Howth
1967 No Award
1968 P.H. Greer Helen of Howth
1969 No Award
1970 J.P. Jameson Ganiamore
1971 R. Courtney Bandersnatch
1972/73 No Award
1974 J.P. Bourke Korsar
1975/78 No Award
1979 J. Gore-Grimes Shardana
1980 J. Wolfe Deerhound
1981 No Award
1983 K. & C. Martin Estrellita
1984 No Award

From 1985 onwards the Rockabill Trophy was awarded for
’A Feat of Exceptional Navigation/Seamanship."

1985 J. Gore-Grimes Shardana
1986 John Olver Moody Blue
1987 J.B. Law Redwing~Spirit of Shell
1988 No Award
1989 Colin Chapman Deerhound
1990 Colin Chapman Deerhound
1991 Wallace Clark Aileach
1992 Peter Bunting Gulkarna 11
1993 Bernard Corbally L’Exocet
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1994 Peter Hogan Molly B
1995 Brian Smullen Zaberdast
1996 Tom Foote White Heather
1997 Paddy Barry/

Jarlath Cunnane Tom Crean
1998 No Award
1999 Donal Lynch Laroha

2000 Susan & Peter Grey Waxwing

2002 J. Gore-Grimes Arctic Fern
2003 Ed Wheeler Witchcraft of Howth

THE GULL SALVER

Awarded for the highest placed Irish boat in the Fastnet Race.

Year Winner Yacht
1971 Otto Glaser Tritsch- Tratsch

1973 Mungo Park Tam o’ Shanter
1975 Otto Glaser Tritsch-Tratsch H

1995 Donal Morrisey Joggernaut
2001 Denis Doyle Moonduster

2003 Dianne & Tom Andrews Amethyst

Awarded

THE PERRY GREER BOWL

for the best first I.C.C. log
Year Winner Yacht

1995 Alan Rountree Tallulah

1996 Jimmy Conlon Saint Patrick
1997 Hilary Keatinge Kilpatrick

1998 No Award
1999 Jack McCann Mary Lee

2000 David Beattie Aeolus

2001 Noel Casey Chartered

2002 No Award
2003 Paddy McGlade Sabrone

THE WILD GOOSE CUP

Awarded at the adjudicators discretion for a log of literary merit
Year Winner Yacht

1995 Robert Barr Pen Men

1996 James Nixon Ardnagee

1997 David & Joan Nicholson White Shadow

1998 No Award
1999 Ray O’Toole Lotophagi

2000 Bill & Hilary Keatinge Rafiki

2001 Robert Barr Oyster River

2002 Peter Fernie
2003 Paddy Barry Ar Seachrdn

JOHN B. KEARNEY CUP

Winners

1983 E Campbell: Compiler of ICC Directions

1984 J. Moore: Skipper of S.T.Y. Graine

1985 Jennifer Guinness: ICC Publications Officer

1986 Harold Cudmore Junior: Yachtsman

1987 Cap. G.F. ’Eric’ Healy: Captain of S.T.Y. Asgard H
1988 Capt. Tom McCarthy: Captain of S.T.Y. Asgard H

1989 Sail Ireland Project: Round the World Race in NCB Ireland.

1990 Ursula Maguire: Secretary of Irish Yachting Association

1991 The Southern Cross Team Winners:

H. Cudmore, J. English & J. Maguire

1992 Denis Doyle: Yachtsman

1993 Arthur S. P. Orr: Compiler of ICC Directions

1994 Daphne French: Yachtsperson

1995 Ronan Beirne, Editor Annual

1996 No Award

1997 "South Arfs’ team. Shackelton escape from Antartica

1998 Malachi & Evelyn O’Gallagher. Sailing directions

1999 No Award

2000 David Burrows: Olympic performance

2001 Carmel Winkelmann. Services to Junior Sailing

2002 Tom McSweeney. Services to Maritime Ireland

2003 The Jeannie Johnston Project

Year Recipient

1950 R.A. Hall

1951 R.A. Hall

1956 D.N. Doyle

1957 S.E Thompson

1958 J. Ronan

1959 J. Butler

1960 R.I. Morrison
1961 D.N. Doyle

1962 D.N. Doyle

1964 A.E. Pope

1965 D.N. Doyle

1966 D.N. Doyle
1967 S.F. Thompson

1968 D.N. Doyle

1969 E Cudmore
1970 D.N. Doyle
1971 D.N. Doyle

1972 D.N. Doyle

1973 D.N. Doyle

1974 G. Radley

1976 J.C. Butler
1977 D.N. Doyle
1978 D.N. Doyle

1979 B. Cudmore

1980 D.N. Doyle

1981 D.N. Doyle

1982 C. Love Jnr
1983 S. Mansfield
1984 D.N. Doyle
1985 J. Donegan

1987 T.E. Crosbie

C.J. Fitzgerald
1988 J. Donegan
1989 B. Cudmore

THE WATERFORD HARBOUR CUP

Yacht Race

Flica

Flica Islands Race

Severn H Islands Race
Ithuriel

Wye Islands Race
Happy Morning Pollock Race

Vanja IV
Severn H

Severn H
Susette
Moonduster

Moonduster
Wye
Moonduster

Setanta
Moonduster
Moonduster

Moonduster Islands Race

Moonduster Islands Race

Cecille
Tam 0 ’Shanter
Moonduster Islands Race
Moonduster Islands Race

Anna Petrea
Moonduster
Moonduster
Rebel County
Luv Is

Moonduster
White Rooster
Senta
Mandalay

White Rooster
Anna Petrea

From 1992 awarded by the Southern Area Committee:

1992 Michael Coleman
1993 Kevin Dwyer

1995 Arthur Baker

1996 Donal Brazil
1998 Gary McMahon
1999 Vincent O’Farrell

2000 Clayton Love Jnr.
2001 Andrew Curtain &

Gerry Sheridan
2002 Donal McClement
2003 To be decided

Stella Maris

S. and W. Coast Aerial Photography
S.W. Coast Rally Organiser
Services to ICC as Hon. Treasurer
llen’s return from Falkland Islands
Fastnet Dancer

Services to sailing

Channel Cruise
Services to Irish sailing

WRIGHT MEMORIAL SALVER

Presented to the Irish Cruising Club by H.J. Wright in memory of
H.M. Wright, Eolanda (15 tons), Commodore 1929-1942.

Year Race Yacht Recipient
1943 Whit Marama H. Osterberg
1945 Whit Mavis J.B. Kearney
1949 Whit Evora A.W. Mooney
1950 Whit John Dory P. O’Keefe
1951 Whit Alata R.P. Campbell
1952 Whit Setanta E Cudmore
1954 Whit Euphanzel N. Falkiner
1955 Whit Suzette A.E. Pope
1956 I.O.M. Zephyra S. CressweU
1957 Cork-Schull Severn H D.N. Doyle
1959 Cork-Schull Happy Morning J.C.Butler MC
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1960 I.O.M. Harmony
1961 Cork-Schull Severn I1
1962 Howth-Port St. Mary Cu-na-Mara
1963 Cork-Fastnet-Schull Happy Morning
1964 Dun Laoghaire-H/head Twayblade
1965 Cork-Fastnet-Schull Moonduster
1966 Dun Laoghaire-H/head Fionnuala
1969 Cork-Fastnet-

Castletownshend Moonduster

1972 Dun Laoghaire-Arklow Tryphena
1973 Cork-Fastnet-Schull Cecille
1974 - Korsar
1976 I.C.C. Querida of Howth
1977 Crosshaven-Fastnet-

Baltimore Tam O’Shanter
1978 Howth-Strangford Leemara
1979 - Four Seasons
1980 - Deerhound
1981 - Korsar
1982 - Tritsch Tratsch IV
1983 - Deerhound
1984 - Beaver
1986 - Misty

From 1993 Awarded by the Northern Area Committee

Year

1993
1995
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

Recipient
J. Russell
Adrian Spence
Adrian Spence
Brian Black
Roy Waters
John & Ann Clementson Carribean Cruise
David Park Atlantic Islands
James Ninon Round Ireland

Service to Sailing

Greenland cruise
Greenland cruise

R.H. O’Hanlon
D.N. Doyle
D. Barnes
J.C. Butler
E. Tweedy
D.N. Doyle
R. Courtney

D.N. Doyle
F. Ryan
G. Radley
J.P. Bourke
I.R. Morrison

J.C. Butler
W.R. Cuffe-Smith
L.G.E Heath
J.H. Guinness
R.E. Mullard
Dr. O. Glaser
J.H. Guinness
E.P.E. Byrne
M.W. Knatchbull

Year
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

DONEGAN MEMORIAL TROPHY 1940

Yacht
Evora
Mavis
No Award
Aideen
Evora
Sonia
Minx of Malham
Viking 0
Flying Fox
Flying Fox
Glance
Severn H
Vanja IV
Severn II
Severn II
Cu na Mara
Vanja IV
Fenestra
Susanna
Cu na Mara
Orana
Moonduster
Moonduster
Moonduster
Moonduster
Moonduster
Tritsch- Tratsch
Moonduster
Assidious

Dictator
Tam 0 ’Shanter
Red Rock 11I

Recipient         Race
R.H. & D.M. O’Hanlon
J.B. Kearney Kingstown/Cork

A.W. Mooney
A.W. Mooney
D.J. & P.M. Purcell
B. Maguire
Col Hollwey
EW. Brownlee
EW. Brownlee
EC. Hopkirk
D.N. Doyle
I. Morrison
D.N. Doyle
D.N. Doyle
D. Barnes
I. Morrison
S. O’Mara
J.C. McConnell
D. Barnes
P.D. Pearson
D.N. Doyle
D.N. Doyle
D.N. Doyle
D.N. Doyle
D.N. Doyle
O. Glaser
D.N. Doyle
C. Love
D.M. Irwin
J.C. Butler
O. Glaser

Kingstown/Clyde
Kingstown/Clyde
Clyde Race
Clyde Race
Clyde Race
Beaumaris-Week
Clyde Race
Puffin Sound Race
Irish Sea Race
Dun Laoire/Cork
Irish Sea Race
Dun Laoire-Cork
Irish Sea Race
Irish Sea Race
Morecombe Bay
Irish Sea Race
Morecombe Bay
Irish Sea Race
Morecombe Bay
Irish Sea Race
Morecombe Bay
Cowes/Cork Race
Morecombe Bay
Irish Sea Race
Morecombe Bay

(1 st ICC Boat)
Morecombe Bay
Irish Sea Race
Morecombe Bay

1978 Moonduster D.N. Doyle Irish Sea Race
1979 Korsar R.E. Mollard Morecombe Bay

1980 Standfast H.B. Sisk Morecombe Bay
1981 Bandersnatch

of Howth R. Courtney Morecombe Bay
1982 Joggernaught D.J. Morrissey Irish Sea Race
1983 Imp H.B. Sisk Morecombe Bay
1984 Little Egypt R.B. Lovegrove Irish Sea Race
1985 Demelza N.D. Maguire Irish Sea Race
1986 Rob Roy N. Reilly Irish Sea Race
1987 Demelea N.D. Maguire Irish Sea Race
1988 Red Velvet M. O’Rahilly Irish Sea Race
1989 Comanche Raider N. Reilly Irish Sea Race
1990 Woodchester

Challenge H.R. Gomes Round Ireland
1991 Findabar of Howth R Jameson Round Ireland

From 1993 Awarded by the Eastern Area Committee

1993 R Hogan Circumnavigation of the Globe
1994 Brendan Bradley    Brittany Rally Organiser
1995 Barbara Fox-Mills Distributor of Publications
1996 Evelyn O’Gallagher Sailing Directions
1998 Bruce Lyster Tall Ships Committee Chairman
1999 Susan & Peter Gray Pacific cruising
2000 Arthur Orr ICC Publications
2001 Mungo Park Sailing into his 80s
2002 Cormac McHenry Holland to Dun Laoghaire
2003 Susan & Peter Gray Capetown to Dun Laoghaire

TRANS OCEANIC PENNANT

Auchincloss, Les King, Heather
Bames, Sean Leonard, Alan
Barry, Paddy McBride, Davy
Bradley, Brendan McClement, Donal
Bramwell, Barry McHenry, Cormac
Bunting, Peter Mullins, Peter
Cahill, Bernie Nicholson, David
Cahill, James O’Farrell, Kevin
Chapman, Colin O’Flaherty, Michael
Coffey, Jack Osmundsvaag, Harry
Coleman, Michael du Plessis, Hugo
Corbally, Bernard Smullen, Brian
Cudmore, Ronald Smyth, William
Glaser, Otto Snell, Michael
Gore-Grimes, John Virden, Jonathan
Gray, Peter Whelan, Michael J.
Gray, Susan Whelan, Pat
Greer, Perry White, Lawrence
Hogan, Peter

THE ARAN ISLANDS TROPHY
Awarded by the Western Committee
Year Winner
1993 Dave Fitzgerald
1994 Brian Lynch
1995 Paddy O’Sullivan
1996 Jarlath Cunnane
1997 Pat Lavelle
1998 Brendan Travers
1999 John Cunningham
2000 Jack McCann
2001 Roger Bourke
2002 Dave Fitzgerald
2003 Frank Larkin

2001
2002
2003

BEST DUNN’S DITTY AWARD

Brendan Travers
Wallace Clarke
John Bourke
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List of Members

Note: This list of members’ names and addresses is for the private and personal use of members only. It must not under any circumstances be used for
any commercial purposes, circulars etc, no matter how relevant such circulars might be considered to be to the interests of members.

* Denotes an Honorary Member. The year in which the honorary membership was conferred is shown in brackets.

# Denotes a Senior Member.

! Denotes Committee and officers.

Corrected to 20th October 2003. To amend an entry, email Ron Cudmore.

We invite members who wish to have their partner’s name included in future listings to advise the Honorary Secretary, Ron Cudmore.

NAME AND YEAR ELECTED

Adair, Stanton S, 2002 (Patricia)
Adair, Stanton S, 2002 (Patricia)
Adams, Peter J., 1970 (Gillian)
Ahem, Michael J., 1990 (Ronnie)
Anderson, Terry S., 1991 (Maureen)

Andrews, Dianne M H, 1988 (Tom)
Andrews, Tom M, 1988 (Dianne)
Aplin, Roger, 1972 (Jane)
Aston, Alan, 1997 (Irene)
Auchincloss, Leslie, 1992 (Marie)

! Baker, Arthur R., Commodore ICC,
1990 (Marjorie)

* Baker, Marjorie, (2001) (Arthur)
Ballagh, John B, 1998 (Rosemary)
Balmforth, Alison, 2000 (Michael)
Balmforth, Michael B., 1966 (Alison)
Barnes, Sean, 1998 (Brioni)
Barnwell, Henry, 1990 (Ivy)
Barnwell, Ivy, 1990 (Henry)
Barr, Hazel, 1971 (Ronnie)

’ Barr, R.G.M., 1973 (Hazel)
# Barr, Robert, 1969 (Mary)

Barrington, Desmond J., 1983 (Helen)
Barry, Frederick, 1990 (Elaine)

* Barry, Mary, 1986 (Paddy)
Barry, Paddy, Hon. Editor ICC Annual,

1984 (Mary)
Barry, Tim, 2001 (Judie)
Beach, John S., 1992 (Simone)
Beattie, David, 1999 (Mary)

Beck, Horace R, 1963 (-)
Beirne, Ronan M., 1975 (Sheila)
Bell, Adrian, 1996 (Maeve)
Bell, J. Alan, 1994 (Gillian)
Bell, Maeve, 1996 (Adrian)
Black, Brian, 1981 (Lesley)
Bohane, Liam A., 1990 (-)

# Bourke, J. Roger, 1940 (Norma)
Bourke, John E, 1965 (Margaret)
Bourke, Dr. Michael Paget, 1975 (-)
Bourke, Philip, 1983 (Ann)
Boyd, Kenneth M., 1987 (Hilary)
Boyle, Harold C, 2002 (Vivienne)
Bradley, Brendan, 1980 (Pamela)
Brady, William, 1985 (Eileen)

Branagan, Michael, 1989 (-)
Branigan, Brenda, 1990 (Pat)

ADDRESS, PHONE NUMBER NAME OF YACHT

Villa Le Bas, 62 Ballyholme Road, Bangor, Co Down BT20 5LA. (028 912 70998/Office: Valhalla
Villa Le Bas, 62 Ballyholme Road, Bangor, Co Down BT20 5LA. (028 912 70998/Office: 028 90321313)     Enigma
Elm House, Mannamead Avenue, Mannamead, Plymouth, Devon PL3 4SE (01752 269705)
Belmont, Rochestown, Co Cork. (021 4363092/Office: 021 4295011)
37 Bayview Road, Killinchy, Newtownards, Co Down, BT23 6TW.

(028 9754 1625/Office: 028 9045 1541)
Springbank, 55 Old Ballygowan Road, Comber, Co Down, BT23 5NE (028 9187 2233)
Springbank, 55 Old Ballygowan Road, Comber, Co Down, BT23 5NE (028 9187 2233)
Romanesca, Marine Parade, Sandycove, Co Dublin. (01 280 0434/Office: 01 475 6426)
1 Marino Station Rd., Holywood, Co Down, BT18 OAH. (028 9042 6497/Office: 028 9042 8424)
Beau Manoir, Rue Maindonnaux, St Martin, Guernsey GY4 6AH, Channel Islands.

(44 1481 39840/Fax: 44 1481 39845)
Shournagh Lodge, Carrigrohane, Co Cork. (021 487 0031)

Modus Vivendi

Rosemarie of Cuan (PO)

High Jinx (PO)
High Jinx (PO)

Passe Partout
Golden Nomad

Morning Flame of St. Peters Port

~ishM~tl

Shournagh Lodge, Carrigrohane, Co Cork. (021 4870031)
"Camelot", 19 Seafront Road, Cultra, Co Down BT18 0BB. (02890 428335)
Westgate, Toward by Dunoon, Argyll, Scotland PA23 7UA. (01369 870271/Office: 01369 870251)
Westgate, Toward, Dunoon, Argyll, PA23 7UA. (01369 87027 l/Office: 01369 870251)
Lynwood, Cunningham Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (01 285 8088)
Menapia, Silchester Park, Glenageary, Co Dublin. (01 280 6254)
Menapia, Silchester Park, Glenageary, Co Dublin. (01 280 6254)
60 Tullynagardy Road, Newtownards, Co Down, BT23 4TB. (028 9181 3369)
60 Tullynagardy Road, Newtownards, Co Down, BT23 4TB. (028 9181 3369/Office: 028 9182 0880)
Heather Lodge, Kerrymount Avenue, Foxrock, Dublin 18. (01 289 3269)
37 Ballinclea Heights, Killiney, Co Dublin. (01 285 5732)
59 Nutley Road, Donnybrook, Dublin 4.
21 Belgrave Road, Monkstown, Co Dublin. (01 280 0820)
21 Belgrave Road, Monkstown, Co Dublin. (01 280 0820)

Simon Den Danser
Greenheart (PO)

Greenheart
Cu Two

Hylasia (PO)
Hylasia (PO)

Maimoune
Maimoune

Aven

Ar Seachrrn

Innishannon House, Innishannon, Co Cork. (021 477 5333)
Ballydugan House, Downpatrick, Co Down BT30 8HA. (028 446 12048/Office: 028 446 12048)
Woodstock, Marlborough Road, Glenageary, Co Dublin.

(01 280 2050/Office: 01 662 5222)
Ripton Middlebury, Vermont, 0766, USA.
5 Doonanore Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin. (01 284 0759/Office: 01 867 1888)
1 The Drive, Richmond Park, Belfast BT9 5EG. (028 9066 8435/Office: 028 9066 7914)

Daedalus
Celtic Rival (PO)

Schollevaer & Aeolus (PO)

J’ablesse
Swallow

R6alta (PO)
The Coach House, 1A Carnathen Lane, Donaghadee, Co Down BT21 0EH. (028 9188 8949/Office: 028 9042 8136)
1 The Drive, Richmond Park, Belfast BT9 5EG. (028 9066 8435/Office: 028 9067 2488)
137 Shore Road, Strangford, Co Down BT30 7NP. (028 4488 1678/Office: 028 9026 2000)
Hillside, Aghada, Co. Cork. (087 220 2877/Office: 091 876030)
Corbiere, Ashbourne Avenue, S. C. Road, Limerick. (061 300671)
Parkwood, Carrickbrennan Rd., Monkstown, Co Dublin. (01 280 1657/Office: 01 280 1657)
Linden, Brighton Rd, Foxrock, Dublin 18. (01 289 2133)
Avon Wood, Avoca Avenue, Blackrock, Co Dublin. (01 288 7491)
Coolbeg, 23 Seafront Road, Cultra, Holywood, Co Down, BT18 0BB. (028 9042 4422)
59 Malone Heights, Belfast, BT9 5PG. (028 90 610896)
Blue Rock, Killough, Kilmacanogue, Co Wicklow. (01 286 9645/Office: 01 456 9444)
Mahonville, Castle Road, Blackrock, Cork.

(021 435 7963/Office: 021 455 3042/Fax: 021 455 3048/Office Fax: 021 455 3048)
14 Blackberry Rise, Portmarnock, Co Dublin. (01 846 2554)
Tahilla, Woodside, Sandyford, Dublin 18. (01 295 6273)

R~alta (PO)
Caelan of Strangford

Nina
Iduna

Hobo Six (PO)

Fiacra
Nimrod of down (PO)

Gentle Spirit

Maximizar (PO)
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NAME AND YEAR ELECTED ADDRESS, PHONE NUMBER

Branigan, Patrick M.C., 1982 (Brenda) Tahilla, Woodside, Sandyford, Dublin 18. (01 295 6273/Office: 01 269 6000)

! Brazil, Donal P., 1990 (Clare) Killard, John’s Hill, Waterford. (051 875636)
Breathnach, Maire, 1997 (-) 4 Gate Lodge, Castle Road, Blackrock, Cork. (021 435 7753)
Brogan, Dr. Michael, 1997 (Laura) Doctor’s Road, Ballyhaunis, Co Mayo. (0907 30992/Office: 0907 30016)

* Brooke, David D, Hon. Sec. RCC, 2000 Whitehouse Barn, Hangram Lane, Sheffield S 11 7TQ.
(2000) (Barbara)

! Bruen, J. Chris, 1990 (Maureen)
Bryce, Robert G., 1969 (-)
Bunting, Christopher J., 1986 (Claire)

Bunting, Peter J., 1962 (Elaine)
Butler, Maurice R, 2000 (Margaret)

Butler, Paul, 1987 (Noirin)
Butler, Pierce, 1995 (Vivienne)
Byme, E. Philip, 1982 (Rosemary)
Byrne, Harry E. O’C, 1974 (-)

Cahill, James J, 1978 (Katherine)
Casey, Noel, 2001 (Mary)
Cassidy, Brendan, 1982 (-)
Cassidy, Liam, 1978 (Vera)
Chapman, Colin A., 1989 (Jeanne)

Clapham, John E, 1965 (Rosie)
#*Clark, Wallace, M.B.E., D.L.,

1951 (June)
Clarke, Deirdre, 2002 (-)

* Clarke, Eileen, 2002 (Tony)
Clarke, Tony, Rear Commodore,

1985 (Eileen)
Clementson, Ann, 1969 (John)

Clementson, John, 1997 (Ann)
Clifford, Thomas F., 1988 (-)
Clow, John W., 1991 (Joan)
Coad, Brian P., 1982 (Daphne)
Coad, Geoffrey, 1991 (Catherine)

Coleman, Michael C., 1988 (Eileen)
Colfer, Bill, 1999 (-)
Collins, Michael D., 1975 (-)
Condon, K. Cal, 1988 (Peg)
Conlon, Jimmy, 1996 (Kathleen)

Connor, Brendan J., 1980 (-)
Conway, Leo, 1991 (Phil)

# Cooke, K. L., 1959 (-)
Cooke, Tom, 1996 (Stephanie)
Cooke of Islandreagh, Lord,

O.B.E.,D.L., 1977 (-)
Cooper, Paul D., 1983 (-)
Corbally, Bernard H. C., 1984 (Erica)
Cotter-Murphy, Maeve, 2000 (Patrick)

Courtney, Peter, 1982 (Helena)
Craughwell, Michael, 1997 (Anne)
Crebbin, John F., 1992 (Jennifer)
Crisp, Graham D, 2000 (Patricia)

Cronin, Kevin, 2003 (Suzanne)
# Crosbie, T. E., 1957 (-)

Cross, Dan, 1986 (Jill)
Crotty, Martin G, 1999 (-)
Crowley, Peter D, 2001 (Marie)

Cudmore, Anne L, 1979 (Ronald)
Cudmore, Brian, 1966 (Eleanor)

Cudmore, Denis, 1986 (Brid)
Cudmore, Eleanor, 1997 (Brian)
Cudmore, Fred Jnr, 1966 (-)

Cudmore, Harold Jnr, 1959 (Lauren)
Cudmore, Dr John, 1977 (Aideen)

Cudmore, Justin R, 1966 (Kate)
Cudmore, Mary, 1970 (-)
Cudmore, Peter E, 1966 (Claire)

! Cudmore, Ronald, Hon. Secretary, ICC,
1964 (Anne)

Cullen, Maurice, 1971 (Elizabeth)

Cullen, Peter C., 1999 (Kerri)
Cullen, Stephen, 2001 (Maryvonne)

Cunnane, Jarlath J, 1988 (Madeline)
Cunningham, Dr John, 1998 (Patricia)

NAME OF YACHT

Maximizar ( PO)

Ruinette ( PO )Kilpatrick ( PO )

Mac Duach

Calypso, Fairy Hill, Monkstown, Co Cork. (021 4863510) Somethm’Brewin"

St Benedicts, Thormanby Road, Baily, Co Dublin. (01 832 2829)
27 Sheep Cottages, Amersham Road, Little Chalfont, Bucks. HP6 6SW. (01494 762907/Office: 0181 966 2491)
Keeper’s House, West Tytherley, Salisbury, SP5 1LY. (01794 341521 )                             Gauntlet (PO)
274 Seacliffe Rd, Bangor, Co Down BT20 5HS. (028 9146 5066)

32 Oakley Grove, Blackrock, Co Dublin. (01 288 4393)
Kingston Farm, Kilternan, Co Dublin. (01 295 5166)
Sunnydale, 4 Nugent Road, Churchtown, Dublin 14. (01 298 1951 )
Lismoyle, Coast Road, Malahide, Co Dublin. (01 845 0498)

Ellison St, Castlebar, Co Mayo. (094 25500)
19 Rostrevor Road, Rathgar, Dublin 6. (01 497 9611/Office: 01 604 2977)

Dunluce, Strand Road, Sutton, Dublin 13. (01 832 2254)
5 St. Helens North, Marine Parade, Sandycove, Co Dublin. (01 280 3717)
The Old Rectory, Comeragh, Kilmacthomas, Co Waterford. (051 291166/Office: 051 875855)
Mertoun, Cliffside Road, Torquay, Devon TQI 3LB. (01803 324726/Office: 01803 297337)
Gorteade Cottage, 115 Kilrea Road, Upperlands, Co Londonderry, BT46 5SB.
(028 7964 2737/Fax: 028 7964 3693)
Friarstown, Ballyclough, Co Limerick. (061 229035/Office: 087 836 0775)
Friarstown, Ballyclough, Co Limerick. (061 229035)

Leemara of Howth (PO)

Moonshine
Growltiger

Alphida of Howth
Ricjak

Sea Gull (PO)
Deerhound

Tresillian IV

Agivey (PO)

Friarstown, Ballyclough, Co Limerick. (061 229035/Office: 061 414852)

Ballyreagh, Portaferry Road, Newtownards, Co Down, BT23 8SN.
(028 9181 2310/Office: 028 9065 6612)

Ballyreagh, 84 Portaferry Road, Newtownards, Co Down, BT23 8SN. (028 9181 2310)
The Kerries, Tralee, Co Kerry.
Mid Linthills, Lochwinnoch, Renfrewshire, Scotland, PA 12 4DL. (01505 842881 )
Noreville, Inistioge, Co Kilkenny. (056 7758417)
Pine Cottage, Ballinakill, Dunmore Road, Waterford. (051 875651)
Mount Carmel, High Road, Rushbrooke, Cobh, Co Cork. (021 4811397)
Grangecon Demesne, Grangecon, Co Wicklow. (045 403212)

"Inniskeel", Quill Road, Kilmacanogue, Co Wicklow. (01 286 8109)
Montana, Crab Lane, Blackrock, Cork. (021 4294165/Office: 021 4543102)
11 Shrewsbury Lawn, Cabinteely, Dublin 18. (01 282 2042)
Unit 14, Kinsealy Business Park, Malahide, Co Dublin. (087 255 4013)
Windrush, Killiney Road, Co Dublin. (01 285 1870)

Salia, Dublin Road, Sutton, Dublin 13. (01 832 2348)
Fortal, Killiney Road, Killiney, Co Dublin. (01 285 5797/Office: 01 667 0685)

Velella

Faustina H (PO)
Faustina 11 (PO)

Capercaillie
Blackjack

Solo
Stella Maris

Sirikit I11 (PO)

Mashona

Delphin
Kumaree

Sandy Ways

Islandreagh House, Dunadry, Co Antrim, BT41 2HE

3 Bayside Park East, Sutton, Dublin 13. (01 832 4289)
Gilspear, Kilmacanogue, Co Wicklow. (01 286 3261)
Hop Island, Rochestown, Cork. (021 4894161/Office: 021 4272783)

Seamount, Balscadden Road, Howth, Co Dublin. (01 832 2008)
39 Threadneedle Rd., Salthill, Galway. (091 52118/Office: 091 568222)
3 Eaton Brae, Corbawn Lane, Shankill, Co Dublin. (01 282 4468/Office: 01 670 9129)
5 Percy Place, Dublin 4. (01 668 1560)
13 Grange Park, Foxrock, Dublin 18. (01 289 5102)

Woodlands, Montenotte, Cork. (021 4501963/Office: 021 4272722)
Woodhouse, Aghamarta, Carrigaline, Co Cork. (021 4831521 )

6 Trafalgar Lane, Monkstown, Co Dublin. (01 280 8075)
47 Lindville, Blackrock Road, Cork. (021 4916747/Office: 021 432 2444)
Aghowle Upper, Ashford, Co Wicklow. (0404 49925)

"Cloudhill", Moneygourney, Douglas, Cork. (021 489 3625/Fax: 021 489 3625)
The Anchorage, Harbour View, Kilbrittain, Co Cork. (023 49665)
Cloudhill, Moneygoumey, Douglas, Cork. (021 489 3625)
Ocean Approach, Myrtleville, Co Cork. (021 4831541 )

4 Queen’s Road, Cowes, Isle of Wight, PO31 8BQ. (44 1983 280466/Fax: 44 1983 291771)
6 The Garden Village, Talbots Inch, Kilkenny. (056 7765838)
Southcourt, South Douglas Road, Cork. (021 4892242/Office: 021 4274019)

Ainrush, Rosebank, Douglas Road, Cork. (021 4293016)

18 Willowmere, Rochestown Road, Cork. (021 4364257/Office: 021 4503726)

Misaja

Beowulf (PO)
Setanta

Oona
The Orchestra

Alannah
Euphanzel

Excuse Me

Ocean Cross (PO)
Koala (PO)

Serifa of Cork

Ann Again

Auretta 11
Ann Again

Silver Slipper
Setanta

Toirse

Oneiro

Aghowle Upper, Ashford, Co. Wicklow. (0404 49925/Fax: 0404 49925)
"Grianblah", Palmerston Park, Dublin 6. (01 497 7002)
Tedburn, Claremont Road, Killiney, Co Dublin. (01 285 2774/Office: 01 230 0711)

5 Montevella, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (01 285 6906)
"Terra Nova", Spencer Park, Castlebar, Co Mayo. (094 9025231 )
Bridge House, Tuam, Co Galway. (093 24155)

Koala (PO)

Feeric

Northabout
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NAME AND YEAR ELECTED

Currie, John D., 1985 (Wendy)

Curtain, Dr. W. Andrew, 1971 (Helen)
Curtin, J. Leonard, 1993 (Mary)

Dalton, Brian, 1967 (Lise)
# D’Alton, Michael M. A., 1956 (-)

Daly, Dominic J., 1968 (-)
Daly, John E., 1990 (Marion)

Davis, Helen J., 1980 (Samuel)
Davis, Samuel M., 1980 (Helen)

# Deane, Douglas, 1965 (Liz)
* Deignan, Owen M., (1999) (Terry)

Delamer, David, 1994 (-)
Devenney, E. K., 1973 (-)
Dick, J.R. William, 1971 (Heather)
Dickinson, William B., 1979

(Elizabeth)
Doherty, Anne, 2000 (-)
Donegan, James D., 1983 (Deirdre)

Doonan, Francesca, 1988 (Paul)
Doonan, Paul S, 1986 (Francesca)
Dooney,
M. Martin, 2000 (Maura)
Doran, John, 1997 (Anna)
Doyle, D. Conor, 1966 (Mareta)
Doyle, Frank, 1966 (-)

* Drew, Robert E., (1997) (Mindy)
du Plessis, Hugo, 1978 (-)
Duffin, Nicholas S. R., St, 1990

(Andrena)
Duggan, John P., 1986 (-)

# Dunn, Aidan, 1963 (-)
Dunphy, T. Austin, 1990 (-)
Dwyer, David M., 1993 (-)
Dwyer, Kevin F., 1966 (Fiona)
Dyke, Stanley W., 1965 (-)
England, Liz, 1967 (Fred)

Ennis, Francis, 2002 (Orla)
Escott, William P. (Perry), 1980 (Pat)
Espey, Fred J. K., 1978 (-)
Eves, Alastair R. W., 1984 (Janet)
Eves, E Maitland, M.B.E., 1967 (Eva)
Eves, Jeremy R. E, 1975 (Heather)

Eves, Roland E., 1982 (Elizabeth)
* Fairley, Peter, Commodore CCC,

(2002) (Diana)
Fannin, Robert J., 1981 (-)
Fasenfeld, George, 1997 (-)

Faulkner, Sir Dennis J., C.B.E.,D.L.,
1960 (-)

Fergus, Sean G., 1985 (Karen)
Femie, Peter J, 2002 (Louise)
Fielding, Christine M., 1971

(Raymond)
Fielding, Dr. Raymond J., 1956

(Christine)
Fisher, J.D.E, 1969 (Susan)
Fitzgerald, Aodhan, 2001 (-)

# FitzGerald, C. J., 1944 (-)
FitzGerald, David H. B., 1966 (Jean)

v FitzGerald, Grainne, 1993 (Chris)

Fitzgerald, Jack J., 1986 (-)
Fitzpatrick, Thomas J., 1985 (Mary)

Flanagan, Dr. Jack, 1980 (Eta)
Fletcher, Gillian, 1996 (-)

Flood, Sean, 1994 (Joan)
Flowers, Maurice H., 1983 (-)

Foote, Thomas S., 1996 (Hilary)
Forde, John B., 1990 (-)
Fowler, Robert J., 1969 (Tiggy)

Freeman, E David, 1986 (Valerie)
Gallagher, Benignus N., 1980 (Mary)
Gallagher, Dr. Jack, 1992 (Meg)

Gallagher, Patrick, 2000 (Kathleen)
Garrard, Natascha, 1990 (Simon)

ADDRESS, PHONE NUMBER

4 Shore Street, Donaghadee, Co Down, BT21 0DG.
"Riverview", 47 Sundays Well Rd., Cork. (021 4393862/Office: 021 4342080)

Springmount, Carfigrohane, Co Cork. (021 4871508/Office: 021 4545222)

89 Rockport Shores, Rockport, ME 04856. (207 596 2959)
Kilda Lodge, St. George’s Ave., Killiney, Co Dublin.

Pembroke House, Pembroke Street, Cork. (021 4505965/Office: 021 4277399)
The Glade, Moneygoumey, Douglas, Cork. (021 4362833/Office: 021 4277911)

8 Glenmachan Drive, Belfast, BT4 2RE. (028 9076 1417/Office: 028 9754 1294)
8 Glenmachan Drive, Belfast, BT4 2RE. (028 9076 1417/Office: 028 9754 1294)
Chnrchbay, Crosshaven, Co Cork. (021 4831002)
72 St. Lawrence Rd, Clontarf, Dublin 3. (01 833 9594)
Baily Cottages, Baily, Co Dublin. (01 839 3634)
4 Vernon Park, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 4PH. (028 9146 1410)

Redboy, Blessington, Co Wicklow. (045 65233)

2 Victoria Terrace, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 5JB .. (028 9146 8772)
Castlebar Road, Westport, Co Mayo. (098 28607/Office: 098 26633)

Carrigmore, Glounthaune, Co Cork. (021 4353137/Office: 021 4277155)
Boothill, Durrus, Co Cork.
Boothill, Durrus, Co Cork.
Greenstones Hall, Glandore, Co Cork. (028 33271/Office: 087 280 7186)

NAME OF YACHT

Carna
Pilgrim Soul

Chain

Boru

Siamsa (PO)

Wave Dancer
Jacana
Jacana

Moonshadow

Tertia of Lymington

Coco
Mischief

Rambler

Drisoge, Baily, Howth, Co Dublin. (01 832 1709/Office: 01 830 9533)
C/o D.E Doyle Ltd, 1 Connell Street, Cork. (021 4772348/Office: 021 4275235)

17 Barnstead Drive, Church Road, Blackrock, Cork. (/Office: 021 4275235)
47 Fair Street, Guilford, CT 06437, USA. (203 453 5474)
29 Greenway Close, Lymington, Hampshire SO41 9JJ. (01590 673631)

11 Grey Point, Helen’s Bay, Bangor, Co Down, BT19 1LE. (028 918 52688)

Edifico "As Caravelas", Rua Dr. Eduardo Neves,, 9-6., 1069-053 Lisboa, Portugal. (01 791 4000)
2 Nutley Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4. (01 269 1158/Office: 01 283 8947)

Sealawn, Sutton, Dublin 13. (01 832 2853)
32 Radcliffe, Dublin Road, Sutton, Dublin 13. (01 832 4910)
The Wilderness, Glanmire, Co Cork. (021 4353441)
B enwell, Crosthwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin. (01 280 7918)
Eastwood, Donaldson’s Brae, Kilcreggan, Dunbartonshire, Scotland G84 0LA. (01436 842175)
Green Ivies, Thormanby Road, Howth, Co Dublin. (01 832 3287/Office: 01 817 1650)

70 Thornleigh Gardens, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 4NP. (028 9146 1881)
4 Myrtle Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin. (01 280 5160)
"Mariveg", 32A Downshire Road, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 3RD. (028 9146 9838)
Loughside Farm, 57 Ringdufferin Road, Toye, Downpatrick, Co Down BT30 9PH. (028 4482 8923)
30A Downshire Road, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 3RD. (028 9127 0460/Office: 028 9145 4344)
Carrig-Gorm, 27 Bridge Road, Helen’s Bay, Bangor, Co Down BT19 1TS. (028 9185 3680)

Armdale, Rhu, Scotland G84 8NE. (01436 820398)
48 Lodore Road, Fishponds, Bristol BS16 2DH.
3 Elgin Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4. (01 660 9488/Office: 01 660 3255)

Ringhaddy House, Killinchy, Co Down, BT23 6TU. (028 9754 1114)
"Abbingdon", 56 Grosvenor Road, Rathgar, Dublin 6. (01 496 5653)
Tawin Island, Maree, Oranmore, Galway. (091 794350/Office: 091 790693)

Skellig, Monkstown, Co Cork. (021 484 1428)

Skellig, Monkstown, Co Cork. (021 484 1428)
Rathturret, Warrenpoint, Newry, Co Down, BT34 3RX. (028 4177 3667)
Glens South, Dingle, Co Kerry. (066 915 1540)

28 Richmond, Blackrock Road, Cork. (021 4292210/Office: 021 4270095)
The Quay, Kinvara, Co Galway. (091 637290)

78 Whitworth Road, Drumcondra, Dublin 9. (/Office: 01 449 6073)
27 Hyde Park, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (01 285 0490)
Kincora, Deerpark, Howth Road, Howth, Co Dublin. (01 832 5554/Office: 01 660 9566)

70ffington Avenue, Sutton, Dublin 13. (01 832 5277)
12 Greenmount Square, Dublin 12. (01 453 1612)
Roskeen, Carrickbrack Road, Baily, Co Dublin. (01 832 3188/Office: 01 295 3333)
42B Ward Avenue, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 5HX. (028 9146 5157)

"The Moorings", Tonabrocky, Bushy Park, Galway. (091 522833)
Elmford, Menloe Gardens, Blackrock, Cork. (021 4291299)
Mont Alto House, Sorrento Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (01 285 8529)
Knollycroft, Coliemore Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (01 285 9439/Office: 01 676 0261)

4 Carrickbrack Hill, Sutton, Dublin 13. (01 832 3755)
Weir House, Woodstown, Co Watefford.
Seskin West, Bantry, Co Cork. (027 50128/Office: 028 28400)
The Shack, Baily, Co Dublin. (01 833 3670)

Moonstruck

Knight Hawke
Samharcin an lar

Rathlin

Eblana
Evolution H (PO)

Medi-Mode (PO)

One Timee
Jokers Wild

Wheesht
Hibernia (PO)

Zamfa
Cephas

Lutanda

Wild Bird

Kariat
Estrellita

Nomad ( PO )

Nonie (PO)

Mandalay

White Heather
Mountain Mist (PO)

Boo jura
Rockabil1111 (PO)

Rhapsocly
White Hatter

Picnic
Roaring Water

Trilogy
Twocan

Sparkle

Rainette (PO) & Natian (PO)
Muirneog
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NAME AND YEAR ELECTED ADDRESS, PHONE NUMBER

Geldof, Robert, 1968 (-) 18 Crosthwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin. (01 280 42633)
Gibson, Richard Y., 1992 (Sue) Kimberley, Camden Road, Crosshaven, Co Cork. (021 4831408/Office: 021 4831505)
Gillespie, Dr. Peter J., 1993 (-) 4 Demesne Gate, Saintfield, Co Down, BT24 7BE .. (028 9751 0779)
Gilmore, Dr. W. R., 1985 (-) 9 Coastguard Lane, Groomsport, Co Down, BT19 2LR. (028 9188 2410)
Glaser, Dr. Otto E., 1972 (Patricia) Thalassa, Baily, Co Dublin. (01 832 4797)
Gleadhill, Diana, 1996 (-) Lough Hill, 30 Ballymacashen Road, Killinchy, Co Down, BT23 0SH. (028 9754 1815)
Glentoran, Lord T. Robin V.,

C.B.E.,D.L., 1977 (Maggie) Drumadaragh House, Ballyclare, Co Antrim, BT39 0TA. (028 9334 0222/Office: 028 9334 0422)
# Glover, Dr. W. E., 1961 (1998) (Lillian) 2 Coolong Road, Vaucluse, New South Wales 2030, Australia. (02 9337 4342)

Godkin, John, 1992 (Sandy) Sandycove, Kinsale, Co Cork. (021 4774189/Office: 021 4274236)
Gomes, Deirdre, 1980 (Richard) Ballygarvan House, Portaferry Road, Greyabbey, Co Down. (028 4278 8365)
Gomes, H. R., 1967 (Deirdre) Ballygarvan House, Portaferry Road, Greyabbey, Co Down. (028 4278 8365)
Good, Courtenay, 1991 (Valerie) Ardkilly House, Sandycove, Kinsale, Co Cork. (021 4772390/Office: 021 4772300)
Gore-Grimes, Anthony, 1978

(Katharine) Roxboro, Baily, Co Dublin. (01 832 2449/Office: 01 872 9299)
* Gore-Grimes, John, 1973 (1990)

(Katie) Shack, Baily, Co Dublin. (01 832 3670/Office: 01 872 9299)
Gray, C. Peter, 1980 (Susan) 45 Avondale Road, Killiney, Co Dublin. (01 285 3911)
Gray, Susan D., 1990 (Peter) 45 Avondale Road, Killiney, Co Dublin. (01 285 3911)
Greenhalgh, David, 1978 (-) 15 Ashley Park, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 5RQ. (028 9145 4860)
Greer, Dr Heather, 1966 (-) Cynara, Windgate Rise, Howth Summit, Co Dublin. (01 832 3731/Office: 01 839 1586)

# Guinness, A. Peter, 1963 (Sue) Toad Hall, Little Missenden, Amersham, Bucks. HP7 0RD. (1494 862322)
Guinness, Ian R., 1979 (Mary-Paula) The Hollow, Blackwood Lane, Malahide, Co Dublin. (01 846 4088)
Guinness, M. Jennifer, 1966 (-) Censure House, Ceanchor Rd., Baily, Co Dublin. (01 832 3123/Fax: 01 839 2057)
Haden, Peter D., 2000 (Moira) Lisheen, Ballyvaughan, Co Clare. (065 7077 333/Office: 065 7077 005)
Hall, Mervyn J., 1970 (-) The Cider House, Behnount Farm, Hatch Beauchamp, Taunton, Somerset TA3 6AA. (01823 480877)
Hand, Frank, 1985 (-) Pf. 19 Strassganger Str 207, 8028 Graz, Austria.
Harris-Barke, Michael L, 2001 (Marie) Mizzen Cottage, Chapel Pass, Blackrock, Dundalk, Co Louth. (042 932 2100)

Harte, Edward D., 1969 (-) Glencar, High Street, Schull, Co Cork.
Hawthorn, George S. N., 1985 (-) 4 Carnesure Mews, Comber, Co Down BT23 5TA. (028 9187 4489/Office: 028 9066 2281)
Hayes, J. Colin, 1992 (Freda) "Woodley", Rochestown Road, Cork. (021 4891948/Office: 01 670 0633)
Healy, Capt George E, 1968 (-) 15 Carrick Manor, Carrickbrennan Road, Monkstown, Co Dublin.
Heard, Ruth, 1967 (-) Stone Cottage, Claremont Road, Killiney, Co Dublin. (01 285 2258)
Hegarty, Betty, 1986 (Brian) Cairngorm, Old Carrickbrack Road, Baily, Dublin 13. (01 832 3421)

# Hegarty, Brian, 1957 (Betty) Cairngorm, Old Carrickbrack Road, Baily, Dublin 13. (01 832 3421)
# Hegarty, Dermot, 1959 (-) 30 Offington Drive, Sutton, Dublin 13. (01 832 4080/Office: 01 649 2000)

Hegarty, Neil, 1990 (Angela) 6 North Mall, Cork. (021 4397191/Office: 021 4962027)
Hegarty, Paul M, 2002 (Nuala) 38 Henry Street, Cork. (021 425 4493/Office: 021 455 0322)

# Hennessy, Dr. Noel St. J., 1957
(Kathleen) 15 Brookvale Downs, Rathfarnam, Dublin 14. (01 490 7698)

Hill, Eric A. G., 1995 (Margaret) 164 Glenageary Park, Glenageary, Co Dublin. (285 4310)
Hill, Dr. Michael J., 1980 (Isobel) 86 Rashee Road, Ballyclare, Co Antrim, BT39 9HT.
Hilliard, Clifford E., 1961 (June) Araglen, Proby Square, Blackrock, Co Dublin. (01 283 6760/Office: 021 452 2180)

* Hogan, Peter St. J., (1993) (-) 153 Strand Road, Sandymount, Dublin 4. (01 260 1233)
Horan, Paddy, 1998 (Maria) 21 Fairyfield, Parteen, Co Clare. (061 340831/Office: 061 361757)

# Horsman, Henry E, 1952 (-) Westwind, Raheen, Arklow, Co Wicklow. (0402 39804)
Hosford, W. K., 1974 (-) Rockcliff House, Blackrock, Cork. (021 4291009)
Hughes, Anne E, 2003 (-) 169 Ballylesson Road, Belfast BT8 8JU.
Hughes, John W, 2002 (Helga) 1 Rannoch Road, Holywood, Co Down BT18 0NA. (028 90 42 4640/Office: 028 90 79 9393)

# Hunt, C. K., 1963 (Poppy) Bawnavota, Summercove, Kinsale, Co Cork. (021 4772534)
Hutcheson, Thomas C., 1990 (-) 18 Chaine Memorial Road, Lame, Co Antrim, BT40 lAD. (028 2827 7284/Office: 028 9086 4331)
Hutchinson, Alan, 1991 (Maureen) 27 Glenbroome Park, Jordanstown, Newtownabbey, Co Antrim, BT37 0RL. (028 9086 3629)
Irvine, Terry, 2002 (Yvonne) 23 Seskin Avenue, Straid, Ballyclare, Co Antrim BT39 9LG. (028 93 352109)
Irwin, John, 1982 (Diane) 12 Spires Crescent, Killinchy, Co Down BT23 6UQ. (028 9754 2801)
Jameson, Kieran J, 1998 (Daire) 23 Harbour View, Howth, Co Dublin. (01 839 0649)
Johnson, Terence C., 1960 (-) Frazerbank, Strathmore Road, Killiney, Co Dublin. (01 285 1439)
Johnston, Denis B., 1979 (Margaret) Kilnburn, 33 Warren Road, Donaghadee, Co Down, BT21 0PD. (028 9188 3951)
Johnston, Guy B., 1995 (Helen) 8 Leeson Park Avenue, Dublin 6. (01 636 2000/Office: 01 676 7666)
Jones, David, 2003 (Patricia) 26 Harbour View, Howth, Co Dublin. (01 839 1210)
Kavanagh, Gerald P., 1980 (Ann) 11 Redford Rise, Redford Park, Greystones, Co Wicklow. (01 287 2476)
Kavanagh, Liam E, 1994 (Elizabeth) Kaduna, Maryborough Hill, Douglas, Cork. (021 4893560/Office: 021 4274461)

Kean, Norman, 1991 (Geraldine) Burren, Kilbrittan, Co Cork. (023 46891)
Keane, Barry, 1975 (Brenda) 55 Wyvern, Killiney, Co Dublin. (01 285 5569)
Keating, John E, 2003 (Ann) ’Carinya’, 69 Abbeyview, Kinsale, Co Cork. (021 477 4613/Office: 021 436 2506)
Keatinge, Hilary J., 1996 (William) 3 Alexandra Road, Lymington, Hants S041 9HB. (01590 672426/Fax: 01590 670561)
Keatinge, William D., 1988 (Hilary) 3 Alexandra Road, Lymington, Hants, SO41 9HB. (01590 672426/Fax: 01590 670561 )

Kellett, William E 1999 (Pare) 8 Elizabeth Court, Mystic, CT 06355, USA. (860-572-7788)

Kelliher, E. Brenda, 1983 (-) 630 Americana Drive, #202, Annapolis, MD21403-3195. ( 1 410 349 1822)
Kenefick, Neil G., 1985 (Iris) "Waterside", Corrabinny, Co Cork. (021 437 8024/Office: 021 489 2813)

Kennedy, Bridget, 1973 (Terence) Blackwater Rocks, Saintfield Road, Killinchy, Co Down, BT23 6RL. (028 9754 1470)
! Kennedy, Hugh E, Q.C., 1963 (Aoife) Edgebank, 16 Deramore Park South, Belfast, BT9 5JY. (028 9066 0500/Office: 028 9066 9556)

Kenny, Brian E, 1997 (Anne) "Alderbrooke", Ballard, Tralee, Co Kerry. (066 712 6590/Office: 066 712 1426)

Kenworthy, Marilyn, 1990 (-) 2 Brandon Lodge, Mount Ovel, Rochestown, Cork. (021 436 1860)

NAME OF YACHT

Rockwell Salamander

Cara of Quoile

Tritsch- Tratsch IV

Wizard
Elixir

Ain Mara

Bonanza

Arctic Fern
Waxwing ( PO )
Wa_~,ing (PO)

Big Boots

Hera

Papageno
Baily of Howth

Aeolus

Fidem 111
Saoirse of Cork

Harklow
Oleander of Howth (PO)
Oleander of Howth (PO)

Beagle

Juffra
Nancy,

Doran Glas

Tieveara

Suaeda
Stealaway
Dundrum

Changeling (PO)
Nyabo

Trininga
Sirikit Ill

Rosemary

Voyageuse

Xanadu (PO)
Elysium (PO)
’0 mare E Tu

Rafiki (PO)

Rafiki (PO)
Jura (PO)

Imagine

Icarus of Cuan
Tosca V

Tam 0 ’Shanter
Flica
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NAME AND YEAR ELECTED

Kidney, John, 1991 (Zsuzi)
Kidney, Noel J., 1986 (Rita)
Kilgrew, Cyril L., 1995 (Ann)

Kilkenny, Joseph A., 1971 (-)
v Killen, Peter R., 1994 (Beverly)

Kilroy, Howard E., 1989 (-)
King, Heather R., 1989 (-)

* King, Cdr W., DSO*DSC. RN. Retd.,
(1987) (-)

Kirby, Tom, 1971 (Eileen)

Knatchbull, Michael W., 1986 (Rhona)
Knatchbull, Patrick W, 1999 (Mary)

Lantry, Seamus, 1990 (Eileen)
Larkin, Frank J., 1982 (Caroline)
Laurence, Dr. David T., 1975

(Madeleine)
Lavelle, Pat, 1991 (-)
Law, J. Brian, 1975 (Rosemary)
Layng, Capt. Brian, 1988 (Joann)

Lee, Adrian E, 1992 (-)
# Lee, Reginald, 1961 (Denise)

Leonard, Alan G., 1964 (Elizabeth)
Ley, Angela, 1986 (John)
Ley, John E., 1986 (Angela)
Lindsay-Fynn, Nigel, 2003 (Heleen)
Long, Norman, 1991 (Kay)
Love, Betty, 1992 (Clayton)

Love, Clayton Jnr., 1971 (Betty)
Lovegrove, Richard V., 1981 (Heather)

Lovett, Dermod, 1995 (Margaret)
Lovett, Raymond, 2002 (Mary)
Lowry, Dr. Paul, 1997 (-)

# Luke, Derek, 1959 (-)
! Lynch, Brian R., 1988 (Onora)

Lynch, Donal, 1996 (Sheila)
Lyster, W. Bruce, 1985 (-)

# Macken, J. J., 1949 (-)
! MacMahon, Gary, 1992 (Michelle)
! MacManus, Brian, Hon. Treasurer,

1999 (Heather)
* MacManus, Heather, (2002) (Brian)

Magee, John R., 1990 (Mary Lou)
Magennis, Connla, 1975 (Geraldine)
Malcolm, John, 1991 (-)

Malone, Anne, 1990 (-)
Malone, John, 2000 (-)
Markey, Jimmy, 1984 (Marie)
Marrow, John C, 2001 (Angela)

Martin, Clive C., 1978 (Mary)
# Martin, E Derek, 1954 (-)

Martin, J. Kenneth, 1982 (-)
Massey, John, 1992 (Susan)
Maxwell, Cdr. RN J. David, 1982

(Carolyn)

McAnaney, Eugene, 1975 (-)
McAuley, E D., MCh. D.O.M.S., 1961
McAuliffe, Philip, 2001 (Sheila)

McBride, Edward D., 1970 (-)
McCann, Jack, 1999 (Moya)
McCarter, Andy, 2000 (Paddy)

McCarthy, Francis, 1985 (Foinnuala)
McCleave, Derek, 1998 (Gillian)

I McClement, Donal J., 1983 (-)
McConnell, John H., 1965 (-)

# McConnell, Maimie T., 1959 (-)
McConnell, Stafford C., 1971

(Mariana)
McCormack, Paget J., 1991 (Andrea)

McCormack, Sean, 1990 (-)
McElligott, Liam, 2002 (Anne)
McFerran, Neil V., 1965 (-)
McGettigan, Alan E, 2003 (Natalie)

McGlade, Patrick P, 2003 (Olga)

ADDRESS, PHONE NUMBER

Caragh, Gordon Avenue, Foxrock, Co Dublin.

Littlefield, Glencullen Road, Kilteruan, Co Dublin. (01 294 2053/Office: 01 618 2400)
Rushanes, Glandore, Co Cork. (028 33446)
The Hatch, Gray’s Lane, Howth, Co Dublin. (01 832 3442)

3 Killeen Terrace, Malahide, Co Dublin. (01 845 3019/Office: 01 616 2212)
Rarc an Ilan, 22 Colemore Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (01 284 0952)
The Cabin, Rathdown Road, Greystones, Co Wicklow. (01 287 4944)

NAME OF YACHT

Merette

Juno
Moonshadow (PO)

White Magic H (PO)

Seareign

Oranmore Castle, Oranmore, Co Galway.
Park Road, Clogheen, Clonakilty, Co Cork. (023 33553/Office: 023 33240)

Gambles Lodge, Upper Mountown, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin. (01 280 1420)
16 Seafront Road, Cultra, Co Down BT18 0BB. (028 9042 2240)

3 Fr Mathew Street, Cork. (/Office: 021 4270789)
San Jose, North Circular Road, Limerick. (061 453267/Office: 061 361555)

Yami- Yami

Murlough

William Tell of Uri

31 Sutherland Avenue, Jacobs Well, Guildford, Surrey, GU4 7QX. (01483 539876/Office: 01483 594264)
30 The Green, College Road, Galway. (091 67707/Office: 091 57707)
Cherry Hill, Whiterock Road, Killinchy, Co Down, BT23 6PR. (028 9754 1386/Office: 028 9266 7317)

51 Corr Castle, Howth, Dublin 13. (01 832 4104)
17 Wellington Place, Dublin 4. (01 667 8012)
Sydney Lodge, 93 Booterstown Avenue, Blackrock, Co Dublin. (01 288 9486)

28 Knockdene Park South, Belfast, BT5 7AB. (028 9065 3162)
7 Ward Avenue, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 5JW. (028 9145 4937)

7 Ward Avenue, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 5JW. (028 9145 4937)
Lee Ford, Budleigh Salterton, Devon EX9 7AJ. (1395 443632/Office: 1395 445894)

20 Mapas Avenue, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (01 285 9847)
Waterpark House, Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co Cork. (021 451 2611)
Waterpark House, Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co Cork. (021 451 2611)
"Corrig", Convent Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (01 285 9782/Office: 01 677 0335)
High Water, Coast Road, Fountainstown, Co Cork. (021 483 2142/Office: 021 429 3604)
Southcliffe, Lovers Walk, Montenotte, Cork. (021 450 0797/Office: 021 427 1971)
16 Slievemoyne Park, Belfast, BTI5 5GZ. (028 9077 4974)
Seafield, Ballure Road, Ramsey, Isle of Man IM8 1NL.
Geevagh Lodge, 85 Devon Park, Salthill, Galway. (091 522214/Office: 091 563131)
"Clara", Orchard Road, Cork. (021 4542826/Office: 021 4545333)
Huckleberry, Knocknackee Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (01 285 2620)
White House, Dalkey Avenue, Co Dublin. (01 285 9585)
Analore House, St Nessans Road, Dooradoyle, Limerick. (061 227778/Office: 061 400620)

Colla Voce
Ocean Blue
Leigh Mary

Ariadne
Busy Bee (PO)
Busy Bee (PO)

Eleanda

Royal Tara & Jap

Lady Avilon (PO)
Lonehort

Belladonna
Kittiwake IV

lonion
Melisande (PO)

Caprice

Shelmalier, Victoria Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (01 284 7724/Office: 01 603 5361)

Shelmalier, Victoria Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (01 284 7724)
c/o James Cahill, Ellison Street, Castlebar, Co Mayo. (401 245 6400/Office: 401 351 6000)

Landfall, 43 Rostrevor Road, Warrenpoint, Newry, Co Down, BT34 3RU. (028 4177 2237)
Willow Cottage, Langley Upper Green, Essex, CB 11 4RU. (01799 550884/Office: 01279 658412)
"Barlogue", 8 Rochestown Rise, Rochestown, Co Cork. (021 4891793)
8 Rochestown Rise, Rochestown, Co Cork. (021 4891793)
18 Harbour View, Howth, Co Dublin. (01 832 2906)
237 Seapark, Malahide, Co Dublin. (01 845 2003)

3, The Ticket, Hainault Road, Foxrock, Dublin 18. (01 289 3565)
Woodley, Eaton Brae, Shankill, Co Dublin. (01 282 4457)
Greenwood, Brighton Road, Foxrock, Dublin 18. (01 289 3981)
7 Glencarraig, Sutton, Dublin 13. (01 832 5636/Office: 01 864 9002)

Infinity

Sea Fox

Starfire

Chardonnay

Lindos
Final Fling

Jaded
New Moon

50 Old Court, Strangford, Downpatrick, Co Down, BT30 7NG. (028 4488 1205)
18 Willowfield Park, Goatstown, Dublin 14. (01 298 2381)

(-) 45 Upper Leeson Street, Dublin 4. (01 660 4580)
2 Kiltegan Lawn, Rochestown Rd, Cork. (021 489 1054)

14 Sutton Grove, Sutton, Dublin 13. (01 832 5527)
Boroondara, Gortacleva, Bushy Park, Galway. (091 526691/Office: 091 568353)
Carnamaddy, Burt, Co Donegal. (077 68697)

3 Ardbrack Hts, Kinsale, Co Cork. (/Office: 021 4277338)
46 Ravenhill Park, Belfast BT6 0DG. (028 9069 2184/Office: 028 9442 2005)
7 Sunset Court, Ballinrea Road, Carrigaline, Co Cork. (021 437 5638/Office: 021 483 1161)
Breeoge, Ardmhuire Park, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (/Office: 01 781 544)
27 Knocknacree Park, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (01 285 8725/Fax: 01 284 0822)

Virago of Strang[ord (PO)

Mary Lee

Gwili 3
Atlantic Islander

gitTnew

Kala

Killaloe, Co Clare. (061 376908)
24 Booterstown Avenue, Blackrock, Co Dublin. (01 288 4382/Office: 01 872 5566)
15 The Avenue, Woodpark, Ballinteer, Dublin 16. (01 298 4120/Office: 01 836 4399)

6 Monaskeha, Clonlara, Co Clare. (061 354194/Office: 061 316833)
65 Marlborough Pk S, Belfast BT9 6HS. (02890 667208/Office: 02890 272115)
Ard Sonas House, Torca Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (01 285 8321)
Ballinvoultig, Waterfall, near Cork, Co Cork. (021 4885286/Office: 021 432 8240)

Marula

Saki
Marie Claire H

Zarinda

Whitefire

Wolfhound
Sabrone
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NAME AND YEAR ELECTED

! McGonagle, Barbara, 1981 (-)
* McHenry, Barbara, (1993) (Cormac)
! McHenry, Cormac P., Rear

ADDRESS, PHONE NUMBER

Carrigoona, Ceannchor Road, Baily, Co. Dublin. (01 832 2823)
8 Heidelberg, Ardilea, Dublin 14. (01 288 4733)

NAME OF YACHT

Commodore, 1980 (Barbara)       8 Heidelberg, Ardilea, Dublin 14. (01 288 4733)
McKean, William W., 1986 (Rosemary) 27 Fotheringay Road, Glasgow, G41 4NL. (0141 423 6370)

McKee, Michael, 1962 (Anne)        52 Ward Avenue, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 5HX. (028 9147 2692)
McKenna, David C., 1964 (-)

# McKinley, Fergus, 1953 (-)

McKinney, John J., 1975 (-)

McMahon, Brendan, 1988 (-)
McMillan, Alastair M., 1968 (-)
McMordie, H. M., 1972 (-)

McMullen, Colin P., 1975 (Alison)
Meade, Eamon, 1992 (Olivia)
Meagher, Niall, 1992 (-)

# Mellon, D. E., M.D., 1947 (-)
Menton, James E, 1986 (Margaret)
Metcalfe, Peter, 1989 (-)
Minnis, Peter, 1996 (Carolyn)
Mollard, Robert E., 1969 (-)

Monson, Roderick G., 1983 (Valerie)
Monson, Ross S, 2001 (-)
Moore, John S., 1985 (-)

Moore, Nelson J, 2001 (-)
Moore, Sam, 2001 (Lily)

Moran, Desmond, 1991 (-)
# Morck, Patricia C., 1962 (Peter)
# Morehead, R., 1950 (-)

Morrison, Hugh E, 1997 (Sue)
# Morrison, R. Ian, 1957 (Sue)

Morrissy, Donal, 1982 (Brenda)

Morrow, Ian, 2002 (Helen)
# Morton, Admiral Sir Anthony

G. B. E., K.C.B., 1970 (-)
Mulhern, James, 1958 (-)
Mullins, Peter J. D., 1971 (-)
Nairn, George E., 1980 (Peggy)
Nairn, W Stuart, 1987 (Janet)

Nicholson, David, 1980 (Joan)
Nicholson, Joan, 1991 (David)
Nicholson, Max, 1996 (Helen)
Nixon, Georgina A., 1987 (William)

! Nixon, James, 1971 (Katherine)
Nixon, W. M., 1963 (Georgina)

O’Boyle, Donal, 1974 (Liz)
O’Brien, Daniel D., 1978 (Rose Marie)
O’Callaghan, Brendan, 1990 (Majella)

O’Carroll, Cormac, 2002 (Frances)
O’Connor, Daniel, 1971 (-)
O’Connor, Gilbert J., 1987 (Hilda)
O’Connor, Patrick, 1996 (Christine)
O’Donoghue, Dr. R. F., 1971 (June)

O’Donovan, Adrian, 1986 (-)
* O’Farrell, Kevin C., (1989) (-)

O’Farrell, Michael, 1975 (Anne)
O’Farrell, Phillip V.J., 1990 (Caitriona)

O’Farrell, Vincent J., 1981 (Maureen)
O’Flaherty, Michael P., 1968 (-)
O’Flynn, Dominick, 1990 (Mary)

O’Gallagher, Malachi, 1968 (Evelyn)
O’Gorman, Kyran, 2003 (’Filch)

O’Hanlon, Andrew, 1969 (-)
* O’Hanlon, Barbara, M.D., 1962

(1984) (-)
O’Keeffe, Mary, 1994 (-)

O’Keeffe, Dr. Maurice, 1972 (-)
O’Kelly, Brian C., 1991 (-)
O’Leary, Archie, 1990 (Violet)

O’Mahony, Bill, 1991 (Brenda)
O’Mahony, Patrick J., 1996 (Clare)

O’Morchoe, The David N. C., 1981
(Madam Margaret)

Island Life
Siolm

Carragheen
G 102 Marina Bay Homes, Aisaworld City, Paranaque, Manila 1703, Philippines.

(63-2-879-8166/Fax: 63-2-879-3339)
Beechfield, Sydney Avenue, Blackrock, Co Dublin. (01 288 8376)

3 Balally Drive, Dundrum, Dublin 16. (01 295 6305/Office: 01 497 8490)
Moyarta, North Circular Road, Limerick. (061 453934)

Treborth, Corrbridge, Howth, Co Dublin. (01 832 4042)
Avenue Cottage, Old Court, Downpatrick, Co Down BT30 7NG. (028 4488 1356) Anolis
31 Oakdene, Ballinclea Road, Killiney, Co Dublin. (01 285 2630/Office: 01 289 3941)
Fiddown, Piltown, Co Kilkenny. (051 64331 l/Office: 051 855034) Mouflon
Gleann na Greine, Naas, Co Kildare. (045 897728) Zuben ’ubi (PO)
Glaslaken, Bunclody, Co Wexford. (054 76103)
Tuskarville, Ballylucas, Ballymurn, Co Wexford. (053 38965) Caranja
Harrysgarden, V. Virestad, 231 91, Trelleborg, Sweden.
58, Warren Road, Donaghadee, Co Down. (028 9188 2577/Office: 028 9181 8853)
27 Sion Road, Glenageary, Co Dublin. (01 285 4317)

2 Castlehill Road, Stormont, Belfast, BT4 3GL. (028 9065 6051) Family’s Pride
2 Castlehill Road, Belfast, BT4 3GL. (028 90656051/Office: 07718 907735)
c/o Ulster Cruising School, The Marina, Carrickfergus, Co Antrim, BT38 8BE. (028 9336 6680/Office: 028 9336 8818)
The Moorings, Maryborough Hill, Douglas, Cork. (021 436 5292)
5 The Rookery, Killinchy, Newtownards, Co Down BT23 6SY. (028 9754 2433) Narnia
Stephen House, Stephen Street, Sligo. (071 42886)
Lowertown, Schull, Co Cork.
Leeward, Marina, Blackrock, Cork. (021 4357714)
"Ambleburu", Broom Rd., Newton Mearns, Glasgow, G77 5DN. (0141 639 3639/Office: 0141 248 4924) Quaila
"Weatherly", Claremont, Howth, Co Dublin. (01 832 2086) Safari of Howth
Clarenbridge House, Clarenbridge, Co Galway. (091 796306) Joggernaut (PO) & Rebound (PO)
Ballylin, Ramelton, Co. Donegal. (074 51268) Genesis ofDrumbuoy (PO)

Rapparee H

Flat 6, Amhurst, 90 St Cross Road, Winchester, Hants SO23 9PX. (01962 56393)
Struan Hill, Delgany, Co Wicklow. (01 287 4785)
1625 S.E. 10th Avenue, Apt 710, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33316. (954 462 6945/Office: 954 695 7509)
3 St Helen’s North, Marine Parade, Sandycove, Co Dublin. (01 280 8765)

The Penthouse, Point Road, Crosshaven, Co Cork. (021 483 1859)
Diamond Lodge, Monkstown, Co Cork. (021 484 2160)
Diamond Lodge, Monkstown, Co Cork. (021 484 2160)
"Seabank", Dunmore East, Co Waterford. (051 383207/Office: 058 41206)
14 Evora Park, Howth, Co Dublin. (01 832 3929)
1 Hamilton Villa, Ballyholme, BANGOR, N Ireland BT20 5PG. (028 91 474015)

14 Evora Park, Howth, Co Dublin. (01 832 3929)
Drake Lodge, Drake’s Pool, Carrigaline, Co Cork. (021 483 1028/Office: 021 483 2422)

126 Harold’s Cross Road, Dublin 6W. (01 490 7731/Office: 01 497 9423)
"Cashelbeg", Laurel Walk, Bandon, Co Cork. (023 43077)
Duncan, Holly Mount, Lee Road, Cork. (021 430 0189/Office: 021 428 4276)

The Pines, Westminster Road, Foxrock, Dublin 18. (01 285 8012/Office: 01 676 4661 )
36 Whiterock Road, Killinchy, Co Down BT23 6PT. (028 9754 1345)

12 Hawthorne Terrace, Cobh, Co Cork. (021 4811442)
Halyards, Camden Road, Crosshaven, Co Cork. (021 4831734)
Leaves of Grass, Point Road, Crosshaven, Co Cork. (021 483 3033)

c/o Post Office, Killaloe, Co Limerick. (061 376565)
Moorcroft, Rostrevor Road, Warrenpoint, Co Down, BT34 3RU. (028 4177 2620)
15 Drumreagh Road, Rostrevor, Co Down, BT34 3DS. (028 4173 9830)
Eldon Hotel, Skibbereen, Co Cork. (028 22000)
Le Fainel, Le Vallon, St Martin’s, Guernsey, GY4 6DQ. (01481 237650/Fax: 01481 237651)

2 Woodview, Wellington Bridge, Lee Road, Cork. (021 4348038/Office: 021 4543505)
12 Cypress Lawn, Templeogue, Dublin 6W. (01 490 5800/Fax: 01 490 5940)
85 Westbrook, Knocknacarra, Galway. (091 590133)

8 St. James Terrace, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6. (01 269 8117)

The Mews, 8 St. James Terrace, Clonskeagh Road, Dublin 6. (01 269 8560)
Camden Road, Crosshaven, Co Cork.

"Scilly", Kinsale, Co Cork. (021 477 2458)
Grange, Co Sligo. (071 63197)

Strand Lodge, Currabinny, Co Cork. (021 4378526/Office: 021 4277567)
6 Castlerock, Carrigaline, Co Cork. (021 4372588/Office: 021 4312755)
"Willowhill", Ballyfouloo, Monkstown, Co Cork. (021 4842387/Office: 021 4329330)

Ardgarry, Gorey, Co Wexford. (055 21803)

Zubenubi (PO)

Salar

Lamorna Ill.

Maximum (PO)
White Shadow

Scilla Verna (PO)
Witchcraft of Howth (PO)

Brandon Rose
Phoenix

Leprechaun
Freycinet

Pegasus

Cuchulain

Fastnet Dancer

Cuilaun (PO)
Cavatina

Tivoli

Tux

Irish Mist

Clarebelle
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NAME AND YEAR ELECTED

O’Neill, J. Russell, 1964 (-)
O’Rahilly, Dr. Michael, 1979 (Frances)
O’Riain, Gearoid, 2001 (-)
Orr, Arthur S. R, VRD* DL FRIN,

1970 (Jane)
Osborne, James R., 1974 (-)

# Osterberg, Paul, 1949 (Valerie)
O’Sullivan, Jeremiah, 1964 (-)
O’Sullivan, Patrick J. E, 1984 (Phyllis)

O’Tierney, Dr. Donal, 1986 (Win)
O’Toole, Dr. Ray, 1996 (Valerie)

! Park, Dr. David S., 1969 (Hilary)
# Park, J. Mungo, M.B.E., 1955

(Amanda)

Park, Jonathon S., 1987 (Deborah)
Payne, J. Somers, 1969 (Eithne)

Pearson, Alan J., 1983 (Claire)
Pendleton, Robert, 2001 (Emily)
Petch, John A., 1987 (Libb)
Phelan, Joe, 2002 (Trish)

* Pilling, J. Ross Jnr., 1987 (1996) (-)
Prendeville, Neil J., 1990 (Felicity)

ADDRESS, PHONE NUMBER

59 Warren Road. Donaghadee, Co Down, BT21 0PQ. (028 9188 8609/Office: 028 9188 8088)

38 Dornden Park, Blackrock, Co Dublin. (01 269 5285)
82 Glenageary Avenue, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin. (/Office: 01 609 9909)

Evergreen, 11 Old Holywood Road, Belfast, BT4 2HJ. (028 9076 3601)

Glenbrook, Enniskerry, Co Wicklow. (01 286 3509)
The Old Manse, Hillsborough, Co Down, BT26 6HW. (028 9268 2226)
Doire Loin, Clogherbrien, Tralee, Co Kerry. (066 718 1084)
Castle Demesne House, Ivy Terrace, Tralee, Co Kerry. (066 7121434/Office: 066 7121522)
41 Seaview, Warrenpoint, Co Down, BT34 3NJ. (028 4177 3630)

Corcullen, Galway. (091 555168/Office: 091 524222)
Yew Cottage, 34a Carrowdore Road, Greyabbey, Newtownards, BT22 2LX. (028 4278 8625)

Carraig Breac Lodge, Baily, Howth, Co Dublin. (01 832 2210)
8 Old Station Road, Holywood, Co Down, BT18 0BX. (028 9042 1938)
4 Camden Terrace, Crosshaven, Co Cork. (021 4831128)
35 Offington Park, Sutton, Dublin 13. (/Office: 01 830 7727)

Winterwheat, Margaretstown, Skerries, Co Dublin. (01 849 4419)
Seaview Farm, Kilbrittain, Co Cork. (023 49610)
33 Strand Road, Baldoyle, Dublin 13. (01 832 3876)
1400 Waverley Road, Apt. A, Gladwyne, PA 19035, USA.
73 Clevedon, Lower Kilmoney Rd, Carrigaline, Co Cork. (021 4375219/Office: 021 4328219)

Pritchard, Maura G.M., 1966 (Marshall)The Coach House, 36 Craigdarragh Road, Helen’s Bay, Co Down, BT19 1UA. (028 9185 2237)

Pritchard, R Marshall, 1966 (Maura)
Quinlan, Fergus, 2003 (Kay)
Ralston, George L. D., 1986 (Lynne)
Rea, Bill, 1977 (Eithne)
Revill, Reginald G., 1979 (-)
Richardson, Cecil, 1989 (Lily)
Riordan, S. William, 1985 (-)
Roberts, Grattan d’Esterre, 1989

(Mairead)
Roberts, Rex, 1974 (Pat)
Robertson, Alan, 2001 (Joyce)
Rogerson, Fred J., 1983 (Janet)

Ronaldson, Evie, 1997 (Peter)
! Ronaldson, Peter, Vice Commodore,

1967 (Evie)
Rooney, John W., 1994 (Penny)
Rountree, Alan H., 1995 (-)
Russell, John E, 1965 (Joan)
Ryan, David E, 1973 (-)
Ryan, Dermod J., 1971 (Sheila)
Ryan, Paul J., 1984 (-)
Ryan, Peter, 1988 (Margaret)

Sadlier, Frank A., 1985 (Marion)
Salmon, Seamus, 2000 (-)
Sargent, Gerard M., 1996 (Barbara)

Selig, Ivan I., 1965 (Daphne)
Sharp, Ronald L., 1974 (Sheila-May)
Sheehy, Edward J, 1998 (Eileen)

Sheil, David J., 1985 (Nell)
Sheik Leonard Jnr., 1988 (-)
Sheil, Leonard, 1968 (Hazel)

# Sheppard, Lt. Comm. Thomas, RN
(Retd), 1957 (Judith)

Sheridan, Gerry A., 1995 (Terry)
Siggins, Brian, 1985 (-)
Simms, Robin J. A., 1969 (Nan)
Sisk, Hal B., 1973 (Rosemarie)

Slater, Ronnie, 1977 (Denise)
Slevin, James, 1986 (-)
Smith, Noel T, 1998 (Helen)
Smullen, Brian P., 1968 (-)

Smullen, John A., 1987 (-)
# Smullen, John D., 1961 (Helen)

Smyth, Douglas D, O.B.E., 2002
(Lillian)

Smyth, Francis G., 1979 (-)
Smyth, N. Louis, 1983 (-)

Somerville, R. Andrew, 1980 (Susan)
Somerville, Sue M., 1989 (Andrew)

Spence, Ralph E., 1988 (-)
Spence, S. Adrian, 1991 (-)

The Coach House, 36 Craigdarragh Road, Helen’s Bay, Co Down, BT19 1UA. (028 9185 2237)

Dooneen, Burrin, Co Clare. (065 707 8929)
Island Cottage, Reagh Island, Comber, Co Down BT23 6EN. (028 9754 1431)

7 Verona, Queen’s Park, Monkstown, Co Dublin. (01 280 7987/Fax: 01 280 7987)
11 Burrow Road, Sutton, Dublin 13. (01 832 5544)
52 Avondale Road, Killiney, Co Dublin. (01 285 3800)
3 Carrickmines Dale, Carrickmines Wood, Brennanstown Road, Dublin 18. (01 289 1252)

NAME OF YACHT

Miss Molly of Hamble
Mystery

Hibernia (PO)

Bibi

Askari

Aoife (PO)
Alys

Twiga

Halloween

Seadrifier
Skua

Mary P

Lady Jane (PO)
Lady Jane (PO)

Pylades (PO)
Insouciance

Elysium

Riverwood, Currabinny, Co Cork. (021 4374444/Office: 021 4378383)                                Hafod (PO)

90 Ballinclea Heights, Killiney, Co Dublin. (01 285 4352)
22 Dumyat Drive, Falkirk, Scotland FK1 5PD. (01324 624430) Jomora
113 Lakelands Close, Stillorgan, Co Dublin. (01 288 6437/Office: 01 660 9155) Happy Return
The Shepherd’s House, 72 Whinney Hill, Holywood, Co. Down, BT18 0HG. (028 9042 6459) Seascape of Down (PO)

The Shepherd’s House, 72 Whinney Hill, Holywood, Co. Down, BT18 0HG. (028 9042 6459) Seascape of Down (PO)
28 Park Drive, Ranelagh, Dublin 4. (01 497 7004/Office: 01 676 6167)

Ballylusk, Ashford, Co Wicklow. (0404 40156/Office: 0404 40156) Tallulah
34 Killinakin Road, Killinchy, Newtownards, BT23 6PS. (028 9754 1562)
PO Box 11082, Manama, Bahrain.
Ashdale, Castle Close, Castle Park Road, Sandycove, Co Dublin. (01 280 3585) Sceolaing
17 Arkendale Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (01 235 0546)
44 Banbridge Road, Waringstown, Craigavon, Co Armagh, BT66 7QD. (028 3888 1418) Nicu
19 Quay Road, Strangford, Co Down, BT30 7LL. (028 4488 1830) Nisha
Cloonterriff, Knock, Co Mayo. (094 88662/Office: 094 24488) Saoirse
49 Strand Road, Baldoyle, Dublin 13. (01 832 5392) Targeteer
Bree Lodge, Craigavad, Co Down, BTI8 ODE. (028 9042 4361)
Ardbeg, Craigmillar Avenue, Milngavie, Glasgow, G62 8AU. (0141 956 1984) Ultimate
"Ilton", Magazine Road, Cork. (021 4541816)

Cloonbane, Doneraile, Co Cork. (022 24148)
Copse Cottage, Ballyhad, Rathdrum, Co. Wicklow. (0404 43896)
Portlet, 24 Haddington Park, Glenageary, Co Dublin. (01 280 1878/Office: 01 280 7838)

Alchemist
Gay Gannet

Gay Gannet

Derrybawn, Military Road, Ballybrack, Co Dublin. (01 282 4413)
Swiss Cottage, Newtown, Waterford. (051 870847/Office: 051 334700)
Tyrone, Kilcolgan, Co Galway. (091 796848/Office: 091 751706)

80 Ward Avenue, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 5HX. (028 9147 3563)
Waterstown House, Sallins, Co Kildare. (045 876268/Office: 01 409 1600)
39 Sheridan Drive, Helen’s Bay, Co Down, BT19 1LB. (028 918 52373)
Arenal, The Mall, Ballyshannon, Co Donegal. (072 51379/Office: 072 51177)
Lyndhurst, St Vincents Road, Greystones, Co Wicklow. (01 287 4583/Office: 01 679 1201)

33 Leeson Park, Dublin 6. (01 280 6729/Office: 01 660 5011)
122 Richmond Park, Herbert Road, Bray, Co Wicklow. (01 274 5955)
11 Connolly Square, Bray, Co Wicklow. (01 286 2679)

Greylag of Arklow (PO)
MegaHertz

Ausoba
moonstream

Cotton Blossom (PO)
Tandara

Testa Rossa
Laragh

Cuilaun (PO)

20ldstone close, Shore Road, Greenisland, Co Antrim. (028 90 854557/Office: 028 90 400999)
30 Portaferry Road, Greyabbey, Co Down, BT22 2RX. (028 4278 8214)

Ardkeen, Castletroy, Co Limerick. (061 337756)
Sally’s Bridge House,, Sraghmore, Roundwood, Co Wicklow.
Sally’s Bridge House, Sraghmore, Roundwood, Co Wicklow. (01 281 8253/Office: 01 677 2941)

40 Castle Street, Killough, Co Down, BT30 7QQ. (028 4484 1697)
4 Greggs Quay, Belfast BT5 4GQ. (01232 454461)

Jig Time

Flight of Fantasy

Madcap
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NAME AND YEAR ELECTED

Stevenson, Dr. I. J., 1991 (-)
Stevenson, John A., 1964 (Clodagh)

Stevenson, John C., 1984 (-)
# Stewart, Alan C., 1959 (June)

Stillman, Chris J., 1985 (-)
Stokes, Adrian, 1990 (Deirdre)
Stokes, Mandy, 1997 (Patrick)

Stott, Andrew R., 1992 (-)
Sullivan, Richard A., 1992 (-)

* Taggart, A. G., 1970 (1987) (Christine)
Taggart, John I., 1999 (Gall)

Pascal
Taplin, David M. R., 1986 (-)
Taylor, Alan J, Commodore OCC,

(2002) (Jenny)

Taylor, Gregg, 2003 (Helen)

ADDRESS, PHONE NUMBER

55 Churchtown Road, Ballyculter, Downpatrick, Co Down, BT30 7AZ. (028 4488 1798)

22 Baring Road, Beaconsfield, Bucks, HP9 2NE.
Ardmore, 1 Seaforth Road, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 5HV. (028 9147 2779)
Cul na Mara, 9 Meadow Bank, Moffat, Dumfries & Galloway, Scotland DG10 9LR. (01683 220814)
3 Thomastown Road, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin. (01 285 2084/Office: 01 677 2941)
Summer Lodge, Wellington Road, Cork. (021 4502464/Office: 021 4277622)

"Summerville", Summerhill North, Cork. (/Office: 021 4277622)
9 Ferry View Cottages, World’s End, Kinsale, Co Cork.
Eglantine, Crab Lane, Blackrock Road, Cork. (021 4292734)

8 Whistlefield Court, Bearsden, Glasgow G61 IPX. (0141 942 0615)
Cuan Farm, 13 Ballydrain Road, Comber, Newtownards, Co Down BT23 5SR. (01247 870265/Office: 01232 669537)

Coliemore House, Down Thomas, Plymouth, PL9 0BQ, England.

Four Winds, Stoneyfields, Farnham, Surrey GU9 8DU. (01252 737007)

Ballymacormick House, Ballymacormick Road, Bangor, Co Down BTI9 6AB.
(028 9146 7955/Office: 078 5059 8223)

* Thornhill, Christopher J.H.,
Commodore RCC, (2000) (Valentine)55 St. Charles Square, London W10 6EN. (020 8969 1736)

Aisling, Knapton Road, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin. (01 280 4391/Office: 01 676 7998)
Firlands, Glengarriff, Co Cork. (027 63106)
12 Marino Park, Cultra, Holywood, BTI80AN. (028 9042 2280)
"Eos", Upper Rosses, Rosses Point, Co Sligo. (071 77216)
Moel-Y-Don Llanedwen, Llanfairpwll, Isle of Anglesey, LL61 6EZ. (01248 714 430)

14 Castle Lawn, Tulla Road, Ennis, Co Clare. (065 682 2440)
34 Rathdown Park, Terenure, Dublin 6.
"Carrick", Baily, Howth, Co Dublin. (01 832 3690/Office: 01 453 0178)

Coonlocken House, Ardbrack, Kinsale, Co Cork. (021 477 2468/Office: 021 470 2122)

NAME OF YACHT

Ostra (PO)
morene

Tierney, John, 1960 (Sally)

Tisdall, Patrick, 1992 (-)
Titterington, Ian H., 1989 (-)

Toher, Tony, 1992 (Ray)
# Tomlinson, Molly, 1965 (-)

Travers, Brendan, 1993 (Evelyn)
Traynor, Frank, 1985 (-)

Tucker, Brian A., 1985 (-)
! Tucker, David E, 2000 (Meta)

Dom Perignon

alpara
Dahm

Running Wild (PO)

Zebedee

Bellamanda

Blue Squirrel

Sai See (PO)

Speedbird of Shrone

Kioni

Seoidin

Ounavarra of Howth
Intrigue

Turvey, Desmond E., 1980 (Margaret)
Tyrrell, Aidan, 1971 (-)
Tyrrell, Dr. Declan G., 1985 (Margaret)
Villiers-Stuart, Gary, 1992 (-)

# Villiers-Stuart, James, 1961 (-)
Virden, Jonathan, 1968 (Joy)
Waldron, Dr. Oliver C., 1978 (-)
Walsh, Anthony, 1979 (-)
Walsh, Donal, 1992 (Mary)

Walsh, Enda, 1990 (William)
Walsh, Patrick J., 1982 (Peg)

Walsh, William, 1968 (Enda)
Waters, Capt. L. Roy, 1985 (Susanne)
Watson, Barbara N., 1993 (Bill)

Watson, Patricia, 1966 (-)
Watson, Richard R., 1962 (-)
Watson, William R., 1979 (Barbara)
Webb, Michael J., 1986 (Ruth)
Wheeler, Edwin M., 1975 (Jan)
Whelan, Geoffrey E, 1985 (Valerie)

Whelan, Michael J., 1985 (Maureen)
Whelan, Patrick, 1980 (-)
Whelehan, Harold, 1979 (-)
Whitaker, D. Mark, 1991 (Liz)

Whitaker, David J., 1988 (Valerie)
White, Derek F, 1999 (Vivienne)

White, John N., 1974 (Sarah)

Whitehead, David, 1972 (Marie)
whitehead, Duncan, 2001 (-)

2 Abbey Terrace, Cuan na Mara, Abbey Street, Howth, Co Dublin. (01 832 4241/Office: 01 676 3914)
Adelaide Cottage, Adelaide Place, Gardiners Hill, Cork. (021 450 8419)

Hillside, The Hill, Glenageary, Co Dublin. (01 280 0362)
Burnlaw, Whitfield, Hexham, NE47 8HE (01434 345349/Office: 01434 632692)
Dromna, Cappoquin, Co Waterford. (024 96144)
The Court Lodge, Yalding, Kent, ME18 6HX. (01622 814509)
Luibeen, Colla Road, Schull, Co Cork. (028 28814)

Red Island, Skerries, Co Dublin. (01 849 0113)
Meadowlands, Abbeyside, Dungarvan, Co Waterford. (058 44074)
Dolphin Lodge, Crosshaven, Co Cork. (021 4831483)

Beaumont House, Woodvale Road, Beaumont, Cork. (021 4292556/Office: 021 4292195)
Dolphin Lodge, Crosshaven, Co Cork. (021 4831483/Office: 021 4502358)
15 Ballymullan Road, Crawfordsburn, Bangor, Co Down, BT19 1JG. (028 9185 3249)
5901 Sun Blvd. #202, St. Petersburg, FI 33715, USA. (727 864 9802)

29 Balkill Road, Howth, Co Dublin. (01 832 2472)
29 Balkill Road, Howth, Co Dublin. (01 832 2472)
5901 Sun Blvd. #202, St. Petersburg, FI 33715, USA. (727 864 9802)

c/o Willingham, House Stud, Brinkley, Newmarket CB8 0SW. (01 638 507 530)
The Riggins, Greenpark, Dunshaughlin, Co Meath. (01 825 6643)
The Stables, Nashville Road, Howth, Co Dublin. (01 832 3536/Office: 01 677 7532)

8 Longford Terrace, Monkstown, Co Dublin. (01 230 5972)
Wellington Mews, 9A Patricks Hill, Cork. (021 4501966)

Treetops, Claremont Road, Howth, Co Dublin. (01 8324139)
Orchard House, Douglas Road, Cork. (021 436 2773/Office: 021 428 1100)
Ashkirk, Douglas Road, Cork. (021 4292542/Office: 021 4281100)

The Mallard, 4 Audleystown Road, Strangford, Co Down BT30 7LP.
(028 4488 1331/Office: 028 4488 1323)

3 Marlborough Road, Glenageary, Co Dublin. (01 280 8364)

Glebe, Kinvara, Co. Galway. (091 638195)
6A Edinburgh Road, South Queensferry, West Lothian, Scotland EH30 9HR. (0131 331 5344)

Winefreda of Greenisland
Delphic

Twayblade

Lady Kate

Carrigdoun

Sundowner of Beaulieu
Strathspey (PO)

Ursula
Strathspey (PO)

Moondrifter
Witchcraft of Howth (PO)

Evolution 11 (PO)
Maunie

Witchcraft of Howth (PO)

Rascal
Wayfarer

Ballyclaire

Joyster

* Whitney, William E, Commodore CCA,
(2001 ) (-)

Williams, J. David, 1984 (Ena)
Williams, W. Peter, 1968 (Anne)
Winkelmann, Franz C., 1984 (Carmel)

# Wolfe, Jack M., 1959 (-)
Wolfe, John W., 1978 (-)
Wolfe, Peter C., 1974 (Jill)

Wood, Trevor R. C., 1987 (Angela)
Woodward, Joseph B., 1990 (Mary)

Woodward, Mary, 1999 (Joe)
Woulfe-Flanagan, Ann, 1996 (-)

Wright, Nick, 2003 (Marwyn)
Wylie, Ian E., 1971 (-)

1341 Whitney Road, Quilcene, Washington 98376, USA.

24 Middle Road, Saintfield, Co Down, BT24 7LP. (028 9751 9060/Office: 028 9070 5111)
The whins, 25 Ballykeigle Road, Comber, Co Down, BT23 5SD. (028 9752 8360)
12 Anglesea Road, Dublin 4. (01 668 4082/Fax: 01 668 4082)

3A Dunbo Hill, Howth, Co Dublin. (01 839 4154)
Robbs Wall, Malahide, Co Dublin. (01 845 0717)
Inglewood, Gilford Road, Sandymount, Dublin 4. (01 269 4316)
Rostynan, 1 Haddington Lawn, Glenageary, Co Dublin. (01 280 0471)

Chartwell, Douglas Road, Cork. (021 429 1215/Office: 021 427 3327)
Chartwell, Douglas Road, Cork. (021 4291215)

60 Silchester Park, Glenageary, Co Dublin. (01 280 3979/Office: 01 676 0261 )
11 Brackenrig Crescent, Waterfoot, Glasgow G76 0HE (0141 644 4253)
Flat 1, 2 Clanbrassil Terrace, Holywood, Co Down, BT18 0AE (028 9042 1515)

Reiver (PO)
Reiver (PO)

Benbow

Mist3’
Moshulu I11

Moshulu IH

Beowulf (PO)
Talisker
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Email addresses

To amend or add to this list, email Guy Johnston

Baker, Arthur
Barnes, Sean
Barry, Paddy
Beach, John
Beirne, Ronan
Bell, Adrian
Bell, Alan
Bell, Maeve
Black, Brian
Bohane, Liam
Bourke, John P
Bourke, Philip
Bradley, Brendan
Brady, B
Bruen, Chris
Bunting, Chris
Bunting, Peter
Butler, Maurice
Casey, Noel
Clapham, J
Clarke, Tony
Clemenston, John
Clementson, Ann

(nee Bunting)
Condon, C
Cooke, Tom
Cotter, Maeve
Craughwell, M
Crebbin, John
Crotty, Martin
Crowley, Peter
Cudmore, Denis
Cudmore, Harold
Cudmore, Richard
Cudmore, Ron & Anne
Cullen, Stephen
Cunnane, Jarleth
Curtain, Andrew
Dalton, Brian
Doherty, Anne
Dooney, Martin
Drew, Bob
Dwyer, Kevin
Fitzgerald, Aodhan
Fitzgerald, Grainne
Fletcher, Gillian
Gibson, Richard
Gleadhill, Di
Gore-Grimes, John
Gray, Peter & Susan
Greer, Heather
Guinness, Jennifer
Harvie, Jim
Hayes, Colin
Hegarty, Brian
Horan, Paddy

arb@indigo.ie
SeanBarnes@iol.ie
sailorpaddy @ hotmail.com
jsbeach@rapidial.co.uk
ronanmbeirne@eircom.net
adrian.bell @ kmm.co.uk
bell.ja@virgin.net
maeve.bell@gccni.org.uk
bycomm@aol.com
liamb @ corkmcos.ie
jpbourke @ iol.ie
philip.bourke @ ucd.ie
paltserv @ indigo.ie
billbrady@eircom.net
chris.bruen@dol.ie
cjbunting @ bigfoot.com
pjbunting @ virgin.net
maurice.butler @johnselliot.com
noel.casey@mail.esb.ie
mertoun @ hotmail.com
irlclarke @ eircom.net
john.clem @bigfoot.com
ann.bunting @bigfoot.com

kccondon @ eircom.net
tcooke@indigo.ie
maeveco@gofree.indigo.ie
crelect@iol.ie
jfcrebbin @eircom.net
martin @ crottydesign.ie
cork@dyno-rod.ie
dcudmore@lucent.com
HaroldCudmore @ cs.com
jcudmore @ gofree.indigo.ie
cudmore @bmr.ie
scullen@smc.ie
jcunnane @ eircom.net
gynonc@iol.ie
bcdalton@earthlink.net
datec@anu.ie
martindooney @ eircom.net
bdrew 1133 @ aol.com
kd@kevindwyer.ie
adofitz @ hotmail.com
Grainne_Fitzgerald @ clirl.com
gfletch@gofree.indigo.ie
rgibson @ royalcork.com
digleadhill @ lineone.net
jgg@goregrimes.ie
yachtwaxwing @hotmail.com
greerh @ nil.ie
alexandjen @ eircom.net
jimharvie @ worldnet.att.net
Colin.Hayes @ orix. ie
hegb@eircom.net
pgh253@indigo.ie

Hunt, Keith
Johnson, Terence
Johnston, Guy B
Kean, Norman
Keatinge, Bill
Kellett, Bill
Kenefick, N
Kenny, B
Kenworthy, Marilyn
Killen, Peter
Kirby, Tom
Knatchbull, Michael
Knatchbull, Patrick
Larkin, F
Ley, J
Lovett, Dermod
Malone, John
Marrow, John
McAuliffe, Philip
McCleave, Derek
McClement, Donal
McFerran, Neil
McGuire, Gary E.
McHenry, Cormac
McKenna, David C
McMahon, Gary
McManus, Brian
Minnis, Peter
Moore, Nelson
Moore, Sam
Nairn, S
Nicholson, David
Nixon, James
O Riain, Gearoid
O’Farrell, M
O’Gallagher, Malachi
O’Neill, Russell
Orr, Arthur
Pendleton, Robert
Prendeville, Neil
Ralston, George
Robertson, Alan
Sheridan, Gerry
Slevin, Jim
Smullen, Brian
Stokes, Adrian
Tucker, David E
Tyrell, Declan
Tyrrell, Aidan
Virden, J
Watson, Bill
Whitaker, Mark
Whitehead, David
Whitehead, Duncan
Winkelman, Franz
Wood, Trevor

ckhunt @indigo.ie
johnsont @ gofree.indigo.ie
guy@etm.ie
NormanKean @ aol.com
hilary.keatinge @ dial.pipex.com
w.kellett @ worldnet.att.net
brush@iol.ie
drambuie @esatclear.ie
marilynk @ tinet.ie
peterkillen @ angloirishbank.ie
tbkirby @ eircom.net
knatch @ gofree.indigo.ie
patrick @ knatchbull.freeserve.co.uk
LarkinF @ shannon-dev.ie
jley218653 @aol.com
lovetts @ indigo.ie
johnm@johnm.cx
comms @ eircom.net
philmac @ esatclear.ie
derek@ mccleave.freeserve.co.uk
mcclement @ eircom.net
mcferrans @ tesco.net
garuir @ gofree.indigo, ie
cpm5 @ tutor.open.ac.uk
rapparee @ pacific.net.ph
gary@copperreed.com
brian.macmanus @iib-bank.ie
apl @ utvintemet.com
moorenelson @ hotmail.com
samgmoore @ talk21 .corn
nairn @ eircom.net
DavidNic @eircom.net
james.nixon @dnet.co.uk
gearoil @ ireland.com
mof@mail.com
malachio @ gofree.indigo.ie
russelloneill @ genie.co.uk
asporr @ evergreen 11 .fsnet.co.uk
winterwheat@eircom.net
neil.prendeville @pfizer.com
theralstons @ talk21 .com
robertson_alan @ compuserve.com
gerryasheridan @ tinet.ie
jimslevin@eircom.net
bsmullen @ aol.com
adstokes @ stokesco.ie
det@eircom.net
dopeydoc @ oceanfree.net
attyrrell@iolfree.ie
jjvirden@aol.com
watknots @ aol.com
mark.whitaker @jpmg.ie
dwhitehead @billiton.com
duncanwhitehead@ukonline.co.uk
cwinkers@iol.ie
trcwood@eircom.net
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List of Yachts  oamen aneo= ,
Yacht Owner T.M.

Aeolus D Beattie 8
Aeolus M. Harris-Barke 7.4
Agivey W. and S. Clark
Alakush M.J. Guinness
Alannah J. Crebbin 12
Alchemist D & N Sheil 6
Alpara M Stokes
Alphida of H.E.O’C. Byrne 14.4
Alys D. Park 11
Andromeda S. Gray 4
Anita B. Cassidy
Ann Again B. & E. Cudmore
Anolis H.M. McMordie 15
Aoibhneas M O’Gallagher 9.6
Aoife R O’Toole 11.6
Ar Seachrrn P. Barry
Arctic Fern J Gore-Grimes
Aretd T. Toher 10.4
Ariadne A.G. Leonard
Askari P O’ Sullivan 7.6
Atlantic Islander F McCarthy
Aven R Barr 12
Awbeg Venture D J Sheil 12
Baily of Howth MJ. Hall 33
Ballyclaire D F White
Beagle N. Hegarty 8
Belladonna R Lovett
Bellamanda A J Taylor
Benbow J M Wolfe
Beowulf B Corbally/A Woulfe-Flanagan 17.7
Bibi P. Osterberg
Big Boots D. Greenhalgh 15
Blue Squirrel G Taylor
Bonanza A. Gore-Grimes
Boojum T Fitzpatrick
Boru B C Dalton 1985
Brandon Rose B O’Callaghan
Busy Bee J. Ley/A. Ley 10
Caelan of B Black
Capercaillie J.W. Clow 24
Caprice W B Lyster 16
Cara of Quoile P Gillespie
Caranja J. Menton 22
Carna J. Currie 10
Carragheen M McKee
Carrigdoun W. Walsh 22
Cavatina D. O’Flynn 11
Celtic Rival J S Beach
Cenerea G. Coad 15
Cephas F.M. Eves
Changeling K.J. Jameson 15
Chardonnay J Marrow 10.36
Clarabelle P J & C O’Mahony 17
Clarebelle T Irvine
Coco A Doherty 1985
Colla Voce P. Lavelle 6
Cotton Blossom H B Sisk
Cu Two S Barnes
Cuchulain M. O’Farrell 11
Cuilaun B. Smullen/M. O’Flaherty 28
Daedalus T Barry
Dalua A. Stott 16
Deerhound C.A. Chapman 28
Delphic J Villiers-Stuart
Delphin L. Conway 12.3
Dom Perignon A Stokes
Doran Glas P. Horan 11

Dundrum J. Irwin 15

Eblana A. Dunn 14

Eleanda N Lindsay-Fynn 30.3

Elgin M O’Rahilly
Elixir J Godkin
Elysium W.T. Rea 7

Enigma S. Adair
Estrellita S. Fergus
Euphanzel G D Crisp
Evolution H T. Dunphy/G. Whelan 12

email Ron Cudmore.

Rig / Built

Sloop E 1974
Sloop E 1971
Ketch E 1975
Sloop F. 1985
Ketch E 1979
Sloop F. 1978
Sloop F.
Sloop F. 1986
Sloop F. 1984
Sloop W. 1962
G. Sloop W.
Sloop F. 2000
Ketch W. 1900

Sloop E 1978
Sloop A. 1979
Sloop E 1998
Sloop E 1977
Sloop E 2000
Sloop E 2002
Ketch E 1980
Sloop E 1977
Ketch E 1978
Ketch E 1981
Sloop E 1976
Sloop E 1978
Sloop E 1999
Bowman 40
Motor Sailer E 1979
Sloop E 2001
Sloop W. 1960
Sloop F. 1976
Sloop F. 1989
Sloop F. 1979
Sloop F. 1988
Sittalia Yachts
Sloop E 1988
Sloop E 1990
Cutter/Ketch E 1973
Bmu Ketch E 1978
Sloop E 1995
Sloop E 1972
Sloop E 1981
Sloop E 1980
Sloop E 1980
SloopE 1981
Ketch E 1990
Sloop E 1977
Ketch W. 1973
Sloop E 1985
Sloop E 1989
Sloop E 1986
Sloop E 1999
Sloop S.
Groupe Finot
Cutter E 1982
Sloop W W. 1964
Ketch E 1989
SloopE 1971
Ketch W. 1970
Fractional E 2000
Sloop E 1988
Ketch E 1970
Sloop F. 1988
Sloop E 1976
Sloop E 1970
Sloop E 1980
Sloop W. 1967
Sloop E 1989
Sloop E 1996
Lugger E 1999
Sloop E 2001
Sloop E 1988
Oceanis 411
Sloop E 1979
Bermudan W. 1938
Sloop E 1987

Designer

Olle Enderlein
M Dufour
Colvic
Rob Humfreys
A. Buchanan
L Giles
M Dufor
Jacques Fauroux
David Sadler
Johan Hanker
Howth 17 O.D.
J & J Designs
E.H. Hamilton

John Sharp
German Frers
Najad
Laurent Giles
Stephen Jones
J & J Designs
Walter Raynor
Camper & Nicholson
Dufour
Holman & Pye
Finot
D. Thomas
Marc Lombard

Colin Mudie
German Frers
B. Bringsvaerd
D. Peterson
Daniel Andrieu
D. Thomas
David Thomas
Nauticat 36
Martin Sadler
J. Berret
Luders
Nicholson
German Frers
Van de Stadt
A. Primrose
Ed Dubois
Ed Dubois
Philippe Briand
J.A. Bennet
Peter Brett
R. Freeman
Ed Dubois
D. Thomas
Fauroux
Groupe Finot
Van de stadt
Jeanneau Sun Fizz
R. Harris
Sparkman & Stevens
Sparkman & Stevens
P. Brett
G.T. McGruer
Van de Stadt
Holman & Pye
Ted Hood
Laurent Giles
R. Holland
L. Giles
Holman & Pye
McGruer
Bill Dixon
Carl Beyer
Nigel Irens
J & J Designs
Olle Enderlein

J Cisiers
A Milne
P Briand

Class

Shipman 28
Arpage

Sovereign 400
Neptunian 33
Westerly Centaur
Dufor 35
Jeanneau Sunrise 34
Sadler 34
Dragon

Bavaria 42

Dolphin 31
Frers 45
Najad 440
Westerly Berwick 31
Starlight 35
Dufour 30 Classic
Atlantic Power Ketch
Nicholson 35
Mirage 37
Oyster 46
Fastnet 34
Impala
Privilege 37 Cat

Hardy 20
Halllberg-Rassy 42
BBll
Contessa 35
Jeanneau Sun Magic 44
Impala
Sigma 33

Sadler 34
Beneteau First 32s5

Nicholson 48
Hallberg-Rassy 39
Contest 33
Moody 40
Westerly Konsort
Westerly Griffen
Sun Fizz 40
Colvic 31
Rival 32
One off
Westerly Corsair
Sigma 38
Sunrise 36
Beneteau 40 C.C.

Vancouver 27
One off
Nauticat 42
Rival 32
McGruer One Off
Dehler 41
Rustler 36
Hood 50
Vertue Mk II
Nicholson 345
Salar 40
Oyster 35

Moody Eclipse 33
Najad 520
Romilly
Dufor 45 Classic
Shipman 28

Noray 38
Dublin Bay 24
First 345
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Yacht

Ewuse Me
Family’s Pride
Fastnet Dancer
Faustina 11
Fiacra
Fidem IH
Final Fling
Finavarra
Flica
Flight of
Freycinet
Gauntlet
Gay Gannet
Genesis of
Gentle Spirit
Golden Nomad
Greenheart
Greylag of Arklow
Growltiger
Gwili 3
Hafod
Halloween
Happy Return
Harklow
Hera
Hibernia
High Jinx
Hobo Six
Hylasia
Icarus of Cuan
Iduna

Imagine
Infinity
Insouciance
Intrigue
lonion
Irish Mist
Irish Mist I
Island Life
J’ablesse
Jacana
Jaded
Jig Time
Jipp
Joggernaut
Jokers Wild
Jomora
Joyster
Juffra
Juno
Jura
Kala
Kariat
Kilpatrick
Kioni
Kirmew
Kittiwake IV
Knocknagrena
Koala
Kumaree
Lady Jane
Lady Kate
Lamorna II1
Laragh
Leemara of
Leigh Mary
Leprechaun
Lindos
Lutanda
Mac Duach
Madcap
Maimoune
Mandalay
Marie Claire I1
Marula
Mary Lee
Mar)’ P
Maunie
Maximizar
Maximum

Owner

E Crosbie
R G Monson
V. O’Farrell
A & J.Clementson
E Bourke
G. Hawthorn
F D Martin
F. Sheridan
M. Kenworthy
N.L. Smyth
G J O’Connor
P Bunting
L. Sheil
I. and H. Morrow
H Boyle
A. Aston
M B & A Balmforth
T. Sheppard
E.E Byrne
A McCarter
G. d’Esterre Roberts
A. Pearson
F J Rogerson
R. Heard
I.R. Guinness
F Espey/J osborne
T & D Andrews
J P Bourke
H & I. Barnwell
B. Kennedy
J.R. Bourke
N Kenefick
B MacManus
G. Ralston
D E Tucker
B Lynch
A O’ Leary
A. Baker
C P McHenry
H. Beck
S. Davis
J.K. Martin
D Smyth
C Love Jnr
D. Morrissy
F Ennis
A A Robertson
D. Whitehead
M.J. Hill
C.L. Kilgrew
W & P Kellett
M.T. McConnell
D. Faulkner
D P Brazil
A A Toher
D McCleave
Dr. P. Lowry
Lord Hemphill
P Cullen/M Crotty
K.L. Cooke
M. Pritchard/M. Pritchard
D. Walsh
A.S. Morton
Noel T. Smith
M & M Butler
B. Layng
D.E. O’Connor
C.C. Martin
R. E. Eves
Dr. M. Brogan
S. Spence
R & H Barr
C.J. FitzGerald
S. McCormack
M McConnell
J McCann
F & N Prendeville
M J Whelan
P.M.C. Branigan
S & J Nairn

T.M.

20

6
15

14

7

7
18
12
6

5
12

22

17
15
4

27
14

19
12

5
14

l0

17.5

11

4

13

5
14

6
13
10
7

17
12
4
7

15

2.5

10
15

Rig / Built

Fractional E 1998
Ketch W. 1932
Cutter E 1991
Cutter F. 1991
Sloop E 1979
Sloop F.
Sloop E 2000
Sloop F. 1980
Cutter E 2001
Sloop E 1986
Sloop E 1995
Sloop E 1988
Sloop W. 1963
Cutter E 2000
Sloop E 1979
Ketch F. 1981
Bermudan F. 1999
Sloop W. 1961
Sloop E 1978
Sloop E 1997
Sloop W. 1965
Sloop 1971
Sloop W. 1965
Motor W. 1963
G. Sloop W. 1899
Yawl E 1976
Sloop E 1991
Sloop E 1974
Sloop E 1985
Sloop E 1980
Sloop W. 1939
Sloop E 2000
Sloop E 1997
Ketch A. 1983
Sloop E 1984
Sloop E 1990
Motor E 1994
Sloop E 1973
Cutter F. 1998

Sloop E 1965
Sloop E 1982
Sloop E 1996
GaffW. 1897
Sloop E 1993
Sloop E 1989
Sloop E 1996
Ketch E 1981
Sloop E 1966
3/4 E 1986
Sloop E 1984
Motor E 1974
Steam (!) W. 1897
Sloop E 1986
Sloop E 1981
Sloop W. 1947
Fractional E 1992
Ketch E 1980
Sloop E 1983
Sloop E 1970
Ketch E 1978
Sloop E 1986
Sloop E
Cutter E 2003
Sloop E 1990
Ketch E 1980
Sloop W. 1962
Sloop E 1977
Ketch F. 1977
G. Cutter W. 1979
Cutter W. 1875
Sloop W. 1902
Sloop E 1974
Sloop E 1980
M.Y.S. 1982
Cutter E 1984
Sloop E 1990
Cutter E 1997
Sloop E 2001
Sloop. E 1995
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Designer

N Jeppesen
Fife Ring Netter
German Frers
Chuck Payne
L Giles
A. Primrose
Bruce Farr
R. Holand
Rob Humphries
B. Dixon
Bill Dixon
D Sadlier
C.R. Holman
H. Johnston
Olle Enderlein
R. Dongrey
David Alan-Williams
Laurent Giles
L Giles/C. Hawkins
Stephen Jones
D Simmonds
Oliver Lee
Holman
J. Tyrrell
Howth 17 O.D.
Holman & Pye
N Jeppesen
Ollie Enderlein
German Frers
A. Primrose
L. Giles
Brnc Farr
Van de Stadt
Van Dam Nordia
David Thomas
Ed Dubois
Nelson 40 TSDY
D. Carter
Bob Johnson

Nicholson
Johnson
Stephen Jones
Fife Design
Ed. Dubois
Jean Berret
Stephen Jones
Holman& Pye
Nicholson
Ed. DuBois
Holman & Pye
Derek Stukins
LFE, Cowes
Holman & Pye
Laurent Giles
Robert Clark
Van de Stadt
Laurent Giles
David Thomas
Dufor
Van de Stadt
Dixon
Holman & Pye
Bruce Farr
Stephen Jones
J. A. Bennet
Peterson Thuesen
Van de Stadt
Olle Enderlein
Colm Mulkerrins
Bristol Channel Pilot Cutter
Linton Hope
Saltalia Finland
A. Mauric
Bederbeke
Borealis Yachts
German Frers
T Taylor
Berret Racoupeau
Pelle Petterson

Class

X 332

Hallberg-Rassy 45
Bowman 40
Westerly Centaur
Moody 36
First 40.7
Nicholson 345
Oyster 54
Moody 34
Moody 44
Contessa 32
Sterling
Island Packet 420
Hallberg-Rassy
Pilot Trader
Dawn 39

GK 24
Sadler Starlight 35
Horizon 32
Squib
Stella
Motor Cruiser

Bowman 46
X412
Shipman 28
Hylas 42
Moody 36
Lymington L
Jeanneau 45.2
Dehler 37CWS
Nordia 58
Sigma 41
Westerly Seahawk 35

Carter 37
Island Packet 40

Nicholson 32
J24
Bowman Starlight 35
Cork Harbour One Design
33’ One Off
Beneteau First 32s5
Starlight 35
Oyster 35
Nicholson 32
Westerly Fulmar
Pretorian 35
Downcraft 21

Oyster Heritage
Westerly Konsort
YW 5 tonner
Dehler 36 CWS
Conway
Sigma 41
Safari
Trintella III A
Moody 31
Twister
Farr 56
Sadler Starlight 39
Victor 34
Dragon O.D.
Prospect 900
Hallberg Rassy 35
Galway Hooker

Fairy
Nauticat 33 Pilot House
First 30
Pedro 35
Reliance 44
Grand Soleil 42
Vancouver 38P
Oceanis Clipper 393
Maxi-1000



Yacht

Medi-Mode
MegaHertz
Melisande
Merette
Misaja
Mischief
Miss Molly of
Misty
Modus Vivendi
Moondrifier
Moonshadow
Moonshadow
Moonshine
Moonstream
Moonstruck
Morene
Morning Calm H
Moshulu 111
Mouflon
Mountain Mist
Muirneog
Murlough
Nancy
Narnia
New Moon
Nicu
Nimrod of Down
Nina
Nisha
No Sense
Nomad
Northabout
Nyabo
o mare e tu
Ocean Blue
Ocean Sapphire
Oleander of
Olessa
One Timee
Oneiro
Oona
Ostra
Ounavarra of
Papageno
Pascal
Passe Partout
Pegasus
Phoenix
Picnic
Pilgrim Soul
Pt~cabrn
Pylades
Quaila
Raasay of
Rafiki
Rambler
Rapparee 11
Rascal
Rathlin
Rgalta

Rebound
Reiver
Rhapsody
Ricjak
Roaring Water
Rockabil1111
Rockwell
Rosemarie of
Rosemary
Royal Tara
Ruinette
Running Wild
Sabrone
Safari of Howth
Saki
Salar
Samharcin an lar
Sandy Ways
Saoirse
Saoirse of Cork

Owner T.M. Rig / Built

D.M. Dwyer Sloop E 1979
G Sheridan Sloop E 2000
D. Lynch Sloop W. 1965
J Kidney Sloop F. 1998
Lord & Lady Cooke Sloop E 1972
J Donegan fractional E 1988
J.R. O’Neill 9 Sloop F. 1979
T.R.C. Wood Sloop F.
P & G Adams Cutter E 1991
M.J. Webb 10 Ketch E 1978
E. K. Deveney Sloop E 1977
J. Kilkenny E Fitzgerald Sloop E 1984
P Butler 7 Sloop E 1990
R. & N. Simms 21 Ketch E 1982
J Doran Cutter E 1995
J A Stevenson S. 1974
L. Auchincloss 26.9 Sloop A. 1991
J.B. & M Woodward 17 Sloop F. 1976
E. Meade 7 Sloop E 1979
G FitzGerald Sloop E 1979
P Gallagher 9 Sloop E 1985
P W Knatchbull Sloop E 1998
C E Hilliard Etap 22i
S Moore Sloop E 1999
J Massey Cutter W. 1935
E Ryan Sloop E 1976
K.M. & H. Boyd Sloop E
L Bohane Sloop E
F Sadlier Motor sailer W.
M H Flowers Sloop F. 2000
R & C Fielding E 1992
Jarlath J. Cunnane Bermudan cutter A. 2001
T C Johnson 16 Sloop E 1994
J Keating Sloop E 2002
B Law Sloop E E
D & J Cross Fractional E 1998
B. Hegarty/B. Hegarty 15 Ketch E 1981
T Fitzpatrick Sloop E 1983
E.M. England 11 Sloop E 1980
P F Cudmore Sloop E 2001
P. Courtney Sloop W. 1909
I J Stevenson Sloop F.
Brian A Tucker 21 Ketch E 1974
P D Haden Sloop E 1985
J I Taggart 18 Sloop E 1983
R Aplin Sloop E 2003
P O’Connor Sloop E 2000
C O’Carroll Sloop E 1980
T. S. Foote Cutter E 1983
Dr. W. A. Curtain 8.9 Sloop 2003
G.E. McGuire 11 Sloop E 1980

F & K Quinlan Cutter S. 1997
H.E Morrison 15 Sloop E 2000
B.E Coad 11 Sloop E 1972
W.D. & H. Keatinge Ketch E 1987
M M Dooney Sloop E 1980
D. McKenna Sloop E 1981
M Whitaker 1 EMotor 1991
N Duffin Westerly Rivera

A. Bell 14 Sloop E 1992

D Morrissy Ketch E 1986

J.D. Williams/WE Williams 12.5 Sloop S. 1988

S. Flood 10 Sloop E 1979
J. Cahill 22 Cutter S. 1982

J.B. Forde 14 Sloop F. 1978

J. Flanagan Sloop E 1998

R. Gibson, H. Kaiser, D. McWilliam Fractional E 1996

TAnderson Sloop E 1984

D Jones 3 Gaff Sloop W. 1907

C. Love 50 Ketch E 1979

D.E Brazil/J. Gallagher 11 Sloop E 1971

R Sullivan Sloop E 1980

P McGlade Sloop E 1991

R.I. Morrison 17 Ketch E 1982
P.J. McCormack 11 Sloop E 1979

B. McMahon 6 Sloop E 1970

H. Du Plessis 16 Ketch E 1977

T. Cooke 15 Ketch E 1979

S Salmon Sloop E 1985

J. Colin Hayes 24 Cutter E 1996

Designer

A. Primrose
J & J Designs
Johan Hanker
Johan Hanker
Camper & Nicholson
J Berret
David Sadler
Oceanis 411
Holman & Pye
J. Roy
W. P. Brown
Moody 29
D Thomas
Ian L. Anderson
Bruce Farr

Van der Stadt
Laurent Giles
Laurent Giles
Bruce Kirby
David Sadler
Dumas

Najadarvet
David Hillyard
Camper & Nicholson
David Thomas
Beneteau Oceanis
Fairy Fisherman
Bruce Farr
Arthur Mursell
Caroff-Dofloss
Dick Zal
J & J Designs
Sparkman & Stevens
Judel/Vrolijk
L. Giles
Van de Stadt
Peter Boyce
Philippe Briand
Walter Boyd
Steven Jones
Laurent Giles
Ed Dubois
R Holland
Mortain & Mavrikios
J & J Designs
Johan Anker
Harry Becker
Leif Angemark
Ed Dubois
Van de stadt
W. Dixon
Peter Brett
Carl Beyer
German Frets
Yamaha Group
Hardy

Stephen Jones
Georg Stadelujr
A. Mylne
Ron Holland;
Cahill
A. Primrose
Berret/Racoupeau
Castro
Van Der Stadt
Herbert Boyd
Camper & Nicholson
Camper & Nicholson
David Thomas
Bill Dixon
Olle Enderlein
Camper & Nicholson
White & Hill
L. Giles
Holman & Pye
J Berret
Carl Beyer

Class

Moody 39
Dufour 32 Classic
Dragon
Dragon
Nicholson 32 Mk X
First 32S5
Sadler 32

Oyster 55
Macwester Seaforth
Ruffian 23

Sigma 33 OOD
Seastream 43
Beneteau 44C

Trintella 57A
Salar 40
Westerly GK29
Trapper 300
Sadler 29
Jeaneau Sun Oddesey 42

Najad 441
6ton Hillyard
Nicholson 31
Hunter Pilot 27

Beneteau 40.7
Seaward/Nelson 23
Nadja 15
Contest 46
Gib ’Sea 33

Dehler 41
Westerly Conway 36
DB2
O-Day 37
Sun Odyssey 32
Howth 17 Footer
Oyster 35
Moody 46
Westerly Seahawk
Swan 391
Dufour 36 Classic
Dufor 32 Classic
Dragon
Vagabond 31
Malo 39
Westerly Fulmar
Caribbean 12m
Moody 42
Rival 34
Aphrodite 42
Swan 53
Yamaha 36
Hardy 19

Starlight 35
Mayflower 48’

Club Shamrock
One off
Moody 33
First 33.7
1720
E&A40
Howth 17
Nicholson 70
Nicholson 32
Hunter Impala
Moody 44
Hallberg Rassy 42
Nicholson 31
Cutlass
Westerly Conway 36
Oyster Mariner 35
Beneteau First 37.5
Najad 520
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Yacht

Sceolaing
Schollevaer
Scilla Verna
Sea Fox
Sea Gull
Seadrifter
Seareign
Seascape of
Seoidin
Serifa of Cork
Setanta
Setanta
Siamsa
Silver Slipper
Simon Den
Siolta
Sirikit 111
Skua
Solo
Somethin ’
Sparkle
Speedbird of
Starfire
Stealaway
Stella Maris
Strathspey
Suaeda
Sundowner of
Swallow
Taiscealai
Talisker
Tallulah
Tam O’Shanter
Tandara
Targeteer
Tertia of
The Lady Avilon
The Lady
The Orchestra
~eveara
Toirse
Tosca V
Tresillian IV
Trilogy
Trininga
Tritsch- Tratsch IV
Tux
Twayblade
Twiga
Twocan
Ultimate
Ursula
VS.O.P
Valhalla
Velella
Voyageuse
Wave Dancer
Wavedancer
Waxwing
Wayfarer
Wheesht
White Heather
White Magic
White Shadow

Whiteftre
Wild Bird
William Tell of Uri
Winefreda of
Witchcraft of

Wizard
Wolfl~ound
Xanadu
Yami- Yami
Zarafa
Zarinda
Zebedee
Zuben ’ubi

Owner

D. Ryan
D Beattie
J & K Nixon
J.R. Magee
L Cassidy
J. Petch
H.R. King
P & E Ronaldsou
B Travers
P Crowley
M Cotter-Murphy
J Cudmore
M.M. D’Alton/L.D. Latham
H. Cudmore
J. Ballagh
W.W. McKean
G. Johnston & W. Colfer
J Phelan
G Coad
J C Bruen
B. Gallagher
P. Tisdall
C Magennis
T Irvine
M.C. Coleman
B.N. Watson/W.R. Watson
A. Hutchinson
L R Waters
R.M. Beirne
McConnell & others
N Wright
A.H. Rountree
B. Kenny
R. Slater
G. M. Sargent
W. Dickinson
R.V. Lovegrove
M. O’Connor
M. Craughwell
T.C. Hutcheson
J. R. Cudmore
H P Kennedy
J. Clapham
R. Fowler
D.B. & M.D. Johnston
Dr. O. Glaser
M. O’ Keeffe
J. Virden
M. Park
ED. Freeman
R. Sharp
R. Watson
J. Godkin
S Adair
A. Clarke
L. Kavanagh
J.E. Daly
J Daly
P. Gray/S. Gray
D Whitaker
W.P. Escott
D.H.B. FitzGerald
B & P Killen
D. Nicholson
N V McFerran
G.J.J. Fasenfeld
S. Lantry
G. Villiers-Stuart
W.M. Nixon/E.M. Wheeler/
H.A. Whelehan
W. E. Glover
A E McGettigan
N. Kean
T. Kirby
A. Eves
L McElligott
David Taplin
W.J. Cotter/J. McKinney/
N. Meagher

T.M.

16

65

14
12

5
17

5
8

11
9.8

11
7.9

29
18
12

13
8
16
6.6
15

7

19

16
11
15
20

9

7

11

5.5

15

12
15

13

23
13

15

6

9

10

Rig / Built

Sloop F. 1969
Gaffcutter S. 1913
Ketch F. 1983
Ketch W. 1940
Sloop E
Ketch F. 1975
Sloop F. 1973
Ketch F. 1981
G. Cutter 1978
Sloop F. 1968
Sloop F. 1996
Sloop E 2000
Sloop E
SSDY W. 1970
Ketch S. 1991
Cutter E 1998
Sloop E 1968
Sloop E 1975
Ketch E 1983
Sloop E 2002
Sloop E 1986
Sloop E 1989
Sloop E 1998
Sloop S.
Sloop S. 1986
Sloop E 1980
Sloop E 1973
Bmu Ketch E 1980
Marconi W. 1956
Sloop E 1977
Sloop E 1998
Sloop E 1987
Sloop E 1972
Ketch E 1977
Fractional E 1980
Sloop E 1978
S. 1935
Sloop E 1977
Sloop E 1986
Ketch E 1979
Sloop E 2001
Sloop E 1980
Ketch E 1981
Sloop E 1989
Ketch E 1979
Ketch E 1981
Fractional E 1997
Sloop W. 1961
Ketch E 1973
Sloop E 1973
Ketch E 1975
Sloop E 1985
Sloop E 1986
Sloop E 1995
Sloop E 2000
Sloop E 1978
Sloop E 1989
Sloop E 1989
Cutter E 1980
Sloop E 2000
Sloop E 1974
Sloop E 1988
Sloop E 1999
Sloop E 1988
Ketch F. 1985
Cutter E 1997
Cutter E 1988
Cutter W.

Sloop E 1976
Sloop E 1983
Sloop E 1987
Ketch S. 1982
Sloop E 1978
Sloop E 1980
Sloop E 1974
MG Spring 25

Sloop E 1973

Designer

Raymond Wall
Lemsteraak
Holman & Pye
W. M. Hand
A Buchanan
Van de Stadt
Camper & Nicholson
Westerly Conway
Roger Dongray
Laurent Giles
Johan Hanker
J. Fauroux
W.P. Brown
Ray Hunt/Jon Bannenberg
Holterman & De Vries
Koopmans
Nicholson
Olle Enderlein
Gary Hyot
Groupe Finot
Martin Sadler
Woods
Stephen Jones
Van de Stadt
Bruce Roberts
Bill Shaw
Camper & Nicholson
Holman & Pye
J. B. Kearney
Ron Holland
W Dixon
Van de Stadt
Britton Chance
Camper & Nicholson
Rob Humphreys
Doug Peterson
Canal Boat
Olle Enderlin
Olle Enderlein
G.L. Watson
J. Faroux
Sparkman & Stevens
Holman & Pye
Bill Dixon
W.E Rayner
German Frers
N Jeppesen
A. Buchanan
Holman
Olle Enderlein
Laurent Giles
Hallberg-Rassy 312
Humphries
J Berret
Groupe Finot
Angus Primrose
Bill Dixon
Bill Dixon
Peter Brett
German Frers
Camper & Nicholson
D. Thomas
Norlin/Ostruann
Holman & Pye
Van de Stadt
Tony Taylor
Chuck Paine
Admiralty

Doug Peterson
J. Kaufman
R Holland
German Frers
D Sadler
Don Pye
Evind Amble

Nicholson

Class

Nicholson 43

Oyster 435
Motor Sailer
Halcyon 23
Victory 40
Nicholson 35

Cornish Crabber 24 Mk 1
Salar 40
Dragon
Jenneau Sun Odyssey 37
Ruffian 23
S.S.D.Y.
44’ Motor sailer
Victoire
Nicholson 32
Shipman 28
Freedom
Open 5.7
Sadler 34
Banshee Catamaran
starlight 35

Roberts 45
Pearson 40
Nicholson 35
Oyster 39
Mermaid
Club Shamrock
Moody 40
Legend 34
Chance 37
Nicholson 39
Target 30
Contessa 35

Shipman 28
Hallberg-Rassy
Colvic Watson 35
Sun Odyssey 37
She 36
Oyster 39
Moody 31
Atlantic 40
F&C44
X 332
Norman
Super Sovereign
Shipman 29
Carbineer

Soverign 400

Oceanis 411
Voyager 35
Moody 376
Moody 376
Rival 41
Hallberg-Rassy 36
Nicholson 35
Sigma 362
Sweden 37
Oyster Heritage 37
Rebel 42
Vancouver 38
Bowman 40

Contessa 35
North Shore 33
Swan 43
Frers 48
Sadler 25
Gladiateur
Fjord ’33

Nicholson 32
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THE CHALLENGE CUP AWARDS

Every year the Flag Officers appoint an Adjudicator
to award the Challenge Cup Awards.

The following are the Challenge Cup Awards:

THE FAULKNER CUP

THE CLUBS PREMIER AWARD

THE FORTNIGHT CUP

FOR THE BEST CRUISE UNDERTAKEN

IN A MAXIMUM OF 16 DAYS

THE STRANGFORD CUP

FOR AN ALTERNATIVE BEST CRUISE

THE ROUND IRELAND
NAVIGATION CUP

FOR THE BEST CIRCUMNAVIGATION

WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON
NAVIGATIONAL AND PILOTAGE CONTENT

THE WYBRANT CUP

FOR THE BEST CRUISE IN

SCO’I-rlSH WATERS

THE FINGAL CUP

AWARDED ENTIRELY AT THE

ADJUDICATOR’S OWN DISCRETION

FOR THE LOG WHICH APPEALED

TO HIM MOST

THE ROCKABILL TROPHY

FOR A CRUISE WHICH INVOLVES AN
EXCEPTIONAL FEAT OF NAVIGATION

AND/OR SEAMANSHIP

THE GLENGARRIFF TROPHY

FOR THE BEST CRUISE IN IRISH WATERS
J

THE GULL SALVER

FOR THE HIGHEST PLACED IRISH

YACHT IN THE FASTNET RACE

THE ATLANTIC TROPHY

FOR THE BEST OPEN SEA PASSAGE
WITH PORT TO PORT AT LEAST 1000
MILES

THE PERRY GREER BOWL

FOR THE BEST FIRST ICC LOG

THE WILD GOOSE CUP

AT THE ADJUDICATOR’S DISCRETION

FOR A LOG OF LITERARY MERIT

,D,

J

THE JOHN B KEARNEY CUP

FOR AN OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION

TO IRISH SAILING

THE WRIGHT SALVER

AWARDED BY THE

NORTHERN COMMI’I-rEE

THE WATERFORD HARBOUR

CUP

AWARDED BY THE

SOUTHERN COM M rI-I’EE

THE DONEGAN MEMORIAL

CUP

AWARDED BY THE

EASTERN COMMITTEE

THE ARAN ISLANDS TROPHY

AWARDED BY THE

WESTERN COMMITTEE

BEST DUNNS DITTY WILL BE AWARDED A MINIATURE REPLICA OF THE WYBRANT CUP



Sunrise 12 August 2003 - over the Greek mainland, across the Ionian Sea towards Gouvia marina, Corfu.


